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PREFACE

Alarmed and embarrassed by events of the 1950s, the nation seemed to be of a single mind: do
something, Washington, to see ,to it that the United States once again and without a doubt
becomes the leading scientific and technological nation in the worldand gets to the moon first!

So be it. Programs were invented, dollars appropriated, people employed, and grants given.
Progress was fever charted. For mc4;*. citizens the measures were successful rocket lift-offs,
manned orbits completed, diseases conquered, and Nobel Prizes won. For their part, the scien-
tific cognoscenti marked progress by comparing the U.S. to other countries in terms of prizes
won, Ph.D.'s trained, papers published in significant journals, citations accumulated, and
science budgets relative to gross national product., And sure enough, by the end of the 1960s,
the charts all agreed: we were there! Perhaps we had been there all along, as most of the world
seemed to believe, but no matter, Americans had finally come to believe in America's scientific
preeminence once again.

In all of this the National Science Foundation, along with the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration, occupied stage center. Conceived in the 1940s and born in 1950, the National
Science Foundation was in place and ready to go when the nation became concerned about our
scientific capability. It located brilliant investigators and got them to work doing imaginative
fundamental research. Furthermore, even as the NSF established itself as the premier supporter
of basic research, it made what well might come to be regarded as the most inventive contribution
of a federal agency to public education since the establishment of the land-grant universities.

To be sure the Foundation entered educational affairs conservatively enough by providing
graduate fellowships to the brightest young science students to attract them into becoming
research 'scientists, but quickly it realized that such efforts were insufficient. If a dramatic
growth in the science workforce was to be accomplished without reducing its quality, then the
entire talent pool from which scientists are drawn had to be enlarged. Scientists discovered at
just about the same time as everyone else that there was trouble in the high schools, big trouble.
and it was called science teaching. If the country wanted more and better scientists, then
something had to be done about science in the schools. The Foundation did in science education
what came naturally to it, namely supporting the efforts of outstanding university scientists to
develop new science and mathematics coursesnew in content, conception, and designand to
educate teachers. Many such scientists become involved, turning their attention from the lab to
the schoolroom, and the curriculum improvement effort was underway.

What followed was what many within the house of science have come to regard as the golden
age of science education. Action sprung up at schools and colleges across the land. Hundreds of
talented personsscientists, science teachers, psychologists. film makers, writers, apparatus
designers, artists, etc.formed themselves into groups according to shared notions of what
high school science might become. At first this meant high school mathematics and the natural
sciences, but then it became extended to high school social sciences, and then to elementary and
junior high science. The intent of all of this was to greatly enrich science education' options on
a national scale but not to develop anything remotely like a "national curriculum."

The byword was innovation. Novel materials and new techniques appeared in profusion. They
were described, praised and criticized at local and national meetings of science teachers and in
their journals; they were tested in classrooms, revised.on the basis of student and teacher
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response, and then retested. And so it went, a very competitive affair, government funded but
not government controlled or onerated,-It-capttired the aitention.of-school administrators and.
school boards, the nation's press, and eventually the publishers, apparatus manufacturers and
film distributors. Thousands of teachers attended summer and inservice programs, upgrading
their knowledge of science and mathematics, learning about the new materials and approaches,
sharing techniques with each other, and informing college scientists of their needs and views.

In the process of setting out to bring into high school science courses 20th Century science, a
process was invented, and that process was, r.3 we have seen, soon applied to the entire range of
grades and scientific subjects in this country, and then borrowed worldwide. By 1970, after a
heady decade and a half, the U.S. had established a preeminence in science education to match
its status in basic scientific research.

As the perception grew, however, "that we were there," that the job had been done, the effort
slowed down rapidly by the middle of the 1970s. But all along, and increasirgly in the last few
years, other voices were claiming that only part of the job had been done, and that NSF should
get back to work in science education. After all, we may have learned how to find, motivate and
train bright young people to become good scientists and engineersbut how many of them
were minority persons or women? The record was dismal. And what about all those children
who were not heading toward science careers? Had not their science education been neglected
during "the golden age" even though we knew full well that good citizenship and a full life in
today's world calls for a decent science education? Such questions, aided and abetted by grow-
ing concerns about the general quality of public education and by dramatic and puzzling
changes in the economics and demographics of our country, strongly suggested that the time
had come to find out just what the situation actually was in regard to science education in the
United States.

To find out, the Foundation funded a Status Study as three major independent but related
studies to be conducted in parallel. The result, eighteen month:: later, was nearly 2000 pages of
materials organized into seven volumes. Published by the National Science Foundation, the
collection is entitled The Status of Pre-College Science, Mathematics, and Social Studies2
Education.

To help us make use of the Status Study for o own policy-making purposes, and as a way to
get help in the communication of the findings of the studies in useful ways to different audiences,
we selected nine organizations to analyze the studies independently and write reports. NSF
attempted to maximize the scope of these reports by choosing organizations with different
responsibilities and perspectives. These were:

TEACHER ORGANIZATIONS

National Council for the Social Studies

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics

National Science Teachers Association

SCIENCE ORGANIZATIONS

American Association for the Advancement of Science

National Academy of Sciences
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ADMINISTRATION AND SUPPORT ORGANIZATIONS

American Association of School Administrators

Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development

National Congress of Parents and Teachers

National School Boards Association

Their reports are included in this volume just as they were submitted. We believe that they pre-
sent an interesting and informative view about the totality of science education in American
schools, and much about the school situation in general.

These nine reports are not only descriptive, they are also normative. Each organization was asked
to extract from its analysis the major needs in science education from the point of view of its
membership. Thus collectively the reports give us an idea of what problems and issues are
thought to be most important, what the system's strengths and weaknesses are believed to be,
and what the most important strategies for improvement might be. Although the formats for
each report differ they all contain, either explicitly or implicitly, a set of recommendations for
the improvement of science education.

In this preface I will make no attempt to summarize the almost 200 pages of tightly worded text
that it introduceslet each report speak for itself. However, I would like to offer a few
statements taken directly from the reports, statements that I personally found to be intriguing or
provocative, For convenience, they are grouped into those bearing broadly on all of precollege
education and those on science education specifically.

Among the statements commenting on precollege education in general, the following examines
are illustrative:

The Back to Basics Movement

Science education is not viewed as 'basic' by the general population or educators. Concern for
science education is included in the category of fundamental knowledge in other areas.' which
is considered the catch-all for all other subjects not deemed to be 'basic. '

American Association of School Administrators

Though emphasis on acquiring basic skiers is of the heart of the educational process, there is a
distinct possibility of basics becoming the curriculum rather than just part of the curriculum.
Another problem, with an overemphasis on basics. is a tendency to teach children only those
things for which they will be tested, a tendency that leads to mediocrity.

National Congress of Parents and Teachers

'
Student Motivation/Discipline Problems

The NSF case studies observers also found much apathy among students. In some schools, a
lack of academic motivation was revealed by low attendance rates and the refusal of many
students to attend school on a regular basis. Other ctudents displayed their apathy towards
school through passive non-involvement In classroom activities.

National Academy of Sciences
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Quality of Education

There _needs. to-1e-0--reaffinnotion-oka concern for quality in education. The egalitarian
philosophy reflected in many educational practices has had the unfortunate effect of encourag-
ing regression toward mediocrity in many parts of the school curriculum. Efforts to reverse this
regressive trend are starting. They should be encouraged and supported.

American Association for the Advancement of Science

LaCk of Support Structure for Teachers

Supervisors at the secondary level revealed a preponderance of admilistrative and teaching
loads over supervisory tasks....On the average supervisors had in excess of 200 teachers with
whom they worked. There were very few people available outside the classroom to provide
quality control for the curriculum and assist teachers with pedagogical problems.

Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development

Other factors mentioned in the reports include declining enrollments, finance problems,
increased emphasis on equal educational opportunity and the multiplicity of tasks that the
schools are expected to perform.

Among the statements commenting on science education specifically, the following examples
are illustrative:

Curriculum

In summary, some readers will conclude that one of the major inferences that can be drawn
from these reports and case studies is that much of the secondary school science curriculum is
mismatched to the interests and needs of the majority of students in our schools who will not
pursue scientific or technological careers.

National Science Teachers Association

Teachers

-individual teachers have a great deal of freedom, often more than they recognize or wish to
admit, in deciding what social studies will be.... When we try to describe what happens so
students in social studies classes, then, the ever-present reality is the teacher, interacting with
students and deciding, day-by-day and moment-by-moment, what will happen in class.

National Council for the Social Studies

Instruction

Mathemait teachers have been urged to implement discovery learning, mathematics
laboratory tivities wish 'hands on learning, individualized instruction. multimedia instruc-
tion, and m y other promising pedagogical strategies. However, as is the case with attempted
changes in e content of school mathematics, the NSF studies provide reason to question the
exien which any of the proposals for innovative pedagogy have influenced predominant in-
structional patterns.

National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
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Finances

...The researchers conducting the science study for NSF conclude, based on past pasterns of
state and lateral lunding. it is not likely that many stases will give science a high priority since
federal legislation does not.... The percentage of stale support for science education has remain-
ed virtually unchanged since 1955.

National School Boards Association
a

Other issues mentioned in the reports include: adequacy of facilities and materials, preser-
vice and inservice teacher training, and elitism vs. populism in the science curriculum.

1 believe that these reports can play a role in helping us understand the shape of American
science education as we enter the 1980s. They contain information about both where we
have been and where we should be headed. It is a pleasure to share them with you

F. James Rutherford
Assistant Director for Science Education
National Science Foundation
December 1979

'Unless otherwise specified subsequent references to "science education" include natural science. mathematics, and
social science education.

'The Foundation's interest is in social mime. Because this is embedded in social studies in precoliese education, the
Status Study contains some information in the broader area.
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INTRODUCTION

What Are the Needs in Science Education?
Interpretations from the Field

Linda J. ingison
National Science Foundation

This report is the eighth and final volume in a series based on the National Science
Foundation's Status Study of Precollege Science. Mathematics, and Social Studies' Educa-
tional Practices in U.S. Schools. The study was sponsored by the Science Education Direc-
torate. Included in this volume are commissioned reports prepared under the auspices of nine
organizations having a major interest in the conduct and quality of precollege science educa-
tion.,' Reports are included from the National Council for the Social Studies, the National
Council of Teachers of Mathematics, the National Science Teachers Association, the National
Congress of Parents and Teachers, the National School Boards Association, the Association
for Supervision and Curriculum Development. the American Association of School Adminis-
trators, the National Academy of Sciences and the American Association for the Advancement
of Science.

Phase 1The Status Study

The study that led to the present compendium of reports was initiated in 1975. That year, in
response to program planning needs within the Science Education Directorate. the decision was
made to take a retrospective look at the state of precollege science education in U.S. schools, as
well as at the changes that had taken place over approximately twenty years of vigorous reform
efforts. The final outcome was the NSF Status Study of Precollege Science Education.

Planning for the Status Study was accomplished with the assistance of members of the scientific
and educational community as well as NSF staff. A planning meeting was held in Washington.
D.C. in 1976 to outline the goals of the study. The general purpose of the planned study was to
determine what really happens in schools in science education. In addition, the effects of
reform and change efforts instituted by numerous groups at all levels in the educational
establishment in the late 19S0s and the 1960s were to be assessed. Within these broad goals.
several more specific questions were considered of importance.. These questions centered
around the usage of curriculum materials: the training. inservice, and preservice support
available to school personnel; the position or science with respect to other disciplines in school,
district, and state priorities; and the amount and quality of support of all kinds for science
education. In short, the Status Study was planned to provide a general but comprehensive pic-
ture of science education today and over the past two decades.

The Status Study was conceived as three independent but related studies utilizing differing
methodological approaches and drawing on different data bases. Requests for proposals were
prepared for case studies of science education practices, a survey of educational practitioners.
and a literature review focusing on published and unpublished documents pertaining to science
education issues and needs. Awards for the conduct of the three studies were made to Drs,
Robert Stake and Jack Easley at the University of Illinois. Dr. Iris Weiss of Research Triangle
Institute, and Dr. Stanley Helgeson of the Ohio State University for the case studies, survey.



and literature review, respectively. Final reports or these studies are available (see reference list)
and constitute the first seven volumes referred to above.

Phase 11The Commissiosted Reports

While conceived or as a planning study ror the Foundation. the detail and richness of the data
contained in the Status Study represent a unique resource to the field as well. First. the Status
Study reports provide a comprehensive and detailed picture or science education as practiced
today with indications of the forces impinging on the system. Second. much or the data provided
in the reports is perishable in a real way. as schools and schooling are continually changing.
Finally, much or the data collected is unavailable from other published services.

However, the final reports themselves were re!t to be prohibitively large and expensive to
receive extensive use by all those interested in precollege science education. In addition. the
Status Study reports were designed to provide discussions or current status rather than future
needs in science education. For the latter. interpretations in light of possible futures would need
to be done by knowledgeable individuals and groups. The reports in this volume represent a
first attempt to provide such interpretations.

Phase II had two broad purposes. The first goal was to disseminate information about the exis-
tence and availability or the Status Study volumes themselves. More than a simple dissemina-
tion errors was intended, however. Another primary goal or Phase II was to enlist the chosen
organizations in not only summarizing the major findings of the Status Study. but also in extra-
polating rrom these results the major needs in science education from the poles of view of each
organisation's membership. This goal gave the Phase It effort its uniqueness. The reports were
not commissioned ror the use or the Foundation, but rather to stimulate awareness and use or
the,data by those in the field involved whit science education.

Planning for the Phase II effort began with identification of the various groups that traditionally
are interested or active in science education. The major target groups included students.
parents. teachers, administrators, supervisors, curriculum developers, school boards, and
scientists. While there are numerous organizations and associations representing one or more or
these (or others groups. finite resources forced us to limit selection In general. we attempted to
involve a wide variety or points or view, and to maximize dissemination to the largest ember
or potentially interested individuals.

Each organization was asked to prepare a plan ror the development or an interpretive report
based on the Status Study. The proposal was to specify the involvement or several well-known
and well-respected organization members in actually preparing the report. as well as to include
plans ror publishing the resulting report in one or more of the organization's own publications.
Therefore, while the basic process or preparing the nine reports that follow was similar, the
reports themselves vary in both style and content. Stylistic variation resulted rrom the editorial
demands or the particular publication chosen by each organization. The content of each report
also varies, due in part to the specific manner in which each committee approached the -tsk.
Some organizations consciously chose committee members with expertise in each of the Iltme
subject areas (i.e., science, mathematics, and social science) covered in the Status Study, and
charged each contingent of experts with developing subject-specific summaries and needs
statements. Others approached the task by assigning particular committee members respon-
sibility ror one or the three substudies of the status report (i.e., case study. survey, or literature
review). Still others involved the full committee in working on all three reports simultaneously.
Further variation among the reports can be attributed to differences in the degree to which the
committees ultimately viewed the task as one of summarization of the major findings or as one
of developing needs statements based on such findings. The reports differ in the degree to which
each committee was able to develop recommendations that are relevant to the sponsoring
organization's membership, and the degree to which such recommendations are action-oriented
and specific- All but one of these reports have been previously published, in some cases as an
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article or series in the-organizations' journals, in others as a separate report., These published
reports typically went through organizational review as part of the process of becoming official
reports. . :

' . .

Our expectation was that each organization would see the data from a soinew hat different
perspective, and-thereibre define differing science education needs and recommendations, The
texture and variety of the reports to follow attest to the accuracy of this expectation. Our hope
was to not only make the educational and scientific community aware of the reports but also to
stimulate research, professional activity, and greater involvement in science education. From
our perspeellve, early signs indicate that our efforts to interest and involve the edicational
community have been a success.

The reports to follow are presented in this volume as they appeared in their original publica-
tions.

..

We have made no attempt to edit or to summarize the statements made by thenine
chosen groups, Instead, our purpose in compending this volume is to facilitate access to all nine
summaries and interprefations. Any opinions, findings, conclusions or recommendations
expressed in the nine reports are those of the authors and do not necessarily reflect the views
of NSF. °,

t

The Foundation's interest is to social science Because this is embedded in social studies in precollege education. the
Status Study contains some information in the broader area.

'Unless otherwise specified, references to science educatton'.' include natural science, mathematics, and social
science education
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An Interpretive. Report on the
Status of Precollege Social Studies Education
Based on Three NSF - Funded Studies

James P. Shaver, O.L. Davis, and
Squawk M. He !burn
.

Introduction

,

The central interest of the National Council for the
Social Studies is the education of children and youth
what happens to students as a result of their school-
related experiences, especially in social studies pro-
grams. Questionsboth quantitative and qualitative
about the nature of those experiences across the
nation are frequently asked by and of National Council
for the Social Studies (NCSS) members. The answers
must often be either a pointed, "I don't know," or
conjectures based on limited personal experience. All
too rarely are data available that permit well-
substantiated statements. In 1976, the National
Science Foundation (NSF) funded three projects,
each based on different methodological approaches,
to investigate status in science, mathematics, and
social science/social studies education. Taken
together, the reports from the studies provide a
substantial remedy for the lack of information about
social studies.

Although most educators probably date National
Science Foundation involvement in education from
the efforts following the launching of Sputnik 1 in
1957, NSF has been concerned with precollege
science education from its inception in 1950. Much of
the NSF-funded curriculum development work and
many of the teacher institutes have been in chemistry,
biology. physics, and mathematics; however, the
social sciences have also been given attention. And,
at the elementary and secondary level, NSF has tended
to define social science eduCation as the K-12 social
studies curriculum.'

National Council for the Social Studies

NSF involvement in curriculum development has not
been without controversy, especially in the last few
years. Some critics have raised questions about the
impact on elementary and secondary education
relative to the amounts of money spent. Some have
worried about the potential of a nationally imposed
curriculum. Others have questioned the appro-
priateness of the content of the NSF curricula. based
as it has been on the academicians' views of their
disciplines. And some have argued that NSF
materials, such as those, developed by the Man A
Course of Study (MACOS) Project, were out of step
with and subversive to the legitimate values of many
families. These disputes over NSF curricular efforts
have created considerable political, especially Con-
gressional, pressure on the Foundation to redirect or
restrict its curriculum development and teacher
education efforts. In light of the various conflicts and
pressures, the NSF Education Directorate decided, in
1976, to take soundings on the status of science
education to provide a more substantial factual basis
for charting its future directions.

As had been the case in prior NSF curriculum
development and teacher education efforts, the
studies of the status of science education initiated by
NSF in 1976 included social studies education. NSF
varied the orientation and methodology /of the
studies intentionally to provide differing perspectives
on the nature and needs of science, mathematics, and
social studies education.

One of the funded studies was a national survey of
administrators and teachers (referred to henceforth
as the National Survey)' to obtain responses to ques-
tions about such matters as the courses offered. the
textbooks and materials used. the time spent in
teaching different subjects, and the impact of fed-
erally supported inservice education on science,
mathematics and social studies education. The study
used sophisticated survey instrument development
and probability sampling techniques, and produced
an abundance of data that present a quantitative
perspective based on self-reports of what is happening
in social studies.

This report original appeared in Social Education, volume 43. Number 2. February 1979.
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The second set of studies reviewed the research
literature produced from 1955 to 1975 for its
information. Three separate reviews of the research
literature were conductedin science, mathematics,
and social science/social studies education.' (The
social studies research review is henceforth referred
to as the Review.) Each review was to summarize
what the literature had to say about such matters as
status and trends in instruction, the effectiveness of
instructional practices, the perceptions of needs in
the curricular area, and teacher credentialling and
training. Limits on time and personnel precluded
reviewing all of the relevant original research reports,
so considerable reliance was placed on previously
reported reviews of research.

The National Survey and the reviews of research fit
rather traditional modes of educational inquiry. The
third study did not, although its methodology has
been receiving increased attention among educational
researchers in recent years. The study' (referred to
henceforth as CSSE) involved field observations at
eleven seach including a high school and its
feeders oolsin order to portray teaching and
learning c nditions in science education through the
ethnograph c, an topological style of participant
observation. e sites were selected to provide a
diverse but balanced (rural/urban, geographic, ethnic,
socioeconomic) representation of American schools,
and to ensure that an experienced field researcher
was available to be onsite for a substantial period of
time. In addition, a national survey, with questions
based on the field observations, was conducted to
confirm the ethnographic case findings.

Although the NSF Education Directorate's primary
goal in sponsoring these three studies wit their
diverse methodologies was to obtain status data that
would be helpful in developing its own policy and
program decisions, it was clear that the reports con-
tained substantive findings and much about method-
ology of potential interest to educators. The three
status studies under review undoubtedly constitute
the most ambitious and extensive studies ever con-
ducted on the status of science, mathematics, and
social studies in American schools. For that reason
alone they are notable. Because of the different
methodologies each employed, they raise different
questions and cast different light on a number of
conclusions of potential interest to readers.
Moreover, CSSE represents the first major, large
scale application of ethnographic procedures in
educational research in this country. Some of the
eleven case studies are better done than others: yet

each is interesting and revealing taken alone. And the-
synthesis chapters in the report are exciting reading
as they build meaning by drawing from and inter-
weaving the individual case studies. To alert the
education community to the existence of the studies
and their possibilities for comprehending schooling
in this country, NSF invited the National Council fo
the Social Studies and eight other professional educa-
tional organizations to prepare brief interpretive
papers. Each paper was to be targeted at the
organization's members and other educators with
related interests.

Otir intents in preparing this paper were: (a) to con-
vey as reliably and accurately as possible a picture of
status and needs in social studies education as revealed
by the three studies; and (b) to encourage other social
studies educators to go to the reports to study for
themselves the rich data base and to ponder over the
implications for educational practice and research.

In preparing such an interpretive paper, and with a
mandate to be brief. it did not seem feasible or
appropriate to summarize in detail and footnote the
many findings cited in the over 2,000 pages of the
reports from the three studies. On occasion, we have
provided general references to guide readers to
passages which stimulated our impressions.

This paper is not intended as a critique of the
studies. Our purpose was to interpret, not to criticize.
We did have some hesitancy about relying too heavily
on the self-reports obtained in the National Survey as
indications of what is happening rather than what
people would like to think or have others think is
going on. We wondered about the biases that may have
been injected into the review of research in social
studies education by the reliance on prior reviews of
research, rather than on original reports. And the
case studies involved personal, experiential data-
gathering techniques whose validity for producing
replicable and generalizable views of educational
practice is not yet clearly established. Despite these
reservations, we found that generally the three
reports confirmed one another. Interestingly, in our
discussions of the major ideas to be presented in this
paper, we found ourselves relying heavily on the case
studies material for our first line of impressions
suggesting the richness we found in ethnographic-
type findings. But the sources of the impressions
about the status of social studies which we elaborate
on the following pages can be found in all three
reports.
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An ;important reservation about this paper must be
stated openly and clearly. Any attempt to sketch a
general description of social studies education from
three comprehensive project reports, such as we
reviewed, must be viewed with caution. We were con-
tinually impressed with the enormity of the task and
with the great difficulty of doing justice to. the
immense amount of data and to the complex variety
of teachers, students, and (aassroom circumstances
they represent. In an introductory paragraph to the
CSSE Executive Summary (Ch. 19), the authors
lament the need to prepare that condensation:

Having already partially mutilated the delicate and
complicated portrayals of happenings and feelings as
drawn together by our field observers by attempting
to sort and aggregate them in our findings chapters,
we now further oversimplify by presenting them in
grand summary. We urge the reader who is apprecia-
tive of the problems and efforts of precollege educa-
tion to read the complete case studies.

We were similarly concerned in producing this
fhrther rendezing of all three studies.

It has been difficult to do justice to the magnitude
and richness of the data. Exceptions to our general
statements will not be hard to find in specific schools.
And other persons, analyzing the reports from dif-
ferent perspectives, will come up with different
emphases andnot frequently, we trustdivergent,
even conflicting, interpretations. To acknowledge the
constraints on'our review and interpretations of the
studies, we have consciously chosen to write this
paper in the first person, rather than using the more
detached third-person pronouns common in such
documents. We urge readers to turn to the reports
themselves to confirm, disconfirm, and/or add
dimension to the impressions given on the following
pages, and to ust the wealth of meaning there to
build their own understandings of social studies
education.

We have divided the paper into five sections. The
first.three sections are primarily discussions of status,
although needs are implied. (The nature of those
needs will often depend, of course, on the frame of
reference of the reader.) Section I gives our impres-
sions of the social studies curriculum and classroom
practices in mg nation. Section II discusses teachers'
views of the school and of social studies. Section III
contrasts teachers' views and concerns with those of
academicians, curriculum developers, and district
supervisors. These divisions were made for the pur-
pose of organizing our comments, and the sections
are highly interrelated. Section IV discusses the state

of research in social studies education. And in
Section V, Conclusions, we comment on our overall
portrayal of social studies education.

I. Curriculum and Classroom Practice

Obviously, the focus of schooling is students; its
intent is to influence their learning. An inquiry into
the status of social studies education, it seemed to us,
must center on the primary question, What is happen-
ing to the students? Other questions are peripheral
and gain interest only as they relate to that central
question. The three NSF-funded studies reveal a
great deal about the types of experiences youngsters
are likely to be having in social studies classes.' The
impressions that follow were sometimes confirma-
tions of our prior understandings of social studies.
Often, however, they were contradictions or new
insights.

The Central Role of Teachers. The reports remind us
that "The teacher is the key to what social studies
will be for any student' (CSSE. Ch. 19). The
teacher's beliefs about schooling, his or her
knowledge of the subject area and of available
materials and techniques, how he or she decides to
put these together for the classroomout of that
process of reflection and personal inclination comes
the day by day classroom experiences of students.
This is not to say that social studies classes are not
affected by factors such as the characteristics of the
students enrolled, but only to emphasize that the
teacher plays the primary structuring role.

The three NSF-funded studies confirmed the view
that individual teachers have a great deal of freedom,
often more than they recognize or wish to admit, in
deciding what social studies will be. Teachers do lack
control of the budget and so are restricted in intro-
ducing new programs (the CSSE and National Survey
studies both found that teachers felt their choices of
materials were seriously restricted by the budget).
Nevertheless, their part in the textbook adoption pro-
cess and their position as the arbiters of what goes on
in their classrooms allow teachers to effectively veto
curricular changes of which they do not approve.
When we try to describe what happens to students in
social studies classes, then, the ever-present reality is
the teachers, interacting with students and deciding,
day by day and moment by moment, what will happen
in class.

Federally-funded Projects. Despite the fair amount
of federal funding for curriculum development since
the late 1950s, one experience that the social studies
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student is not likely to have is interaction with cur-
riculum materials produced by federally funded proj-
ects, especially those funded by NSF.° Only a small
portion of social studies teachers seem to be aware of
what has been termed the New Social Studies, and
the proportion of users is, as one might expect, even
smaller. The self-reports of the National Survey
(Ch. 4) and the results of the Review (Sec. 4.0)
indicate that from ten to twenty-five percent of
teachers were using at least one of the federally
funded New Social Studies materials.' The percent-
ages are less for NSF-funded materials. None of the
eleven CSSE school districts were using "(SOP,
SRSS, or the NSF-funded anthropology materials.
However, the National Survey and CSSE provide no
infcirmation about the influence of New Social
Studies ideas on conventionally produced textbooks,
or on teacher training. The Review notes a lack of
systematic research on these possible indirect influences
of the New Social Studies movement.

The Textbook as Central. Concern with the content
and orientations of textbooks is not trivial, for the
textbook is the dominant toot of instructionthe
basis for recitation, discussions, and for student
testing. Although the Review indicated that there
may have been more variety in teaching methods dur-
ing recent years than many thought, the CSSE field
observers found little to verify that claim. Further-
more. the National Survey (Ch. 5) found that the
most commonly used texts are the "traditional" ones
and that around fifty percent of the teachers reported
using a single textbook. Slightly over fifty percent
(sixty percent in grades ten through twelve) of the
teachers reported that they would continue using the
same textbook or program if given free choice. Also,
roughly twenty to thirty-five percent of the teachers
reported using texts which were over five years old.
But they also did report (Ch. 7) that out-of-date
teaching materials were a major problem.

Subject Matter Focus. The social studies curriculum
still seems to be mostly about history. government.
and, particularly at the elementary level, geography,
with slight attention to current social problems.
Students tend not to encounter interdisciplinary
teaching; teachers do not typically draw material
from the various social sciences, much less from the
natural sciences. And. current, controversial
issuesparticulatly those viewed as off limits by the
local community. but national ones as wellare rarely
dealt with. As noted above, the emphasis tends to
be on topics presented in the textbook. Finally, there
is little evidence of "fragmentation"if that term is
used to refer to the proliferation of new courses and

topics to study, the use of mini-courses, and multiple
readings from paperbacks al the expense of tradi-
tional coverage. At the twelfth grade level, the
American pinbleins course has frequently been
replaced with "social science" offerings, such as
psychology, sociology, and economics.

Objectives and Teaching Strategies. Knowing for the
student is largely a matter of having information;
and the demonstration of the knowledge frequently
involves being able to reproduce the language of the
text in class discussions or on tests. Experience-based
curricula, despite recent professional writing about
learning through participation, appear to be rare.
Lecture and discussion are the most frequently
reported teaching techniques (National Survey, Ch. 6;
also see the Review, Sec. 1.3), with activities such
as field trips and simulations used much less often.
"Inquiry teaching"with its variety of meanings
was also not commonly seen by CSSE observers nor
reported by National Survey respondents. Large
group, teacher-controlled question/answer recita-
tions are customary. (From fifty to sixty percent of
the respondents indicated they needed help if they
were to implement inquiry teaching. and only ten
percent of the total indicated that adequate help
was available.)

The textbooks that students read and the recitation
that follows in most social studies classes still are con-
tent. i.e., information. oriented. There is little atten-
tion to the development of systematic modes of inquiry
and reasoning, including valuing. CSSE observers
saw some efforts to get students to think for them-
selves and develop their own reasoning powers; but
more often students were asked to respect understand-
ing that came from others. supposedly validated, but
by processes that were not explicated, much less
brought into the classroom discourse to be applied
by students.

Affective learning objectives were rarely an explicit
part of the curriculum in the CSSE schools. Implicitly,
the thrust of textook use and teacher-initiated inter-
actions was to teach students to accept authority and
learn the "basic" facts and conclusions about our
history and government. The CSSE authors concluded
(Ch. 15) that "book learning" is the objective
children and youth are to be disciplined to learn
expeditiously from printed materials.

Motivation and Student interest. As a corollary to
the mode of teaching discussed above, motivation is
largely external. One learns for grades. for approval.
because it is the thing one does at school. or to gel into
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college. That students will learn through intrinsic
motivationbecause information or skills are useful
for coping with problems of personal importance, or
to satisfy curiosityis not a common assumption
among teachers. This is particularly noteworthy since
the Review and CSSE both disclose that students still
report social studies to be uninteresting.

Despite being treated as nonself-starting learners.
students are likely to find one common denominator
among their social studies teachers, as with
mathematics and science teachers: that is a concern
for young people. Teachers like their students, and
are interested in their well-being, personally and
academically. However, secondary school teachers
are more likely than elementary ones to be concerned
with covering subject matter rather than helping each
student do his or her best. Still. they tend to create a
comfortable environment for their students, and stu-
dents often like their teachers, even while lacking
interest in the subject matter.

Status of Social Studies and Science. It seems clear
that, particularly in the primary grades, both social
studies and science are losing instructional time in
elementary schools because of the increasing emphasis
on the "basics," defined as reading and arithmetic.
Social studies fare somewhat better than science
because language arts and reading material often
incorporate social studies topics. Furthermore, ele-
mentary teachers, who typically include the inculca-
tion of social skills and attitudes as part of social
studies, do involve students in experiences relevant to
that goal. Surprisingly to us, the CSSE teachers
agreed with the back-to-basics movement. Even in
the high schools, where subject matter specialization
is important to teachers, reading is seen as a prere-
quisite to the adequate learning of content, and so
deserving of greater attention as a "basic.",

An interesting contrast between social studies and
science is prevalent at the secondary school level.
Social studies .courses are regularly required each
year as part of general education, but only general
biology (in the tenth grade) seems to get this treat-
ment in science. Chemistry, physics, and advanced
biology courses are electives, and clearly part of career
trainingpreparation for college or for science-
related careers. On the whole, social studies courses
are not organized sequentially to train students in
social science or for social science-related careers.
Consequently, while science courses emphasize
laboratory methodsalthough often of the follow-
thecook-book varietythere is little attention in

social studies to social science research method-
ologies. And, one social studies course is rarely
"more advanced" than another; most tend to be
geared to a level at which nonacademically inclined
students can obtain a passing grade and fulfill
graduation requirements. This, too, may have
implications for the lack of student interest.

Females and Minorities. Those wondering what is
happening to ethnic minority students and females in
social studies, science, or mathematics classes will
not find much information in any of the three NSF-
funded reports we reviewed.. The usual sex dif-
ferences in achievement scores and enrollment in
science and mathematics classes are mentioned.
CSSE does report some indications of increased
enrollment by females in science classes in the case
study schools, but not that girls like those sublects
any better. There are expressions of concern about
motivation among lower socioeconomic and non-
English-speaking minorities. But little is revealed
about how these students fare in classrooms. In fact,
in reading the CSSE report, we often sensed a
tendency to avoid mention of the ethnic identity of
students. The National Survey and the Review say
even less about the classroom experiences of ethnic
minority students and females.

Recapitulation. Some students may be experiencing
social studies classes in which they use products from
the various New Social Studies projects, actively par-
ticipate in teacher-guided in-class and out-of-class
learning experiences as a basis for formulating and
learning knowledge, and take part in "inquiry"
discussions and exercises where they learn standards
and means for validating knowledge. More likely,
however, the students' social studies classes will be
strikingly similar to those that many of us experience
as youngsters: textbook assignments followed by
recitation led by a teacher who, in his or her own
way, likes students and tries to show concern for
themand voids controversial issues, but tries to
pitch the class at the students' level.

A sense of stability emerges from the three status
studiesa lack of change in social studies instruction
over the years that was unexpected by us. This stability
may be interpreted by many social studies educators
as an overwhelming defeat for the reform efforts of
the 1960s and early 1970s and the irrational persis-
tence of outmoded. dysfunctional patterns of
materials and teaching. Such a conclusion probably.
does not take adequate account of the complex real-
ities of social studies in the schools. There have been
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dramatic changes in some school programs, and excit-
ing teaching is going on in many places. But funda-
mental. far-reaching changes do not occur easily in as
vast and governmentally decentralized an enterprise
as American public education. Also, our perspectives
may be too limited at this point in time to judge the
long-run impact of that reform movement. More-
over, some of the stability in the social studies cur-
riculum may reflect desirable responses to legitimate
societal needs for the socialization of the young. Cer-
tainly, such considerations make it clear that
teachers' views of school and social studies are
critical to an appraisal of the status and needs of
social studies education.

It. Teachers' Views of Social Studies
and Schooling

Our impressions of teachers' views of social studies
arid of schooling have been touchce. -an in our discus-
sion of curriculum and classroom practice. For
example, it should come as no surprise at this point
that the CSSE field observers (e.g.. Cb. 12) found
teachers to be primarily concerned that their students
learn the content, the subject matter of the field
being studied. In essence, although general state-
ments of educational goals include items such as the
development of inquiry skills, the teachers' major
concern is with the students' learning of an accepted
body of knowledge. For that purpose, teachers tend
to rely on, and believe in, the textbook as the source
of knowledge. Textbooks are not seen as support
materials, but as the instrument of instruction by
most social studies teachers.

Texbooks and Inquiry. The teachers' view of the
textbook as authoritative undoubtedly stands in the
way of their involving students in inquiry. But that is
not the only factor. The hands-on. experience-
centered learning of many inquiry-oriented curricula
is seen as too demansiing of students; too much is
often expected of students at their level of intellectual
development and, probably even more important,
self-discipline. From sazh a stance. inquiry teaching
is nonproductive. Time is wasted when students are
allowed to formulate problems and pursue their own
answers: and the few hours for instruction are too
precious to be squandered in that way. There is so
much content to be learned.

Another factor in social studies teachers'views of the
importance of transmitting knowledge as contrasted
with teaching students to inquire and reason, is that
they are not likely to be model inquirers themselves.

8

(Remember that a large proportion of the teachers in
the National Survey reported assistance with inquiry
teaching as a need.) This should be no surprise, given
the teachers' own schooling. Undergraduate history
and social science college courses, as well as

precollege courses, rarely involve students in active
consideration of penetrating questions about the
validity of knowledge. Nor is laboratory or field
research commonly a part of such courses. As
elementary, seconder& or college students, prospec-
tive teachers do not experience systematic scientific
or othere.g., ethicalinquiry, nor teachers who
model the encouragement of such questions from
students. The teachers' own education conditions
them to perceive the appropriate role of the student
as productivei.e., doing assignments and learning
cont ent subordin at e. rat her than independent
speculative thinker and investigator. This view of
social science and history academic role models afta
conservative force working in opposition to the social
studies reform movement of the 1960s is in contrast
with a tendency in the social studies literature to
characterize social scientists as promoting the use of
historical/scientific inquiry methods by students.
This dominant influence on teachers' perspectives
must be considered by those interested in changing
the current mode of social studies instructions.

Controiersial Issues. It would be a mistake to think
that parents are upset by social studies teachers'
transmission-of-knowledge view of education. For
the most pan, parents are comfortable with teaching
aimed at passing on knowledge accumulated by
others, rather than at encouraging students to raise
creative challenges or iiiink critically- In fact, despite
the long history of concern by the National Council
for the Social Studies for academic freedom and the
teaching of controversial issues. and the conclusion
in the Review (Intro., Sec. 1.2) that "social studies
educators" agree that dealing with controversial
issues in the classroom is a particularly significant
problem for social studies teachers. few of the CSSE
teachers reported problems in that area.. Generally.
they were quite sensitive to the values of the com-
munity in which they taught (it appeared that, in
fact, such sensitivity was a common criterion, explicit
or not, in the hiring of teachers), and had little trou-
ble presenting their subject matter without affronting
local feelings. Conne.unities expected that teachers
would venture some distance into uncomfortable
topics; but the "tactfulness" on the part of most
teachers in handling some issues and avoiding others
precluced confrontation, making even the occa-
sionally "radical" teacher tolerable.
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This avoidance or diplomatic handling of controver-
sial issu by social studies teachers should not be
viewed as cowardice or moral irresponsibility on their
part. In fact, it fits with the view that the subject mat-
ter of the textbook is the regular business of the
classroom, from which one should not be distracted.

Another possible explanation for the tendency to
avoid controversial issues, it occurred to us, is the
influence of a continuing emphasis in social studies on
history, government, and geography. Economics and
sociology tend to be more policy/issue oriented
disciplines; anthropology often strike.; directly at
ethnocentrism. Or, it could be that the failure of
these social sciences to impact the curricuium is due
to the same view that leads teachers to avoid contro-
versial issues per se.

Perhaps most important of all, the lack of concern
with controversial issues squared with another cen-
tral element in the teachers' views of their ro!,:. One
Of the most consistent CSSE findings was the concern
on the part of teachers with what was termed the
"socialization" of their students.

Socialization. Efforts at socialization have two dif-
ferent but related aspects. One is primarily school-
oriented; the other is citizenship - oriented. The first
has largely to do with the preparation of students for
"something to come." For example, seventh graders
have to be prepared for the eighth grade, especially
for the eighth grade teachers' expectations. (Failure
to do so reflects on both students and teachers.)
Students also have to be ready for the skill an' .on-
tent demands of future courses. One reason I >: the
central place of instructional materials. especi ..'y the
textbook, is the belief that preparing students for
later success requires teaching diem to learn from
such material. Generally, the concern is with helping
students learn to adapt to the schooling system,
which it is assumed demands order and discipline for
effective learning.

Accompanying beliefs are that extrinsic motivation is
essential if students are to pay attention to their
school work. Teachers believe that the personal
make-up of students and the home situations from
which they come militate against a more idealistic
reliance on intrinsic motivation. Students must learn
to pay attention to directions, to questions, to
classroom presentations as a basis for future learn-
ing; learning to carry out assignments is cruck4.1 for
future success.

Much of this socialization has a work ethic, success-
oriented, "middle-class" flavor. It is important for

tor....

students to learn self-discipline, to learn to persis-
tently try their best, to keep trying no matter how
hard the task. Although more "liberal" socializers
might put more emphasis on encouraging individual
expression, even skepticism, teachers see it as more
appropriate to train students to be hard working,
buss, polite, competitive, independent orkers. and
so on.

Teachers consider testing to be an important way of
learning if saris have learned the content,
because, if they have, that is evidence that socializa-
tion efforts have been successful. The obvious cor-
ollary is that the instructional materials are used for
socialization and that socialization is preemptive:
Correcting behavior such as daydreaming or cheating
takes precedence over conceptual learning.

The second aspect of socialization has to do with
citizenship. Science teachers. as well as social studies
teachers, advocate and try to inculcate "American
values"although all will not agree on what the
values are. A major goal is to impart the attitudes
that will make the students adjusted, participating
citizens. Included are respect for the law and for the--
rights of others, and appreciation of the American
political system. Contrary to the claims of some,' the
CSSE invet`igators concluded that it would be "in-
correct to sort leachers into two groups, one of which
teaches good courses in science and one .of which
indoctrinates youngsters in the social customs and
values of the community" (Ch. 16). All teachers,
except the completely disillusioned or intimidated,
indoctrinatealthough in different degrees, with dif-
ferent tactics. and stressing different values.

The teachers' perception of their role in socialization
fits, of course, the sociological and anthropological
view that formal schooling functions in pan to
transmit and preserve the society's values. Recognition
of the extent to which teachers view socialization as
importantboth for school success and citizenship
may help to explain why many curricular innovations
have not been adopted. Critical thinking, inquiry,
experience-based curricula may simply not be com-
patible with the socialization aims of the teachers
called upon to use them.

Student Motivation. Along with teachers' acceptance
of the textbook as source of knowledge, and their
view of teacher as authoritative giver of assignments
and preparer of students for later success, runs
another strong finding about teachers: a major prob-
lem to them is the lack of student motivation. In the
National Survey (Ch. 10). a little over fifty percent of
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the teachers reponed lafk of student interest in the
subject matter to be a problem. Teachers at the various
CSSE sites frequently mentioned motivation of stu-
dents as a major problem. To some extent, this meant
disciplinee.g., students interrupting class by
visiting, arriving late, leaving without permission.
But the concern is broader than student misbehavior.
In contrast to lack of student interest, only twenty-
eight percent of the social studies teachers indicated
in the National Survey that difficulty in maintaining
discipline was a problem. Lack of motivation in some
schools even manifests itself in refusal by students to
attend school.

Teachers are concerned that the "carrot and the
stick" motivation of grades doesn't work anymore
if It ever didexcept with bright. academically able
students. High interest in the subject matter of course
for its own sake makes a student seem unusual and
may even result in alienation from peers. Particularly
distressing to many teachers, in light of their
textbook-socialization orientation, is what appears to
be a recent increase in the unwillingness of students
to accept authority, to accept textbook "truths," to
do their assignments or even to believe that they are
worth doing. The sense of frustration is summed up
on one CSSE teacher's statement (Ch., IS), that:

It's almost as though we have to prove why we're
here. why we're functioning. (They as much as say:)
`What makes you think you have anything of value
to teach us?' You know. I get the feeling many times
that I'm on the defensive as a teacher. It isn't enough
that I stand up and say, 'This is your assignment. ' I
almost feel as though I have to prdie it, to prove that
there's value in doing it, other than the fact that I just
want them to do it..

Teachers who have tried to motivate students by try-
ing to make their courses more "relevant" have often
not found the results to be any better. Anticipating
what a variety of youngsters will find of interest on
any one day is no simple task; on the other hand, the
students' view of what !earnings might be useful to
them in the future are often very limited.

Although the lack. of interest and motivation seems
to perplex teachers. we picked up no feeling that it
moved teachers to examine the basic assumptions
from which they teach. Teachers do not seem to see a
relationship between their textbook/subject matter
focus, passive student learning, and their uses of the
curriculum for socialization and the motivation
problem. Nor did we find any indication that
teachers are concerned about the level of cognitive

development that students might need to deal mean-
ingfully with the abstiact material of textbdoks. This
apparent lack of awareness and reflectiveness has
implication for teacher preparation programs that
bear attention by the profession.

The "Basics." Teachers, as well as administrators
and parents, seem to be clear about one thing: the impor-
tance of the "basics"arithmetic and, especially for
social studies teachers, rending --as major deter-
minants of learning. From reading some professiond
journals, one might get the impression that concern
with basics such as reading is being forced on social
studies teachers who are "really" concerned with
more "fundamental basics," such as critical thinking
for citizenship. Some teachers do consider skills that
they teach, other than reading. to be "basic." But, as
we have noted above, an overwhelming impression is
that most social studies teachers see textbook con-
tent, not higher reasoning processes. as important.
Obviously, teaching based on written materials must
rely heavily on student reading. The cry, "back to
basics." especially in regard to reading, is most fre-
quently not viewed by social studies teachers as a
threat, but as congruent with their recognition that
reading is essential to other learning. Furthermore,
reading tends to be seen as a prerequisite, not a skill
that might be learned through involvement in other
learning. Again, the allocation of time to the basics
of reading and writing cuts into that for social studies
at the elementary level. But the imponance of the
emphasis is supponed by junior high and senior high
teachers.

Ill. Divergent Views of Academicians.
Curriculum Developers. and Teachers

What appears to be a different perspective on the
"back to basics" movement is but one symptom of
the generally discordant relationship between
classroom teachers and university subject matter
specialists. The interests and orientations of the two
groups are different in ways that came through strik-
ingly. particularly in the CSSE report. In fact, their
views of what is important in social studies education
are often so dissimilar that it is as if teachers and
university social studies educators were dealing with
two different worlds of schooling.

We have noted above the concerns of teachers with
socialization, and with having students leatn
knowledge as it is presented in the textbook.
Teachers also are anxious about classroom manage-
ment, and use content to that endfor example,
assigning extra homework to punish rule breakers or
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giving good grades for being quiet and working hard.
As part of the ongoing system of schooling, their
own teachers imbued those values and norms in them
as students. And now they have returned to par-
ticipate in and contribute to the functioning of a
system they learned to take for granted. They desire
the approval of other teachers, just as other teachers
seek their approval. They do not want to look
ineffective in the eyes of their principal, for that
could have consequences more serious than social
disapprobationsuch as transfer to another, less
desirable school in a big district. Students and
parents are part of the school's social system, too,
and teachers seek their respect and approvaljust as
all of us desire the approval of the important
"others" in our lives. Most of these significant
"others" for teachers share the same concerns for
socialization, for orderly schools, for student
knowledge as reflected in tests over textbook content
(even the parents who found similar social studies
classes to be boring when they were students), and
for knowing the "basics" before going on to more
advanced things such as conducting investigations
and conceptualizing on one's own as a student.

The common complaint of teachers about "ivory
lower" professors takes on particular meaning in
light of these concerns of teachers. It is not just, or
perhaps so much, that education professors don't
know much about how to teach a particular subject
matter area (as teachers often say); it appears to be
more that the professors' concerns are with other
styles, different ways of organizing curricula, distinc-
tions between social science and social studies educa-
tion, appropriate philosophies of history. and crit-
iques of textbook pale in the face of the personal
ques of textbook pale in the face of the personal
concerns of teachers who must manage groups of
students to fulfill system goals so as to survive
(literally, in some schools) and gain the respect of
students, other teachers, administrators, and
parents. Teachers do not see an epistemological link
between course content and maintaining classroom
control that university professors do not comprehend
or appreciate. it is simply that teachers need, or
believe they need, to use content in certain ways to
achieve their goals and university professors fre-
quently fail to appreciate those goals or the tech-
niques. From the teachers' point of view, professors
are often unprepared to provide appropriate preservice
training, inservice assistance, or new curricula,

In short, the teacher's beliefs and the demands of the
school as a social system are largely incompatible with

the norms of the university scholarship system and
with the norms of teaching espoused by trainers of
teachers. Teachers and professors of history and
social science both value content. But the university
professor usually sees the discipline's conclusions as
the ends of learning and eschews the use of content
for management and socialization purposes. The
teachers and the professors assume, therefore, dif.
ferent outcomes from the study of the academic sub-
ject. At the same time, teachers' treatment of subject
matter as a means to the major goal of socialization
is viewed by social studies specialists as inappropriate
and dysfunctional, a necessary evil at best. Of
course, it is not that the social studies specialists or
the history and social science professors are against
socialization; they are just interested in socializing in
different directions.

If this portrayal is correct, it makes understandable
teachers' reluctance about, even hostility toward,
efforts of university professors, even history and
social science professors,' to assist them; and it helps
explain why that "intelligentsia"except through the
textbooks they writehas little reforming effect on
what happens in social studies classrooms, and why
other teachers and parents do have an influence.
Teachers may not often express their concerns clearly
(and the specialists tend to reject them when they do),
but they are clear about the sources to which they can
turn to for help, Ahhough the National Survey (Ch. 4)
indicated that teachers do report that college
courses are an important source of information
about new curriculum materials, other teachers are
the more frequemly reported source. Inservice train-
ing, including summer institutes, is seen as most
helpful, according to CSSE, when the emphasis is not
on revamping the teacher's conceptualizations, but
on talking with other teachers and sharing "bags of
tricks" for classroom use.

Supervisory Personnel. The feeling of uselessness,
even animosity, toward university professors is also
often extended toward district supervisory personnel.
For example, in the National Survey, about thirty
percent of the teachers said they needed no help with
learning new teaching methods or obtaining informa-
tion about instructional materials, and slightly over
forty percent indicated they did not receive adequate
supervisory assistance in these areas. Part of the dif-
ficulty, according to CSSE, is that school support
systemsinservice training and the resource person-
nel at the district levelare weak. Staffs are inade-
quate in number, with supervisors given many dif-
ferent responsibilities on top of having 200 or more
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teachers to work with. Much of the supervisor
teacher contact is through bulletins sent from the
central officeabout planning to be done by com-
mittees, about schedules. and about obligatory in-
service sessions with outside consultants. Intention-
ally or not. indeed. central office personnel and
teachers often seem to isolate themselves from each
other.

The staffs are weak in the teachers' eyes in other
ways. A basic reason that teachers tend to pay little
heed to supervisors and their inservice programs is
that they don't view these persons as informed about
the realities of the classroom. Supervisors and con-
sultants tend not to deal with the teacher's real and
difficult teaching problemssuch as keeping lessons
going in the face of the inattention and disruptions of
unmotivated children, adapting curricular materials
to achieve socialization goals for which they had not
been designed. It is not that teachers don't want help;
rather it is that they want "good" help, assistance
that is responsive to their teaching situation as they
see it, for they believe that they are best equipped to
know what their needs are. And the more graduate
work the central office person has done. the more
likely it is that his or her views of schooling will not
be in accord with the teachers' view of the realities of
the classroom. From the teacher's point of view,
advanced graduate work can hardly be expected to
make the supervisor more helpful when it involves
learning beliefs and attitudes about pedagogy and
content that are dIssonant with the teachers' own
views, and when. as the CSSE report notes, there is
no theory of instruction available that deals with the
diversity of uses to which teachers put subject matter
in the actual classroom situation.

The Fate of Curriculum Projects. Appreciation for
the viewpoint of teachers also can, as noted above.
help explain the fate of the New Social Studies
materials. A major purpose of federal funding for
curriculum development was to provide districts and
teachers with alternative offerings from which to
choose. Although some debate the extent to which an
adequate breadth of alternatises have been provided.
certainly the goal has been met to a fair degree. But
great numbers of distr.', and teachers have chosen
not to use the new materials. "Sour grapes" does not
seem a plausible explanation; there is no reason to
believe that any great number of social studies
teachers rejected the new curricula because they had
not been involved in the curriculum development
projects or training institutes. Unadopting teachers
are generally not obstructionists. instead. it is simply
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more appropriate to them to continue doing what
they have done beforepractices consistent with
their own values and beliefs and those they perceive,
probably accurately, to be those of their commun-
ities. The new materials just don't "fit."

Teachers judged_the new materials as likely to work
only in exceptional situations. with elite groups of
students who had attained the basics and perhaps
more important, proper self-discipline. They saw. or
sensed, when they were aware of the new materials,
the contradictions between the developers' purposes
and their ownthe emphasis in the new materials on
content, on reasoning and inquiry. and, consequently,
the different use of subject matter. Not only was
the achievement of goals they thought important
threatened by the materials. but their central
classroom expectations (e.g., everyone quiet and
working on the same assignment) and management
techniques were challenged. Some of the support by
teachers for the "back to basics" movement may
even be interpreted as reaction to the demands of the
curriculum reform attempts of the 1960s the new
topics and content organizations. and unusual
teaching roles not only seemed difficult to carry out
but flew in the face of the teachers' view of the needs
of students and the school.

Realities. If this portrayal of dissonance between
teachers. on the one hand. and professors, super-
visors. and curriculum developers. on the other, sug-
gests to the reader that our sympathies lie with the
teachers, you are correct. Undoubtedly. some
teachers are incompetent or unwilling to exert the
effort necessary for good teaching. But reading the
CSSE report has recalled our own days in precollege
classrooms and reminded us of the difference between
what is and what could be. Too often what we read,
and hear. and propound ourselves in the educational
literature and at professional meetings represents an
ideal which may not. and perhaps should not, be
attainable. The legitimacy of socialization goals.
although understood by anthropologists and
sociologists. has not been examined adequately by
those concerned with formal conceptualizations of
social studies education and used to set a realistic
context for teacher education and curriculum
development.

Moreover, it is not just the obligations of universal
public education that have been given short shrift by
curriculum developers and teacher educators, but the
constraints as well. To change one's perspective from
that of reformer of schooling and student learning to
that of teacher confronted with managing/directing



the instruction of several groups of secondary school
students each day for one group of elementary school
youngsters for several hours)all to be done in the
context of particular school building, district, and
community beliefs and valuesraises serious ques-
tions about the limited intentions of teacher
educators and curriculum developers. Theories and
reform ideas meet hard realities. For example, con-
sider the potential consternation of a teacher urged to
use an inquiry approach to teach five or six large
classes daily, each containing many students who do
not want to be where they are and for whom that
class is only one of their classroom experiences dur-
ing the day and over the years. The demands of
system mainteaanceof classroom, the school, the
district, and the societyit seems to us, have not
been adequately addressed in schema for curriculum
development and teacher education. Failure to
address such primary concerns has been a consistent
failure from the Progressive Education Movement in
the early Twentieth Century to the competency-based
teacher education movement of today. Reform to be
effective, must be based on the recognition that
teachers operate with a total system, which must be
mobilized and revamped if individual teachers are to
make striking modifications in their students' social
studies experiences.

. This discussion brings us back to the purpose of this
paper: To share impressions of the three NSF-funded
status studies of science education in large part to
encourage others to mine the wealth of material there.
It should be evident that we believe the reports to be
"muse' reading for social studies teacher educators,
supervisors. curriculum developers, and researchers.
But what about social studies teachers? Is there
anything of interest and importance for them?

In terms of practical, helpful suggestions for teachers
to deal with those very real, personal teaching prob-
lems to which we have referred. the reports have little
to offer. But for all of the teachers who wonder in
moments of quietness what it is all about. and
whether their commitments and frustrations are
shared by teachers beyond their own immediate
school building, the CSSE case studies can be
valuable reading. They offer the opportunity to share
in the thinking, beliefs. practices of teachers from
around the country. in teaching situations similar to
and differebt from one's own, to judge the extent to
which ones own perspectives are shared, to develop
an increasingly conscious sense of oneself as a
teacher in a bureaucratic, universal education sys-
tem, to examineand perhaps. to reaffirmone's P
role in that system.

We do not propose that teachers read CSSE because
it will revolutionize their teaching or -Ake them
more open to the perspectives of teacher educators
and curriculum developers at variance with their
own. To the contrary, we suggest that the case studies
will often help social studies teachers see that their
concerns are shared by other teachers and to serve
the legitimacy of their classroom perspectives. Our
point is not that the status quo should be reinforced.
but that proposals for change can best be evaluated
and implemented when those who must play -.4 central
role understand and value their own position.
Teachers have too long been on the defeasive against
the "intelligentsia." if teachers and professors and
curriculum developers can become more conscious of
teachers' beliefs and values, and of the origin and
functioaulity of those beliefs and values as an inte-
gral part of the socialization function of mass
education. then the groundwork may be laid for more
realistic, effective definition and solution of
instructional problems.

Teacher education and curriculum development need
not undermine the teacher's management position, or
appear to teachers to do so. Many of the goals of the
New Social Studies can be taught in ways that take
into account the realities of the classroom. But some
of those goals may have to be modified in light of the
Purposes and realities of public education; and social
studies teachers may decide that their beliefs and
values also need modification to confront their own
concerns about student motivation and to satisfy edu-
cational goals they deem important. The consistent
student reports that social studies is uninteresting and
the teachers' own concern about motivating students
to learn suggest, for example, the need to re-examine
the assumptions underlying textbook-recitation teach-
ing. At the same time, it would be naive at this point
to advocate that the textbook be abandoned as a cen-
tral instructional tool. or to argue that to do so would
solve the problem, of student motivation. Why the
textbook has remained the central tool and how to
utilize that form to achieve a wider range of educa-
tional goals are questions that have not been adequately
addressed. by social studies educators. Answers to
both must take into account the social content of
classroom teaching.

1V. Research

Elementary and secondary school teachers are not
much aware of educational research. Nor are they
much influenced by research findings, largely
because the findings usually have little practical
importance for the classroom. Instructional research
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in social studies education is aimed at such matters
as the effects of diffnent teaching methods, the char-
acteristics of teachers, and the content of textbooks.
How to handle the difficult problems of classroom
management that teachers find pressing and how to
accomplish the socialization goals which teachers
believe are important have not been matters of inter-
est to researchers. By contrast, behavidr modifica-
tion research seems to have impacted classrooms,
especially those taught by special education teachers,
because of its ready application 'to classroom
management problems.

Even if social studies teachers were generally concerned
with questions about how to teach students to be
creative, independent thinkers, or how to sequence
learning activities to achieve higher order cognitive
and affective outcomes, the research literature would
probably provide them little assistance in their
efforts. The Review confirmed in great detail what
commentators on research in social studies education
have noted before: the research knowledge in the
field is basically in disarray. There are few cumu-
lative findings of either practical or theoretical
significance. Most of the research (as in science
education) is done by doctoral candidates and is not
done from a theoretical base nor using a strategy
designed or likely to build knowledge based on
related, replicative studies. The conclusions in the
Review are replete with indications of areas of
interest to social studies educators (not necessarily
elementary and secondary school teachers) in u: '',:h
there is a lack of studies, inclusive findings, or unex-
plained conflicting results. Syntheses of past research
have not been particularly productive, either. The
Review does suggest that syntheses of research on
carefully delimited topics, relying on research beyond
that in social studies education, might be productive.
However, we have serious doubts that the reseait):
base is there, "waiting for someone to analyze and
wring the mezning out of it."

This is not the place for an in-depth exploration of
alternative_rescarch strategies and approaches. Social
studies educators -,T., ho are interested in such matters,
though, should find the three reporti-to be pro-
vocative reading. One can hardly read the Review
without being struck by the massive lack of cumula-
tiveness of social studies education research. Reading
the Review in the context of the CSSE report also
drove home the crucial point mentioned abovethe
unresponsiveness of most social studies instructional
research to the problems and interests of classroom
teachers.

We also found ourselves drawn, to the contrast
between the National Surveywell designed and exe
cuted, but sterile in its remoteness' from the
classroomand the richness of the CSSE approach.
Survey research undoubtedly has its place as a means
Or gathering Information, although it also certainly
has been much overdone as a research form, espe,
cially for doctoral dissertations. But as a tool for
determining the status of science education, in the
sense of what is happening to students in science
classrooms, the survey data seem to be a pale. remote
representation when placed next to the CSSE ethno-
graphic data. Ethnographic research minimizes
prestructured expectations and questions. It relies for
its data on field observers who are not aloof,
detached empiricists, but involved, if analytical, par-
ticipants in the setting of .interest. The CSSE case
studies vary in quality. But generally their personal
vignettes and on-the-spot interpretations provide a
strong feeling of reality that is impossible to capture
through questionnaires and observational instru-
ments. And the synthesis chapters in which the find-
ings from the eleven case studies were integrated and
discussed contribute to a "holistic" feeling for the
teacher's classroom life that is impressive.

In recent years, several authors haw commended
ethnographic research methods to the educational
research profession, and to social studies education
researchers in particular. The CSSE report is, to our
knowledge, the first major attempt to apply ethno-
graphy to research in social studies education, and it
vindicates those advocates. We hope that there will
be more studies from that perspective in the future.

It is important to remember, of course, that the
CSSE case studies are carried out and synthesized by
trained, experienced field observers. The project per-
sonnel were well aware of problems of methodology
such as the differing frames of reference and the
varying data-gathering styles brought to the sites by
the various observer-participants. Moreover, eleven
sites were studieda time-consuming. expensive ven-
ture. Clearly university or school district researchers
without ethnographic training or experience should
be cautious so that efforts to capitalize on the poten-
tial of ethnography do not -result_in_an_adulterated.
paradigm and invalid findings. Equally important, it
would be an error for doctoral candidates ill-trained
in ethnography and without competent supervision
to rush out to do limited field studies (limited in
theoretical base and/or in number and/or represen-
tativeness 'of sites). The dangers of wasted research
effort and no less with the ethnographic approach.
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and because so much relies on personal perceptive-
ness and insight, perhaps the dangers are greater.

We would not want anyone to take our affection fog
the ethnographic approach, as used for CSSE, to
mean that we think other types of research should be
abondoned. To the contrary, we are arguing for
acceptance of the legitimacy of a greater variety of
research approaches. Concurrently, more adequate
conceptualizations of the research process are needed,
taking into account strategies for knowledge-theory
development. The development of research design
paradigms appropriate to the schooling context and
clarifying the choice's among approaches depending
on the problem and/or the stage of knowledge
development is a major task awaiting those interested
in promoting the productivity of instructional
research in social studies. Of course, the questions
are much broader and more difficult than when to
use an ethnographic, or sortie other approach. They
go to the heart of the meaning of science and its
relevance and adaptability to the demands of build-
ing sound, systematic knowledge about instruction.
Such matters deserve a great deal more consideration
than can be given them here.

V. Conclusions

It seems wise, although probably unnecessary. to
remind the reader once again that we 're very much
aware of the difficulties and dangers of presenting
summaries and presentations based on such quantity
and diversity of data as are available in the three
NSF-funded reports on the status of science, mathe-
matics, and social studies education. It is not
just a matter of the validity of our interpretations,
but of our conscious and unintentional selectiveness
in deciding what to comment upon. The authors of
the CSSE report note that a question was raised
about their failure to elaborate on the preponderance
of male teachers at the secondary level; but they
indicated that that point had not surfaced soon enough
as a salient problem in their interpretive frame of
reference. Such question will undoubtedly be raised
about this paper. too. For example, we have chOsen
not to deal with the question of articulationeither
vertical. i.c.. It om course to course, or horizontal.

-----i,e.,_from school-to school. Thisinnyerit a strange
oversight in light of the frequent concern with scope
and sequence on the part of those who write about
social studies education. The CSSE report (Ch. 13. 14,
19) does have some things to say about articulation
its frequent absence, the lack of teacher or parental
concern about it. the possibility that it may not even

be wise if done as specifically by individual districts.
This one topic is illustrative of the variety of issues
for which relevant data can be found in the reports,
depending on the interests of the reader, though we
may have chosen to emphasize other matters which
took on salience for us in our reading and discussions.

It is also important to recall that the intended aud-
ience for this paper is not the National Science
Foundation, but social studies educators. And the
purpose of the paper is not to critique the National
Survey, the Review, and CSSE studies. Rather, it is
to summarize the reports and present interpretations
of the status and need of social studies education to
the extent possible in a brief chapter. In developing
our impressions of social studies education from
reading and discussing the reports; bias, as already
noted. has probably been inevitable. In particular,
our discussions of status will imply needs. Perhaps
the obvious bears restatement; however: facts do not
speak for themselves, and there is nothing in the data
itself that dictates needs or points toward specific
desired changes. Such conclusions depend on the
value assumptions that one brings to the ta. For
examplI, we found the report to p tray social
studies education as dominated by textbook-recitation
type teaching (altnough a variety of methods are being
used). We consciously strived to as oid turning
that generalization into a value judgmentespecially
the common one among professors that, ipso facto,
social studies instruction is inadequate and attempts
must be made to change it. We have alluded to the
possible functionality of the socialization purposes
for which teachers use content, and the textbook as
the embodiment of subject matter !earnings. We have
pointed out the demands and the constraints of
public universal educationincluding societal expec-
tations and the reality that teachers face each day
working with classes of youngsters who have varying
goals and expectations, and many of who pot only
lack interest in the specific content of the course but
in schooling in general. We have also mentioned that
teachers are 'concerned about the lack of student
motivation. e have noted, too, that we lack ade-
quate answer to questions about the effects of
textbook-center d instruction in social studies. And
that the questio s themselves call for more careful
consideration Of- e legitimate socialization rune
tions of the school a the formal education institution
for the society.

So, our intent in portraying has not been to imply
goodness or badness. Why things are as they arc, and
to what extent they are functional. are important
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unanswered questions. Tills line of inquiry suggests
that educational research should undergo a signifi-
cant shift in orientation. Discussions of the produc-
tivity of educational research have commonl., been
framed in terms of its influence in changing practice.
Jackson and Kies tar° has e expressed well the need to
challenge that traditional perspective, referring to the
narrowness in educational research because of

the almost total absorptioh with the goal of improv-
ing practice and discovering better techniques. We
seldom ask whether educators might now be doing as
well as can be done in ma:iy aspects of their
endeavor. We might pay more attention to the
possibility that educators may deserve and benefit
greatly front some external confirmation of the
appropriateness of much of what they are doing.

Of course, the (Joint is not to argue for the uncritical
acceptance of current practices, but to suggest that
more attention he gis en to research aimed at dis-
covering and verifying their positive effects. Such
research must rest on the careful examination of the
assumptions underlying our evaluations of school
practices.' Moreover, the findings that result may
challenge many of those assumptions.

Consideration of current instructional practice leads
to some concluding comments on the importance of
the teacher as the key to the experiences that students
have in social studies. How teachers handle cur-
ricular degision-making and shape their classrooms
might be affected by greater awareness on their part
of their pixotal role not onh in determining the cur-
riculum for their students but, in the aggregate. shap-
ing social studies education in the United States. As
with any of us, we suspect that teachers are usuall so
close to. sillenmeshed in, their own situations that it
is difficult for them to "stand back" to analve what
is happening and set it in broader perspective
Reading the CSSE report in particular could help
teachers gain insight into t he pow cr of the cumulatis e
decision they and their colleagues make.

Moreoser, the sense of the realit% of the classroom
for teachers that comes from readmit the case studies
could be invaluable for district supcnisors who wish
to understand teachers' concerns in order to work
better with them, professors considering appropriate
approaches to presen ice and insets ice teacher educa-
tion, and curriculum des elopers who wish their
deselopments 1.ii be used in the classroom. In each
ease, the ease studies suggest hypotheses to he tested
as a hams for more ef Netts e assistance t. teachers.

The s iew of teachers as the key to student learning
and the potential of the CSSE study for use in
perspective- shaping and h. pothesis-formulation also
suggest, we belies e, that teachers themselves should be
more central figures in research in social studies
educationbut not onl% as -subjects." More care-
full designed studies of teachers' beliefs, s alms, and
expectations are needed as a basis for understanding
what does and can happen in social studies class-
rooms. But teachers should not be treated exclusixely
as "subjects" in research studies. They should be
partners in the research enterprise. They should be
brought into studies as knowledgeable "informants"
in the positive sense of sources of otherwise unob-
tainable information about the !minks that condition
the use and effectiveness of teaching methods and
materials. Equally important. teachers should be
involved to a n.uch greater extent in the process of
defining needed research. Such a research partner-
ship need not subs ert researchers' interests in theory
development which have not borne much fruit to
date: it could help to build linkages so that instruc-
tional research in social studies would have greater
paoffs for school practice.

%.,

Teachers can tell others, and each other, Mail more
about teaching than we haw asked or allowed them
to do. Teachers do, in particular, respect other
teachers' insights into instructional problems. Pro-
fessional mechanisms are needed for capitalizing on
the xalidity of teacher knowledge for other teachers.
Some of the CSSE case studies led us to think of the
brief case reports in medical journals in which
medical doctors describe their treatment of difficult
or unusual cases. Those reports are somewhat akin to
the Classroom Teacher's "Idea" Notebook that is a
regular feature in Social Education. But the
Notebook, like most "professional" efforts at assist-
ing teachers, is curriculum-oriented; the class-
mom management and socialization concerns of
social studies teachers tend not to get dealt with. On a
much broader scale, attemIns to assist teachers
whether on the pan of the National Science Founda-
tion. the U..S. Office of Education, or the NCSS
Field Services Boardneed to tap more explicitly
both the concerns and the expertly: of teachers.

Perhaps the most fitting w ii. to end this paper is with
our 0% erall impression of social studies education in
the 1970%. That impression is one of contrasts and
contradictions. Amidst man impressions of change
(especial!% when one reacts the professional journals,
hears the protests of parents in "innovative"
districts, attends section meeting% at the annual
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meetings of NCSSi.e., views the "tip of the
iceberg," so to speak). the three NSF-funded status
studies indicated that there has been great stability in
the social studies curriculum. For instance. there had
been considerable publicity in recent years about
New Social Studies 'especially NSF) curriculum proj-
ects. Nevertheless. those who graduated from him
school twenty years ago or more would. if they
visited their local schools. typically find social studies
classes to be similar to those they had experienced.
Yet the perception of overall stability should not be
allowed to mask significant changes that have occur-
red in some districts. Nor do we mean to avoid ques-
tions of limited perspective. Have there been changes
not recognized by those of us close to the scene, in
terms of both involvement and point in time? And.
how does one judge the perceived stability against
societal and professional needs for maintenance and
continuity, as well as for critical social and profes-
sional inquiry? Such questions are an intimate part of
the contrasts and contradictions in social studies
education.

There also is much diversity and variety in what goes
on in social studies dassrooms, at the same time that
there is much sameness. Individual teachers are free
to do things differently. and what is expected of
students differs somewhat from district to district
and from teacher to teacher. but the same textbooks
are used in a course "sequence" that varies little
from location to location. The result is considerable
uniformity across the countrya locally accepted
nationwide curriculumso that students face few
problems on continuity in moving from district to

district, no more so than moving from one school to
another within a district. Yet, the day-by-day social
studies experiences of youngsters often vary
dramatically, even in adjacent classrooms.

To sum up. social studies education is not as good as
some would claim, but not as bad as others would
complain. Despite a lack of interest in, even an
apathy towards. social studies (as well as school in
general), most students find school a comfortable
place to be. This may be in large part because. despite
the disinclination of teachers to reckon with the
apparent contradiction between their belief that they
know what is good for students. what students need,
to know and how they learn best. and their prevailing
concern for the lack of student motivation. teachers
do like their students and are concerned about them
personally as well as scholastically. Teachers do want
to do a good job; they work hard under a great deal
of pressure: apparently. only a few do not give a full
measure of effort. So there are in the three NSF proj-
ect reports reasons for optimism and confidence,
mixed with what many will find to be reasons for
dismay, even apprehension. Regardless of your
stance and your reactions to our impressions. we
believe that the reports of the three NSF-funded
studies can be of use to you in constructing your own
future in social studies education.

To ghe readers an idea of the national distribution of
the CSSE Sites and to help them identify case studies
that might be of particular interest to them, brief
descriptions of the sites from the CSSE report are
listed below:

Chapter in
Vol. I of

CSSE Report Code Now

RIVER ACRES
Description

Suburb of Houston
2 FALL RIVER Small city in Colorado

3 ALTE Suburb of a large Midwestern city

4 BRT Consolidated district in rural Illinois
S URBANVILLE Metropolitan community of the Pacific Northwest

6 PINE CITY Rural community in Alabama
7 WESTERN CITY Small city in middle California

8 COLUMBUS Columbus. Ohio, sclipol district

9 ARCHIPOLIS Eastern middle seabotard city

10 VORTEX Small city in Pennsylvania

11 GREATER BOSTON Urban settion in metropolitan Boston

4 r
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National Council of Teachers of Mathematics -

Mathematics Teaching Today:
Perspectives from
Three National Surveys

. James T. Fel

Introduction

If teachers, parents, and students in your community
were asked to identify the strengths and weakness in
school mathematics today, would the resulting dis-
cussion yield sentiments like those in the following
quotations?

Would you hear secondary mathematics teachers
saying,

We offer excellent training for the college-bound...
For all students we offer the discipline that comes
from a rigorous regimen of study. (3-2:111°

We've found that traditional methods of instruction
work. This is the way it was taught to-is in high
school and the way it was taught in college and the
way it works for us... I don't think kids can handle
inquiry... They just don't have the background or
sophistication. (3 -2:11)

The problem most common to us teachers is that we
can't keep real algebra exciting for the students.
When the students ask, 'How am I going to use this
stuff?' our usual answer is fogsy. The only answer is
in higher mathematics. (3 -1:69)

What is lacking in the textbook is applied mathe-
matics. Even the average text goes into properties. A
kid just does not have to know 'commutative' and
`distributive "to function in the world. (3-1:68)

Hard and boring. That's why I got into math. Trying
to figure out how to make it not boring. I have been
disillusioned. It is a drag. (3- 1:106)

' On behalf of an ad hoc NCTM committee the members of which
were James T. Fey, Jeremy Kilpatrick, Catherine Tobin, and
Harry Tunis.

The reference scheme is explained at the end of the paper. The
basic Pattern is ISourceChapter Page)

Reading will panic most of our kids in math, even
some of the (best). If two sentences are given to direct
students in a mathematics problem, not more than
two of thirty can go directly to the work. I don't have
time to teach statement problems. We spend too
much-time on theory and not enough on statement
problems in this curriculum. So we are losing a ,

chance to develop a child's reasoning ability. State-
ment problems are the key. (3-1:71)

Would your teaching colleagues in science complain
about your students?

I can see the results of the new math on all the
students I've had here. As sophomores, they don't
blow how to do long division (and) most don't know
how to figure up percentages. It really shocki me ...
they're lost to science as far as math is concerned.
(4449

..-

Would elementary school teachers echo those com-
plaints about recent changes in curricula and
materials?

Modern mathematics? I dislike it... (The text) shows
three ways when one will do. The brass tacks are
learning addition and subtraction. That's it. (3 -1:31)

This book has too much esoteric garbage in It. It is
simply too hard. The geometry is silly (to try and
teach) even for our best third graders So we all skip.
it. 13-1:33)

We are fortunate not to have gone way out for the
new math. We have stuck to the basics throughout it
all and the results that are coming in show we were
right. (3 -1:33)

Would parents express the following kind of support.
for current programs?

My kids understand the basic number system much
better than I ever did at their age... They know, for
instance, what multiplication is, rather than just
knowing some tables by heart. In the long ran I'm
sure this will be a big advantage to them, especially
when they come to take algebra or calculus. (3-642)

These reports appeared originally respectively on The Mathematics Teacher. Volume 72, Number 7, October 1979. and in The Arithmetic
Teacher. Volume 27. Number 2,, October 1979,
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What might students say? Would they repeat the
following thoughts?

I'm in level three. That means they won't teach us
algebra. They will only teach us what we have already
had. Math is learning over and over what you already
know and keep forgetting. (3-1:72)

I haven't heard anyone, anyone except a mathe-
'matics teacher say that math is great. You gotta
know how to figure your income tax, how to get
money from banks, how to buy or sell stuff, know
the stock market and maybe a couple other things
and that is it. (3-1:110)

If these comments reflect the situation you meet in
planning and teaching mathematics, your concerns
are shared by many other mathematics teachers K-I2
across the United States. Each quotation was taken
from a fascinating series of studies completed recently
under the auspices of the National Science Foundation
(NSF).

For several years, debate over goals, practices, and
effectiveness of science and mathematics education
has swirled throughout public and professional
education meetings and publications. Much of the
controversy has been sparked by disagreement over
the value and impact of curricular and instructional
innovations whose development was supported
heavily by the federal government through NSF, the
U.S., Office of Education (USOE) and the National
Institute of Education (N1E). The NSF contribution
alone reached a high of $40 million per year for.
teacher education and $20 million per year for
curriculum development in 1968.

To assess the:impact of those efforts and to identify
some activities likely to yield valuable improvements
in education during the next ten years, NSF commis-
sioned three extensive studies of current and recent
practices and basic needs in science, mathematics,
and social science. The first study in each area was to
be a comprehensive critical review of the literature on
curriculum, instruction, evaluation, and teacher
education from 1955 to 1975. The review for mathe-
matics was conducted by Marilyn Suydam and Man
Osborne at Ohio State Universitr, The second study
was a collection of surveys directed at teachers,
administrators, parents, and studer.is in grades K-12.
The surveys were directed by Iris Weiss at the
Research Triangle Institute (RT1). The third strdy
was a collection of case studies in selected schools
and districts, studies carried out by educators with
various observational and analytic approaches to the

investigation of schools. These case studies, coor-
dinated by Robert Stake and Jack Easley at the
University of Illinois, also employed a small scale
questionnaire survey to confirm generalizations from
the several case study sites. The results of these
diverse attempts to describe and explain school
mathematics today have been published in an impos-
ing collection of six volumes. The following report is
an attempt to synthesize the findings and to highlight
the most provocative implications. The report will
describe findings of the literature review 3nd the RT1
survey, using selections from the case studies to
elaborate on the picture those data present.

The report was prepared by an ad hoc NCTM
committee including:

James Fey, University of Maryland
Jeremy Kilpatrick, University of Georgia

Catherine Tobin, Lexington,
Massachusetts Public Schools

Harry Tunis, NCTM Staff

Work of this group was supported by a contract from
the National Science Foundation.

Course Content and Enrollments

Among the most prominent goals of NSF curriculum
efforts were major changes in the content and
sequence of school mathematics, science, and social
studies programs. Particularly in mathematics, these
attempts at innovation have been widely criticized.
When the 1975 National Advisory Committee on
Mathematics Education (NACOME) attempted to
weigh the pros and cons of recent changes, they
seriously questioned the extent to which new math'
ever became a part of the program in most schools.
That committee called for careful study of the cur-
riculum in common use at various grade levels.
Among the three current studies, the RTI survey pro-
vides most direct and objective information.

Questionnaires were sent to 192 state supervisory per=
sonnel, 488 school system superintendents, 2634
district supervisors, 1411 building' principals, and
6318 classroom teachers at all grade levels. Response
rates ranged between 72 percent and 90 percent.
Building principals were asked to provide lists of the
courses offered in their school and the enrollment in
each course. The data are given in Table 1-1 where
1976-77 figures are compared with figures from
another national survey of 1972-73. While it is risky
to compare numbers from surveys using different
methodologies, there are some very large differences
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in particular courses and differences in the distribu-
tion of enrollments among courses that suggest interest-
ing conjectures about trends in school mathematics
curricula.

Table 1-1, Course Enrollments in
Secondary Mathematics for 1972-73 and 1976-77

Thousands)

t972-73* 1976-71

General Mathematics 9-12 . . . 2417 2563
Business Mathematics 9-12 . 392 609
Elementary Algebra 2052 2825
Advanced Algebra 1808 1317
Geometry 1506 1900
Trigonometry 171 460
Probability/Statistics .. 25 39
Computer Mathematics 63 153

Advanced Senior Mathematics 259 225
Calculus 55 105

*Source: (4:10)
"Source: (1:59)

The data of Table 1-1 confirm some of the commonly
expressed impressions about enrollment patterns: the
increase in business mathematics probably reflects
increased attention to consumer and career competence
skills; the increase in elementary algebra may reflect
a change in the entrance requirements for algebra
and an increase in the number of students who are
being guided into the two-year version of this course
(and thus effectively counted twice by the survey);
the large jump in reported trigonometry enrollments
suggests that the marriage of advanced algebra and
trigonometry attempted during the 1960s has proven
unsatisfactory for many schools, and trigonometry is
returning as an independent one-semester course; the
modest growth in probability and statistics enroll-
ments suggests that, despite strong support for inclu-
sion in the curriculum, these topics have not become
a major option to either algebra, geometry, or
general mathematics.

Some of the enrollment changes are more surprising.
While many mathematics educators express grave
concern about the future if school geometry, enroll-
ment in that course shows no sign of decline. The
rapid growth of computer mathematics and calculus
enrollments suggest that many students are gaining

strong high school preparation; but paradoxically,
the number of students taking advanced algebra and
advanced senior mathematics seems to have declined
over the past five years. It appears that while some
students are getting more and more advanced mathe-
matical experiences, there is a large body of less able
or less ambitious students who are electing to stop
their high school mathematics preparation after
geometry. The urgent question of the 1960s as to
whether calculus should be taught in high school
seems to have been resolved.

Course offerings and enrollments give a broad indi-
cation of the trends in mathematics being studied
by various student populations, but a single title can
cover widely varying syllabi. Many have argued that
in mathematics the textbook dictates the course, and
teachers were asked to indicate which of the most
common school texts were being used in their
courses. The market for grades 7 and 8 seems fairly
evenly divided among a variety of textbook series.
Many different texts series are used in high school
elementary algebra, geometry, and advanced alge-
bra. but the Houghton-Mifflin texts are clearly most
common. (1:90) What remains unclear is the empha-
sis that classroom teachers place on the various
topics In those texts.

Neither the survey nor the case studies indicate, for
instance, whether teachers routinely skip the prob-
ability or trigonometry chapters in elementary alge-
bra texts or include geometry as a major component
of seventh and eighth grade instruction. The empha-
sis given to proof in any course is unclear, Scattered
teacher remarks to the case study investigators sug-
gest that there is a pronounced "back-to-basics"
trend in curricular emphasis, The "basics" are
usually interpreted as arithmetic and manipulative
algebra, but the various studies yield no quantitative
sense of this movement.

One of the frequently reiterated explanations for the
apparent troubles of mathematics education in
secondary school is a widespread decline in student
regard for any mathematics that goes beyond the
basics. To some extent this is reflected in lower
enrollments for advanced algebra; it also appears in
the formal requirements for high school graduation.
Over 56 percent of districts responding to the survey
indicated that only one or no mathematics courses
are required for graduation, while only 7 percent of
those districts make such low requirements in social
studies. (1:25) Mathematics (and reading) appears to
be a high priority in elementary school, where social
studies is perceived as much less important; but the
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tables turn in secondary education. It is surprising
that mathematics teachers so frequently voice con-
cern over the limited reading skills of their students
when this is the focus of elementary schooling.
Perhaps skills for reading mathematics need to be
specifically taught or possibly reading difficultid are
being used to explain poor mathematical skills.

The National Science Foundation is obviously inter-
ested in the extent to which materials developed
under their support have influenced or are being used
in current school programs. The survey data indicate
that prior to 1976.77 about 30 percent of the sampled
districts had used one or more of the federally spon-
sored innovative curricula in mathematics, but only
9 percent were still using those materials in 1976-77.
(1:79) While many of the innovative ideas of the
School Mathematics Study Group (SMSG) and other
early mathematics projects have undoubtedly made
their way into commercial texts (5), survey data sug-
gest that in science the original project materials have
remained in widespread use much longer. This pat-
tern raises the question of what mathematics
developers have done differently and why.

Pitteros of Instructional Style

Over the past 20 years the course content proposals
of "new math" curriculum projects and advisory
groups have received prominent support and profes-
sional scrutiny. But nearly every such syllabus inno-
vation was accompanied by recommendations for
change in teaching style. Mathematics teachers have
been urged to implement discovery learning, mathe-
matics laboratory activities with hands on learning,
individualized instruction, multimedia instruction,
and many other promising pedagogical strategies.
However, as is the case with attempted changes in the
content of school mathematics, the NSF studies pro-
vide reason to qiestion the extent to which any
of these proposals for innovative pedagogy have
influenced predominant instructional patterns.

Several parts of the writ questionnaire asked teachers
to describe mathematics instruction in their
classesamount of time available, allocation of that
time to variousactivities (lecture, discussion, small
groups, and so on). use of media, class size. and
testing. Data on average class kngth were sought
only for elementary grades where, as Table 1-2
shows, mathematics fares very well in comparison
with science and social studies.

Table 1-2. Average Number of Minutes Per Day
Devoted to Mathematics, Science, and
Social Studies is Elementary School*

Grade Ramp

at-3

Mathematics 38 444
Science 19 35

Social Studies 22 40

*Source: (1:50)

This and other related data support the common
impression that attention to reading and then arithmetic
are high priorities in elementary school. However,
..oiher studies that have relied on trained observers
rather than teacher self-reports suggest that the
actual time spent on mathematics may be less than
what is given here. (2:53)

With respect to class size, another variable that
teachers commonly judge to be an important influ-
ence on their effectiveness, mathematics also fares
well in relation to science and social studies. Table
1.3 shows the average class sizes reported by teachers
in the three subject areas. In grades 7 to 9, average
class size in mathematics is markedly lower than the
other two subjects, though many would argue that it is
not enough lower to make an educationally significant
Pffect,

Table 1-3. Average Class Size in
Mathematics, Science and Social Studies at

Four Grade Range Levels*

at-3

Grid. Reap
44 7.9 10.12

Mathematics . 24.2 27.7 26.7 23.6
Science ...... . 23.5 26.6 30.6 22.8
Social Studies . . 24.i 28.2 29.8 27.2

*Source: (1:67)

The common forms of organization for student
groups in mathematics instruction are indicated by
Table 1-4. Within these groupings the frequency of
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various specific instructional strateC.,:s is given by
Table 1 -S. The data given there are averages over
grades 7 to 12, but the breakdowns by grade range
are surprisingly similar. The most noticeable trends
from kindergarten to senior high school are steady
increase in the frequency of tests and quizzes and
steady elecrease in the use of manipulatives and
student involvement techniques.

Table 1-4. Percent of Class Time in Various
Organizational Formats, Matioematks K-12*

Entire Class as a

1(.3

Grade Ran,
4-6 7.9 10.12

Group 36 38 45 54

Small Groups 29 25 17 22

Students Working
Individually 36 38 38 24

^Source: (1:111)

\Despite the difficulty c knowing what teachers
understood by the terms 411cture," "discussion,"
and "individual assignment," the profile of
mathematics classes emerging from the survey data is
a pattern in which extensive teacher directed explana-
tion and questioning is followed by student seatwork
on paper and pencil assignments. This pattern has
been observed in many other recent studies of
classroom activity (2:76) including several in which
actual classroom observations, rather than teacher
self-reports, were the source of data.

The NSF case studies paint a similar, but even more
pedestrian picture of day - today activity in mathe-
matics classes at all -grade levels. The following
remarks from a case study by Wayne Welch outline
conclusions about mathematics teaching that were
repeated by nearly every other observer..

In all math ?lasses I visited, the sequence of activities
was the same. First, answers were given for the
previous day's assignment. The more difficult prob-
lems were worked by the teacher or a student at the
chalkboard. A brief explanation, sometimes none at
all, was given of the new material, and problems were

Table 1-5. Frequency of 7.astructional Techniques in Grade 7-12 Mathematics Classes*

%twee

Percent of Classes

Less Than

Once * Week

At Least

°see * Week

Just

Aland

Daily

Lecture 4 6 22 67
Discussion 4 8 19 69
Student reports /projects..... 44 37 16 3
L:brary work 75 23 1 0
Students at chalkboard 8 33 34 25
Individual assignments 12 19 11 57

Students using manipulatives 36 45 12 6

Televised instruction 93 6 1 0
Programmed instruction 83 13 1 2

Computer assisted instruction 88 8 3 1

Tests or quizzes 1 22 73 3

Contracts 88 9 1 2

Simulations 91 8 1 0
Field trips 87 13 0 0
Guest speakers 83 17 0 0
Teacher demonstrations 15 25 26 32

'Source: (1:B-58,59)
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assigned for the next day. The remainder of the class
was devoted to working on the homework while the
teacher moved about the room answering questions.
The most noticeable thing about math classes was the
repetition of this routine.

Another observer in the same school system added,

A general comment about math classes is that they
were dull. Science was perceived as being more fun ,
I got the impression many students looked forward
to science but no one seemed to look forward to
math. (3-5:29)

Certainly, the mathematics teaching these observers
saw embodied none of the spirit of inquiry, labo-
ratory exploration, or individualization that has
been so strongly urged by a variety of experts. But as
Welch goes on to indicate, "Although it seemed bor-
ing to me, students and teachers seemed comfortable
with it. Apparently it fulfills student expectations
and provides the students opportunity for closure."
(3-5:6) Commenting on the same phenomenon in
another setting, case study observer Louis Smith
recalled remarks of Hoetker and Ahlbrand.

If the recitation is a poor pedagogical method, as
most teacher educators long have believed, why have
they not been able to deter teachers from using it?

Or, is it not possible that the practicing teachers are
right and the professors unrealistic, and that the
recitation for some reasonis the best pedagogical
method? Or the only practicable one for most
teacher. (6 :163)

One could comfortably accept this latter explanation
of predominant teaching styles and conclude that
teaching, as it is now commonly practiced in mathe-
matics classes, is about as effective as one can rea-
sonably expect., However, the case studies and the
survey produced frequent comments that students
find study of mathematics boring and teachers find
motivation of students to learn mathematics one of
the most difficult problems they face. Furthermore,
when teachers were asked what aspects of their jobs
they most needed help with, at all levels they men-
tioned learning new teaching methods and implement-
ing discovery/inquiry approaches. (1:13-105, 108,
111, 114)

The Suydam and Osborne review of recent research
and expository literature offers little immediate hope
that instructional research will yield new ideas or
convincing support for any existing strategy or
technique. There is no consistent pattern of results
favoring recitation, discovery. small group. or

individualized approaches in mathematics teaching;
there is no demonstrably superior way to identify the
knowledge, experiences, or personal traits of people
who will be consistently effective teachers. There are
certainly effective teachers of mathematics, teachers
whose students enjoy and learn mathematics. But at
the present time, such effectiveness appears to be the
result of classroom activity that is an idiosyncratic
product of a constantly changing interaction among
the teacher, the student, and the mathematics being
taught.

Teacher Abilities, Attitudes, and Beliefs

One of the clearest themes running throughout the
reports of case study observers was the absolutely
crucial role of classroom teachers in determining the
character and effectiveness of science and mathe-
matics education. As case study author Rob Walker
noted, "Any observer cannot fail to be impressed by
the fact that the resources tied up in teaching here are
almost entirely human resources," (34:23) Louis
Smith noted that when he sought generalizations
about education, "administrators, board members,
teachers, pupils always ended up talking about
individual teachers." (3-3:112)

The limits of teachers' knowledge about mathematics
or about ways that young people learn place predict-
able limits on what the teacher can offer and accom-
plish in the classroom. The teachers' beliefs about the
nature of mathematics and the important goals of
schooling are more subtle but equally important
influences in their impact on students. The RTI
survey and the case studies provide further insight
into the gams of mathematics education by analysis
of teacher abilities, attitudes, and beliefs.

Secondary mathematics teachers currently average
more than 12 years of teaching experience, half hold
a degree beyond the bachelors degree, and about 40
percent were taking a course for college credit in
197647. In the junior high school grades, 54 percent
of mathematics teachers are men, and in senior high
school 68 percent are men. Nearly all mathematics
classes are taught by teachers for whom mathematics
is their only subject area of responsibility, and an
overwhelming number of those teachers feel ade-
quately qualified to carry out their teaching
assignments, (1:137-145)

When teachers in grades 7 to 12 were asked to specify
areas in which they would like assistance, they men-
tioned most often the topics given in Table 1-6. The
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needs expressed by mathematics teachers are remark-
ably similar to those of science and social studies
teachers.

Table 1-6. Percent of Mathematics Teachers
Expressing Needs for Assistance in

Grades 7-9 and 10-12*

Learning new teaching

7-9 10-I2

methods 40 42
Information on instructional

materials 37 41
Implementing discovery/

inquiry methods 27 35
Using manipulative materials . 33 35

Working with small groups . . 38 28
Articulation across grade

levels 33 33

Source: (1:8-111,114)

When these same teachers were asked to rate the
seriousness of various potential problems, they con-
sistently stressed lack of materials for Individualizing
instruction, lack of student interest in the subject,
inadequate student reading abilities, and class sizes
too large. Eighty percent said that low student interest
is a problem and 90 percent said that inadequate
reading abilities are a problem. (1:8-126)

These survey data give a sketchy citiantitative outline
of secondary mathematics teachers' backgrounds
and concerns, but they only begin to tell the story of
teacher attitudes and beliefs that emerges from con-
sistent findings in the case study interviews. As
teachers talked to the case study observers about
their personal goals and methods in teaching, they
confirmed some popular impressions of where
mathematics teaching is headed, and they offered
valuable insight to those who seek change in the
present content, emphases, and processes of school
mathematics.

On flasieslf, as public and professional discussions
of education suggest, mathematics curriculum and
instruction are going back to the basics, it appears
that no one could be happier about the movement
than the mathematics teachers themselves. With near
perfect regularity. teachers at all grade levels told the

case study observers that they applaud the return to
traditional content, instructional methods, and
higher standards of student performance.

Though there seldom is complete agreement on just
what mathematical ideas are basic, the common fac-
tor is usually manipulative facility in arithmetic and
algebra. Teachers said:

It is old fashioned and super to expect every first
grader to have rapid memory of basic facts to ten.
(3 -1:29)

I wish they were almost taught no theory down there.
Rack to basics. That means delaying teaching of
theory. (3-1:102)

The most frequently meutioned features of "back to
basics" pedagogy are drill, repetition, and hard
work.

I dislike our book, not enough drill, its modern
math. We adopted a new book ... it has more drill,
more basics and I'll like it. (3-1:311

I am using the rote method pretty much because
(they) have found out that with a three .level you can
spend all hour trying to get them so understand (and
they can't). (3-1:47)

The case study observers found that many teachers
think too much emphasis has recently been placed on
discovery learning, hands-on demonstrations, field
study, and contemporary topics, and that time spent
on them did not serve the learner well further along
in school. (3-15:4) One teacher expressed the current
mood well.

I ant a very traditional teacher. I use chalkboard, a
textbook, and handouts. (3.1:100

Another very common ingredient of a basics philos-
ophy is belief that mastery of certain skills is an
essential prerequisite for concept learning and
creativity.,

The study of mathematics takes levels of maturity.
You have to take step one before you can take step
two. There is a definite hierarchy of material. You
can't hope to be creative until you've mastered the
basic program of studies. (3.2:11)

No algebra should be taught in junior high. For-
tunately, nature is on my side and very little algebra
can be taught in junior high. (3-1:102)

In the questionnaire follow-up to the case studies,
74 percent of the senior high school mathematics
teachers felt that basic skills of reading and
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mathematics should be taught first ant. other things
later. (3.18:54) Further, they agreed that setting
minimum proficiency levels for advancement in
school was necessarya concern echoed by many
teachers who are upset by perceived lax standards of
student performance in general. Ova 90 percent of
junior high school teachers surveyed in the case study
follow-up felt that students have been promoted
without knowing basic mathematics. (3-18:62) Their
specific comments were harsh.

As long as you run a school on a 'no child can flunk'
basis, all kinds of deceitful grading practices will
occur. (3-1 : 103)

Then we got into the madness where everybody had
to have algebra ... So to get them in college we
started giving higher grades and creating algebra
courses that weren't and aren't algebra. We now
have arrived at a curriculum that produces A and B
algebra students that get crushed in college
mathematics. (3.1:102)

Ps the Nature of Mather satlesTeacher judgments
about basic objectives in mathematics undoubtedly
reflect underlying beliefs about the nature and value
of mathematics as a discipline. Several case study
observers asked teachers to explain what they saw as
the big ideas in mathematics. From elementary
teachers the most 'common response was that mathe-
matics is a collaion of rules and procedures to be
learned to a level of near mechanical proficiency.
There was very little talk of the eventual use of this
skill in any setting other than the next mathematics
class. Secondary school mathematics teachers also
seemed to feel this emphasis on algorithmic perfor-
mance, but they were decidedly more bothered by.the
apparent hollow victory in achieving such a goal.
One highly regarded teacher commented on the
problem as follows:

There is abundant evidence to show that we are
encouraging superficial learning in some of our (best
students). Sure, they do well on the tests. Our
materials on hand encourage this. The algebra book.
for instance, is pure abstraction. The really good
memorizer can go right through and not really have it
at all. (3.1:60

A colleague of this teacher went on to express the
common concern that there is no practical value
in algebra other than as preparation for higher
mathematics.

The weakness in connections between mathematics
and its domain of application has been frequently

criticized over the pest ten years. But the problem
remains. Perhaps the difficulty is as much one of tradi-
tional expectations as it is one of curriculum develop-
Malt We mentioned earlier that students seem to expect
emphasis on facts and memorization in mathematics,
along with the neat closure that comes from a
discipline with well defined procedures and "right"
answers. In one science class a site visitor suggested
to students that they might find D'Arcy Thompson's
book on Growth and Form an interesting guide to
modeling of scientific observations by mathematics.
The observer commented, however, that it was clear
from the student responses that this was not regarded
as mathematics. (3-13:25) The same narrow concep-
tion of disciplines seems to plague science as well. In
a summary of science observations is the conclusion,

As seen by most people In the schools, science educa-
tion has no more alliance with mathematics educa-
tion and social studies education than it has with
English education ... With a few inceptions, pthreari0
in environmental education, there were essentially
no interdisciplinary efforts in the sites we studied.
(3. 13:1718)

When really pressed to find virtue in the study of
mathematics, most teachers responded with varia-
tions on the familiar mental discipline argument.

Eighty percent of what I teach my level three algebra
class cannot be used by 90 percent of the kids. The
benefit (only) is to get into college. .1 can teach them
to think logically about real problems in their lives
today. (3. 1:111)

Mathematics can teach the student how to think
logically and that process can carry over to anything.
To be able to start with a set of facts and reason
through Jo a conclusion is a powerful skill to have.
(3- 1:112)

These teachers spoke for many others who reiterated
the value of learning to think logically, to solve prob.
lems, but most of all to work hard. The case study
follow-up survey found that 50 percent of senior high
school mathematics teachers found virtue in the
"new math" effort to put greater emphasis on for-
mal logic. (3.18:34)

The students seem to sense this same underlying
objective it studying mathematics, though they
express somewhat more cynical regard for the goal.
One observer found that students felt they needed
mathematics as future citizens, even though they had
found no environmental application for what they
were studying. These students were, "haul pressed to
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defend a need for mathexcept that it was a some-
times useful proof that they were not escaping from
the hard reality of school." (343:25)

On Teaching as a SobThe quality of mathematics
teaching in schools today is certainly influenced by
the knowledge and beliefs of teachers about mathe-
matics and young people. But it is also certainly
affected by the broader school and social context,
within which mathematics education is only of
many activities and focuses of concern. While many
teachers report satisfaction with _the tasks they
encounter daily and their effectiveness in meeting
those challenges, many others are clearly concerned
in ways expressed by a high school science teacher.

I've had a lot of spark taken out of me in the last two
years. We bear administrators talking about meeting
the needs of studentsindividualization. But wee
never get time off to develop these things or the
financial support... I've talked to them about getting
materiels and they say that materials aren't as irnpor-
tant as the student-teacher relationship. But I find it
very difficult to stand up and play Johnny Carson
everyday. The kids don's want to hear lectures, they
went to do things.

I always thought that the main goal of education was
teaching kids, now I find our that the main goal is
management. 13-2:9)

Mathematics teachers also talk of going stale, of burn-
ing out. Louis Smith noticed this so frequently that
he was led to characterize the condition as a mix of:

Flatness, a lack of vitality, a seeming lack of interest
in the curriculum by both the teacher and the chil-
dren, a la 4: of creativity and curricular risk taking, a

'negativism toward the childrenthey're spoiled,
they don't care, they don't tryand sometimes a
negativism toward colleagues, administrators, and
college and university training programs (often
decades ago). (3-3:84)

His suggested remedy was a community center for
analysis of teaching and teacher sabbatical activities
that would give teachers a chance to reflect, to
recharge their knowledge and enthusiasm for instruction.

One very fundamental factor in the lives of teachers
that seems to lead to their loss of enthusiasm and
spirit of innovation is the isolation of a teacher's
work in the classrooms In one sense this role as the
sole adult in a sea of young people offers tremendous
freedom and impressive responsibility. But on the
other hand, it induces the separation of the world in
school and the world outside of school that is seen by

so many teachers and students to be a serious problem
in education today. Case study observer Mary Lee
Smith noticed several teachers who had Maintained
contact and identity with scientific and professional
communities beyond the school, who had "kept open
a window on the larger wodd of ideas." But she added.
"Most teachers have only a mirror that reflects
the values and ideas already dominant in the public
schools." (3-2:113).

A growing militancy among teachers and resistance
to emerging bureaucratization of schools was evident
in comments of many other teachers. Teachers spoke
of "us and them" meaning teachers and administra-
tors. One teacher spoke bitingly about the impact of
accountability:

We need to be working with teachers, not checking
on them... Education is generally a negative enter-
prise toward children, toward teachers. It is a highly
structured reward stnicnire which emphasizes the
negative. Those who get rewarded are those who
make the fewest mistakes. 13 -1:8)

and another expressed a sense of powerlessness.

There is no way to motivate a certain number of kids.
They put forth absolutely no effort. I will not be held
accountable for teaching an unreachable student ...
Why is accountability the teachers responsibility?
Why is it always my job to solve every problem a
child manifests in school? I am not in dr tie of the
math program. So how can I be accountable for it?
0-1:81

Despite the frequent complaints and identification of
Problems that (while not always new) need attention
by those concerned with school mathematics, the
mood of teachers that filters out of the case studies is
captured well by Robert Stake:

They saw themselves in a serious, not wry exciting
business; the business of education. They saw
themselves as pretty good businessmen. wishing that
times would change for the better, but confident that
they could deliver on their promises and pretty well
satisfied that there is not really a better way to run
the shop. (3.S:25)

This picture of mathematics teachers today, combined
with the earlier profiles of curriculum and instruction
in mathematics, shows the realities with which any
attempted change in mathematics education must
deal.

V.
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Changing School Mathematics

Most formal and informal indicators of educational
activity suggesi that the last several years have seen
the close of a twenty year period in mathematics
education that was characterized by numerous and
striking proposals for change in the content and
method of instruction.. The current mood, as
reflected in the NSF studies, is a search for stability,
choosing from among topics and techniques with
which teachers have long experience and comfortable
familiarity.

Regardless of one's judgment about the proposed
and actual changes in recent years, reflection on
activities of the era is a rich source of insight into the
decision-making structure of schools. Since the
National Science Foundation programs clearly
sought change in curriculum and instruction of
school mathematics, all three status studies looked at
the mechanisms of change in schools. They asked,
"What are the channels that communicate informa-
tion and influence classroom practice? What are the
conditions that enable or block attempted innovations?"

Synthesizing a variety of different explanations for
the rise and fall of 'new math', Suydam and Osborne
suggest the following conjectures about change in
mathematics education:
I., Educational policy is frequently determined

without collecting enough information to allow
the process to be rational.

2. Educational policy is frequently constructed
without using information that is readily
available.

3. The point at which values enter into policy for-
mation, and the effects of the differences in the
values held by various groups concerned with the
schools, is frequently not recognized in determin,
ing the priorities within educational policy.
(2:219)

Suydam and Osborne cite many instances in which
decisions are made in absence of or ignorance of
crucial factual information. But they argue that con-
flict of differing values and beliefs is the most critical
problem in changing educational practice. They
argue that policymaking operates at two levels, one
incorporating professional judgments based on infor-
mation and another that is political and reactive
to the prevailing societal attitudes and values. Their
conjecture is that if teachers sense agreement between
the two levels, change takes place; if they sense in-
congruence and disagreement between the levels,
they are dissatisfied and change will not take place.

The RT1 survey and the case studies add to this
analysis of change processes in schools. Among the
first questions addressed to superiritendents, cur
riculum supervisors, principals, and teachers, were
inquiries about their roles in change and their sources
of information concerning new ideas. The survey
found that only twenty-nine states have supervisors
who devote more than 75 percent of their time to
mathematics education. Among those supervisors the
greatest share of the time is spent on planning or
developing curricula and coordinating inservice pro-
grams. For the questionnaires addressed to district
level supervisors, only 26 percent of the respondents
reported spending more than 75 percent of their tjme
on mathematics. About half of these district super-
visors report attending a professional meeting in
mathematics on a yearly basis, but only 16 percent of
the K-6 supervisors and 31 percent of the 7-12 super-
visors belong to the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics. (I:33 -48)

At the school level, principals play an important role
in approving, if not stimulating, curricular and
instructional change. In general, it appears that prin-
cipals are very seldom from mathematics or science
backgrounds. Only 6 percent of the responding second-
ary principals indicated an undergraduate major in
mathematics, while 47 percent were in social studies
or language arts areas. These principals expressed
concern about their Milky to adequately supervise
mathematics instruction, but appear to place con-
fidence in their mathematics resource teachers,
chairmen, or teaching staff. (1:46-48)

When asked to assess the recent federal government
role in teacher education and curriculum change,
many teachers reported attending at least one NSF in-
stitute, conference, or inservice program. Table 1-7
indicates that the frequency is greatest among sc,:ond-
ary teachers and current state supervisors, not a sur-
prising result in view of the focus of NSF efforts for
many years.

Table 1-7. Percent of Supervisors, Principals, and
Mathematics Teachers Attending One or More

NSF Institutes or Conferences*

State Supervisors 77

K-6 District Supervisors 18

7-12 District Supervisors ... 39

K6 Principals ....... 10

7-9 Principals . . . ... ... . 13

10-12 Principals 25

K-6 Teachers .... 5

7-9 Teachers . . 25

10-12 Teachers . 37

*Source: (1:69)
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During the case study interviews nearly all
mathematics teachers commented favorably on these
institute experiences. They frequently mentioned that
the focus and level of activity in the institutes were
not really very helpful in their daily teaching, but
nonetheless felt the institutes should be continued.

The NSF institutes that I attended were well worth all
the money. I'm sure that i f I had not attended these
institutes I would not have been able to do as good a
job as I have done... A college graduate with a degree
in mathematics is not really prepared to teach high
school. They don't teach you how to deal with kids
and you also don't get much of a chance to get your
head together with respect to math instruction. All
math teachers should be encouraged to take an NSF
institute at least every three to five years. (3 -7:30)

We mentioned 'earlier that very few schools are cur-
rently using any of the federally developed cur-
riculum programs in mathematics. School system
superintendents were asked to assess the impact and
future need for federal support in curriculum
development. While 58 percent agreed that past
federal support has improved the quality of alter-
natives available to schools, only 27 percent agreed
that those programs have greatly improved the quality
of classroom instruction. The superintendents
strongly urged that greater efforts be mounted for
dissemination and training for implementation of
new programs. While a variety of evidence suggests

1

that federal involvement has enriched curriculum
alternatives, the superintendents were about evenly
divided on the question of whether federal support
tends to create a nationally uniform curriculum.
(1:77)

Given the apparently limited exposure of admin-
istrators and teachers to innovations promoted
through NSF institutes and conferences, it is natural
to ask what sources of information are used and
valued by each group. As Table 1-8 indicates, teachers
are a valued source of information for nearly
everyone concerned with mathematics curriculum
and instruction. Professional meetings and journals
also reach many different audiences. State super-
visors do not appear to be particularly effective con-
duits for information since they, like principals and
teachers, appear to get and share most of their ideas
with colleagues in similar positions. There are bar-
riers to change in this communication network. The
case study interviews illuminated several of these.

First and foremost is the simple (Act that teachers
currently work very 'lard ccying with the day-to-day
demands of 100 to : students in 5 to 6 classes. As
case study observer V. dyne Welch noted, because of
the increasing difficulty and decre.,,ing satisfaction
of teaching.

Teachers tend to resist those things that make their
job more difficult and are attracted to those things

Table 14. Percent of Supervisors. Principals, and
Teachers Indicating Each Source of information

as Very Useful*

Supervisors

Source Slide

Teachers . 23
Principals ........ 6
Local Supervisors .. ....... . 56
State Supervisors 55

College Courses ...... 6
Local lnser vice .. , 22
Federal Workshops . . 26

Professional Meetings . . . . 79

Journals ..... .. . . .. 91

Publisher Representatives 33

Source: (1:151-152)

i .
29

Principals Teachers

7-12 7-12 7.9 10-12

29 36 56 39

15 43 22 11

12 38 18 16

13 13 3 4

15 26 28 30
22 28 25 23

11 16 16 19

31 50 22 25

49 62 40 42
14 8 9 11
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that make it easier or more effective. Resistance to
innovation, appeal of teaching bright students, need
for discipline, desire for smaller classes, resisionce
to administrative requests for personal goals are all
explained by considering teaching in this light.
(3-5:131

Mother observer, Rob Walker, took a more
sympathetic view.'

It is fashionible in some circles to accuse the teachers
of failing to implement the curriculum innovations
that have been made in science over the last twenty
years. It is often implied that the teachers do not
want to change the way they teach and will do all they
can to avoid doing so. Without wishing to imply that
the teachers portrayed here should change their
teaxiting, I think it is quite obvious that most innova-
tive programs are beyond their reach simply in terms
of equipment, spacer and resources. (34:23)

A second, more subtle, factor inhibiting change is the
reported prevalance at all levels of schooling of a
"future orientation." Teachers feel a heavy respon-
sibility to get students prepared for the next mathe-
matics course. The goal was stated colorfully by a
junior high school teacher.

This is it boy; if they don't get it now, they never will!
This is the last chance. ... They just have to be
prepared for high school or that's all she wrote....
My job is to help these little buzzards to realize that
(the importance of preparation) before it's too late.
(3-1:12)

When, in the survey validation of these case study
impressions, teachers were asked about the impor-
tance of preparation for the next course, 82 percent
of the junior high school teachers saw this as a heavy
expectation placed on them. (3-14:31) In one sense the
"preparation for the future" is simply a vague exhor-
tation for students to study mathematics in anticipa-
tion of some unspecified payoff in later years. But
another effect is to lock into place a curriculum that
is really built on strong traditional expectations held
by teachers at one level for the students they receive
from other teachers. Though the United States has
no national curriculum, there is a de facto curriculum
established by tradition and there appears to be no
educational policy body with power to make major
change.

This set of traditional expectations extends beyond
the content of school mathematics to the pedagogy.

Several case study observers noted in mathematics
teaching something akin to the cultural rituals iden-
tified by sociologists and anthropologists. As one
teacher put it

still think America came farther and faster than any
nation in history under the old method of teaching,
where we had some discipline in the classroom, we
did some drill because it was what teachers deemed
was necessary, we didn't have to try to justify all that
we did. (3-12:33)

When parents responded to the issue of hand
calculators, for example, the emotion in their
response suggested that the real issue was a sacred
ritual of education, not practical utility. Teachers
and parents also commented on the nonmathematical
goals implicit in teaching. They believe students
should be encouraged to work hard, keep busy, be
polite, compete, aspire to Improve, work inde-
pendently, and prepare for things to come.

Kids are lazy, people are lazy, I'm lazyand you're
going to get by with as little as you can...I think they
should be required to take a little more. The program
is getting watered down. (3-12:35)

These traditional and emotion-laden expectations of
mathematics education certainly act as a powerful
influence on attempts to change.

Given all these factors influencing the rate and
character of possible change in mathematics educa-
tion, there remains a simple and fundamental reason
why major change is not likely in the near future.
Despite highly publicized criticism of school
mathematics, a large majority of people believe cur-
rent high school programs are satisfactory. The
survey follow-up to the case studies found over 90
percent of all administrators, supervisors, teachers,
students, and parents judged the overall quality of
the high school mathematics program either satisfac-
tory, very good, or excellent. (3-18:93) Wh;le there
are undoubtedly many mathematics teachers who do
not share this enthusiasm for current programs, they

. face a tremendous challenge in stimulating and carry-
ing out any major change.

The Task Ahead

For many teachers, supervisors,. and curriculum
developers, the picture of school mathematics
assembled by the three status surveys will contain few
surprises, Many of the observed curricular and instruc-
tional patterns match trends being discussed infor-
mally at meetings and in the pages of professional
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journals. But the national character of mathematics
education is certainly more complex than any sum of
common practices. The most discouraging feature of
the three NSF studies is the consistent pattern of
great differences between apparent reality of
mathematics education in most schools and the
recommendations or practices of many prominent
teachers, supervisors, and professional organiza-
tions. For instance, it appears that a large majority of
elementary teachers believe that their sole respon-
sibility in mathematics teaching is to develop student
facility in arithmetic computationthis at a time
when availability of calculators has made such goals
widely questioned. Secondary mathematics teachers
find it difficult to motivate their students or to induce
lasting learning, yet they seem basically satisfied and
they resist efforts that propose changes in the content
or instructional style of their courses.

Mathematics teaching is a very demanding profession
and the social context of contemporary education
does little to ease the task.. The reported teacher reac-
tions to current pressures are neither surprising nor
unreasonable. They constitute facts of life that must

be dealt with by anyone who seeks change. Nonethe-
less, the signs of dissatisfaction should challenge
everyone teaching mathematics today to re-examine
the content and process of current programs.

To what extent does the "average" mathematics
program described above reflect your own situa-
tion?

How do you cope with the problems that seem
widespread?

What changes in school mathematics do you
believe would be most useful and how can they
be brought about?

What role should the NCTM play in future
developments to improve school mathematics?

The NSF studies provide a backdrop of information
and questions that can help stimulate and guide
critical analysis and reporting of successful practices.
We urge you to dig more deeply into the reports
themselves and to share your insights with others in
the Council.
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Mathematics Teaching Today:
Perspectives from
Three National Surveys
for the Elementary Grades

James T. Fey'

Introduction
When educators are asked to identify the crucial prob-
lems in school mathematics today, they frequently
point an accusing finger at the teachers and curricula
in elementary and middle school grades. Secondary
teachers are quick to criticize the computational
abilities of the students they receive from elementary
school and to characterize the problem with senti-
ments like those in the following quotations.

They don't know when you have 4 divided by 2 which
number is on the outside and which is on the inside.
But they really know their set theory. 1 think it is
terrible. (3-1:98)*

I don't have to try to communicate with elementary
colleagues..: I know they dpn't know mathematics.
(3-1:102)

I wish they were almost taught no theory down there.
Back to basics. That means delaying the teaching of
theory. (3-1:102)

It is not uncommon to hear elementary teachers
responding to such complaints with remarks like,

Modern mathematics? I dislike it. The (text) shows
three ways when one will do. The brass tacks are learn-
ing addition and subtraction. That's it, (3 -1 :131)

You might as well forget about teaching conceptual
mathematics to 75 percent of the children in elemen-
tary school... (They) are not only boredthey hate it.
(3-1:134)

We are fortunate not to have gone way out for the
new math. We have stuck to the basics throughout it

'On behalf of an ad hoc NCTM committee the members of which
were James Fey., Jeremy Kilpairick, Catherine Tobin. and Harry
Tunis.

'The reference scheme is explained ai the end of the paper. The
basic pattern is (Source-Chapte Page).

all and the results that are coming in show we were
right, (3 -1 :33)

But this response is not at all satisfactory for teaching
educators and curriculum developers who urge de-
emphasis of both arithmetic computation and the
traditional show and drill instruction.

Small, portable, and inexpensive (calculators) have
the potential for replacing the pencil and paper
calculations that have been the major (and often the
sole) component of elementary school arithmetic,
(2:111-112)

"Research indicates that the use of manipulative
materials appears to be important at all levels at least
through grade 8 but they are actually used by few.
(2:59)

if these comments reflect practices and controversies
in elementary mathematics programs with which you
work, your concerns are shared by many other
mathematics teachers (K-12) across the United States.
Each quotation was taken from a fascinating series
of. studies completed recently under the auspices of
the National Science Foundation (NSF).

Much of the recent controversy in school mathe-
matics has been sparked by disagreement over the
value and effectiveness of curricular and instruc-
tional innovations sponsored by NSF, the U.S..
Office of Education, and the National Institute of
Education. To assess the impact of those efforts and
to identify activities likely to yield valuable improve-
ments during the next ten years, NSF commissioned
three extensive surveys of recent and current prac-
tices and needs in science, mathematics, and social
science education. 'MC first study in each area was a
comprehensive critical review of research and expos-
itory literature on curriculum, instruction,
evaluation, and teacher education from 1955 to 1975.
The review in mathematics education was done by
Marilyn Suydam and Alan Osborne of Ohio State
University.. The second study was a collection of
questionnaire surveys dirtied at teachers, adminis-
trators, parents, and students in grades K-12. The
surveys were directed by Iris Weiss of the Research
Triangle Institute (RTI). The third study was a collec-
tion of education case studies in eleven school
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systems by investigators under the direction of
Robert Slake and Jack Easley at the University of
Illinois. These case studies also employed a small
scale questionnaire survey used to confirm
generalizations from the case study sites.

The profile and interpretation of mathematics
teaching that emerges from those studies is neither
simple nor consistent. But the information and
hypotheses generated by the investigations provide a
context and provocation for examination of mathe-
matics programs on a national, state, or local level.
The synthesis of the studies that follows was
prepared by an ad hoc NCTM committee including:
James T. Fey, University of Maryland; Jeremy
Kilpatrick, University of Georgia; Catherine Tobin,
Lexington, Massachusetts Schools; and Harry B.
Tunis, NCTM Staff with support of a grant from the
National Science Foundation.

Content Emphasis in Elementary
Ma ematies Programs

In mo s hoofs mathematics for the first six or seven
es is common course for all students, best

described as general mathematics. Published syllabi,
textbooks, and tests for these grades usually include
arithmetic of whole numbers, common fractions and
decimals, measurement, geometry, descriptive statis-
tics, and applications of those topics. The inclusion
of geometry, statistics, and measurement (particularly
with the metric system) is a product of recent
reform movements. However, the extent to which
those topics have been accepted in the programs and
priorities of elementary classes has been hotly
debated. Thorough review of the literature of
mathematics education from 1955 to 1975 led Suydam
and Osborne to conclude, "As reflected in print, the
content of school mathematics curricula changed....
But inclusion of 'new math' content in the elementary
school may be illusory." (2:48)

Unfortunately, the RT1 survey provides little addi-
tional information on the content emphases of K-6
mathematics programs. Responses from 574 elemen-
tary teachers, asked to report on their teaching of
mathematics, indicate the frequency of use for
various text series. Table 1-9 shows that, as of 1977,
the most popular appear to be the programs of Holt,
Addison-Wesley, Scott-Foresman, and Houghton -
Mifflin.

Table 1-9. Percent of Classes Using Various Mathematics Textbook Series*

' Textbook /Program

Holt School Mathematics (Nichols: Holt)
Mathematics Around Us (Bolster: Scott-Foresman}
Modern School Mathematics (Duncan: Houghton-Mifflin)
Elementary School Mathematics (Eicholz: Addison-Wesley}
The Understanding Mathematics Program (Gundlach: Laidlaw)
investigating School Mathematics (Eicholz: Addison-Wesley)
Othcrs (less than 50/4 each)

textbook /Program

Holt School Mathematics (Nichols: Holt}
Modern School Mathematics: (Duncan: Houghton-Mifflin)
Mathematics Around Us (Bolster: Scott-Foresman)
Investigating School Mathematics (Eichoiz: Addison-Wesley)
Elementary School Mathematics (Eicholz: Addison-Wesley)
Others (less than 63/4 each)

*Source: (1:13.42)

34

47

Percent of

1(3 Classes

18

13

8

8

8
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40
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19

10

9
9
8
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Most of the textbooks in use have recent copyright
dates, and in many classrooms more than one text-
book is used regularly (23 percent of K -3 and 45 per-

\ cent of 4-6 grade classes). But the survey did not ask
teachers whether they treat the various topics in those
texts with emphasis proportional to text coverage.

A set of questions was directed at the extent of metric
emphasis. Tat:410-10 suggests that the elementary
grades are givilog. attention to metric concepts, but
primarily as a special unit.

Table 1.10, Treatment of Metric Concepts in
Elementary Mathematics Classes*

i

Grades K-3 Grades 44

Not used 26% 13%
Special Metric Unit Only 42 43

Special Unit and Throughout
Course 8 22
Introduced as needed 22 19

*Source: (1:119)

A sharper, if possibly less reliable, picture of the con-
tent dominating elementary mathematics programs
comes from the eleven case studies, constructed by
experienced observers who watched and talked to
teachers and students over extended time periods. In
summarizing the observations of science, mathe-
matics, and social studies programs, the investigators
commented, "The emphasis on a 'basic skills' cur-
riculum was an almost universal finding in these case
studies." (3-13:3) They conducted that 4: ementary
school mathematics was primarily devoted to helping
children learn to compute.

If the back-to-basics movement is real, it appears that.
no one could be happier than the teacher; them-
selves. Secondary teachers voice sharp criticism of
the elementary school products.

I can see the results of the new math on all the
students I've had here, As sophomores they ilon't
know how to figure up percentages. It really shocks
me. (3-4:9)

And elementary teachers appear to be listening. Case
study observer Wayne Welch noted:

Parents, boards, and teachers see (arithmetic) as an
important skill, and drill on long division appears

with greater frequency in the classroom. The 'new'
math is now old and,with cries of 'Johnny can't
addris rapidly disappearing from the curriculum.
(3-5:10)

To some this retreat from innovation will be a
welcome trend; for others the direction and strength
of change will be viewed with deep dismay.

Patterns of Instructional
Organization and Style

Over the past twenty years the course content pro-
posals of curriculum projects and advisory groups
have received prominent support and professional
scrutiny. But nearly every such syllabus innovation
was accompanied by recommendations for change in
teaching style. Mathematics teachers have been urged
to implement discovery learning, mathematics labo-
ratory activities with 'hands on' learning, indi-
vidualized instruction, multimedia instruction, and
many other promising pedagogical strategies. How-
ever, as is the case with attempted changes in the
content of school mathematics, information from the
NSF studies raises doubts about the extent to which
any of these proposals for innovative pedagogy have
influenced predominant instructional patterns.

Several parts of the RT1 survey questionnaire asked
teachers to describe mathematics instruction in their
classesamount of time available, allocation of that
time to various activities (lecture, discussion, small
groups, and so on), use of media, class size, and
testing.

Elementary teachers were asked to report the average
time spent on mathematics and the length of their
most recent mathematics lesson. Table 1-11 indicates
that mathematics fares well in comparison with
science and social studies.

Table t-11. Average Number of Minutes Per Day
Devoted to Mathematics, Science, Social Studies,

and Reading in Elementary School*

Grade ROW
K 44

Mathematics 41 51

Science 17 28

Social Studies 21 34

Reading 95 66

*Source: (1:51)
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This and other related data support the common
impression that reading and arithmetic are high
priorities in elementary school. However, other
similar studies that have relied on trained observers
rather than teacher self-reports, suggest that the
actual time spent on mathematics may be less than
what is given her (2:53).

Class size is another variable that teachers commonly
judge to be an important influence oxi their effec-
tiveness. Mathematics class size is comparable to
science and social studies and increases with grade
level. Table 1-12 shows the average class sizes
reported by teachers in the three subject areas. in
grades 7-9, average class size in mathematics is lower
than the other two subjects, though many would
argue that it is not enough lower to make an educa-
tionally significant effect.

Table 1-12. Average Class Size in
Mathematics. Science, and Social Studies al

Three Grade Range Levels*

K3
Gm 4e Rinse

44 7.9

Mathematics ..... 24.2 27.7 26.7
Science 23.5 26.6 30.6
Social Studies 24.1 28.2 29.8

*Source: (1:67)

The common forms of organization for student
groups in mathematics instruction are indicated by
Table 1-13. Within these groupings the frequency of

Table 1-13. Percent of Class Time in Various
Organizational Formats, Mathematics K-9.

K3
Grads Range

4-6 7.9

Entire Class -as a
Group 36 38 45

Small Groups 29 25 17

Students Working
Individually . , 36 38 38

*Source: (1:111)

various specific instructional strategies is given by
Table 1 -14. The data given there are averages ova
grades K-6, but the breakdowns by grade range are
surprisingly similar. The most noticeable trends from
grades K-9 are steady increase in the frequency of
tests and quizzes and steady decrease in the use of
manipulatives and student involvement techniques.

The variety of sur4lementary materialsprint,
audiovisual, and manipulativethat have beaime
lvailable for use in teaching elementary mathematics
is truly astonishing. Table 1-15 shows that manip-
ulatives seem to be fairly freque..tly used in elemen-
tary grades. Among the specific types of materials
likely to be in a mathematics laboratory set-up, it
appears that audio-visual materials (film strips, tapes,
slides, etc.) are rarely used. but Table 1-16 shows that
games and puzzles, measurement tools, activity cards
or kits, and numeration and place value manipulatives
are frequently used.

When teachers were asked to identify materials or
facilities that needed improvement to enhance their
effectiveness, they most frequently mentioned non-
consumable equipment, money to buy suppli4 on a
day-to-day basis, spaces for small groups to work,
and laboratory assistant or paraprofessional help.
They did not, however, indicate any strong need for
hand-held calculators and apparently do not use
calculators much at all in elementary mathematics
instruction.

With some exceptions, such as the abstinence from
calculator usage. the RT1 survey data suggest elemen-
tary instruction that is varied and rich in concrete
experiences with mathematical ideas. However, the
reported frequencies of lecture, discussion, tests or
quizzes, and individual assignments are also very
high, particularly in grades 4.6. This suggests very
common use of an instructional style in which
teacher explanation and questioning is followed by
student seatwork on paper and pencil assignments.
This pattern has been observed in many other recent
studies of classroom activity (2:76), including several
in which actual classroom observations were the
source of data.

The NSF case studies confirm this more pedestrian
picture of day-to-day activity in mathematics classes
at all grade levels. The following description of
junior high school mathematics classes from the case
study by Wayne Welch was corroborated by nearly
every other observer.

Again, as in the high school, the math program is
characterized by its conventional textbooks and its
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Table I-14. Frequency of Instrwet fowl T niques in Grade K4 Mathematics Classes*

\\
Newer

Percent of Classes

Lett Tian' At Least

Once a Week Once a Week

Apposimaleb
Daily

Lecture 34 \ 8 20 33

Discussion 6 ,,,5 15 73

Student reports/projects 46 40 6 3
Library work , 72 17 6

Students at chalkboard 4 15 38 42
Individual assignments 7 9 22 60
Students using manipulatives 9 37 31 19
Televised instruction g2 9 7

Programmed instruction 70 13 5 6

Computer assisted instruction 92 3 1 1

Tests or quizzes g 40 42 8
Contracts 71 15 5 7

Simulations 75 16 6
Field trips 73 23 1 0
Guest speakers 88 9 1 0
Teacher demonstrations 9 19 29 39

*Source: (1:8-56.57)

Table 1-15. Frequency of Use of Hands.on Manipulative or Laboratory Materials*

Sever

Las Than
Once a Mends

Al Lem
Once a Month

At Lew
Once a Week Maly

Grades K-3 7% 12% 11% 37% 29%
Grades 4.6 10% 30010 21% 25% 9%

*Source.. (113-36,57)

routine of correcting papers, explaining difficulties,
and assigning more problems. (3 -5:8)

The elementary teachers themselves eve some clues
to the dominance of this consistent unimaginative
classroom routine. They claimed that many text
techniques designed to produce understanding are
instead simply confusing.

1111.

The textbook says to show method A for regrouping
in addition and then to switch to method B. Every

teacher in the school knows this confuses kids. So we
don't show kids method A. (3 -1:33)

The principles of multiplication, addition, division,
and subtraction are unrelated. For example:

5 x 3 = (2x3) + (3 x 3)
15 = 6 + 9

Why should the kids learn this? All the teachers here
would agree with me.. It's really a stinker. (3 -1:33)
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Table 1-16. Frequency of Use of Varlet* Types of El latIoneal is k-3 and S6 Mathematics Classes°

Not

Needed

Needed

bat Got

Avanabk

'meat of Classes k.3
Use

less Ilona

HO days

Use

11140

days

Use

more lima

se am

Games and Puzzles 0 7 9 25 58
Hand-held Calculators 77 15 1 2 3

Computers 85 11 0 I I
Metric Measurement Tools 16 24 23 31 4
Nonmetric Measurement Tools 7 14 28 37 Il
Activity Cards or Kits . 4 20 13 28 29
Numeration and Place Value

Manipulatives 14 13 14 28 29
Geometric Tools 27 20 23 18 9

Person of Classes 4-6

Games and Puzzles S S 25 39 19

Hand.held Calculators 44 39 6 7 1

Computers 63 26 1 2 2
Metric Measurement Tools 7 29 20 32 S

Nonmetric Measurement Tools 6 13 22 39 16

Activity Cards or Kits 8 10 25 27 25

Numeration and Place Value
Manipulatives 20 16 26 22 14

Geometric Tools 13 21 26 27 9

'Source: (1:B-80.81)

... They have little patience with or sympathy for
inquiry.

1 was told that the reason the new math was brought
into being was to satisfy a child's 'natural curiosity'.
And 1 thought that was a ridiculous statement;
because who's curious as to why 5 + 2=7. (3.1:31)

1 dislike our book, not enough drill, it's modern
math. (3.1:31)

1 amusing the rote method pretty much because they
have found out that with a three level you can spend
all hour trying to get them to understand (and they
can't). (3.1:47)

Certainly, the mathematics teaching these observers
saw embodied none of the spirit of inquiry, labora-
tory exploration, or individualization that has been
so strongly urged by a variety of experts. But, as
Welch goes on to indicate, "Although it seemed bor-
ing to me, students and teachers seemed comfortable

with it. Apparently it fulfills student expectations
and provides the students opportunity for closure."
(3.5:6) Commenting on the same phenomenon in
another setting, Louis Smith recalled remarks of
Hoetker and Ahlbrand.

if the recitation is a poor pedagogical method, as
most teacher educators long have believed, why have
they not been able to deter teachers from using it?

Or, is it not possible that the practicing teachers are
right and the professors unrealistic, and that the
recitationfor some reasonis the best pedagogical
method? Or the only practicable one for most
teachers. (6:163)

One could comfortably accept this latter explanation
of predominant teaching styles and conclude that
teaching, as it is now commonly practiced in
mathematics classes, is about as effective as one can
reasonably expect. However, the case studies and the
survey produced frequent comments that students
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find study of mathematics boring aad teachers find
motivation of students to learn mathematics one of
the most difficult problems they face.

Fifth graders are harder to motivate than are first
graders. By the rime they are in the fifth grade they
have had the whole bit. They get the same things they
didn't understand the first time back again and for
the first time honest to goodness boredom is felt
about mathematicseven science. (3.1:34)

And many teachers echoed the following puzzlement
about the transitory nature of learning.

Except for the (top students) all third graders know
one thing perfect in math one day and the next it is
gone ... 1 mean GONE. ... Now what 1 wane you to
know is that all the kids except (the best), and some
of them too, have this mysterious forgetting'
disease. (3-1:37)

None of these complaints are new or surprising. But
they do stand in contra:t to the reluctance of many
teachers to exploit alternative instructional styles.

Perceptions of the Abilities, Problems, and
Beliefs of Teachers

One of the clearest themes running throughout the
reports of case study observers was the absolutely
crucial role of classroom teachers in determining the
character and effectiveness of science and mathe-
matics education. As case study author Rob Walker
noted. "Any observer cannot fail to be impressed by
the fact that the resources tied up in teaching here are
almost entirely human resources." (34:23) Louis
Smith noted that as he sought generalizations about
education, "administrators, board members. teachers,
pupils always ended up talking about individual
teachers." (3.3:112)

The limits of teachers' knowledge about mathematics
or about waifs that young people learn place predict-
able limits on what the teacher can offer and accom-
plish in the classroom. The teachers' beliefs about the
nature of mathematics and the important goals of
schooling are more subtle but equally important
influences in their impact on students. The survey
and the case studies provide further insight into the
status of mathematics education by analysis of
teacher abilities, attitudes, and beliefs.

Elementary teachers currently average more than 12
years of teaching experience. About one-third hold a
graduate degree and 45 percent were taking a course

(not necessarily mathematics) for college credit in
1976-77. In grades K-3 only 4 percent of the teachers
are men, and in grades 4.6 only 25 percent are men.
The mathematical competence of these elementary
teachers is, in all likelihood, much greater than that
of the average teacher twenty years ago. Suydam and
Osborne report that in 1957 only 12 states required a
mathematics course for certification (7 content and
5 methOds). However, they felt justified in conclud-
ing that by 1975 there had been a significant increase
in the mathematical requirements for prospective
elementary teachers. (2:130,150,164)

The RTI survey did not indicate the extent to which
elementary mathematics is taught by subject matter
specialists, but of the teachers asked to report on
their mathematics responsibilities. 49 percent felt
very well qualified to teach mathematics and another
46 percent reit adequately qualified. Furthermore,
principals and district supervisors share this con-
fidence in the ability and interest of K-6 mathematics
teachers.

Table 1.17. Elementary Teachers Perceptions of
Their Qualifications in Each Subject*

Nut Well
Qualified

Adequate')
Qualified

Very Well

Qualified

Mathematics 407'e 46010 49010

Sdence 16 60 22
Social Studies 6 54 39
Reading 3 32 63

*Source: (1:142)

This strong expression of confidence in elementary
teachers of mathematics should be encouraging.
However, state supervisors of mathematics saw lack
of teacher interest in mathematics and inadequate
preparation to teach mathematics as the most serious
problems in grades K-6. This contrast suggests that
K-6 teachers and their immediate supervisors believe
in the computation curriculum and in "tell and drill"
methods of instructionpattern of beliefs that will
not please many mathematics educators, but con-
stitutes a formidable barrier to change. When
teachers in grades K-6 were asked to specify areas in
which they would like assistance. they mentioned
most often: (I) learning new teaching methods, (2) ob-
taining information about instructional materials.
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and (3) implementing discovery/inquiry and hands-
on approaches in teaching. (1:B-105.108) When these
same teachers were asked to identify the most serious
problems they face in teaching mathematics. they
most frequently mentioned: (1) insufficient funds for
purchasing equipment and supplies. (2) lack of
materials for indivictualizin4 instruction. (3) inade-
quate student reading abilities. (4) lack of planning
time. and (5) class sizes too large. (1:B-125)

When one looks for help in ameliorating these condi-
tions, the obvious first line of responsibility is super-
.isors and administrators. The RTI survey results
give reason for concern about prospects for help
from these sources. The survey found that only
twenty-nine states have supervisors who devote more
than 75 percent of their time to mathematics educa-
tion. Among district level supervisors, only 26 per-
cent reported spending more than 75 percent of their
time on mathematics. About half of these district
supervisors report attending a professional meeting
in mathematics on a yearly basis. but only 16 percent
of the K-6 supervisors belong to the National Council
of Teachers of Mathematics. (1:3345)

At the school level. principals plan an important role
in approving, if not leading, curricular and instruc-
tional change. Not surprisingly. very few elementary
principals have undergraduate majors in mathe-
matics (4 percent in K-3. 7 percent in 4-6). However.
few feel "not well qualified" to- supervise
mathematics (12 percent K.3, 8 percent 4.6). (1:47)
Very few elementary supervisors, principals. or
teachers have attended any NSF institutes or con-
ferences (18. 10. and 5 percent respectively). (1:69)
Furthermore, only 8 percent of K-6 schools are using
any of the innovative curricula whose development
was sponsored by NSF. (1:79)

These survey data give a sketchy quantitative outline
of the teacher qualificatiotts, needs, and potential
sources of help in elementary mathematics. When
combined with earlier information about current cur-
rictus and teaching styles, the data leave an overall
impression well described by Stake, who viewed the
situation through the eyes and cars of the eleven case
study observe: s:

(The teachers) saw themselves in a serious, not very
exciting busine.cs; the business of education. They
sow themselves as pretty good businessmen. wishing
that times would change for she better. but confident
that they could deliver on their promises and pretty
well satisfied shot there is not really a better way to
run the show. (3 -5.23)

Not everyone connected with mathematics education
will read that description of elementary mathematics
teaching and teachers with such satisfaction. But
anyone seeking to change the status quo must probe
deeper to understand the teacher beliefs and educa-
tional traditions or boundary conditions tht produce
our system. The case study interviews were designed
for just this exploratory investigation and produced
numerous quotations that are clues to the puzzles.

We have already mentioned the predominance of
teacher belief that elementary mathematics is properly
all about computation and that repetitive verbal
learning is the basic means of acquiring mathematical
knowledge. the frustration of students' limited
reading skills, their modest motivation to learn, and
their propensity for rapid forgetting. The case study
perspectives identified several other useful ways of
understanding the nature and dynamics of change in
K-6 mathematics.

Ritual and Socialization in MathematicsMuch of
the excitement surrounding emergence of low cost
hand-held calculators has been generated by the pros-
pect that elementary schools will need to devote far
less time to developing facility with computational
algorithms. It appears that current elementary
teachers feel no pressure for such impending change
in curricular emphasis. However, the case study
observers did not see this situation as a reflection of
rational analysis; Instead, they sensed that acquisi-
tion of computational skill through unquestioning
hard work is valued as a moral and socializing
experience central to education..

I still think America came farther and faster than any
nation in history under the old method of teaching,
where we had some discipline in the classroom, we
did some drill because is was what leachers deemed
was necessary, we didn't have to try to justify all that
we did. (12:331

Parents said,

1 dunk. using hand calculators is an awful shame
because that's why our brains are going so lazy.
(12:34)

Kids are lazy, people are lazy. I'm lazyand you're
going to get by with as little as you can...1 think they
should be required to take a link more. (12:33)

It seemed clear from these comments. and many like
them. that teachers and the public see traditional sub-
jects and instructional methods, particularly arith-
metic, as vital in fulfilling the schools' obligation of
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trainihg students to work hard, keep busy, be polite,
compete, aspire to improve, and prepare for things
to come.

Future OrienlatiosTeachers of mathematics com-
monly complain that motivation of students is their
hardest task. It seems that students are always learn-
ing skills and concepts for which immediate applica-
tion is impossible to demonstrate. As a result they are
usually reassured with the admonition that they will
need the learning to succeed in later courses. Elemen-
tary teachers are acutely aware of this preparation
responsibility and their goals are heavily influenced
by what they perceive to be the expectations of
teachers in later grades.

This is it boy; if they don't get it now. they never will!
job is to help these little buzzards to realize

that (the importance of preparation) before it is too
late. (3-1:121

And when teachers of later grades are asked about
their expectations, they agree, by a heavy majority,
with the contention that the'basics must come first.

The study of mathematics takes levels of maturity.
You have to take step one before you can take step
two. There is a definite hierarchy of materiel. You
can't hope to be creative until you've mastered the
bask program of studies. (3-2:111

Most teachers assume that it is their responsibility to
get children ready for the lessons of subsequent
years. Is this not true? Seventy-nine percent of our
elementary math supervisors said, 'It is true. 'Eighty-
two percent of our junior high math teachers said, it
is true'. (3-14:311

Though the United States has no national curriculum
or body with authority to change dominant practice,
there does appear to be an informal network of tradi-
tional intergrade expectations acting as a powerful
force in determining curricula.

The Task Ahead

For many teachers, supervisors, and curriculum
developers, the picture of school mathematics
assembled by the three status surveys will contain few
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surprises. Many of he observed curricular and instruc-
tional patterns match trends being discussed infor-
mally at meetings and in the pages of professional
journals. But the national character of mathematics
education is certainly more complex than any sum of
common practices. The most discouraging feature of
the three NSF studies is the consistent pattern of
great differences between apparent reality of
mathematics education in most schools and the
recommendations or practices of many prominent
teachers, supervisors, and professional organiza-
tions. For instance, the studies suggest that a large
majority of elementary teachers believe that their sole
responsibility in mathematics teaching is to develop
student facility in arithmetic computationthis at a
time when availability of calculators has made such
Coals widely questioned. Secondary mathematics
teachers find it difficult to motivate their students or
to induce lasting learning, yet they seem basically
satisfied and they resist efforts that propose changes
in the content or instructional style of their courses.

Mathematics teaching is a very demanding profession
and the social context of contemporary education
does little to ease the task. The reported teacher reac-
tions to current pressures are neither surprising nor
unreasonable. They constitute facts of life that must
be dealt with by anyone who seeks change. Nonethe-
less. the signs of dissatisfaction could chielenge
everyone teaching mathematics today to re-examine
the content and process of current programs.

To what extent does the "average" mathematics pro-
gra m described above reflect your own situation'

How do you cope with the problems that seem
widespread?

What changes in school mathematics do you believe
would be most useful and how can they be brought
about'

What role should the NCTM play in future
developments to improve school mathematics'

The NSF studies provide a backdrop of information
and questions that can help stimulate and guide
critical analysis and reporting of successful practices..
We urge you to dig more deeply into the reports
themselves and to share sour insights with others in
the Council.
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Thtt Teacher is the Key:
A Report on Three NSF Studies

James V. De Rose
J. David Lockard
Lester G. Paldy

Introduction

In 1976, in response to congressional criticism of its
precollege program, the National Science Founda.
tion undertook to determine the state and needs of
science, social studies. and mathematics education in
this country. In order to acquire the information it
sought. NSF awarded grants for three studies: (I) a
survey of school administrators, supervisors, and
teachers, conducted by the Center for Educational
Research and Evaluation of the Research Triangle
Institute. North Carolina, of which Iris Weiss was
project director; (2) a literature search by Stanley L.
Helgeson, Patricia E. Blosser, and Robert W. Howe
of the ERIC Center for Science, Mathematics and
Environmental Education at the Ohio State University;
and (3) a number of in-depth case studies con-
ducted in a variety of school systems, directed by
Robert E. Stake and Jack A. Easley of the University
of Illinois-Urbana. This report will dealbriefly
with the findings of the three studies (published in
1978) which are of particular interest and importance
to those teaching sciencewhether as a separate
discipline in junior or senior high school. or as part
of the curriculum in a self-contained elementary
school classroomand to science educators responsible
for the education of these teachers.

The studies bring into focus current practices and
conditions that affect science teaching. The findings
are extensive and documented. Although most science
teachers will find little of which they are *lot
already aware, the studies do serve effectively to
establish those local conditions, practices, and trends
which are generally characteristic of schools nation-
wide. As a consequence. it will be easier for teachers
and administrators to isolate those problems which,
being locally derived, may be solved effectively by

National Science Teachers Association

local initiatives, from those problems which stem
from larger societal, economic, and political condi-
tions. and are therefore much more difficult to solve
by independent local efforts.

How Do Teachers Teach?

What is taught and how it is taught are two questions
with very interrelated answers. The major activities
in science curriculum development in the 1955 to
1975 period were funded by the National Science
Foundation. The NSF-sponsored curriculum
improvement projects presented science content com-
patible with the practicing scientists' view of science
which required a nontraditional teaching approach
characterized by openness, flexibility, inquiry, and
student involvement in more than just reading about
science and watching demonstrations.

It is encouraging to report that the study found that
there is more use of laboratory and hands-on instruc-
tion than was the case before the NSF curricula were
developed and implemented. The NSF teacher insti-
tutes have also had an impact: 73 percent of the
teachers who had attended one or more of the insti-
tutes arranged for their students to have hands-on
experiences at least once a week, as contrasted with
42 percent of the teachers who had not attended insti-
tutes. There has also been an increase in the use Of
student-centered classroom activities as a result of
the institute program.

Despite the influence of the NSF-sponsored curricula
and institutes, however. classroom observers
reported that at all grade levels the predominant
method of teaching was recitation (discussion), with
the teacher in control, supplementing the lesson with
new information (lecturing). The key to the informa-
tion and the basis for reading assignments was the
textbook.

Most questions were observed to be concerned with
definitions and the acquisition of information. and
were mostly taken from the textbook. Classrooms in
which individual thought, inquiry. and open dis-
course took place were noted but not frequently.. Still

this report appeared originally in The Science Teacher, Volume 46, Number 4. April 1919.
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less often did the teacher assumtthe role of a fellow
learner.

The next most frequently observed activity was the
demonstration. conducted in two our of five classes
once a week or more. The number of classes using
hands-on experiences once a week or more increases
from one-in -three in elementary schools to three-in-
four in senior high schools.

Student reports and projects are used once a month
or more in half of the classes. Other teaching tech-
niques such as field trips, guest speakers. simula-
tions, contracts, programmed instruction, and
similar programs are used once a month or more in
less than 10 percent of the classes and are never used
in 50 percent of the science classes surveyedwith
the exception of field trips, which are never used in
31 percent of the classes. Time spent in various
instructional arrangements does not differ signifi-
cantly for the various grade levels. Approximately
half of the time the entire class is arranged as a
group, one-sixth of the time it is divided into small
groups, and about one-third of the time students
work individually.

In all of the schools surveyed. the national trend to
make curricula more explicit and learning more
measurable was evident. Schools had prepared or
adopted statements of objectives and had developed
criterion test items with which to determine student
accomplishment of objectives. In general. teachers
and administrators reacted favorably to the manage-
ability and clarity of the objectives-based system. but
no evidence had been gathered by the schools sur-
veyed to indicate that achievement levels of students
had increased as a result.

What Do Teachers Teach?

What do these reports tell us about the science cur.
riculum? Few. if any, surprises emerge. In senior
high schools, year-long biology. chemistry, and
physics courses still comprise the major part of the
curriculum. Most states still require only one year of
high school science. and do not require any specific
COUNC.

The Dominant Texthook. The secondary school
science curriculum is ordinarily organized with a text-
book as its core; more than half the science teachers
sampled in the survey reported that they used a single
test. with approximately one -third indicating that
more than one text was required for their courses.
Texts arc usually selected by individual teachers and

teacher committees. Principals and supervisors are
sometimes involved in text selection, but the survey
indicates that parents. students.. and school board
members have little to say in this process even though
the text often defines a complete curriculum. Despite
the attention given in the media to a few isolated
instances, texts do not often generate controversies.

Some states have text-adoption procedures which
require books purchased with state funds to be selected
from an approved statewide list, but schools in these
states often broaden their choices by using local
funds when available. The texts themselves frequently
reflect the influence of the curriculum projects
developed with the support of the National Science
Founaltgion during the 1960s. and this must surely be
reg(rded as a significant residue of those efforts..
Even though the choice of text is usually theirs alone,
many teachers criticize.the text they are using as hav-
ing too difficult a reading level for many students.

Inquiry and Laboratory Methods. Survey data sug-
gest that the domination of the curriculum by the text-
book tends to discourage use of inquiry techniques
which require students to do more than look up infor-
mation in the text and then recite or record it. In
addition to reading and recitation. teachers report
that workbook exercises provide much of whatever
activity exists in typical classrooms. Even when
teachers seek to use laboratory investigation and
inquiry techniques, barriers such as inadequate time -
blocks in the schedule, shared classrooms, and inade-
quate facilities and supplies tend to foster more pas-
sive. text-oriented approaches. While many teachers
report that inadequate funding makes laboratory
activity difficult, the surveys indicate that lack of stu-
dent motivation and the demanding nature of inquiry
teaching may be equally significant. Additional
funds might ease some problems, but there is little
evidence presented here that funds alone would, be
sufficient to create more vital programs, at least not
in the amounts likely to be made available.

Curriculum Priorities. Even as scientific literacy pro-
grams for the majority of students essentially end
after the 10th -grade biology experience, science itself
is given relatively low priority within most secondary
schools in comparison to English and social studies,
in which specific courses are usually ramired subjects
throughout the student's high school experience.
Curriculum efforts involving teachers from several
science disciplines arc rare in American high schools,
although larger schools often have special elective
courses in fields such as oceanography, environmen-
tal science,, and earth science. In many schools, these
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courses are designed to motivate students who would
not ordinarily continue their study of science beyond
10th-grade biology, and thus represent commendable
efforts to break away from more traditional patterns
which have not succeeded in reaching many students.

One of the major impressions conveyed by the survey
is that teachers of science courses for college-bound
students have succeeded in preserving the elite
characteristics of these courses for the small student
populations that they serve. Many schools have
tracking systems which have created alternative
courses with less demanding requirements for stu-
dents who are either not capable or are insufficiently
motivated to deal with the material presented in
traditional biology, chemistry, and physics.

Use of Community Resources. Community mother
out-ofschool curriculum resources are rarely used by
science classes. The Case Studies, in particular, make
abundantly clear that most schools (and science pro-
grams) are insular and removed from the mainstream
of community activity. For example, when the
schools of Columbus, Ohio, were forced to close dur-
ing the winter of 1977 because of a fuel shortage,
community resources were used only in a perfunctory
way to continue the education of children, primarily
because of inadequate planning and a lack of experi-
ence in coping with the inevitable difficulties encoun-
tered in developing a curriculum organized around
unfamiliar resources.

The Learning Environment. The report suggests that
science classrooms in many schools do not provide
stimulating surroundings. Of course, many individ-
ual teachers have made valiant efforts to deal with
problems caused by inappropriate texts, poorly
prepared and motivated students, lackluster adminis-
trations, and theike. Nevertheless, the broad picture
that emerges of the nation's secondary science cur-
riculum is not encouraging, particularly when one
considers the large number of studer.ts who do not
continue in science beyond the 10th grade.

Even though the barriers encountered by teachers
seeking to develop responsive science programs are
high. there appear to be enough successes to encour-
age others to try. Moreover, the surveys suggest that
the decentralized system of American education pro-
vides considerable latitude to teachers who wish to
modify the curriculum in response to the special
needs of their students and communities. When one
views the constrictive character of ministerial control
of education in some other countries and the inhibit-
ing effect which this control has on their systems, one

has reason to be grateful once again for the vision of
our founding fathers.

Junior High Science. Even though life science has
become a standard course in many schools, general
science is still the only course taught in more than
half of the junior high schools surveyed. However,
physical and earth science programs are not uncom-
mon. The survey suggests that the process of
socialization constitutes an important educational
objective in the junior high. Laboratory handouts,
for example, sometimes list guidelines for appro-
priate classroom and laboratory behavior in addition
to instructions for carrying out a laboratory activity.
To some extent, the socialization objective may
(but need not) inhibit inquiry and investigative
approaches to learning; many may view it as unfor-
tunate that schools have turned away from inquiry
approaches in favor of text-dominated courses which
stress knowledge acquisition, often by rote methods.

Elementary School Science. On the basis of the
survey data, elementary school science must still be
regarded as a significant problem area. Much of the
difficulty stems from the fact that science in the
elementary schools, not regarded as basic, is given a
low priority in comparison to reading, mathematics,
social studies, and health. Most elementarY school
teachers and, presumably, their school administra-
tors see lithe relationship between science and other
areas of the curriculum, a perception that existed even
before the recent emphasis upon basic education.

Elementary school science, like that in junior and
senior high schools, is taught primarily by lecture and
recitation based on one textbook. Elementary
schools invest only a very small pro rtion of their
budgets in curriculum materials; sci\ ceived of
as low priority, usually fares badly in the competition
for scarce funds. As a result, most of the nation's
elementary schools are inadequately equipped to pro-
vide a significant investigative laboratory experience
-to children. One of the more pessimistic findings of
Ole surveys was that "fewer than half of the nation's
elementary school children are likely to have even a
single school year in which their teachers will give
science a significant share of the curriculum and do a
good job of teaching it."

Subjective Comments. A reader of these studies may
conclude that the science curriculum is responding
ponderously, at best, to changing social conditions,
individual needs, developmental patterns of students,
and perceptions of community and political realities.
The curriculum cannot be considered in isolation



from the setting in which education takes place. but it
may be useful to make some brief subjective com-
ments on the curriculum. considered in a somewhat
more limited sense: on the materials. practices, and
perceptions described in the studies.

appears that many science courses include material
which is inappropriate for most of the students study-
ing at that level. For example. high school biology
courses often contain substantial amounts of bio-
chemistry and molecular biology, even though the
majority of biology students have not yet studied
chemistry. It is true that these portions of the text are
not studied by all students. but one is left with the
impression. nevertheless, that many students are asked
to spend a significant amount of time memorizing
complex details of biochemjstry and molecular pro-
cesses even though most have neither the necessary
access to experimental evidence nor the reasoning
skills needed to follow the intricate conceptual
arguments. In a similar manner, chemistry courses
are likely to be replete with rote presentations of
quantum mechanical models of atoms and molecules.

One can speculate that many school science programs
may be strongly influenced by unrealistic perceptions
of what colleges expect high school graduates to
know. with the result that students are required to
study material which they cannot understand in any
significant way and which is unrelated to their cur-
rent interests. on the grounds that the material will be
needed laser. By now, it is painfully obvious that for
most "later" never arrives.

In summary. some readers will conclude that one of
the major inferences that can be drawn from these
reports and case studies is that much of the secondary
school science curriculum is mismatched to the inter-
ests and needs of the majority of students in our
schools who will not pursue scientific or techno-
logical careers. In the current political setting of
American education. characterized by declining
enrollments. resource shortages, and unrealistic
social expectations of schools. the inappropriateness
of the curriculum may contribute heavily to the
frustration of teachers. the malaise of students, and
the dissatisfaction of parents. Those whose inter-
pretation of these renorts leads them to arrive at such
a conclusion may well expect policy makers, teachers.,
and citizen groups to re-examine the content of the
school science curriculum to ensure that it is respon-
sive to the needs of contemporary America.

Of course, readers' impressions derived from the
reports of site visitors and the results of question-
naires arc inevitably influenced by their subjective

views of the schools, science. and the way in which
children lear . Citizens. science teachers. and policy
makers at all levels need to know more about what is
being taught, and whether the curriculum is, in the
main, appropriate for the students to whom it is

presented, taking into account their previous prep-
aration and motivation. How well is science being
taught? Do the methods convey something of the
spirit of science? is the tentroive nature of science
made clear? Do our science classes tosser inquiry and
scholarship? Quality assessment is always a "sensitive
matter, but these are the issues which we must
engage, whether individually as teachers or collec-
tively as faculties.

How Are Teachers Educated?

The studies contain information on the background
and education of the teachers in the sample popula-
tions that suggests some reason for concern. While
each state sets minimum requirements for science
teachers. state certification criteria still do not reflect
those proposed by professional associations which
call, particularly, for more science content. This is
especially crucial in the elementary and junior high
schools, where most of the science instruction,Occurs.
It is at these levels that teachers have the least ade-
quate science content preparation and the poorest
physical facilities. while at the same time the fewest
certification programs available s them. Secondary
school teachert fare better: Only slightly more than
one-tenth of them are currently teaching one or more
science courses for which they feel inadequately
qualified. On the other hand. 16 percent of the
elementary teachers surveyed feel "not well qual-
ified" to teach science, and less than a quarter of
them feel "well qualified" to do so. This feeling of
inadequacy by elementary teachers to handle science
instruction permeates all three studies and indicates a
need for some serious work by all those who can help
alleviate this problem.

Reactions to the adequacy of preservice education
for science teachers were mixed. The Case Studies
indicated some low estimates of the quality of educa-
tion courses and a concern by observers that many
science teachers leave college with so little command
of the substantive content of the NSP-initiated cur-
ricula that they are in need of remediation the instant
they graduate. In addition, teachers feel threatened
by the pressure for accountability and the tack-to-
basics" movement for which they were not prepared
in preservice training.
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It is discouraging to note, too, that knowledge of
science is rarely considered basic by the state boards
of education, and science education is rarely included
in state needs statements. This in itself may be indi-
cative of a low interest by the general public in sup-
porting high-quality science instruction.

Improved science teacher education, both pre- and
inservice, is an important need. While continuing
research in science teaching/learning is vitally needed,
the results of that research need to be better com-
municated and applied in both the preservice and in-
service programs. One of the studies' observations is
that there is a critical need for preservice and inser-
vice science education to be viewed and dealt with as
a continuous program rather than as discrete entities
handled by two different sets of people. This presents
a challenge to the teacher-training institutions not
only to do appropriate follow-up studies on their
graduates but to work even more closely with the
school districts that employ them.

Although the studies seem to indicate that today's
secondary school science teachers are better educated
than were those of the 1950s, both the teachers'
perceptions and the findings of research indicate that
there is still a critical need for inservice education.
Approximately half of the elementary science

teachers and more than 41 percent of the secondary
science teachers took a course for college credit in
1976-77. Sizable numbers of teachers have earned
one or more degrees beyond the bachelors: more than
half of the secondary school science teachers and just
over a quarter of the elementary science teachers.
However, since little of this graduate study- by
elementary teachers_ is done in academic' science
courses, there is a pressing need for both preservice
and inservice training to overcome their fear of
teaching science, so that they may teach it well and
with enthusiasm.

A consistent theme throughout the documents was
the high value ascribed to NSF-sponsored activities in
the education of science teachers. The most frequently
attended programs were the NSF Summer Institutes:
Approximately two-thirds of the state science super-
visors and almost 40 percent of the grade 7-12 science
teachers surveyed had participated in one or more of
these. Unfortunately, less that a fifth of the elemen-
tary science teachers had done so.

The second most often attended activity reported was
the In-Service Institute, with participation by 18 per
cent of the grade 7-12 science teachers and 10 percent
of the elementary teachers. While the evidence is

overwhelming that these government- supported pro-
grams were considered to be of major help to science
teachers, the majority of teachers currently teaching
have not participated in them.. This fact should be
carefully noted and appropriate action taken. It is
absolutely essential that elementary teachers be given
continuous inservice and supervisory consultant help
in science and in the teaching of science since their
education does not include any significant study in
these two areas.

Who Helps the Teacher?

Most school districts have coordinated sequences of
courses in print. But teachers at each grade level who
were critical of their students' previous learning
deviated from the syllabus as they saw fit. The lack
of articulation in science curricula between grades,
within schools, and between different schools at the
same level is a significant finding. Individual
teacherswithin broad limitsselect the content and
methods which they believe appropriate, but the
study found that teachers were more on their own
than they wanted to be. The need for leadership in
coordinating and directing individual teachers'
efforts and initiatives toward common goals was
apparent but unfulfilled.

Federal and state offices and legislation which have
increased administrative duties, plus local opposition
to increasing school costs, have fostered the trend
both to decrease the number of central administrative
offices and to redirect their efforts from "pedagogi-
cal to management matters." Decentralization of
authority has moved some of the management prob-
lems to building principals, leaving them less time to
work with teachers in developing and implementing
the educational program. The study found that only
one in five of the districts surveyed employed run-
time science supervisors/coordinators and that two in
five school districts had none.

In the schools, instructional help and leadership for
teachers can come from the school principal and/or
supervisory personnel. The study found that about
one-fourth of the principals in any grade range felt
that they were "not well qualified" to supervise
science instruction. The percentage of department
chairmen found in the schools decreased from a high
of 74 percent in senior high schools to a low of 27
percent in the primary grades. Chairmen who received
additional compensation increased from a low of one
in ten in the primary grades to one in two in senior
high schools.
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Teachers who had consultant and supervisory help
were more satisfied than those who had to work more
or less on their own. Elementary teachers, especially,
receive little supervisory, consultant, and leadership
support in teaching science, although they are most
comfortable when such support is available. The
studies found also that candidates for elementary
-teacher certification are "seldom required to take
more science content than that required for the
general education component of their undergraduate
program." Thus teachers who are least well prepared
to deal with the teaching of science are given the least
assistance.

More and more. two separate systemsmanagement
and instructionalare developing within the schools
and are interacting less and less. The management
system absorbs the energies and time of adminis-
trators at both the central administration and indi-
vidual school levels. The instructional system func-
tions through the efforts of individual teachers work-
ing largely without leadership and direction except in
those few instances where curriculum and supervisory
personnel are available. The need is evident. The
absence of curricular and supervisory direction is
subject to local attention and correction by local
schools' initiatives. The development of an effective
science program requires constant attention, leader-
ship, and support; it camot be left to develop by
chance through the unorganized and undirected
efforts of individual teachers, regardless of how
excellent these individual efforts may be.

With What Do Teachers Teach?

The individual classroom teacher still determines the
primary mode of instruction in most classrooms,
with the textbook the primary tool. Less than 10 per-
cent of the schools have used practices such as
modular scheduling or television instruction. Nor do
the majority of teachers at any grade level consider
computers or computer terminals necessary. Similarly,
most science classes do not use cameras. While
fewer than 15 percent of science classes make use of
greenhouses, almost 40 percent would use them if
they were available. Almost identical figures were
given for use of weather stations. Microscopes and
scientific models, on the other hand. are widely used.
Almost 30 percent of K-3 science classes use micro-
scopes, while an additional 20 percent would like to
have them. Usage goes up to more than 60 percent in
fourth grade and remains at least that high through
all of secondary school. Even though a third of g:ade
10-12 classes use calculators,, only a tenth of junior
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high school classes use them. and only about 2 per-
cent of elementary schools report any calculator
usage.

Financial Needs. Although little information was col-
lected about the financial support of science instruc-
tion, that which was gathered is worth sharing. The
greatest single concern of almost everyone involved
in education is for an improved program of financial
support. While the percentage of financial support
for the schools from federal and state sources has
increased since 1955, federal support for science
education has declined since the late 1960s. Since
state support tends to follow federal trends, state
support for science education has also declined and is
likely to continue to do so.

At the time of the study (1977), the average per pupil
expenditure in school districts across the nation was
$1,246. A recurring concern in the Case Studies was
that increasing energy costs and frequent voter rejec-
tion of special school levies were reducing funds
available for the school science program. Relatively
few schools have specific budgets for science equip-
ment and supplies. In general. schools are more likely
to have specific budgets for science supplies than for
equipment, and secondary schools are significantly
more likely than elementary schools to have specific
budgets for both.

A sizable number of school districtsover one-
thirddid report receiving funds in 1975-76 from the
National Defense Education Act for facilities, equip
ment, and supplies used in science instruction, and
one-fourth got similar funding from the Elementary
and Secondary Education Act in the same school
year. On the other hand, only a very small number of
school districts received science instruction funding
from other government grants, specific state grants,
private foundations, or parent organizations.

Teachers considered inadequate facilities. insuffi-
cient funds for purchasing equipment and supplies,
and lack of materials for individualized instruction as
the three most serious problems affecting science
instruction. More than half of them wanted money to
buy supplies on a day-to-day basis. This is an appro-
priate request that could be accommodated within
the limits of existing financial support if administra-
tors and teachers would work cooperatively toward
a solution.

Inadequate student reading abilities and lack of
teacher planning time were also considered serious
problems by teachers; in addition many of them felt
that the major area that needed improvement was the
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availability of laboratory assistants or paraprofes-
sional help. Insufficient time to teach science was
considered a more serious problem in the lower than
In the upper grades.

Whom Do Teachers Teach?

Accurate enrollment figures are typically difficult to
get, but the studies do furnish us with some general
information and with what may be a discouraging
note. While enrollments in public elementary schools
were increasing from 1955 to 1969, class sizes during
that period were reduced. During that same period,
secondary school enrollments also increased, as did
the percentage of students enrolled in science
courses.. That percentage has remained relatively
stable. Enrollments, however, are now beginning to
decline, with elementary enrollment declining more
rapidly than secondary. Public school enrollments,
particularly, have dropped considerably in some
areas where integration and consolidation of schools
have led to the emigration of substantial numbers of
students to private and church-related schools.
Inevitably, just as the increasing enrollments had an
impact on schools, the decreasing enrollments will
have an impact, especially financially.

Despite the fact that the percentage of secondary
school students taking science courses has not
decreased, it is nevertheless true that the percentage
taking chemistry and physics is very snia!l. It seems
likely that one reason these numbers are so small is
that only 21 percent of the states require more than
one year of science in grades 9-12. For the great
majority, that one year is tenth-grade biology, with
fewer than half advancing into chemistry. The attri-
tion becomes even more severe in physics, with fewer
than half of the nation's chemistry students going on
into that fundamental discipline.

Do Teachers Count?

Almost all elementary school science is taught by
teachers in self-contained classrooms. Secondary
science classes are taught more often by special
science teachers. The studies found, not surprisingly,
that within any classroom the science taught and the
way it is taught is dependent primarily on what the
individual teacher believes, knows, and does.
Numerous studies indicate that the type of instruc-
tion does affect student learning and that the teacher
is the most important instructional variable. The
critical role of the teacher in instituting changes in
science teaching is well documented.

I

Changes in science teaching nationwide are simply
the summations of changes in individual schools
functioning independently with or without strong
and inspired local initiatives and leadership. Any
movement to change science teaching and learning
will require the wholehearted support, cooperation,
and creative involvement of teachers as partners.
This speaks for more effective organizational pat-
terns irrthe schools in which the talents and ideas of
teachers are harnessed and directed by knowledge-
able school leaders. It also means a willingness on the
part of teachers and administrators to be flexible and
empirical in considering new content, methods,
and goals.

The continuing rejuvenation of science content and
teaching methods in response to new findings and
societal goals requires access to and utilization of the
national wisdom. Otherwise, local initiatives will

: amount to little more than stirring the pot! Large-
scale infusions of curriculum innovations, such as the
NSF-sponsored projects, are valuable in that they
provide materials which no school district could
develop on its own. The continued availability of
such materials is essential to the growth and improve-
ment of the science education enterprise in the United
States. Indeed, most superintendents felt that federal
support for continued curriculum development was
essential (66 percent) and that NSF should help
teachers learn how to use the new curricula (77 per-
cent). Implementation of new materials can only take
place at the local level and then only if teachers are
prepared and willing to use them.

Since so much depends on teachers, it becomes
necessary to focus attention there. Unfortunately,
the study found t hat many teachers feel they have lit-
tle power to change things, see little more they can do
themselves, and are resigned to the status quo. Many
problems and conditions which teachers feel inhibit
science teaching were reported. The fact is that many
of these obstaclessuch as insufficient background
in science, lack of equipment, inadequate room facil-
ities, and insufficient timecan be eliminated or at
least attenuated if teachers will refuse to accept them
as barriers.

Teachers must assume more responsibility for
creating conditions which will enhance their efforts
in the classroom. This may seem an unreasonable
expectation to teachers enmeshed in the demands of
each day's teaching, but teachers and administrators
.vithin individual schools must find ways to provide
time for unhurried thought and deliberate planning.
Total and final responsibility for what happens in
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science teaching does not rest solely on the shoulders
of teachers, but a successful school program in
science education is solely dependent upon what they
do with their students. Unmistakably, the teacher is
the key!

What Can Be Done?

We have described and interpreted three NSF-
sponsored studies on science education to inform
teachers and to suggest areas in which they can con-
tinue to influence the quantity and quality of science
education. We have taken the position that ultimately
improvement can stem only from the initiatives
and efforts of teachers supported and assisted by
local administrative and supervisory personnel.
While local efforts will surely have limitations, we
believe that much can be accomplished by teachers,
administrators, and parents who are committed to
improving the science programs of their schools,
even in the absence of federal or state funds. This will
require leadership, energy, and a clear definition of
school priorities. Schools which are not well managed
and which ignore the basic precepts of organiza-
tion and team building are not going to improve their
science curricula in any substantial way, even if
federal or state funds are available, Federal efforts to
support research and development in science educa-
tion are essential, but we cannot expect governmental
support to solve what are essentially local problems.

The studies have confirmed constructive changes in
the schools as a result of the infusion of new courses
and teaching approaches in the sixties. It is our view
that the continuing promotion and support of cur-
riculum development and related teaching innova-
tions by NSF, USOE, and other federal or state fund-
ing agencies are essential to consolidate and build
upon the accumulated experience and positive
changes which have taken place. While these national
efforts do not necessarily have to be directed to the
creation of complete courses in the PSSC, BSCS, and
CHEM Study traditions, much more attention needs
to be paid to the creation and trial of methods which
build upon the research and development efforts of
the past two decades, with emphasis on the use of
new technologies such as videodiscs and microcom-
puters to individualize instruction.

We further believe that more economical and pro-
ductive approaches to curriculum development and
dissemination can be organized at the national level
without a loss in effectiveness. We propose that pro-
fessional science education organizations should

assume responsibility for exploring and developing
such alternative approaches. For example, the success
of the National Assessment of Educational Progress
in gaining access to schools=once assurances were
given that the results of the assessment would not be
attributable to individuals or systemssuggests that
a subject. matter assessment is feasible. An assess-
ment of the present science content of the school cur-
riculum shoo be organized and conducted by a
team of acade is scientists and outsjanding science
teachers and cators..

A study of this type would be appropriately spon-
sored by a c sortium of disciplinary science
societies and thei -science education counterparts.
We envision that TA. ACS, AAPT, NABT, and
other societies woo have major responsibilities.
The results of such study would command im-
mediate attention of teachers, school decision
makers, and curriculum planners for much the same
reasons that the curriculum eform movement of the
1960s attracted such a ready udience. The science
teachers who are most capable f providing school
curriculum leadership are the ones st ac e in the
affairs of their professional societies. They are the
teachers who want to keep in close contact with the
science research community because they find that
this contact is intellectually stimulating and enhances
their teaching. It is this sense of community, as much
as any other circumstance, which made it possible for
curriculum reform to proceed as rapidly as it did. If
we believe that much of the science content of our
secondary,school courses (particularly that intended
for the student who will not go on in science warrants
reexamination, we must turn to the network of school
and college science teachers created by the cur-
riculum development efforts of the last two decades.

We have earlier indicated the need for immediate and
appropriate assistance at the elementary level. Given
the fiscal and political realities of the next decade, it
is unlikely that federal funds can be made available
on the scale required to provide direct inservice or
summer science training to a significant fraction of
elementary school classroom teachers. Several alter-
natives suggest themselves. Federal and state agencies
could provide support on a competitive basis to col-
leges and universities seeking to sponsor special
resource-personnel workshops for elementary school
team and grade-level leaders whose schools make
commitments to organize subsequent inservice train.
ing programs using these. personnel. These work-
shops would focus both on subject matter and on
classroom techniques designed to enable children,
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and teachers, to learn science effectively. This form
of support is appropriate for federal and state
governments, attractive to colleges and universities,
and useful for school personnel. Serious considera-
tion must also be given to similar training in preset-
vice programs to avoid perpetuating the problems

The U.S. Office of Education could earmark funds
for state departments of education to award to
schools seeking to upgrade elementary school science
programs, on a competitive and matching tor in-
kind) basis. School systems would be free to specify
how these funds would be used in the science pro-
gram. Options might range from the hiring of science
specialists and consultants to the purchasing of
laboratory 'equipment and supplies.

The ffectiveness of local efforts to improve science
education-on all levels could be vastly increased if the
faculties and administrators of schools, colleges, and
universities worked together rather than separately.
Currently few, if any, coordinated and focused activ-
ities exist in science education involving schools

Si

and nearby higher education institutions as partners.
As an example, funds could be provided to support
those proposals developed by teacher-training
institutionsin complete cooperation with locgl
school districtsthat involve appropriate pre- ana
inservice training programs in which science teacher
training is seen as a continuum, with both groups
having important and essential roles to play. Em-
phasis in such teacher preparation should be on ways
to increase openness, flexibility, inquiry, and student
involvement.

The NSF/CCSS institutes of the past represented a
small but significant step in that direction. Addi-
tional models need to be developed and tried. NSTA
and similar national associations should lead in
stimulating school and college faculties to organize
and implement local working relationships which will
enable teachers from schools and colleges in a com-
munity to know and learn from each other while being
constructively occupied with projects designed to
accomplish tasks of common concern.
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A Report on the Implications for the
Science Community of Three
NSFSupported Studies of the Stale of
Precollege Science Education

Herbert A. Smith*

Abstract

The three NSF-supported studies of the current status
of precollege science. social studies, and mathematics
education gave substantial evidence that serious atten-
tion needs to be paid to improving the quality of that
education.

Improving quality is not just a matter of developing
up-to-date curricula. That was done in the 1960s by
various groups with generous financial support from
the NSF. But the data in the three reports indicate
that the new curricula have not been spectacularly
effective. They are viewed by teachers and students
as "elitist," and in a sense they are. They were pro-
duced at a time when national concern was on pro-
ducing more scientistsin competition with the
Soviet Unionmore than on educating all students
to understand the natural and social sciences and
mathematics.

But the problem of improving science, social studies,
and mathematics education is broader than curricu-
lum. Together with all parts of the elementary and
secondary school curriculum, education in science is
influenced by the school ethos. Lack of respect by
students for authority; hesitancy, for various
reasons; (including legal), of teachers and adminis-
trators to impose discipline; assignment of teachers
to subjects for which they are not properly prepared;
lack of motivation of students: financial constraints;
and many other factors are having a negative effect
not only on science education but on education in
general.

On behalf of the Panel to kci,seu three NS! Studies lAppendix,

American Association for the
Advancement of Science

The findings of these studies lead us to conclude that
the time is ripe for an in-depth examination of the
goals and purposes of precollege education. We rec-
ommend that a commissionsimilar to the 1593
"Committee of Ten"of the highest quality and
with nationally recognized and respected leadership
be established to carry out the examination.

Introduction

This critical, analytical, and interpretive review of
three NSF-supported studies of the state of precollege
science education was prepared by Herbert A. Smith,
Assistant to the Academic Vice President, Colorado
State University, with advice from a panel of
educators. ' The chapter examines the implications
the studies may have for the science community and
recommends lines of action.

Although the three studies were designed to accom-
plish the same general purposes. they approached the
task in quite different ways. The Research
Triangle Institute study is a report of a questionnaire
investigation which collected a massive amount of
data from a large number of respondents. The Illi-
nois report is based on a series of case studies
involving school systems in eleven different com-
munities. The Ohio State study is an exhaustive
review of the available literature on science, social
studies, and mathematics education (1,760 individual
citations).

Large amounts of data were collected and the reports
of the three studies are voluminous. While survey
studies provide useful basic data, they, by necessity,
report on what Is rather than on what ought to be,
The reports are a pioneering effort providing an
impetus for many other kinds of studies. Subsequent
research efforts can explore implications, carry out
experimental research, or in other ways follow up in
more detailed and reflected modes on the data made
available through survey efforts.

In reviewing the studies, we did not find a certain
kind of data that would be helpful in considering the
state of science education. The sort of data we refer
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io is much in demand in service fields. such as age!).
cies that give aid to families or clinics that verse
intik 'duals. Usually the data arc more. readil mail-
able in the form of total number of services of a given
kind, but not in<the more valuable form that allows
us to appreciate the distribution of the ser% ices to
indi% 'duals or to families. Consequently it may be
easy to tell how much of which service is being used,
but not how the %cis ices arc distributed among the
clientele. This latter information may he needed if a
vigorous attack were to be mounted on the basic
problem. Some individuals may use the service
heavily and others not at all. possibly giving a ink-
kading idea of the widespread use of the service.

In the field. of education (although in the studio
being ro local we know ,omething about how many
courses are given or how many students take a given
course, we do not have much information about how
many courses in science a student takes. Thus we do
not know much about the distribution of science edu-
cation across students. In a similar vein. we do not
know how much science the teachers of science base
studied, or what kind. We do not know the distri-
bution of science preparation across ilic leachers.

It Is possible. ot course. that thew sorts of informa-
lion arc mailable in other publications. but tho did
not seem to be present in the studies we re% iewed.
This is a form of data that would help us interpret
current states of education in the science,.

Because of the open-ended nature of case study
reports. the Illinois report is perhaps the most ink
esting. Nesertheless, there are a number ell

seemed apparent to the ro losing panel.
There is great variation in the quality of the reports
submitted by the field research workers. Sonic of
the obseri aeons reported have almost a nurrorlike
quality that pros ides the haste documentation lot the
kinds of perceptions that the ohserser found worthy
to report. Ai the oilier extreme, one occasionally
finds an instance where a held winker used the
opporitinity lor his own intellectual tonrtic.lorce by
digressing iiiio theoretical. philosophical, or
spectilathe side trips without going the reader suf.
ficient background ot sots:the observations or
instances which would lend substance to the argu-
ments It is perhaps appropriate to mention that. of
the se% eral held workers. onl% one had what. might be
called a reasonably "typical'. background in either
natural science or mathematics education. rhe held
workers tended to be high!, qv:tidied indis iduals
with es aluatioit backgrowids Some had background
ni the social ss [elites No doubt stiente and or

mathematics educators would ha% c been inclined to
report different incidents and perhaps make more
valid judgments as to the substantive content of the
lessons and laboratory exercise...that they might have
observed. It is obvious and perhaps inevitable that
the different field observers placed their on
indo:dualistie stamp in reporting their observations.
which also inevitably arc colored by their own value
orientation and biases.

The purpose of this chapter is to make a beginning at
effecthe follow-up through a reflective commentary
on issues raised and to suggest some of the broad
implications that the three reports might have for the
scientific community.

This chapter has its own limitations and falls short of
mining all of the potential implications from the data
made mailable. Because of thc scope and extent of
the three studio, it was necessary to be selective. The
selection process is bound to reflect values and biases
of the reviewing panel and of the writer of the
chapter. and will certainly reflect their judgments as
to %hat is relatively most important. The panel also
recognises that it is impossible to provide more than
a prelimmay analysis of many of the issues and
problems identified that would be individually
worthy of a full-scale monograph in their own right.
Still, the panel hopes that it has provided a valuable
service in its efforts to prepare a succinct chapter
which will be useful to the scientific community in
stimulating critical thought and in making the reports
more useful in the improvement of science education.

There is no doubt that them. reports will provide a
data base and a starting point for a variety of studies
kir many years into the future. Dare are sonic incon-
sistencies among the findings which will serve as an
incentive for further investigation. It was conceived
to he the function ot this review panel to examine the
reports in an effort to identify the major issues that
appeared to emerge from thc studies and to explore
cabal some ot the implications of the findings might
be.. Because it could not do everything, the panel has
elected to look primarily at areas of concern that
relate 10 ( I) die social setting of education, (2) stn.
dents, (3) teachers, (4) curriculum, (5) laboratorio,
and (6) teaching resources. It is ohs loth that the arc
not mutually exclushe domains and that to treat
them as such o, primarily a convenience. There arc
essential interactions attiontt all ot the areas.

Some General Considerations

lictore the begioning of a discussion ot the specific
areas identified ahoce, It scents both appropriate and
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necessary to provide some commentary about some
general problems that seem broadly related not only
to these three studies, but to education in general.
The studies underscore some of these difficulties.
Some explicit examples will make esident why data
reported in these studies (and others) need to be used
and interpreted with caution. One problem is the use
of termsfor example. "science." The three studies
are inconsistent among themselves in use of the term
"science." At various times it means the natural
sciences, or the natural sciences and mathematics. or
the natural sciences, mathematics, and social
sciences. In general usage, such terms as inquiry,
laboratory. grouping, tracking, and inservice educa-
tion are used to describe a wide array of qualitatively
very different activities. For example, the term
"inservice education" covers a spectrum of activities
ranging all the way from an after-school pep talk by
the school principal, to committee work, tQ travel, to
nonrelevant off-campus classes which happen to be
offered nearby, to carefully designed local inservice
workshops for teachers, to college coursework (any
kind), to highly relevant graduate or undergraduate
studies or other activities. Thus, when teachers
respond to questions about the value of inservice
activity it is difficult to determine precisely what it is
that they are responding to. Similar statements could
be made forother terms used throughout the studies.

A closely related issue is that of "quality." A fre-
quency count to determine how widespread a/par,.:
ticular phenomenon may be is, unhappily, no'index
of its quality. The issue of quality is present in vir-
tually every aspect of education. It is a concern in
such diverse areas as teacher-student interactions; the
manner of use of laboratory activities and textbooks,
or any other instructional material; tests and evalua-
tion; inservice education; administrative procedures;
and organizational structure of the school system.
The vital question is not only "what," bu "how
good." The reports of the case study workers 1CSSE)
sometimes permit inferences to be made of the qual-
ity of the activities that they were observing. The
Ohio State report on science education called atten-
tion to this problem by pointing out that there are
substantial data regarding the impletnentatiois and
use of materials but that there arc relatively foi d.tta
on quality of use.°

Another area of great concern to education is the
weakness of its research base. As these studies point
out in several instances, there seems to be a lack of
general dire&ion, a lack of sufficient background of
educational theory that would give ilirection to and

1

provide the basis for the development of dependable
research findings. It is obvious, particularly from the
report of the Center for Science and Mathematics
Education, that a large proportion of educational
research is noncumulative and is often inconclusive
or even contradictory.'° Some of this may be attrib-
utable to faulty design, inadequate research concep-
tualization, or some other factors. However, it seems
probable that there are other more general factors
involved. Certainly problems of definition and the
absence of a substantial theory base are a major part
of the problem and contribute largely to the fragmen-
tation and ineffectiveness of much research effort. It
might also be conjectured that at least some of the
problem is due to the extreme complexities involved
in educational problems. For example, in studies of
student learning, it might be argued that the impact
of any single variable is likely to be very small con-
sidering the total universe of variables which affect
each student so that significant observable change as
a result of the manipulation of a single variable is
unlikely. Herein may lie some of the reasons for
much inconclusive educational research. It may
imply the need for far more sophisticated and com-
prehensive research designs and far greater precision
in identifying, limiting, defining, and measuring
research variables.

It should also be recognized that there are large areas
that the three reports either do not touch at all or that
are touched only tangentially. For example, very
little material is presented about individual students.
There are repeated references to the lack of motiva-
tion. boredom, poor discipline and laziness, but not
much information or insight is gained about how.the
student came to be bored. unmotivated, lazy, or a
discipline problem. Little can be learned about
individual student aspirations and goals, although
some reporting on individual students does appear in
the CSSE reports. The student tends to appear as a
"collective" rather than as an "individual." Prac-
tically nothing is included on student-teacher inter-
actions other than in the formalized recitation-
discussion classroom setting. The impacts of the
world outside the schoolthe home, the community
and its organizations, its distractions, including
TVare touched upon in a generalized manner, but
usually not with reference to their influences on
individual students. There are no data, except for a
hint or two here or there, about the impact of peer
pressure on teachers indtcatinghow they are expected
to conform. Very little information is provided about
how teachers use their time or how efficient such
usages arc. The large hiatus with respect to "quality"
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has already been alluded to. Other examples could be
given but 'these should be sufficient to indicate that.
as large and as coniprehensis c as the res iewed reports
are, they lease inuouched many questions and con-
cerns %Ouch relate to education in the sciences and to
education in general. A. vie hale already said., the
studies are a pioneering effort that should pros ide
the Impetus for many suture studies.

The Social Setting for Education

From an analysis Ail the three reports, one cannot
arrise at a s ery optimistic assessment of the state of
elementary and secondary schools in this country.
There are serious problems %hist range in disersity

.from apathetic. inmousated and drifting students,
deteriorating teacher adnunistrator/community re-
lattoiiships. major economic crises, poor quality
instruction. inadequate equipment and supplies,
lederal and state regulation and determination of
local policies, to widespread community dissatis-
factions. irthermore, there do not seem to he any
easy or readily attainable solutions asailable for
many of these problems. The general somber condi-
tions impinging on education today are eons incingly
reflected in the three reports.

Historically, there has always been a high correlation
between the level of education and income as well as
in the quality and satisfaction of life which an educa-
tion tended to ensure. in recent decades, many of
these benefits have tended to disappear. Students were
quick to point out to field observers that teachers, in
spite of all their erudition. were often far less well off
financially than either their less well-educated
parents or other craftsmen in the community." Thus,
students are questioning the economic values of an
education. One might look elsewhere for some of the
reasons for this view. Undoubtedly the general in-
creases in the standard of living, a narrowing of the
income differences between "blue collar" and
"white collar" occupations, economic policies, such
as the progressive income tax, and the inheritance
tax, broad-scale welfare programs, uniform salary
and wage scales, and a permissive social climate have
all contributed to a lessening of incentives conducive
to outstanding performance. One of the field
reporters reported teachers' comments as follows:

We have lost our work ethic. School ts for enter
tamment. Parents, teachers. and children have lost
appreciation for education. They want to he rewarded
for performing any kind of work. Rewarding effort
no mutter what the quality of the product is a part of
it."

This brief quote raises questions about attitudes
toward work, the purposes of school, "success"
without effort, and the general question of quality. It
is a succinct statement reflecting on the malaise
affecting both schools and society.

It is impossible to consider the role of the schools as
social institutions without thinking seriously about
the many outside forces that influence and direct the
activities of the school system. One study reported
that "schools were the creatures of the social system
more than of the Academy." Implicit in this state-
ment is recognition that the public schools are a crea-
tion of government and that they are exposed and
highly sensitive to the political process. Until about
25 years ago the political sensitivity extended mainly
to the local community with some concern for the
state level. However, all of this has changed in the
last 25 years and now the federal government and
expanded state educational bureaucracies assume
much larger roles with respect to the operation of
schools.

One observer pointed out that the curriculum is defi-
nitoly a low priority consideration when attention is
focused on such matters as minimum competencies in
reading and mathematics, desegregation, accounta-
bility, and public relations in the community."
Clearly, the attention of administrative leadership in
school systems today is not focused on curriculum
and program development. One observer made the
following assessment and provides a rather revealing
vignette of the disaster of external intervention:

The personnel in the school are under duress. The
organization they work in has been severely affected
by budget cuts; loss of student population; materials
distribution problems; court decisions that enforced
the equalization of teaching resources, but Intro-
duced guidelines contradictory to those of federally-
funded programs; court decisions that forced
mainstreaming of all kinds of students; the general
poverty and high unemployment rate of the parental
constituency of the public schools; the high crime
rate, particularly vandalism and theft, that is often
counterpart in urban settings of these economic con-
ditions: and by a s,vstem heavily dependent on
federally-funded special programs characterized by
short -term abundance followed by reduction,
squeezeout and pull-out for national, rather than
local reasons."

Whatever may be the merits on philosophical or
political grounds of the broad-scale judicial interven-
tion that has occurred in the last two decades, it has



created a problem for local public schools. Court-
ordered mainstreaming of children with serious
behavioral problems has eroded the teacher's
authority and reduced ability to maintain classroom
control. It is regarded as such a serious imposition
that in one case the teachers banded together to peti-
tion the union to initiate a class action suit on their
behalf to obtain relief. One parent was quoted as say-
ing that "juvenile delinquents are placed in the
schools by the courts regardless of their effect on
other children.' In another school that was under a
court order involving desegregation practices, the
observer felt constrained to comment that "the
school feels it has been left to cope with situations
not of its own making, that decisions have frequently
been taken on political grounds without reference to
what happens in snools." ' One teacher seemed to
speak for many and vented her frustrations in a letter
to the local newspaper. She stated:

Sometimes. I do think that courts and high officials
are trying to destroy education. They certainty put
enough stumbling blocks in the path. The officials
and legislators here in Illinois are very quick to take a
hand in making rules for and demands on schools.
These have to be complied with, whether they are
educationaltv sound Or not.'

Governmental intervention and the pressive to make
the public education system an instrument of social
reform have had profound Meet., on the educational
establishment. Howel,er successful the carious
reforms have been in achiesing social nbjectises, the
impact of gosernment intmeniion on the quality of
the educational program has b: en i ?leterious Public

, schobls have been substantially re..haped by the
social retorm efforts.

Considering the impact of gtnernmen; tote: mention
in the schools,. it is easier to understand wily attention
to instructional programs is as inadequate ..4s it is.
Real questions appear to he: How can healthy le,tra-
ing atmosphere. be 6teated t.r r.-stolvd and Matti-
tained? How can instructional ot,acrials he pros skied
that will stimulate needed intellectual growth in all
students and at the same time seise the needs e
soctet!f?

The educational s>sicm is presumably designed for
the initial benefit of students, although society
expects to ultimately reap a rich return on its insest-
mem in the indis idual It is appropriate, therefore,
that a maior section of the report should treat
selected aspects related to students.

Students

The three reports provide many details relating to the
students and their relationships to the educational
establishmen1.- In a careful review of the materials
there are a number of recurring themes and problems
which seem to emerge and which merit attention in
this review. 7

Motivation

One of the most persistent themes reflected through-
out the reports of the field observers is that average
and below average students are not motivated by
their si t ool programs. Even those upper ability
studen's mho are generally reported to be receiving
good g.ades and to be doing reasonably good work,
are apparently motivated by the desire for good'
grades rather than -to achieve intellectual goals."
There is also evidence of an "avoidance syndrOme"
of rigorous courses by grade-point conscious stu-
dents, sometimes encouraged or advised by coun-
selors.'° School, too often, is seen by students as a
necessary evila sort of waiting period before they
can get on to the really important things in life, like
going to college or getting a job. There is little
evidence that getting an education is regarded as a
privilege, as an opportunity for personal develop-
ment and enrichment, to be cherished in its own
right. Although schools have not historically been
known as beloved institutions by generations of
students, it seems that the present generation of stu-
dents reflects a deeper and fundamentally more seri-
ous negativism toward schools, teachers, and educa-
tion in general. The indicators of such negativism are
numeroticiiid; in addition to lack of motivations
include the continuing references in the reports to
boring classes, vandalism, disruptive school
behavior, and pervasive anti-intellectual attitudes,

As indicated earlier in this report, while the condi-
tions stated above are well docu;nented in the studies,
there is very little that relates to their etiology, What
are the conditionseducational, social, psychologi-
cal, economicthat develop these unsatisfactory
Pititudes in many children and adolescents? How
have homes, schools, and society in general failed
such children to such an extent that they become
dropouts from learning and problems both to. them-
selves and to the larger social order? What changes
have occurred in the social system which account for
such shifts in student attitude& and behavior? Even
students who do well in their work often appear to be
working for external reasons. They are concerned,



about grades and passing tests. The question "Will it
count?" is all too familiar to teachers.

It is hard to escape the conviction that many, perhaps
most, students do not really have a commitment to
education nor to they feel any internal, intrinsic need
for self-fulfillment through educational accomplish-
ment. The social turmoil of the 1960s, which was an
outgrowth of the Vietnam conflict, had a very pro-
found effect on the young which still persists. Stu-
dent activism successfully challenged established
authority and standards in a wide range of actions.

The question of how to motivate students will con-
tinue to be one of the most perplexing problems in
education and one which appears to be in obvious
need of further research and analysis as well as action
programs designed to recapture and redirect student
motivations.

Achievement

Although assessment 'of student achievement was not
a major focus of the studies, concern over poor
achievement is reflected repeatedly by references to
unmotivated and apathetic students. A quotation
that catches the spirit of this concern states:

. . . in every site teachers, administrators and parents
were saying that the children have changed. In many
respects they do not like the change. . . . Each gener-
ation clearly sees that the younger folks do not work
as hard as they did. And now children are seen to
lack motivation, concern about the future, and
respect for authority. "They think too much about
cars. They go off around the world. They don't settle
down to a real job." Teachers are as dismayed by this
view as other adults are."

There is substantial evidence in these reports as well
as,from other organizations, particularly the National
Assessment of Educational Progress and the College
Entrance Examination Board, to support the posi-
tion that standards of achievement have been falling
steadily over the past decade or so. This includes
students at all levels, including the college bound.
Although there have been many attempts to explain
away this finding, the evidence appears to be con-
vincing that the decline is real. The complaints of
teachers relating to student performance are
numerous and among others include the allegation
that things must be taught over and over again. There
also seems to be evidence that learning fails to
transfer efficiently, Obviously these are not new
problems, but they seem to be present in a more per
nicious form than formerly. One would be inclined to

ask whether or not teaching is less efficient than it
used to be, whether there are new conditions or influ-
ences that adversely affect. learning or whether
students on the average are less capable than former
generations of students.

Students appear to take a very short-range view of
the value of education. Perceptions seem to be *hat
knowledge should have immediate application or
should. clearly relate to job opportunities. Such a
view tends to fly directly in the face of intuitive
knowledge that what seems highly relevant to one
who is 12, 16, or 18 years of age is likely to have been
proven invalid by the time one has reached middle
life. in spite of this, courses that do not provide
education that is easily identified with specific job
preparation including science, mathematics, and
social sciences are ailed upon to justify their
continued existence i the curricuium.. In rier,'
education 'seems _caught ,,up in the issues of general
education versus vocational education, short-range
versus long-range goals, and economic versus
humanistic considerations.

It seems both unfortunate and incorrect that sciences
are perceived to be relevant only for those who are to
become :op flight professionals. It is not perceived to
be significant in the daily lives of average citizens. A
comment by a student clearly reflects this ubiquitous
view.

When you do get into higher math and science stuff,
sometimes you feel unless you're really going to con-
tinue and be a physicist or something, there's no
reason to rake il because you're never going to use it.
Unless you're really planning on climbing the ladder
and be way up there. It's practical to stop."

Additional comments on the general educational
functions of science are included in the section on
curriculum.

Learning

Although the areas of curriculum and teaching will
be considered in later sections, it is useful at this
point to point out some of the interactions that
students have with both curriculum and teachers.
The evidence from these studies indicates that the
NSF curriculum reform movements of the i 960s and
particularly those in mathematics were not very suc-
cessful. The several projects are perceived to be elitist
in charc.cter. One field observer commented:

It is perhaps important to note that where the curric-
ulum reforms of the Sixties found their main
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audience, and made their greatest impact, was on
high status, high income, middle class school systems
(witness PSSC, Chem Study . . .1. These were, after
all, innovations that belonged primarily to elite
groups: to the universities, the foundations, a few
exceptional schools."

The reform efforts tended to emphasize the structure
of the discipline, in-depth learning, and laboratory
activities requiring considerable thought and insight.
To students who are now looking for "relevance,"
fulfillment of immediate objectives, job-related
learnings, and practical applications of science to
technology, the new curricula have little appeal.
When these rigorous curricula are placed in the
prevailing school and community context and when
all the handicaps related to facilities, teachers not
prepared to use the curricula, disciplinary problems,
and the governmental requirements discussed earlier,
it is not hard to understand why they are having
limited success.

The hypothesis that any subject can be taught effec-
tively in some intellectually honest form to any child
at any stage of development provided the psychologi-
cal support and rationale for curriculum reformers to
introduce more abstract and difficult materials at
lower grade levels." It is difficult to establish a firm
connection between such a psychological concept and
some of the content in the new curricula, but it seems
reasonable to speculate that this view contributed to
the limited success of some -of the new programs.
Teachers interviewed in the case study reports had
very different notions about what might be appropri-
ate for children." One teacher commented:

Earlier and earlier we expect more and more. Where
wil! it end? We pay for it earlier and earlier, too.
Scandinavians do not start their children until age
eight. Their literacy rate is better than ours. In two
years their children are caught up with their Euro-.
pear counterparts."

The dichotomy between students' expectations and
the goals of the curriculum reformers has already

,. bees pointed out. However, it seems possible that
some of the present student disenchantment, their
lack of motivation, their bore m, and their lack of
effort may be related to the ct that the'curriculum
content is not really suited their level and that it is
indeed too difficult and too abstract for most of the
students. This may imply, leg, thit learning theories
derived from carefully col rolled and ordered
laboratories do not necessarily have relevance in the

kinds of social settings prevailing in most schools
where discipline concerns, peer pressures, and many
distractions all operate to undermine the effec-
tiveness of the learning process.

In another comment related to student learning,
CSSE reported that much of the instruction observed
could be characterized as molecular rather than
holistic." This is a key observation and is probably
related to a number of problems including the misuse
of teaching materials, lack of transfer of learning,
and dull and unstimulating instruction. "Big ideas"
are more likely to be retained by students than
isolated facts. However, many of the examples of
instruction that were reported in the CSSE study
seemed to be emphasizing factual information
without placing it in the context of larger conceptual
schemes. When learning is not placed in such an
overall structure and when it is not personalized or
related meaningfully to the experiential background
of students, it is unlikely that it will be long
remembered.

Discipline

Discipline in the public schools has become a serious
problem. It is referred to frequently by the field
observers. One individual reported:

The major bstacle [to sound instruction], it often
appeared. what (sic] works against these efforts to be
efficient and effective, was the student. Not just his 4
poor background, but his lack of commitment to
learning, his distractability, his defiance of
authority,hers too, of course. And these obstruc-
tions are not neatly contained so as to obstruct only
the learning opportunity for that learner, but spill
over to impede the whole class. The teacher looks for
ways of intimidating or cajoling, often without suc-
cess. The teacher seeks to isolate or expel the misbe-
having student, often without success."

The historic conception of the schools as being "in
loco parentis" has disappeared. The general ambi-
ence of a permissive society has made the problem of
control of students extremely difficult. Discipline in
some schools has become such an acute problem that
it seriously interferes with the academic program. It
is a source of teacher frustration and tension and
may be part of the explanation of why standards
have fallen and achievement scores have declined.

The erosion of the school's authority has not passed
unnoticed by the students. They have demanded and



received rights and privileges which in earlier days
would have been denied. Whether these greater free-
doms have enhanced the educational achievement of
children and youth is doubtful. That it has con-
tributed to the difficulties and frustrations of main-
taining a sound learning environment is scarcely to be
denied.

As a further index of problems in this area, the field
observers reported high rates of absenteeism, stu-
dents wandering the halls. and a flagrant example of
student disrespect for the teachers' authority.
Although not reported in these studies, actual
physical abuse of teachers has occurred on a fairly
wide scale. Verbal abuse of teachers is a daily occur-
rence in many schools.

Such counterproductive conditions should certainly
not be allowed to continue to prevail. It is a major
educational problem when in the name of freedom
and individual student rights, conduct must be toler-
ated that adversely affects the learning environment
to the detriment of students who really wish to learn.

It seems clear that the notions of freedom and indi-
vidual rights for students have often been extended
far beyond any reasonable limits and as a result have
often seriously impaired the ability of the schools to
maintain an atmosphere conducive to effective learn-

, ing. It seems tear that such freedoms are neither in
the best interesis of students nor of society. There is
also a question' of the rights of teachers to be ac-
corded the resp a. dignity, and consideration to
which their office should entitle them. A recognized
world authority on learning has made some pertinent
observations about the impact of excessive freedom
for students in the educational setting.

Is the free and happy student at least more effective
as a citizen? Is he a better person? The evidence is not
very reassuring. Having dropped out of school, he is
likely to drop out of life too. li would be unfair to lei
the luppiepuhure represent young people today, but
it does serve to clarify extreme. The members of
that culture do not responsibility for their own
lives; they sponge on the contributions of those who
have not yet been made free and happywho have
gone to medical school and become doctors, or who
have become the farmers who raise the food or the
workers who produce the goods they consume."

Tht, natural, logical outcome of the .struggle for per-
sonal freedom in education is that the teacher should
improve his control of the student rather than aban-
don tt. The free school is no school at all. hs philoso-
phy signalizes the abdication of the teacher. The

teacher who understands his assignment and is famil-
iar with the behavior processes needed to fulfill it can
have students who not only feel free and happy while
they are being taught, but who will continue to feel
free and happy when their formal education comes to
an end. They will do so because they will be suc-
cessful in their work (having acquired useful produc-
tive repertotres), because they will get on well with
their fellows (having learned to understand
themselves and others), because they will enjoy what
they do (having acquired the necessary knowledge
and skills), and because they will from time to time
make an occasional creative contribution toward an
even more effective and enjoyable way of life.
Possibly the most important consequence is that the
teacher will then feel free and happy too."

Peer Pressure

The fact that the majority of teenagers do not place a
high value on education has penetrated deeply into
the teenage culture Although the studies do not refer
pointedly or frequently to this problem, evidence of
its existence does show up in a few instances-

Although the adverse impact of these pressures is
probably greatest on minority children, on children
of poverty, and on children from lower-class homes,
all children are subject to peer influences. It is
notable that the references to the peer pressure prob-
lem in the studies pertain in every instance to children
who are either minority or with low social status. In
one instance the observer reported that "the cosi of
being interested in education and valuing what the
school has to offer is that it had cut Helena [the stu-
dent] off from the social life that permeates school
for most students." " In another instance the
reporter stated, "They call Carmen laitona' (snotty)
and other names." " In still one more instance, it
was stated of students in a ninth grade class, "some
who aren't so bright and others who are bright are so
heavily into the 'street' system of social relations and
so under peer-dominated social control that they are
lost to the activities of the classroom." " In the case
of both teenage girls mentioned above, they were
minority students. These incidents reflect the con-
siderable social pressures exerted on such children in
trying to ensure their conformity by nonachievement.
The price of academic success was ostracism by their
peer group. Few children have the strength of
character and the sociological and moral supports to
withstand this kind of pressure. Thus, a major prob-
lem appears to be how one might reorient the peer
group (a difficult task) or, alternatively, how one can
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help such students to maintain their goats and aspira-
tions and to protect them from the sometimes rather
savage assaults of their peers..

The pressure of conformity by peers is also illustrated
through another incident reported in which a student
made an unorthodox but not necessarily incorrect
response to a teacher's question. The student was
,ridiculed and laughed at and even though the teacher
in this instance had regarded it qs a "beautiful" and
creative response, he did nothing to protect the par-
ticular individual from being enftbarrassed by his
peers. It might be argued thqVit is a reasonable
responsibility of the teacher tp look for the rare,
creative, and insightful response and to rise quickly
to the defense of students who make such responses
and thereby create a climate in which "the unortho-
dox" idea can not only be stated, but be encouraged.

Teachers

The heart of the instructional process is the teacher.
In emphasizing the importance of the teacher, one
worker made the following observation:

Teacher Is Key. What science education will be for
any one child for any one year is most dependent on
what that child's teacher believes, knows, and does
and doesn't believe, doesn't know, and doesn't do.
For essentially all of the science learned in the school,
the teacher is the enabler, the inspiration, and the
constraint."

It is an irony of education that when teachers were
regarded as low-paid menials their control over chil-
dren and the educational process in general was
almost absolute; yet, as teachers have approached a
more nearly true profesaionalism, the controls
teachers may exercise Ova' students particularly, and
to some extent over curriculum and teaching mate-
rials, has been gradually eroded. Teaching today is
not a particularly happy occupation and any observer
of the profession over a period of time is continually
distressed by the exodus of many fine teachers to
other occupations. Yet this is not surprising when
one considers the frustrations that teachers must
endure in the present educational setting.

Teachers encounter pressures from all kinds of spe-
cial interest groups and parents. There are demands
for accountability, teacher evaluation and volumi-
nous records and reports, Additional problems
include inadequate materials and supplies, poor
maintenance for equipment, and insufficient time to

accomplish all of the assigned responsibilities.. Con-
sidering all of these many factors it is no wonder that
teachers are not highly enamoured of many of the
curricular innovations that are presented to them, No
wonder, either, that teachers are occasionaltj hostile
toward "scholar's help." " In spite of all these prob-
lems, however, there are many excellent teachers who
can and do conduct first-class educational programs.
Unfortunately, their number is insufficient.

Teacher Assignment and Misassignment
and Related Problems

The studies provide some insight into one of the most
grievous problems in American education. It is also
one that gets some of the leas' -vposure. This relates
to the assignment of teachers, particularly at the
junior and senior high school levels. There are assign-
ment problems in the elementary school but they are
of a different order. With regard to secondary school
teachers, one hears a great deal about the poor
teacher preparation encountered. if one probes
beneath the surface, however, the problem is often
not lack of preparation but of misassignment. The
data reported in the three studies give ample evidence
that misassignment is a very real problem and a com-
mon phenomenon. That there are administrative
problems in making appropriate teacher assignments
cannot be denied. There is always an overflow sec-
tion of English, algebra, American history or other
subjects that have to be taught: Nevertheless, there
are too many instances where teacher assignments do
not reflect this kind of administrative necessity but,
rather, result from inept recruiting, poor manage-
ment, lack of planning, or other extraneous factors.

The problems are now intensified because many
school., are faced with reductions in force, and reten-
tion and reassignments are made on the basis of sen-
iority rather than on curricular needs or professional
qualifications, One teacher reported that half of the
mathematics teachers in his school were really social
studies teachers." In other instances, the intent of
affirmative action seems clearly to be circumvented
and a field observer reported that in certain sites they
found "kith, and kin" considerations to be highly sig-
nificant in teacher employment. Somehow or other it
seems that this type of provincialism shoeld be passe.

Evidence presented in the Research Triangle Institute
study indicates that in the junior high schools only 28
percent of the mathematics teachers, 24 percent of
the science teachers, and 24 percent of the social
studies teachers had teaching assignments rest led
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to these fields only. The comparable figures for
senior high schools were 27 percent for mathematics,
27 percent for science and 31 percent for social
studies teachers.'' Unfortunately this information is
not very useful since no evidence is ptovided about
teachers' academic and professional preparation. It
may well be that they have teaching assignments in
mathematics only and yet be minimally prepared in
the field. The presumption probably is that most of
these people were teaching in their major field but
there is no evidence submitted to demonstrate that
this is, in fact. so. It is certainly well known that a
great many teachers are teaching outside of their
major fields of preparation. Perhaps the most impor-
tant question is not whether they are teaching in more
than one field, but rather how adequate the prepara-
tion may be to teach whatever it is that th'v are
assigned to teach. There might be a reasonable expec-
tation. for example. that a physics teacher would be
competent to teach an introductory algebra course.

It is perhaps significant also to point out that only
somewhat over 5 percent of school principals have
backgrounds in mathematics and approximately 10
percent have backgrounds in natural science.' This
in itself might give some clue to the lack of emphasis
or focus in many schools on academic programs.
including those in science and mathematics. It may
also raise serious questions about communities'
values and the relative values they assign to academic
programs versus other school activities.

Preservice Training of Teachers

None of the studies gives much information about
the presers ice training of teachers although they tend
to emphasise that, especially in the 1960s, attention
was focused on inservice education to the neglect of
preservicc concerns.'" This appears to be one of the
major gaps in the reports. Yet good prescrvice pro-
grams are the best insurance for qualified teachers. It
is much more difficult to correct deficiencies. partic-
ularly in the academic backgrounds of teachers once
they have been certified, than it is to require adequate
preparation prior to certification.'" As previously
indicated, the quality of much that passes for inser-
vice education is of dubious value and is hardly likely
to compensate for major deficiencies that may exist
in the preservtce program. Although accreditation
standards of various kinds have helped to ensure
come measure of quantitative controlspecific
courses. number of credits., etc.accreditation rarely
touches upon the qualitative aspects of programs
either in the content teaching areas or in the profes-
sional educational components

Although many criticisms have been made of teacher
preparation programs, the facts are that almost no
major teacher preparation institution would graduate
and recommend a social studies .student for certifica-
tion as a teacher who did not have a broad back-
ground in the social sciences including the equivalent
of a major in one field with supporting courses in
such areas as geography, sociology. economics, and
political science. If the major should happen to be in
one of these fields. then substantial work in Ameri-
can history and a selection of non-American history
courses would be required. Similarly in biology, a
teacher recommended for certification would typi-
cally have a sound grounding in botany, zoology.
and physiology, with required courses in genetics.
organic at.d inorganic chemistry, microbiology. etc.
Other fields tend to show a similar pattern with ade-
quate distribution and depth in appropriate courses.
at least to the extent that such distribution and depth
can be acquired in a four-year baccalaureate program
of studies. It must be reiterated, however, that no
preparation program can compensate for faulty
teacher assignments.

Probably one of the most serious preservice problems
in science relate, to the preparation of elementary
school teachers. Elementary school teachers are
reported to indicate that they have the greatest feel-
ings of inadequacy with respect to teaching science."
This is surely partly a reflection of their preparation.
Often as few as six hours of science may be required.
which is likely to be a general survey type of college
course or the introductory courses in a major field.
However, the number of hours is not necessarily an
index of quality. College science courses provide
practically no preparation of the kind that would be
useful to the elementary teacher in the classroom.
The professional preparation component of the
teacher's education tends to focus heavily on the
teaching of reading and mathematics. especially
reading. Professional preparation to teach science
may be minimal. The HAAS, in cooperation with the
state directors of teacher certification. has been
active in addressing the problem of teacher
preparation."

The Ohio State University study reflects some serious
problems with respect to junior high school teachers.
Few teachers prepare specifically to teach Junior high
school science. Most junior high school science
teachers have been prepared to teach senior hig'i sci-
ence and thus have specialised in biology. chemistry,
or physics. Junior high science is usually a mix of dis-
ciplines. Idtally it should address the unique psy-
chological and social needs of early teenage children
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and junior high science teachers should be specially
Prepared for this important task. Preparation pro-
grams focusing particularly on teaching at this level
are comparatively uncommon, although there has
recently been some enhanced interest shown by
teacher-preparing institutions. The Ohio State report
indicated that in 1968 there was a lack of basic objec-
tive evidence on the effectiveness of teacher educa-
tion programs." This situation still prevails. There is
no.doubt whatever that many institutions of higher
education have teacher education programs but do
not have either the commitment or the resources to
prepare quality teachers.

In the senior high school it appears that problems at
this-level, as far as formal preparation is concerned.

Tare much \ ore likely to be identified with the mis-
assignment f teachers than with the formal prep-

.
aration in their specialized subject field. The same
questions of quality and relevancy of the typical
academic major to the realities of teaching in second-
ary schools still prevail. ,
Another issue that needs to be faced squarely is the
relationship between the amount and quality of the
teach' professional and academic preparation and
tRe-mrformance of their students. The small amount
of evidence submitted in these studies is not reassur-
ing. It was indicated that neither years of experience
nor advanced training was significantly related to dif-
ferences of frequency of use of good reading prac-
tices." ln another instance it was reported that
research workers "found that there was no correla-
tion between formai subject-matter preparation and
teacher knowledge of the subject or between formal
subject-matter preparation and student cognitive
learning." " ln reviewing the research on mathema-
tics teachers and the results of some major studies, it
was reported that "the teachers' characteristics did
not account for a significant portion of the
variance" " (in student performance) and there was
"no significant correlation between teachers' knowl-
edge and performance of their students." " Such
findings raise serious questions about the nature of
both preservice and inservice training programs and
about both the professional and academic compo-
nents of preparation. There are certainly a number of
alternative explanations that might be considered in
exploring this phenomenon if further evidence estab-
lishes its general validity. It may be that once a
minimum competence in subject matter is attained,
other abilities such as those pertaining to communi-
cator, facilitator or motivator roles may become
more important. Thus a minimally prepared teacher

might be equally or more successful than a colleague
with more substantial academic preparation who
lacks personal qualities or traits Lseful in the
classroom.. Or it may be that teacher preparation is
such a minimal factor in the psycho-social setting of
the school that it contributes relatively slightly to the
total variance in student performance. Still a third
possibility is that preservice and inservice programs
are just not relevant in terms of the selections of sub-
ject matter and methodologies that are appropriate
to elementary and secondary school teachers' needs.
Whatever the case, it would appear that this is a
major problem and one deserving of some serious
exploration by research workers. Obviously, the
debate and concern about both pre- and inservice
education for teachers can be meaningful only in the
context that such training does make a difference in
the learning and performance of their students.

inservice Training of Teachers

The concept of inservice education covers a broad
spectrum of activities that vary greatly both qualita-
tively and quantitatively,. The report from Ohio State
University states, "inservice education appears to

' mean different things to different people, with little
agreement concerning its purpose," " One of the
criticisms teachers make of inservice .ducat ion is that
it is not "job specific." Locally designed inservice
programs for the purpose of introducing a nett ur-
riculum might very well be highly specific job-related
learning.

On the other hand, graduate courses at a university
are presumably looking at broad concepts, prin-
ciples, and problems in the field. They should iv'
useful to the teacher, but in a more general sense..
They would require translation, adaptation, and
filtering to make them applicable to the specific
needs of individual elementary and secondary
classrooms. A professional teach., should be able to
make such a translation.

In general, the teachers surveyed felt that the
National Science Foundation institutes were
moderately successful to successful.," There is a
tendency to lump all of the NSF institutes into a
single stereotyped category in the stedies. Like other
stereotypes, this is subject to question. Undoubtedly
the institutes varied enormously in their quality and
value. There is not much doubt that teachers would
like to see them continued, although there were occa-
sional criticisms of the programs. One cannot avoid
considering the possible self-serving motives involved



in the positive evaluation made by many teachers
who hoped that good ratings might encourage re-
establishment of the programs.'°

One of the criticisms of the institute program was
that generally they tended to serve teachers who
needed insepoice training least." On the positive side.
the institutes served a very large proportion of the
present leadership cadre in science education and
provided them with experiences and perspectives that
they would otherwise have been unlikely to acquire.

Curriculum

The last twenty-five years have witnessed unprece-
dented activity in the field of curriculum develop-
ment. The aftermath of World War 11, Sputnik, the
Cold War. the support by the federal government of
various curriculum reform endeavorswith generous
support of many millions of dollarsan accelerated
rate of technological development, student activism,
and various aspects of social reform have profoundly
influenced the curricula of the schools. School cur-
ricula have been influenced by currents and counter
currents including liberal and conservative ideologies,
innovators and traditionalists, accountability adher-
ents. promoters of management by objectives. elitist
versus populist philosophies, and advocates or tech-
nological applications to education. Considering all
of these forces seeking to change the educational cur-
riculum, there is not much wonder that the school
curriculum sometimes appears to be in disarray

Curricular Innovations

No period in American history has witnessed the
introduction of so many educational innovations.
particularly in science. social studies, and mathe-
matics. as the last twenty-five years. There are those
who feel that the innovations were introduced with
"insufficient rationale for sweeping changes in cur-
riculum and instruction." One of the problems has
been the definition of 'change." Change may be
revolutionarychange with a capital "C"or
evolutionarychange with a small "if." Even the
most conservative educator recognizes that neither
curriculum materials nor teaching practices can
maintain a status quo position. Improvements are
always needed in education. But. as the Ohio State
University review indicates, there is a feeling that
"far too many of them (new instructional
approaches have been promoted as panaceas, rather
than as components in a teacher's repertoire. to be
used as children, content. and circumstances
warrant." "

"Reform" Efforts Supported by NSF

The reform programs sponsored by NSF have been
perceived by some to be in the elitist tradition. They
reflected a philosophical position that science is an
investigative and logical search for order and that
content should be selected and instructional materials
meveloped in accordance with this concept. They
were difficult and they were demanding on both
teachers and students. The emphasis was on structure
of the subject matter and much of the content was
abstract. perhaps most markedly so in the so-called
"new mathematics." However, the NSF-supported
reform efforts started just before or just after the
launching of Sputnik in 1957 and were a response to
the concern that the United States needed more scien-
tists to compete with Russia. The new curricula were
conceived of as elitist. Then in the late 1960s and
early 1970s national concerns were refocused on such
things as relevance, job-related learning, considera-
tion of opportunities in science or all members of
society, and limitations and problems of technology.
These "deficiencies," evident in the reports, do not
reflect on the purpose of the NSF-supported cur-
riculum projects. but rather on the change in direc-
tion of the purposes of elementary and secondary
science, social science. and mathematics education.:

The NSF-supported curriculum projects have had a
strong positive effect on precollege education. Per-
haps the greatest value is in the influence that they
have hud on instructional materials produced by pub-
lishing companies. It is probably the case that com-
mercial materials have been substantially improved
either through the need to compete more favorably
or through emulation, imitation, and/or stimulation
provided by the NSF-sponsored materials. No doubt
certain materials and practices-were also avoided on
the basis of observations of problems with the proj-
ect materials. Such influences will probably continue
for many years into the future.

Elementary School Science

Many factors have converged to contribute to a
diminishing role for science and social studies in the
dementary school. After the flurry of activities to
promote science and social science education in the
elementary schools during the 1960s. there has been a
gradual decline in emphasis and time devoted to the
subject." Factors contributing to this situation are
numerous and include the inadequate preparation of
eiementary teachers in science and the decline in stu-
dent achievement which further stimulated the very
strong "hack to the basics" movement along with
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demands for accountability and competency. espe-
cially with regard to reading and mathematics. The
view is widespread and supported by junior and
senior high school science teachers that perhaps
science is really not very important in the elementary
school." One thing that is not clear from a
philosophical point of view or from any evidence
included in the three reports is why science vocabu-
lary, facts and elementary idcas, and concepts of
science cannot be used as a vehicle for the reading
process and for correlation with school mathematics.
This is a point that deserves serious consideration by
school systems and other groups concerned with the
quality of precollege science. mathematics, and social
science education.

The reports indicate strong negative reactions by
teachers toward the moving down of eifficult
materials from higher grades into lower grades. They
resist the notion that better instruction means harder
instruction and by implication they see such efforts
as only increasing their difficulty in keeping students
motivated and responsive to the instructional pro-
cess."' This is another point that should be con-
sidered seriously. Is the implication justified? Do
teachers need inservice orientIlion?

The "back to basics" movement is a fundamental
determinant of elementary school curriculum today,
By some. science and social studies arc not included
among these basics, although why they are not is a
pertinent question. Scientific concepts such as time.
distance, gravity and life-maintaining requirements
of the living organisms are among the most bask
ideas that one can imagine. The fact that natural
science is not considered a "basic" is probably a
reflection of some of the misconceptions held about
the sciences by society at large.

"Back to the basics" is supported by some teachers
who appear to be convinced that improvement in sci-
ence education and in other fields is directly related
to reading ability and ability to do mathematics. It is
hard to fault teachers for such a view since reading
and mathematics represent enabling skills basic to all
other scholarly attainments. Vet y often the skill of
writing tends to be omitted in the modern concept of
"basics."

Reading must have some content and it is hard to
understand why some reading content cannot be
based on science.

One of the interesting ideas that emerged from the
case studies report was that inquiry does not appear
to 'be) work! " Anyone who has ever engaged in
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serious inquiry realizes that nothing could be further
from the truth. How, then, does such a perception
emerge? Possibly it may be a reflection of the poor
use of inquiry techniques as they were observed in the
cooperating schools. it may reflect the poor
discipline or at least the considerable disorder that
sometimes prevails when students are involved in
inquiry-type lessons or it may merely be that produc-
tive activities were in progress which were not readily
discernible to the case study observer.; Perhaps
students were having "too much fun." Whatever the
explanation might be, it is unfortunate that such a
view prevails and it gives credence to and support for
more low-level drill type activities which underlie a
"basics" philosophy. There seems to be common
acceptance of the notion that hard work is good
work. It may, in fact, be nothing of the sort. While it
certainly is legitimate for the schools to emphasize
that outstanding achievement requires hard work,
there seems to be a transformation of this idea to the
unacceptable notion that "any hard work is good
work." "

Secondary School Science

Secondary school science education seems to lack a
sense of direction and a theory and philosophy which
should provide guidance to curriculum development
and instruction. This may, in part, reflect the
"Olio" philosophy of the curriculum development
projests of the late 1950s and early 1960s. In
reference to the natural sciences, the reviewers at
Ohio State University stated that in their opinion "it
appears that the role of science in the secondary
school curriculum for general education remains
unclear, What science students should learn also
remains unclear," " The panel who advised the
writer of this report concurs with this observation,
but suggests that it may have applicability beyond the
natural sciences and that it is time for the develop-
ment of a coherent philosophy and the establishment
01 directions for all science education.

It seems doubtful that there has ever been a time in
which there was so much uncertainty about the pur-
poses of education. What constitutes an appropriate
general education for all seems now to be an unpleas-
antly obscure question. The purpose of education has
been explored from the times of the ancient Greek
philosophers down to the present time, Herbert
Spencer's essay "What Knowledge Is of Most
Worth?" explored the topic," More recently, the
Educational Policies Commission of the National
Education Association has issued statements relating
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to the general purposes of education in American
society. Although such statements may still be valid,
they no longer serve as guides and compasses. The
three studies suggest that now is the time to look
sharply at the purposes of education to ou society
and particularly to the role of science, mathematics,
and the social sciences in the education of American
citizens.

1..

The curriculum projects of the 1960s, for reasons
made clear earlier, did not address the problem of
general education. One of the strongest criticisms
made by the reformers of the then existing science
programs was that there was too much emphasis on
technology. It was their contention that what was
really needed was more attention to "pure" science.
In their view, this was urgent because of the Russian
success with Sputnik and the general high !eye' of
Russian technological advances. What they were
interested in was training high grade professional
scientists who could advance technologies related to
nuclear energy, space exploration, oceanography,
and so on, that would enhance defense systems and
national security.

The new science curricula funded by NSF did not
address technologically based problems or the
problem-solving techniques necessary for developing
solutions. Students did not learn of the relationship
between science and technology, hence as future
citizens they were unaware of the roles that research
and development play in an industrial nation and the
trade-offs and side effects that would affect them
individually and collectively. These were not a pan,
nor were they intended by the curriculum developers
to be a part. of the curriculum developments of the
1960s. Clearly, future curriculum developers need to
be concerned about introducing social implications
of science into the secondary school curriculum.

Course Sequences

There is no generally recognized sequence of courses
at the junior high level in any of the science fields. At
the senior high level, the sequence of biology, chem-
istry, and physics seems to be rather firmly fixed in
the natural sciences but tends to be restricted to the
group of students bound for college. For the non-
collettc bound, biology is typically the last and only
science taken at the upper secondary school level.

Both junior and senior high schools most frequently
offer American history, although the content is

sometimes included under the general rubnc of

"social studies." Other social science courses most
commonly offered in the senior high school are world
history, American government, and sociology.

!a mathematics a fairly definite sequence of 7th and
8th grad:: mathematics, 9th grade (in some cases 8th
grade) algebra, 10th grade geometry, 11th grade
advanced algebra, and 12th grade advanced mathe-
matics (trigonometry and calculus in some cases) can
be identified for college preparatory students. Many
other kinds of mathematics courses are also offered
for students with different objectives.

In large school systems all three subject areas are
represented by a variety of elective courses which
may reflect accommodation to tither low or high
ability students, specialized academic or vocational
interests, or the use of local specialized resources.
Electives include such courses as physiology,
astronomy, zoology, advanced biology, and
advanced chemistry among others in the natural
sciences; black history, law, economics, geography,
and psychology among others in the social studies;
and probability and statistics, computer mathema-
tics, and business mathematics among others in
mathematics."

The Articulation Problem

The problem of what ought to be taught, to whom,
and when, is one of the chronic dilemmas of educa-
tion. Fitting a twelve-year educational program
together so that the basic facts and concepts come in
an appropriate sequence is the problem of articula-
tion. The evidence submitted in the three studies
reviewed indicates that articulation problems are
widespread. Schools have apparently not succeeded
well in developing a coherent, articulated program of
instruction. Articulation is most pressing in a highly
ordered and sequential field such as mathematics. It
is less so in science and still less so in the field of
social studies. Nevertheless, there is a need and a
value of sequencing even in a less structured field
such as social studies since instruction can be more
efficient and more can be accomplished. Students
also have an equity in articulation because of the dif-
ficulties which they may encounter when they trans-
fer between schools, or between school systems, and
find themselves placed in classes for which they do
not have adequate preparation. Obviously there is a
need for articulation between grade levels.

Some of the factors contributing to poor articulation
include the autonomy, interests and qualifications of
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the individual teacher, nonsequential instructional
materials. lack of communication between teachers
and between educational units. particularly between
the elementary school and junior high school and
between junior high and senior high schools. Failure
to solve these problems results in students who com-
plain bitterly that they have had the material before
and they find it boring and immotivating. or that
they are lost because they do not have the needed
background. Teachers often counter with the obser-
vation that they may have had it, but they did not
learn it, or conversely, that they must catch up.

There are curious inconsistencies with respect to the
problem of articulation. Teachers have a disposition
to "cover the material" and to Justify their work as
preparation for work to be taken in subsequent
grades. Strangely enough, teachers in these subse-
quent courses seldom believe that the material has
been thus; although there is a widespread "prepara-
tion ethic" it does not seem to be consistent with the
apparent widespread lack of articulation.

Textbooks

One of the field workers (CSSE) pointed out that the
heart Of the instructional process is in the instruc-
tional materials.

Behind nearly every teacher- learner transaction
reported in the CSSE study lay an instructional prod-
uct waiting to play us dual role as medium and
message. They commanded teacher's and learner's
attention. In a way, they virtually dictated the cur.
riculum. The curriculum did not venture beyond the
boundarie.s set by the instructional materials.

In the great majority of cases, the instructional
materials are provided by the textbook. Despite the
lamentations of academicians, professors of educa-
tion, curriculum developers anc' others about text-
book-oriented instruction, the practice has continued
to prevail and flourish. When a practice continues so
long in the face of long-standing and severe criticism
by outstanding educational leadership, it may be
desirable to examine the practice in considerably
more detail. Why have textbooks had such an endur-
ing quality in the educational process?

From the teacher's view there are a great many
positive aspects to the use of a textbook. A textbook
provides a structure and an outline of content,' As
indicated in the section on teachers, time is indeed a
precious commodity and teachers never have enough
of it. The textbook makes minimal requirements on
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the teacher's time, provides a base reference for
course requirements which must be met by students.
and minimizes the teacher's need to prepare special
handouts or otheaypes of instructional material. Its
use is expected by parents and community. and it is
not likely to be questioned as to authenticity or
appropriateness. In short, teachers look upon the
textbook to provide structure, continuity, and a
reasonable selection and boundary of the content
which should be taught and as a backstop for ques-
tions that may be raised by school patrons. Packet
and loose-leaf materials, teacher-made materials, etc.
are far more difficult to keep organized. They
increase still further the demands on the teacher's
time through greater bureaucratic and administrative
duties. They also require adequate support staff
(clerks. secretaries, aides) which is often not
available. If this is a reasonable analysis, then
perhaps it is appropriate to look at the manner in
which textbooks might be used more effectively since
it appears that they will be a fixture in education for a
long time.

Many of the historical criticisms that have been made
of textbooks have related more to the manner in
which they have been used than to the textbooks
themselves. Very often textbooks have been used in a
manner never intended by the author. They have too
often been used in a catechetical fashion rather than
as a dependable source of in formation for use as a
point of departure for further interesting discussicnis
or other follow-up activities, They have often been
used as a basis for rote learning with the result that
instruction has been barren and dull. Too often there
has been a lack of application of textual materials in
ways which are meaningful to the students. The
instruction has not been personalized, embellished or
embroidered by additional examples or illustrations
which could be related to the individual lives of
students. Thus, it is a logical conclusion that if the
textbook is to remain as a central feature of the
educational process, strenuous efforts are needed to
make the use of such an instructional resource far
more effective than it has often typically proven
to be.

Laboratory Instruction

One of the insightful paragraphs in the case studies
related to the changes which have occurred in the
concept of what constitutes laboratory work. It is
pointed out that the new science topics in the cur-
riculum create problems for laboratory and demon-
stration work. Many of them do not lend themselves
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easily to the traditional formula w ich required the
arrangement of material or equipm , Tee observa-
tion of phenomena, appropriate recording of obser-
vations, interpretations, conclusions. etc. The
observer pointed out further, that such activities as
working with structural models of molecules, study-
ing ecosystems in the field, maintaining a balanced
aquarium, developing a film or prints and construct-
ing an electronic circuit, all lack adaptability to the
ordinary "formula" of laboratory instruction. This
observation prompted a reporter to ask "If the for-
mat changes to accommodate these interests, then
where is the rigor of scientific method?" "..

As part of the intellectual revolution which the cur-
riculum reformers of the 1960s were seeking to pro-
mote in the science curricula was an emphasis on the
processes gf science. Students were to experience
those processes primarily through discovery tech-
niques usually labeled as "inquiry." If these three
studies" are any indication. quality inquiry-type
instruction is a rare occurrence. Testimony seems to
indicate that only the most gifted students are able to
profit from this type of an approach to any consider-
able extent."

Whatever may have been the merits of this approach
there are clearly a number of .factors that make its
implementation difficult. Perhaps the largest
obstacles are in the demands placed upon the tea..:her.
The problem of classroom management becomes a
problem since it is more difficult to maintain
discipline and to keep many children busily engaged
in productive work. Furthermore. materials must be
assembled and prepared fa the lesson and they must
be collected and stored following the lesson. The
demands for help from floundering students places
great demands on the teacher during th., instructional
period.

There are probably other more subtle reasons why
the inquiry approach to instruction is difficult from
the teacher's perspective. For one thing, it puts the
teacher in a more open-ended and uncontrolled situa-
tion and students are likely to raise questions which
are very difficult to respond to effectively. For the
minimally prepared teacher, especially, such situa-
tions are liltely ,o post real threats to their own self-
image and sense of adequacy. Perhaps even more
significantly, there is a standard expectation from
students, parents, and the community at large that
teachers "will know the answers." The teacheras-
authority is deeply ingrained in American folklore
and any thing or process that appears to threaten this
stereotype is likely to be challenged. The promotion

of self-directing skills and a skeptical approach to
knowledge is also contrary to the historic submission-
authority stance of the schools with respect to
students.

From the students perspective, even a conscientious
one, there are also problems. Studcuts have been
rather thoroughly conditioned to a deductive
approach to learning. Any kind of inductive learn-
ing, of which inquiry teaching is f !early an example,
is likely to be seen as an unaccustomed mode of
learning and onethat is not particularly appreciated.
Most students are "looking for answers" anu usually
are not caught up in the niceties of the processes
involved in obtaining or testing the validity of
knowledge. They are likely to view inquiry pro-
cedures as "beating about the bush." Admittedly,
some teachers can make inquiry techniques wok and
can change student perspectives. But such a teacher is
indeed a raw ays.

From still another perspective, the use of inquiry
methods is artificial and open to challenge. it may be
unreasonable to expect students to sort out data and
manipulate materials in ways that enable them to
reach conclusions or make observations that weke
originally discovered and explained ty mature indi-
viduals with the best minds. Inquiry methods also
raise the question of the efficiency of instruction
since they'are time-consuming and certainly any large
scale implementation of such a program will severely
restrict the amount of coverage that can be expected.
Advocates of inquiry techniques will reject this par-
ticular a'iew on the 'ground that skills and insights
gained are more .mportant than coverage geared to
teaching programs. But this rejection will not impress
many teachers who are concerned about the broad
implications of local, state, or national assessment
programs and their relationship to accountability and
the teacher's own evaluation.

Finally, it stems highly probable that the inquiry
mode is not an efficient method of learning for a
great many children, sometimes even gifted children.
Many students seem likely to profit much more from
a structured approach even though some exposure to
inferential reasoning seems highly desirahle.

Whatever may be the reasons, and several
possihilities have bccn suggested in the paragraphs
above, it is apparent that inquiry teaching has not
been very successful in the classroom in the American
schools haled on the evidence submitted in the
reports reviewed. One bit of documentation provided
for this observation is to be found in the Research
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Triangle Institute report which indicates that
manipulative materials are used less than once a week
in more ihan half of all science, mathematics and
social science classes. Even more distressing is the
report that 9 percent of science classes never use
manipulative materials and another 14 percent do so
less than once a month."

It is apparent that npt only inquiry but more tradi-
tional laboratory work requiring "hands on" activi-
ties is not as common as might be desired.

.Teaching Resources
It is curious to note that the question of resources for
the teaching of sciences was never addressed directly
and completely in any of the studies. Bits and pieces
of the resource story trickle through each study,
however, and the story is not a happy one. Budget
and financin, problems are identified repeatedly as
the most serious ones faced, by the schools." Declin-
ing enrollments, increasing costs, taxpayer revolts,
and the shrinking value of the dollar are all cutting
heavily into the financial resources of the education
system. Of all the academic areas of the curriculum,
natural science education is hardest hit. This is so
because of the experiential, manipulative nature of
science programs. While the federally funded innova-
tive curricula designed and developed by teams of
experienced scientists and educators called for stu-
dent activity and the extensive use of concrete mate-
rials and experiences, local school system budgets
were Altered slightly, if at all, to accommodate this
approach to the learning of the natural, social, and
mathematical sciences.

Teachers of the natural sciences in particular have
reported inadequate funds to operate laboratory and
field programs and have indicated a special need for
funds to purchase supplies on a day-to-day basis."-'1
A high level of frustration is experienced by them in
attempting to prepare, maintain, repair, inventory,
order, and clean up materials and equipment in addi-
tion to lesson planning, teaching and evaluating.
These duties must be performed without the assis-
tance of paraprofessional help."

It is the writer's experience that the U.S. is almost
alone in the world in this neglect of the necessary sup-
port staff for successful science teaching. Teachers
and science educators in other parts of the world are
appalled when they learn that the American science
teacher is expected to manage without a laboratory
technician or other paraprofessional help. Such per-
sonnel is considered essential in most other countries,
including developing nations.

Some Implications
The three studies are provocative and raise serious
questions about many aspects of both education, in
the sciences and education in general in the public
schools of this nation., The nature of the tudies was
such that many equally important ,problems were
either not touched at all in the studies or wereVluded
to only in passing. The studies are rich ground 4 ich
should be plowed in the future for implications of
missing questions as well as for those that a .c,
included.

National and Local !emotions of the
. Educational System

The studies reflect a difference between the percep-
tions of the national government and of local govern-
ments of how schools ought to operate." Many
national vs. local perceptions can be considered as

,paired opposites. Some suggested paired-opposite
terms whicWcould be used in helping to,clarify these
pefceptional differences might be: "ideal" versus
"practical" solutions, "long term" versus "imme-,
diate" goals, "dollar effectiveness" versus "educa-
tional effectiveness," "academic discipline" versus
"student learning" orientation, "individual student
rights" versus "needed social controls," and "theo-
retical principles and solution*" versus "flesh and
blood realities." Other paired opposites could be
selected to illustrate some of the perceptual differ-
ences at the two levels. Such _differences are sources
of confusion, controversy, disruption, and hostility.

The large-scale intervention of the federal govern-
ment in education is a relatively new development
and the regulations and controls which have accom-
panied the federal dollars have run headlong into one
of the most cherished of national traditions, namely,
local control of the schools. Lqcal control has
historically been eulogized as a tybically Am rican
innovation and one which insured that the school'
would be kept "close to the people." The recent
trend to reverse such a long established educational
doctrine could certainly be expected to generate
antagonism.

1 he developers of the NSF-supported curriculum
projects in the 1960s failed to give adequate con-
sideration to many of the historic traditions in
American education and to the social settings in
which public schools must operate. The constraints
related to budgets, teachers' time, eqt:ipment, bored
and unmotivated students, community pressures,
and other factors not seen as formidable obstacles to
implementing new programs.
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There was also a considerable bit of scapegoating at
the time and schools of education were frequently
identified as the culprits responsible for all that was
wrong with American education. There is still some
evidence of the continued existence of the view in
some agencies and some legislature that colleges of
education cannot be trusted. This is evidenced by
providing support for'inservice tiaining activities of
teachers in non-college and non-university related
centers, and by other similar actions which tend to
bypass teacher training institutions. It is interesting
to consider what the long-range qualitative implica-
tions of such developments may be. The main point,
however, is that the developers of the curriculum
projects tended to ignore the existing power struc-
ture. It was certainly their intent to bypass colleges of
education and, to a lesser extent, state departments
of education in their efforts to reform the curricula
of the schools. The following excerpt supports this
view.

41

The projects had in a sense; circumvented schools of
ediuwnon and gone directly to the elementary and
secondary schools in their dissemination efforts; as a
result, many methods professors had not, had a
chance to become familiar with the projects and had,
in a sense, been made somewhat "obsolescent" by
them: Further, the splitting up of the roles of
developer and educator, which had formerly been
combined in many methods professors who were
both textbook writers and methods teachers,,

increased the uneasiness of the methods professors.
Also the projects approach was at odds with a com-
mon conception held by methods professors, of the
leacher as developer of his/her own curricula:
"inethnds teachers tend to want a kind of social
studies that is not easily prepackaged." "

Although the committees and- boards of directors
responsible for devetoping the new programs were
sprinkled with a few practitioners, and even an occa
sional science _educator, policy control remained
firmly in the hands Jf academicians. By now it is

clear that the 'success of the reformers was only
moderate. It is also obvious that not all of tae short-
comings of public education can be said at the door,

of the schools of education. The implication is
evident that any future national effort should

use of the existing power structure and seek
erative working relationships with all those who

ay be legitimately involved. Had this been done
many mistakes might have been avoided and millions
of dollars of federal money expended far more effi-
ciently. Support for this position is found in the
following paragraph.

Policy formulation at the federal level typically has
ignored existing practices in the schools except as
mirrored in the disquietude of society. Information
was collected after-the-fact of policy decision to con-
firm the actions taken. The amazing, significant con-
clusion Indicated by this study is that progress has
been made without systematic information collection
about existing practices. Apparently, the societal/
political ethos is sensitive enough to the goals, aims.
and objectives of education lo provide substantial
direction. Thus efficiency iii promoting change is the
real problem to be faced. The implication is that not
only must appropriate kinds of information concern-
ing practice in the schools be collected; sound appli-
cation of this information must be made.'°

The Problem of Values

The nation has moved away from the historic socio-
cultural melting-pot concept in which presumably all
minority groups would be eventually fully assimi-
lated to the concept of a pluralistic society where
cultural differences are not only tolerated but are to
be cherished and perpetuated. The emergence of cul-
tural pluralism as a national goal has cont,ibuted to
the present anarchy in values. It seems to be tacitly
assumed that, of course, values vary from culture to
culture. What is frequently overlooked is that there
must be large areas of overlap of values held by
various minority cultures and the cultural main-
stream. Presumably such common values as respect
for the individual, personal integrity, and respon-
sibility and concern for others are characteristic of
many cultures. What these common areas are need to
be identified. The differences, to the extent that they
are socially disruptive, should also be analyzed and
understood and their implications for education
made clear.

A case is continuously made for tolerance and tolera-
tion of other people's values and actions, but even
tolerance should have its limits. As a society we are
certainly under no obligation to tolerate the values of
the criminal subculture, for example. There is too
much of a disposition to accept the notion that one
value is as good as another and that any individual
has a right to hold any values he desires. In spite of
the prevalence of such a view, neither education nor
society in general can tolerate such value anarchy.
Some of the reasons for concern about values has
recently been summarized as follows:

Values are important because thcv give direction and
consistency lo behavior. Mon is o social animal anti
he li ves in o social world and, rherefore his heituvior
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has social consequences. We are fundamentally and
ultimately concerned with the values which people
hold because of the impact of values on individual
and social behavior and social interaction. If this be
true then some values have more social utility than
others and individual man cannot unilaterally deter-
mine for himself what values he will hold. A demo-
crtitic society cannot long endure value anarchy for
values are the social cement which makes productive
social itrcourse a paistbility."

One of the results of the emergence of ,an emphasis
on cultural pluralism is teacher uncertainty with res-
pect to their appropriate role in the value orientation
of youth, There has been a tendency to shun respon-
sibility in this area." Education has become much
more thoroughly secularized, more "amoral," and
allegedly "more value free.,"

Evidence of the impact of pluralis'm is apparent in the
following citations:

It is fairly clear why a higher level of constraint on
the teacher, as far as the expression of individual
values, may emerge in schools with a highly diverse
population: the teacher's values conflict with those
of at least some of the students.

One result of heterogeneity was that teachers felt less
influential in the guidance of children. As pressures
constraining the teaching of values directly were
reduced Isle: increased ?}, the teacher's perception of
his/her function seemed to diminish toward one of
relaying facts. At any rate, we often found that
physics and chemistry were perceived as cut-and-tried
collections of facts that could be adequately treated
by simply relating them, without emotional connota-
tions, without enthusiasm, without excitement, with-
out creative insight."

To,the extent that teachers perceived the teaching of
values as their responsibility, they tended to restrict
their teaching to "safe" areas such as "study hard."
"be a good subordinate," "work carefully," and
"be productive." The Case Study reports tended to
subsume the inculcating of such values under the
general rubric of "pupil socialization." Although
these are surely important. they ignore more impor-
tant overarching values. It is not only what students
know and can do; it is also what they are disposed to
do with such knowledge and skills and how these
[earnings can be related to the larger individual and
social good.

The question of values is a concern for all of educa-
tionnot just science education. The question of

values was implicit in many places in the case studies
but explicit in only a few. The question of values in
education is worthy of further study.

Some Action Imperatives

The contribution of science to the total general
education of students needs immediate attention.
This is important for alt students. it is especially
critical for those who All graduate from college and
who will eventually assume leadership positions in
business, industry, and government but who will not
pursue study in scientific fields. One of the constant
complaints of members of the scientific community is
that key executive and legislative leaders do not
understand their needs or the need for a continuing
commitment tp basic research. Whether better gen-
eral educatiorrin science, which would explicate more
fully the nature of science and its contributions to
mankind, would accomplish the needed orientation'
for leaders in key positions who are not scientifically
oriented as well as meet the needs of noncollege-
trained citizens is perhaps uncertain. Nevertheless,
the general education problem seems unsatisfactorily
solved It the present time. If citizens are ever to fully
appreciate and understand the technological society
and its problems, a minimum background in the
sciences is essential. .:

- . .

Thp "back-to-basics" movement is an established
reality.. What concerns many informed people is the
narrow construction placed on the concept of
"basic." The argument for science as "basic" as well
as a component of general education should seem
irrefutable in the contemporary world."

Counseling of students appears to be either inade-
quate or ineffective or both. Sound counseling
should help to establish long-range personal goals,
provide adequate career orientation, ensure appro-
priate selection of courses and programs and help
students to establish wholesome relationships with
teachers and the schools. Counseling girls and
minorities not to take science and mathematics
courses is particularly deplorable: Effective counsel-
ing should help to solve disciplinary, motivational,
and academic problems. It does not appear to have
been notably successful in these areas.

The problem of student motivation is critical. The
educational and social conditions which contribute to
student apathy need to be identified and corrective
measures taken. Efforts should be taken to determine
if there is a physical basis for some of the problems:
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fatigue. inadequate diets. inadequate sleep. drugs, or
other physical factors.

Discipline is an increasingly serious problem. Efforts
need to be taken to reestablish the authority of the
school and its agents. School personnel should be
protected from frivolous legal actions. Harassment
and intimidation of teachers by students,. parents,
and overly zealous bureaucrats must be stopped.

There needs to be a reaffirmation of a concern fur
quality-in education. The egalitarian philosophy
reflected in many educational practices has had the
unfortunate effect of encouraging regression toward
mediocrity in many parts of the school curriculum.
Efforts to reverse this regressive trend are starting.
They should be encouraged and supported.

Professional education of teachers needs to be reex-
amined and high quality standards set for both
undergraduate education and for accreditation and
certification. Graduate study in any field requires
reasonable blocks of time and periods of more or less
continuous application. It requires excellent library
resources and ektensive use of such materials. Inter-
actions over an extended period with peers deeply
immersed in common problems has long been recog-
nized as an exceedingly important aspect of graduate
study. Appropriate courses in major supporting dis-
ciplines should be included.

The kind of education many people believe to be
important is difficult to implement under present
conditions in most schools. This includes laboratory
activities on a systematic planned basis. other
manipulative activities, lecture demonstrations, field
work, and discovery, inquiry, or other inferential
teaching modes. In the past science teachers did more
of these things because they had more time and fre-
quently did a considerable portion of their prepara-
tion after school hours and on Saturday mornings.
New constraints now operate including union rules.
busing schedules, more administrative duties. larger
school districts with greater commuting time and
distance for many teachers, and other factors.

A reasonable solution to the lack of teacher time is to
provide paraprofessional assistants. Paraprofes-
sionals can perform such duties as setting up and tak-
ing down laboratory and demonstration equipment,
maintaining storerooms, checking inventories, order-
ing supplies, preparing reagents, making minor
repairs, maintaining equipment, dispensing
storeroom supplies to students, and maintaining
aquaria. terraria, and animal cages.
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Under the National Defense Education Act millions
of dollars were spent for laboratory equipment and
facilities. Judging from the evidence in the three
reports reviewed, a large part of this material is prob-
ably unused or inoperable. This is poor use of federal
funds and is probably partially a reflection of inade-
quate technical assistance for teachers.

Efforts to improve the educational enterprise should
utilize a team approach. The curriculum projects: 6f

profession. All resources available should b tapped
edthe 1960s tended to bypass important segments the

in large-scale efforts to improve curricula. When
federal efforts in curriculum reform are initiated,
most satisfactory results are likely to be obtained
when state and local agencies, academicians, proles- ,
sional educators. and practitioners are involved! ..

Total involvement should occur in the formative as
well as in the productive and dissemination stages
and it should be genuine participation at all levels
including the establishment of policy.

Finally. and extremely important, efforts to improve
the schools mus% start with consideration of the social
environment. Unless the realities of the many pres-
sures on the school administrators, teachers, and
students are understood. efforts to reform the cur-
riculum or any other aspects of the educational estab-
lishment are likely to be abortive

The ten action imperatives identified above are likely
to remain empty statements unless solutions can be
devised which will move from mere problem recogni-
tion to action programs. The three studies document
convincingly that there are serious problems in
American elementary and secondary education. Sci-
ence.. broadly defined to include the natural sciences.
mathematics, and social studies, encompasses a
major portion of the total secondary school cur-
riculum and is heavily represented in the elementary
school curriculum. It is also apparent that many of
the implications for science, so defined, overlap into
all of education. Thus, it may be impractical to try to
extract science, broadly defined, from the larger
matrix and treat it separately. In many cases, it is
unrealistic to use the broad definition of science. The
laboratory materials and maintenance problems are
certainly of a different order in the natural sciences
than in either mathematics or sodal sciences. There
are certainly many other differences.

....."..e.

These complexities ado gieatly to the difficulty in
identifying meaningful courses of action. The panel
senses that we are at a critical turning point in
American education. The confluence of important



social. economic, and educational movements seems
evident. The era of the great curriculum projects is
passing into history and the goals and purposes of
education seem once again to be called into question.
It is within the context of these observations that the
Following recommendations are made.

Recommendations

Recommendation I

Members of the panel agree that a commission of the
highest quality with nationally recognized and
respected leadership should be established to reex-
amine in depth the goals and purposes of American
elementary and secondary education, and to issue a
major new statement to establish a framework for
education, and to provide a rationale and justifica-
tion for new directions. It is the conviction of the
panel that education in the sciences should be a
major component of all three areasgeneral, college
preparatory, and vocationaland that national
attention needs to be directed to the serious problems
in science as well as all of education.

The "Committee of Ten" $' was able to redirect
education through its efforts over 85 years ago and
major statements on general education emanated
from Harvard" and the Educational Policies Com-
mission of the NEA"'" in various publications of
over 30 years ago. But attention to general education
and to the broad aims and purposes of education has
tended to be subdued in recent decades. Study and a
definitive statement of the relationship among
general, college preparatory, and vocational educa-
tional goals are urgently needed. The social and
political context for education and the needs of the
citizenry are now so substantially changed that
former statements are no longer suitable to the new
circumstances.

The proposed commission should be free of bureau-
cratic and institutional constraints and provided with
support staff and time to conduct their study. It

would be desirable for the commission to be created
by presidential appointment and preferably funded
from nongovernmental agencies.

Recommendation 2

The panel recognizes that there are many more
limited problem areas unsuited to detailed explora-
tion and attention by a commission charged with
broad and sweeping responsibilities for examining
the educational establishment of the nation. Some
areas will require persistent research efforts over tinie

4

by highly qualified specialists or teams of specialists.
The pat.el suggests the following as examples of areas
which it perceives to be in need of major research
efforts:

"The student" is seen as a rich source for
investigation. The portrait of many students
which emerges from the studies is not a very
flattering one. Such terms as bored, apathetic,
lazy, unmotivated, and uninterested are applied
frequently to students. research on motivation;
counseling effectiveness; learning; impact of
social factors including peer prcfsures, home
life, community distractions, and school activi-
ties; and attitude formation and change seems
badly needed and its results need to be applied.
Little is known about the impact of the cur-
riculum on the individual student. This is an
area where study is urgently needed. Continued
support for such efforts is recommended..

Efforts are needed -to protect students against
the misassignment of teachers. This is z serious
problem and one which is likely to grow worse

'because of the prevalence of reductions in staff
in many school systems, At the very least, the
general public, the state departments of educa-
tion, and various accrediting and regulating
bodies should be urged to give their attention to
the problem and to do all they can to mitigate
its effect. More reliable data on the extent of
the problem is needed.

Inservice education of teachers continues to be
a problem area. While there is general agree-
ment that teacher renewal and updating is a
necessity, the manner in which it is to be accom-
plished is far from settled. Mechanisms-need to
be devised to monitor the quality of inservice
education. Graduate schools and accrediting
agencies need to reaffirm their concerns for
quality. Research is needed on all aspects of
teacher inservice education programs but
especially on the aspects relating to quality,

it is recommended that support be sought for
programs and studies to determine what the
contribution of paraprofessionals might be
with special reference to increased teaching
effectiveness and increased student learnings as
indicated by their performance.

Extensive investigation of the function and role
of values in the education of youth is recom-
mended. This is an issue that should also be a
concern of the commission (Recommenda-
tion 1).
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The State of School Science.
A Review of the Teaching of
Mathematics, Science, and
Social Studies in American Schools,
and Recommendations for Improvements

Panel on School Science
Commission on Human Resources

Summary

During the 1950s and 1960s a national effort to
improve precollege education resulted in the develop.
ment of new courses and teaching materials for
instruction in elementary and secondary school
mathematics, science, and social studies, and resulted
also in the offering of a large number of institutes to
increase the knowledge of school teachers and to help
them learn to use the new courses and materials
effectively.

The 1970s brought a great reduction in the number of
institutes for teachers and a substantial decline in
usage of the slew courses and materials. The National
Science Foundation. which has played a leading role
in the whole effort toward improvement. sought to
determine the current status of teaching and learning
in elementary and secondary schools, and to reassess
its own responsibility for precollege education. To
that end. NSF commissioned three national studies
of the status of precollege education, and then asked
eight national organizations to review those three
studies'. and to state current needs as they saw them.
This paper is one of the eight responses to that
request.

Survey data, firsthand observation, and other evi-
dence from the three studies commissioned by NSF
described a troubled American school system.
Declining enrollments. financial stringency, the
unsatisfactory performance of many pupils and
graduates, pressure for greater accountability,
disagreements over educational policythese and
other forces have affected the teaching of science and
mathematics as they have nearly every aspect of the
nation's schools.

National Academy of Sciences,
National Research Council

Nevertheless, there are good students, eager to learn.
Good teaching is to be found. Many teachers wish to
improve their knowledge and skills and to have better
texts and teaching materials. The first three sections
of this paper describe the conditions under which
these teachers work, the variability, the trends, and
the problems as reported in the three NSF studies and
as indicated by other reports and evidence.

Drawing upon the findings of the three NSF studies
and other information, the Panel on School Science.
of the National Research Council's:Commission on
Human Resources considered the current needs for
improving education in science and mathematics and
offers the following recommendations:

I. We recommend the establishment of a number of
Science and Mathematics Teaching Resource
Centers, each to serve a large school system or a
group of neighboring smaller systems. Each
Teaching Resource Center would offer some or all of
tine following services:

Inservice training programs related to the
science and mathematics courses being taught
or to be introduced in the school systems
involved,

Construction,,maintenance. repair, and distri-
bution of kits of materials required to teach
those courses.

Expert advice to teachers to help them learn to
use new science and mathematics instructional
materials and techniques. And to help them with
their individual teaching problems.

2. We recommend increased support for the NSF
program of funding the design, experimental testing,
and revision of new courses in science and mathemat-
ics and their associated teaching and learning
materials.

3. We recommend support of an NSF program of
institutes for teachers, both to increase their know!

This *as published vc a report of the Commission on Human Resources of the National Research Council
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edge of subject matter and to improve their skill in
teaching the new .ourses that will be developed in the
future, whether the development of those courses is
funded by public' or by private soirees.

4. We recommend the development of additional
science and technology centiks of the kind that now
exist in a number of cities. Furthermore, we recom-
mend the strengthening of cooperative arrangements
between these centers and nearby school systems to
increase the extern to w hich the centers provide
planned supplementation of the programs of the
associated schools, and to increase their general value
to .hildren and adults who wish to (earn more about
Ncience.

S. In ordei to give women and members of racial or
ethnic minority groups greater opportunity to
become interested in and to prepare for careers in
scientific and technical occupations, we recommend
that scientists and engineers work with their local
schooi systems to provide special lectures and classes;
tours of local scientific, engineering, and technical
facilities; opt rt unities to meet with appro;rrac role
models; and other experiences intended to increase
their motivation and to overcome their disadvantages
in securing the education necessary for scientific and
technical careers. In addition, we recommend that
efforts be made to identify gifted but economically
disadvantaged students early in their schooling, so as
to ensure that they will be afforded adequate oppor-
tunities to prepare themselves for admission to scien-
tific and technohgical programs in college.

6. We recommend vigorous efforts at local levels to
combat the overemphasis currently given to scores on
standardized tests of achievement in comparing the
rrlormance of schools, classes, and individual
pupils. Because the tests most generally used for
these purposes give emphasis to the more elementary
and routine abilities necessary to meet "minimum
competency" requirements, they constitute only
part ot the basis upon which schools and pupils
should be judged. In addition, in order to make
av ailable more desirable tests with which teachers can
appraise the performance of their pupil we recom-
mend the creation., for each major subject, of a large
hank of test items, of varied types, and covering a
wide range of skills and knowledge of the field. These
test hanks should be openly available to any tei.cher,
school administrator, parent, child, or itayone else
who is interested. Open availability of the entire bzik
01 RI urns shonld improv, the quality of test items
and will gist teachers latitude in selecting the iekt
questions that match their educivional obje,:tivet.

Finally, we recommend that scientnis take the lead in
evaluating these and other recommendations for the

improvement of science education at the precollege
level, and in developing the specific programs and
activities necessary to implement the recommenda-
tions that seem most promising. Scientists will have
to accept responsibility' for ieadinv, the whole effort,
for it is nc,i likely that anyone else will.

Introdiction
Beginning in the 1950s, several groups of scientists
and mathematicians Net out to achieve major
improvements in the teaching of science and
mathematics in the nation's schools. Congress
responded quickly and generously by providing
financial support for the National Science Founda-
tion's Course Content Improvement Program, and
for hundreds of institutes to enhance the knowledge
and teaching effectiveness of thousands of teachers.

These cooperative efforts produced a rich variety of
carecully prepat ed and well proven materials for
teaching science' at all ages from kindergarten
through grade 12. All over the country some teachers,
particularly at the high school level, are making good
use of at least parts of these materials and some of
the innovations have been imitated in texts prepared
under more traditional arrangements. Some teachers
are helping their students learn how to ask questions
and search for answers instead of simply relying on
what the textbook says. And many teachers arc better
trained than they would have been without the bene-
fit of attendance at a National Science Foundation
institute for teachers. In short, the teaching of
science in grades K-I 2 is on a higher plane than it was
when the Course Content Improvement Program
started.

Yet there In.:, also been considerable slippage. Many
of f, c innovative teaching programs are being used
less v Jely than they were. Some of their ideas and
techniques have been watered down as they have
been transplanted into new settings and adapted by
new authors.

Science is not alone in having difficulties: th. whole
educational system is in trouble. The inability of
many students to read and write as wed as expected is
a frequent complaint at all school levels from the
middle grades to college. Criticisms of the schools
and of some caucationaljnnovat ions have induced a
defensive reaction that encourages a "back to the
basics" emphasis on the three R's and allots cor-
respondingly less attention to scimice. Tax revolt,

I. nit's% the t011teltl 01 %inkling Irditatt% ILiffoNt
Nteence t. 'AM in Om .harter, An It It In in4nN rtrolts ot the
%.noon41 Cotlet14. I 011tidAtitni, lo Int !fide 1114lIbUill4 ils.... the ()ilium!

the wool stsento,
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flight of some students to the suburbs or to private
schools, and declining enrollments have restricted the
funds that might have been used to overcome some
of these difficulties.

Aware of these troubles and aware also of the declin-
ing usage of the innovative teaching programs that
had been developed under its auspices, the National
Science Foundation commissioned three studies of
the status of teaching of mathematics and the natural
and social sciences in American schools. The
Research Triangle Institute of North Carolina con-
ducted a national survey of school administrators
and teachers. The Ohio State University, with help
from the Social Science Education Consortium of
Boulder, Colorado, searched and summarized the
literature on the teaching of mathematics, the natural
sciences, and the social sciences, The University of
Illinois carried out case studies of 11 selected and
widely distributed high schools and the lower s.;iools
from which each drew its students. All three of these
studies were expected to result in status reports; their
authors were not invited to make suggestions for
improvement or change.

Following, receir: of these three studies, the National
Science Foundation invited the National Academy of
Sciences "to submit a proposal outlining an
approach to summarizing relevant findings (of the
three studies) and developing needs statements from
the point of view of the membership," Sim 11ane-
ously, similar requests were addressed to seven other
organizations that were expected to view the status of
the teaching of science and mathematics from the
points of view of their constituencies.

judged on the basis of the Panel members other
knowledge about American schools, these reports
provide a clear and representative picture of the cur-
rent status of precollege education in science and
mathematics.

The statistical survey conducted by the Research
Triangle Institute yielded useful information from a
representative sample of teachers, principals, and
curriculum supervisors. The Panel found the infor-
mation regarding course offerings, enrollments, and
current usage of federally funded curriculum
materials to be the most valuable. it is unfortunate,
however, that this survey did not provide statistical
information that was more relevant to some of the
serious questions raised by the NSF case studies.

The literature reviews seemed to be an adequate and
fair review of much of the existing literature concern-
ing educational practices and needs in science, math-
ematics, and social studies. For the Panel's purposes,
however, these literature reviews were less useful
than the other two studies.

The NSF case studies, like all such studies, concen-
trated on an in-depth analysis of some particular
school settings. There is no way of telling how repre-
sentative the selected eleven school districts, but the
case study approach did allow the investigators to
present detailed descriptions of a series of specific
problems that are certainly not uncommon in many
other American schools.

The three studies will be referred to so often in this
chapter that they need a standard form of refetence.
When all three are meant, they will be called "the
three NSF studio." The national survey conducted
by the Research Triangle institute will be called "the
NSF statistical survey" and will be cited as (Weiss,
1978). The literature search was in three volumes.
When referred to separately, they will be identified
and cited as follows: "the science education literature
review" (Helgeson, Blosser, and Howe, 1977); "The
mathematics education literature review" (Suydam
and Osborne, 1977); and "the social science educa-
tion literature review" (Wiley and Race, 1977), When
all three volumes are meant, the collective reference
will be to the "NSF literature review." The case
studies and their analyses will be referred to as "the
NSF case studies" and will be cited as (Stake and
Easley, 1978).

Responsibility for reviewing these three studies and
preparing this report was assigned to the National
Research Council's Commission on Human Re-
sources, which appointed an ad hoc Panel on School
Science for the purpose. Members of the panel were:

Leallyn B. CLpp, Department of Chemistry,
Brown University

Johns W. Hopkins, 111, Department of
Biology, Washington University.

'Grace M. Hopper, Captain. United States
Navy

*Gordon Millar, Vice President Engineering.
Deere and Co.

John A. Moore, Department of Biology, Uni-
versity of California, Riverside

David Page, Departments of Education and
Mathematics, University of ,Illinois, Chicago
Circle, Chicago

James Perkins, Department of Chemistry,
Jackson State University, Jackson, Mississippi

'I. aptain Hopper and Dr Millar dud not attend either meeting of
the Panel Dr Cohn Hudson of Deere and Company attended
NO meetings as an observer and made tatuable suggections
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Gerard Piet, Publisher, Scientific American recommended for each of these subjects (Weiss,
1978, p. 22).

Sylvia D. Roberts, The Spence School, New
York City

David Z. Robinson, Carnegie Corporation of
New York

John G. Truxal, College of Engineering and
Applied Science, State University of New York
at Stony Brook

Mel Wolfle (Chairman), Graduate School of
Public Affairs, University of Washington

Jerrold R. Zacharias. Education Development
Center. Newton, Massachusetts

Douglas Lapp. Science Specialist for the Fair-
fax County (Virginia) School System, served as
constiltant to the Panel.

The first three sections following this introduction
were written by Dr. Douglas Lapp. They review the
three NSF studies and on a number of points com-
pare the findings of those studies with information
from other sources. These sections analyze the data
and observations provided by the three NSF studies
to answer the following questions: (1) What emphasis
do science. mathematics, and social studies receive in
the curriculum of the elementary schools? (2) What
constitutes the curriculum in science, mathematics,
and social studies in the nation's secondary schools?
(3) What factors currently appear to be adversely
affecting the quality of precollege instruction in
science. mathematics. and social studies?

The remainder of the rtport is the work of the Panel
members. Its recommendations are based upon the
findings of the three studies, other reports reviewed
by the Panel. and the collective experien:e of the
Panel members.

The Elementary School Curriculum

Allocation of Instructional Time

The NSF statistical survey indicates that 25 percent
of the states and 40 percent of the school districts in
the nation set guidelines for the minimum amount of
time to be spent on each subject in the elementary
grades. in districts that have such guidelines. for
grades one through three. the average recommended
minimum limes are 30 minutes per day each for
science and social studies. In grades four through six
a minimum of 30 to 40 minutes of daily instruction is

82

The elementary teachers surveyed indicated that they
"typically" spent about 20 minutes each day on sci-
ence and 20 minutes on social studies in grades K-3,
as compared to 40 minutes on mathematics and 95
minutes on reading, In grades 4-6, upper elementary
level teachers estimated that they usually spent about
30 minutes each day on science, 35 minutes on social
studies, 50 minutes on mathematics, and 65 minutes
on reading (Weiss, 1978, p, 51).

The above figures for elementary science do not dif-
fer radically from previous estimates; summarizing
data from several independent surveys, Helgeson et
al. concluded that about 60 minutes per week were
devoted to science in grade 1, increasing to 110 to 140
minutes per week in the upper grades (1977, p. 32),
For mathematics, the surveys summarized by
Suydam and Osborne (1977, pp. 52-53) indicated that
approximately 20 percent of the six-hour elementary
school day has generally been allocated to mathematics
instruction, a considerably larger amount of time
than that reported by Weiss.

In the NSF case studies, Stake and Easley indicate
that the teaching of science had a very low priority in
most of the elementary schools visited.,

Moss schools we studied had some written policy
about what and how elementary science should be
taught, but what actually was taught was left largely
to individual teachers. By and large, the elementary
teachers did not feel confident about their knowledge
of science. especially about their understanding of
science concepts, Even those few who did like science
and felt confident in their understanding of at least
certain aspects of it often felt that they did not have
the time ror material resources to cif clop what they
thought would be a meaningful program. As a con-
sequence. science had been deemphasized at the
elementary school level. with some teachers ignoring
it completely.

When and where science was formally taught, the
instructional material was usually taken directly from
a textbook series. The method of presentation was:
assignrecitetestdiscuss. The extent to which
the emphasis on reading and textbooks pervaded the
elementary science program is illustrated by an
episode observed in an elementary life science class
where the teacher opened a recitation period with the
question: How do we learn? A chorus of students
replied: "We learn by reading. . ."
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Other than the fairly common practice of learning
science by reading from a textbook series. the selec-
tion of what was to be read and the actual time spent
on reading science varied greatly from teacher to
teacher. In most of our school systems. no district-
wide elementary science program was identified
(Stake and Easley, 1978, pp. 13:5-13:6).

Social studies instruction also took a back seat to
instruction in the "basic skills" of reading and
computation in the elementary schools studied:

As a content area. social studies was found to be
subordinate to reading and mathematics in the ele-
mentary curriculum. At each of the sites there was
some kind of social studies curriculum, but teachers
and principals readily admitted that instruction in
this area was of much lower priority than reading or
math. it had about the same priority as instruction in
science. Social studies lessons were seen to be given
more time than science by most K-6 teachers. perhaps
because they were more knowledgeable about social
studies than science (Stake and Easley. 1978, p. 13:24

Use of Federally-Funded Curriculum Materials
in Elementary Schools

Local school district personnel responding to the
NSF statistical survey indicated that 31 percent of the
districts claimed they were using one or more of the
federally-funded elementary science curriculum
materials. In social studies, the figure was 25 percent,
while only/1 percent of the districts indicated use of

Table 2-2. Use of Selected Federally-Funded Curriculum Materials In Elementary Schools

ordeoloos

any federally funded mathematics materials. These
data are compared with usage prior to 1976 in
Table 2-1,

Table 2-1. Percent of School Districts
Using One or More of the Federally-Funded

Elementary School Curriculum Materials
in Each Subject

Prior to
Subject 1976.1977 1976.1977

Science 31 26
Mat hematics . . 8 37
Social Studies 25 24

Source Wers. 1978. p. 79.

Teachers were also asked to indicate which federally
funded curriculum materials they had actually used
in the classroom, The most commonly used federally
funded curriculum materials in each discipline are
shown in Table 2-2, with the corresponding percent-
ages of districts and teachers who indicated use. The
reader will note that there is often considerable dis-
agreement between the usage figures reported by
school district personnel and the information sup-
plied by teachers. Weiss suggests that the data
obtained from teachers are likely 0 be more accu-
rate, since the respondents for school districts may
not have been fully cognizant of the programs
actually used in the schools and because not all
schools in a given school district use the same pro-
grams (1978, p. 82).
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It should also be noted that the usage figures in Table
2-2 cannot be used to calculate meaningful subtotals
for science, matherdatics,--and social studies, since
school districts and teachers commonly use materials
from more than one federally funded project in a
given category. Furthermore, only the most com-
monly used federally funded curriculum 'materials
are listed in Table 2-2.

Table 2-3 tabulates the percent of teachers who were
using at least one of the federally funded curriculum
materials during 1976-1977, by subject and grade
range.

Table 2-3. Percent of Elementary School Teachers
Using One or More of the Federally Funded

Curriculum Materials in Eath Subject
(197647)

Science Mathematics Social Stadles

K-3 20 8 11

4-6 27 10 12

Soutar Weiss. 8978, p

The 1976-77 usage figkes shown in Tables 2-1
2-2, and 2-3 are lowest tin mathematics. The use of
a federally funded elemintary mathematics program
was reported by only 8 percent of the school districts
and by less than 10 iiercent of the teachers. However,
these figuies may be soewhat misleading since the
intention of many of theidevelopers was to have their
"innovations" incorpbrated into commerically
developed textbooks and this has occurred to a
limited extent.

1

Although the NSF statistical survey identifies the most
commonly used mathematics textbooks, no attempt
was made to analyze their content, However, the
Educational Products Information Exchange (EPIE)
institute did make such an analysis in the National
Survey and Assessment of Instructional Materials
(NSAIM), which was completed in 1976. This EPIE
Report (1977a. p. 22) indicated that the ten most
used materials in mathematics (K-12) were clearly
traditional programs, quite similar to each other in
ih...tructional design. They were also traditional in the
way in which they were developed. Of the ten most-
used materials, six were marketed by thc same
publisher. Among the 32 most popular mathematics
materials listed in the EPIE Report, only one was thc
result of nontraditional development; this develop-
ment was federally funded. This mathematics

material ranked 24th, and was ciicd by only 2.4 per-
cent of the EPIE survey's respondents. The EPIE
evaluators came to the following conclusions:

Of the remaining 31 materials in the first group, at
best two (wild be considered to have even a modicum
of an R&D base. This is not to say that R&D-based
materials are necessarily the "best" or the "right"
materials for ever:. classroom, but it is to say that
Mey are more likely to perform as promised when
used as directed with an appropriate student popula-
tion. BY R&D-based materials, we refer to materials
built upon an ernpiricai data base, as opposed to con-,
ventienal wisdom, and developed through con-
tinuous feedback loops that insure that once
obtained data hold steady over time. A traditionally
developed material uses little more than "conven-
tional wisdom," that is, usually the manuscript is
written by a publishing company's editor, who often
is a former teacher, and it receives as "input" critical
readings by those who are listed as authors and sug-
gestions from sales representatives and production
staff members (EPIE Institute, 1977a, p. 221.

In the case of social studies, although the EPIE
survey concluded that most of the ten most-used
social studies materials were fairly alike, there were
some innovative materials in the ioup (EPIE Insti-
tute, 1977a, p. 23). The NSF statistical survey also
revealed that some federally funded social studies
materials were among those that were most com-
monly used in the elementary grades (Weiss, 1978,
p. B-46).

The NSF statistical survey's estimates of teacher
usage of the three NSF-funded elementary science
programs are lower than those which have appeared
in earlier studies. Using data from state reports
through 1975, Helgoon et al, (19,7, p. 18) estimated
that Science Curriculum Improvement Study (SCIS)
m; serials were being used in schools in which 17 per-
cent of the K-6 students in the nation were enrolled;
Elementary Science Study (ESS) materials were in use
in schools which contained 12 percent of the

;students; for the Science, A Process Approach
(SAPA) program the figure was 20 percent. The
discrepancy between these estimates and the NSF
statistical survey data is probably due to the
phenomenon mentioned earlier, that state and
district supervisors often do not know which
materials are actually being used in teachers' class-
rooms. Also, even :tough a few teachers in a given
school may be teaching one of the new elementary
science progran.s, this does not guarantee that all sti.-
dents are receiv ng such instruction.
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During the 1970s several publishers produced "hy-
brid" elementary science texts which incorporated
some of the emphases of the three NSF-funded ele-
mentary science programs (Hausman. 1976). The
authors of the NSF science education literature
review commented on the impact of these materials:

'''''Itiiii;"iikiW that the confetti and activities of these
(hybrid) materials is differen from the textbooks of
the 1950's. Curriculum gut s and teacher guides

ic

produced by states and local school districts since
1972 are closer in emphasis to me NSF projects and
recent "hybrid" materials than to the textbooks of
the 1950's (Helgeson et al.. 1977. p. 18).

However, the NSF statistical survey's data on test-
book usage suggest that the second generation
"hybrid'' materials have not rapt. red a significant
fraction of the elementary science textbook market
(Weiss, 197* p. B-44). The four most commonly
used elementary science texts listed in the NSF
statistical survey utilize for the most part a didactic
approach to science, in which most of the learner's
time is spent reading and listening (EP1E Institute.
1977b).

The Curriculum in Secondary Schools

Science. Mathematics. and Social Studies
Requirements

Most school systems questioned in the NSF statistical
survey base established standards as to the minimum
amounts of grade 9-12 instruction in science, mathe-
matics, and social studies required for high school
graduation. These requirements are summarized in
Table 2-4.

Table 2.4. Percent of School Districts Requiring
Minimum Amounts of Grade 9-12 Instruction

in Each Subject

Less Than MoreThan
I Year I Year I Year I. aknown

Science .. . ... 2 54 33 11

Mathematics 4 I 47 33 16

Social Studies... .2-, 5 74 20

Sonny. Wciss.1978.p 25

In general, graduation requirements arc significantly
greater in social studies than in science or mathema-
tics;tics; approximately three-fi urths of the districts
reported that they require .ore than one year of

social studies, compared to one-third of the districts
in both science and mathematics. (Note that 20 per-
cent of the districts surveyed did not answer this
question for social studies. while 16 percent omitted
the answer for mathematics and 11 percent for
science. possibly because they hat e no requirements
in the subject.) After reviewing state social studies
requirements, Wiley and Race (1977, p. 34) deter-
mined that two or three years of social studies are
usually required at the senior high school level.

Most districts (86 percent) require one or more spe-
cifics courses in social studies; the courses most coin-*
monly required are United States history. American
government. and world history. Less than half of the
districts require specific courses in maih or science.
When specified, such science course requirements
typically include general science. biology, or physical
science; specific math course requirements are
typically general mathematics or elementary algebra
(Weiss 1978, p. 26).

Course Offerings (Grades 7-12)

In ttie NSF statistical survey, the most commonly
taught science. mathematics, and social studies
courses in grades 7-9 and 10-12 were ascertained
from teacher questionnaire data. The results are
shown in Table 2-5. -

At the junior high school level (grades 7-9), it will be
...noted that four courses (general science. earth sci-

ence. life Science. and physical science) account
for 86 percent of the science classes. General
mathematics and algebra together account for 87 per-
cent of the mathematics classes, and American
history and "social studies" account for 52 percent
of the social studies classes.

For grades 10-12, biology. chemistry, and physics
together account for 74 percent of the science classesf
algebra and geometry together represent more than
two-thirds of all 10-12 mathematics classes. In the
case of social studies. numerous elective courses
together account ror as many classes as American
history and world history. which together account
for 37 percent of the 10-12 social studies classes.

Data collected by the NSF statistical survey do not
lend themselves to calculations of the percentage of
high school students who take a specific zourse prior
to graduation. However, a smaller scale survey. con-
ducted as a part of the NSF case studies, did collect
some pertinent data. In this survey. 361 high school
seniors were asked to indicate the science, mathe-
matics. and social studies courses they had taken
prior to their senior year in grades 9, 10, and 11.
The results are tabulated in Table 2-6.
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Table 24. Mott Commonly Offered Science, Mathematics, and Social Studies Courses

Grades 7.9
Course % of Classes

Grades 10-12
Course (774 of Classes

Science
General Science 30 Biology, .40

25 Chemistry 19
Life Science 16 Physics 15

Physical Science 15 Advanced Biology (2nd year) S

Biology 6 Other Courses 21

Other Courses 8

Mathematics
General Mathematics .... ... 64 Algebra 38
Algebra 23 Geometry 30
Remedial Mathematics 4 Advanced Mathematics
Other Courses 9 and Calculus 7

Consumer/Business 6
Mathematics

General Mathematics S

Other Courses 14

Social Studies
American History 34 American History 27
Social Studies 18 World History 10
State History 7 Psychology 7
Civics 6 American Culture/ 7

World Geography 6 Contemporary Issues
Other Courses 29 United States Government 6

Economics S

Other Courses 38

-^ .^ - - ^ ^
Source: Weiss. 1978. pp 63.64

Table 24. Percentage* of Grade 12 Students Who Had Completed Specific Courses in Grades 9-11

Course re of Seniors ( owe °To of Seniors

General Science 62 Advanced Algebra 38
Biology 87 Calculus 2
Chemistry 46 American History 94
Ecology 10 American Government 33
Basic Math 46 Psychology 14
Algebra 88 Sociology 12

Geometry 74 Economics 23

Unweighted percentages

Source. Stake and Easley. 1978. p. 18:26.
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lt is curious that earth science was not included in the
questionnaire given students; the topic of earth
science courses seemed to have been generally
neglected in the NSF case studies, even though earth
science courses represent 25 percent of the $cience
classes taught in grades 7-9 (Weiss, 1978, p. 63).

_Physics is not included in Table 2-6 because it is usu-
ally taken in grade 12, making the survey results for
this subject not very useful. For the same reason. it is
likely that the percentages listed in Table 2-6 for most
upper-level courses (including chemistry and cal-
culus) would be higher if a survey had been taken at
the end of the senior year so that good estimates
could have been made for all courses taken through
grade 12. It is unfortunate that neither this NSF case
studies survey nor the larger NSF statistical survey
provided such estimates.

Taken at face value. the data in Table 2-6 indicate
that approximately 90 percent of high school stu-
dents take biology, algebra, and American history in
grades 9-11; three-fourths of the students take
geometry, about two-thirds take general science. and
approximately one-half take chemistry. These
percentages are all somewhat reliable. They are not in
good agreement with what one would intimate from
Table 2-7, and the students polled were not a
nationally representative sample. Nevertheless,
unless course enrollment patterns change radically. it
would appear that these six courses represent the
most appropriate targets for future high school cur-
riculum development efforts aimed at improving
general public literacy in science, mathematics and
social studies.

Course Enrollment Trends

Science. The NSF case studies and the associated sur-
Vey of science curriculum supervisors both suggested

that a decline in science enrollments might be occur-
ring in secondary schools. In particular, the NSF case
studies observers noted declining enrollments in
chemistry and physics. Reasons given by school
system personnel for this apparent decline included
reduced graduation requirements, more competition
from other elective courses, the fact that these sub-

. jects could be picked up in junior college, if needed,
and the perception of high school students that the
content of physics and chemistry is not "relevant"
(Stake and Easley. 1978, p., 13:4).

The Condason of Education. 1978 reports that in
1976 the size of the i4- to 17-year-old population in
the nation began to decrease (National Center for
Educational Statistics, 1978, p. 5), following a large
increase in the size of this age group during the
previous two decades. The peak in the growth of the
student population in grades 7. 8. 9 occurred in
1972-73. The authors of the NSF science education
literature review assert that the subsequent decline in
total enrollment has affected the number of junior
high school students taking science. but that the
percentage has remained about constant since 1973
(Helgeson e al., 1977, p. 24).

Summarizing both national statistics and state data,
the same authors note that general science was the
science course most commonly taken by students in
grades 7, 8, and 9 in the 1950s. Since then, there has
been a decline in general science enrollments as that
course has been increasingly replaced by life science.
physical science, and earth science in grades 7, 8,
and 9. There has been an especially sharp rise in earth
science enrollments, and a resulting shortage of
qualified earth science teachers in many states
(Helgeson et 111.. 1977, p. 24).

Table 2-7. Total Enrollment in Grades 7.12

1961 1973 Percent Incroise

11,700.000 18,500,000 59%
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Table 2-7. (continued)

Number of Public School Students in Grades 9-12
Enrolled in Specific Science Courses in Selected Years

Course 1961 1973

.

Perceat Choate

General Science 1,826,087 1,096,020 40%
Biology 1,776,306 2,868,352 +61%
Physiology 65,953 109,588 + 66%
Earth Science 76,564 558,654 + 6300/o

Chemistry 744,820 1,028,591 +38%
Physics 402,317 583,105 +45%
------------ -^
Source: National Center for Education Statistics. 1976. p 8 and Helgeson et al , 1977. p 27

In the 1960s, courses in physical science began to be
offered at the eighth, ninth, and tenth grade levels
for students who did not take chemistry or physics,
or as preparation for these courses. About half of the
schools were offering these general physical science
courses in the 1960s, but since 1970 the percentage of
students enrolling in them has declined (Helgeson
et al, 1977, p. 29).

Course enrollment statistics collected by the National
Center for Educational Statistics (NCES) 1972-73
survey indicate that the percentage of high school
students (grades 9-12) registered in any science course
increased from 48 percent in 1949 to 66 percent in
1960-61, and increased slightly further to 67.2 per-
cent in 1972-73 (Ostendorf and Herm 1976, p. 14).
State data reviewed by Helgeson et al, (1977, p. 26)
indicate a small reduction in the percentage of high
school students taking science courses during the
period 1974 to 1976.

The numbers of students enrolled in selected science
courses according to the NCES surveys are listed in
Table 2-7. Biology, usually taken in grade 10, is the
last science course taken by about half of the Stu-
dents. The NSF science education literature review
indicates that in most states over 80 percent of the
students enroll in a biology course sometime during
their high school program (Helgeson e al, 1977,
p. 26).

Helgeson et al, without citing a source of data, state
that chemistry enrollments showed a small per-
centagc of enrollment gain in the 1960s and early
l970s, but that since 1971 the percentage of students
enrolled in chemistry appears to have declined
slightly. in addition, their report states ihal

the percentage of enrollments in physics increased
slightly in the 1960s and early 1970s, and has
decreased since 1971-1972 (1977, p. 28).

However, the percent change calculations shown in
Table 2-7 indicate that although enrollments in high
school chemistry and physics courses did increase,
they did not keep pace with the larger increase in the
total secondary school student:population during the
period 1961 to 1972.

Percentage enrollments in advanced science courses
(second-year biology, chemistry, and physics) and
science electives such as physiology, anatomy,
zoology, botany, oceanography, and ecology have
increased during the last five years. Such science elec-
tivei seem to be absorbing significant numbers
of students who opt not to take chemistry and/or
physics. Advanced or second-year biology courses
have shown the largest percentage gains; it appears
that as many as 3 percent of the students in grades 10,
11,j and 12 are enrolling in such courses (Helgeson
et al. 1977, p. 29).

Mathematics. In 1949, 65 percent of the secondary
school students in grades 7-12 were enrolled in a
mathematics course. This figure increased to 73 per-
cent in 1960, and then decreased slightly to 71 percent
in 1972-73 (Ostendorf and Horn, 1976; Wright 1965).

Commenting on the effects of the secondary-level
mathematics curriculum efforts during the period
1955-1975, the National Advisory Committee of
Mathematics Education (NACOME) Report (1975,
p. 6) notes that there were increased offerings in 1960
in advanced general mathematics, plane geometry,
advanced algebra, trigonometry, and advanced
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mathematics courses such as calculus, probability
and statistics, and analytic geometry, The 1972-73
NCES survey data revealed that almost as many
students were taking a second course in algebra or
algebra/trigonometry as were taking elementary
algebra and that cover 260,000 high school students
were studying calculus or other advanced-level
mathematies course's; four times the 1960 figure. The
1972-73 NCES survey, thus indicated that changes
had occurred in the mathematics curriculum for
a targeted but narrow sample of secondary
mathematics students; changes for students who were
not as interested in mathematics were less pro-
nounced (NACOME,'1975, p. 5).

Summarizing the results of several more recent sur-
veys. the NSF mathematics education literature
review concluded that the mathematics enrollment
pattern has been relatively stable in recent years, but
that some declines have been noted. In New York
State, for example, enrollment has declined slightly
year by year during the period 1971 to 1976 in the
introductory mathematics and 'algebra courses
generally taken by most high school students,
although the enrollment has increased in ninth grade
"basic mathematics" (Suydam and Osborne, 1977,
p. 44).

Social Studies. Citing a study by Gross, the authors
of the NSF social studies education literature review
examined 59cial studies course enrollment trends
from 1961 to 1973; these data can be found in Table
2-8, which shows the percentage change in enroll-
ment for the most commonly offered social studies
courses. ..

It can be seen that enrollments in U.S. history and
U.S, government grew a little more rapidly than total
enrollment during the 1961 to 1973 period, but that
enrollments in world history and world geography
grew less rapidly, The enrollment decreases in some
courses were apparently redirected to new social
studies offerings, particularly elective courses in the
social sciences such as psychology and sociology
(Wiley and Race, 1977, pp. 35-36).

Use of Federally Funded Curricula

The NSF case studies investigators did not find much
evidence of the laboratory - oriented NSF science cur-
riculum projects in the schoo;s, nor did they iden-
tify any remnants of the "new math" programs
developed with NSF support. In social studies, no
traces were found of the High School Geography
Project, Project Social Studies, the Anthropology

Table 24. Total Enrollments in Grades 7-12

1973 Percent increase

11,700,000 18,500,000 59117'0

Number of Public School Students in Grades 9-12
Enrolled in Specific Social Studies Courses in Selected Years

Course 1961 1973 Percent Change

Civics 733,000 449,000 39%
Problems of Democracy 380,000 298,000 229/o

World History 1,471,000 1,541,000 + 5%
World Geography 595,000 736,000 + 240/o
U.S. Government 780,000 1,306,000 + 67%
U.S. History 1,994,000 3,464,000 + 740/o
Economics 293,000 592,000 + 102%
Sociology 289,000 796,000 +1750/o
Psychology 140,000 590,000 + 3230/o

Source. Wiley and Race. 1977. p. 35 (after Gross)
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Project, etc. (Stake and Easley, pp 13:7, 13:23,
13:29b).

Whether or not these observations are accurate or are
representative of the situation in the rest of the
schools in the United States is open to question. It is
possible that at least some of the observers utilized
by the NSF case studies may not have been equally
familiar with the previous NSF curriculum develop
ment efforts in all subject areas. and therefore may
not have recognized any residue of impact, Never-
theless, their impressions are discouraging.

The NSF statistical survey did obtain estimates of the
percentages of school districts and teachers who indi-
cated use of specific federally funded materials
during the 1976-77 school year, and also obtained
information on the use of these materials by districts
and teachers in prior years. The results for the most

commonly used materials are summarized in Table 2-9.

Again, as was the case at the elementary level, the
figures for mathematics may be misleading, since
most federally funded mathematics materials were
developed with the intention of incorporating the
Innovations into commercially developed text books.
It is unfortunate that neither the NSF statistical
survey nor the NSF case studies made an attempt to
assess the impact of any specific innovations of the
secondary level mathematics curriculum develop-

'ment projects.

Table 2-10 indicates the percent of secondary school
teachers in each subject and grade range who were
using at least one of the federally funded project
materials. (Note that only the most commonly used,
federally funded materials are listed in Table 2-9.)

Table 2-9. Use of Selected Federally Funded Curriculum Materials
(Grades 7-12)

Curriculum
Material

Science

Percent of School
Districts Using

Selected Materials

Percent of Teachers Using
Selected Materials

Grades 7-9 Grades 10-12
Using In
1976-77

Used Prior
to 1976-77

Using In
1976-77

Used Prior
to 1976-77

Using In
1976.77

Used Prior
to 1976-77

BSCS Green 19 30 3 14 17 30
BSCS Yellow ... 16 31 5 14 13 31

BSCS Blue .. 8 11 6 11 5 16

Chemical Bond Approach ... 2 3 0 2 2 5

CHEM Study. 15 19 1 5 7 14

ESCP 10 12 10 22 4 10
IPS 25 21 9 23 7 29
1SCS 12 11 12 19 2 6

PSSC Physics . 11 18 1 4 4 14

Project Physics ....
Mathematics

12 9 1 4
.

10 14

1MS 2 4 3 7 1 3

Modern Coordinate Geometry 3 3 3 6 5 13

SMSG ..... .... ..... .. . 2 18 7 26 6 31

Social Studies
American Political Behavior .. 12 11 3 6 7 12

Carnegie Mellon Project 10 11 2 4 4 12

High School Geography Project 4 7 2 4 3 7

Sociological Resources for
the Social Studies .. ..... 7 7 i 3 6 10

Sourcl V.,cssc. 1978. pp II-21. 15-21. 13.25. BAT. 13-39. 15.41

I Ile)
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Comparing these data with Table 2-3. it will be
noted that secondary school teachers were much
more likely than elementary school teachers to be
using one or more of the federally funded materials.

Table 240. Percent of Secondary School Teacloth
Using One or More of the Federally Funded

Materialsaterials in Each Subject by

Grade Range (19707)

%uhject

%dew alhematies Suomi !Oudot'.

7-9 33 10 12

10-12 52 1I 22

Soon:4: %%co,. 19-8. p 81

Table 2-10 also indicates that the percentage of sci
ence teachers using federally funded materials was
greater than the percentage of mathematics or social
studies teachers. Slightly more than half of all grade
10-12 science teachers were : using at least one of the
federally funded curriculum materials during the
1976-77 school year. It is difficult to reconcile this
information with the previously cited observations of
the NSF case studies.

h is important to note that Table 2-9 does not give
data about the percentages of teacher{ leaching
a given subject who were using the materials.
However, analy ;ts did make some rough estimates of
this kind and determined that approximately half of
all biology teachers were using at least one of the
BSCS materials; approximately 40 percent of all
physics teachers were using either the Project Physics
Course or PSSC Physics or both; and approximately
25 percent of the chemistry teachers were using either
CHEM study materials or the Chemical Bond
Approach. or both (Weiss, 1978, p. 82).

The data collected "ly the NSF statistical sursej, indi-
cate that a number of the federally funded materials
were used more extensively by teachers in presious
years than in 1976-77, particularly SMSG for
K12 mathematics; PSSC physics, CHEM Study
chentistry, and several of the BSCS program
materials in 7-12 science; and Our fl orAink ifiirld in
K-6 social studies.

Tracing the use of the PSSC physics progrant. Helge-
con et al(1977. p. 28) note that the major physics text
in use in the late 1950s was Modern Physics (Holt).
Introduced in 1958. PSSC gained in acceptance until

the early 1970s, at which time the peak usage was
about 35 percent of the students enrolled in physics.
Since thb early 1970s, the use of PSSC has been
declining, as reflected in the NSF statistical survey
results. Project Physics. introduced in 1969.

accounted for approximately 22 percent of the
students studying physics in 1975. HOuCNCT, Modern
Ph.vstes continued to be used b) over 40 percent of
the students throughout thi. time period (Helgeson
et al. 1977,, p. 29).

The situation in chemistry was similar. In the late
1950s most high school chemistry students were using
Modern Chemistry (also published by Holt). Of the
two NSF-funded high school chemistry projects. the
Chemical Bond Approach (CBA) nes cr was used by a
large number of schools, but the CHEM Study text
reecised considerable acceptance during the 1960s.
The use of CHEM Study materials peaked in the
early 1970s at about 30 percent of the students tak.
ing chemistry; this was followed by a decline during
the last tour years. Helgeson et at suggest that this
decline was due primarily to the as ailability of other
texts that incorporate many of the CHEM Study
approaches. However, the Modern Chemistry text,
like the Holt physics text, has continued to be widely
used. Helgeson et al (1977. p. 28) report that in 1974
about 50 percent of the high school students studying
chemistry were using this text.

In biology, the major text used during the 1950s
was also Ine published by Holt. Modern Biology.
Prior to Pi3, it was reputed to occupy 80 percent
of the high school biology market (Quick. 1978.
p. 118). The three BSCS biology ptograms (the green,
yellow, and blue 'versions) were widely adopted by
school systems during the 1960s. In the early 1970s.
about 40 percent of the students studying biology
were using one of the three BSCS scrsions: about
35-40 percent were using the Modern Biology text.
More recent data, as well ac the NSF statistical
surrey, indicate that there has been a decline of from
5 to $ percent in the use or the BSCS materials in
recent years (Heigeson el al. 1977, p. 26). Figure 2-1
pros ides a picture of these trends in biology textbook
usage.

A number of obserscrs haw stressed that recent
declines in usage of federally funded innovative
materials need not cause much concern. since many
of the ideas and approaches of these innovative
materials have been incorporated into "conven-
tional" textbooks (Weiss, 1978, p. 78; Helgeon
el al. 1977, r. 28). Quick. in her recent study of the
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secondary impacts of the curriculum reform move-
ment. found consistent evidence that educational
publishers had incorporated innovations of the
federally funded curriculum materials into their own
commercially developed programs. She suggests that
the commercial success of the federally funded pro-
grams created market pressures that encouraged
publishers to incorporate some of the themes and
approaches of the innovative materials (Quick.
1978).

Other observers are less sanguine than Quick about
the impact of the federally funded innovative pro-
grams on classroom instruction in schools that are
now using commercially developed texts. Many of
these texts have adopted changes that are largely
cosmetic. in order to reflect the "inquiry approach"
and other innovations of the curriculum reform
movement. Most of these commercially developed
texts still lend themselves to being used to support a
didacti,: approach to teaching in which the student's
main role is to listen, read, and memorize.

However, the above data indicate that a substantial
number of teachers do continue to use the inquiry-
based curriculum materials developed with federal

, 1970 1975

support. although they usually constitute a minority..
Of greater, concern is the rate at which this usage is
decreasing, especially considering the absence of an
effective mechanism to familiarize new teachers with
the content and approach of the NSF courses.

Factors AffeCting the Quality of Instruction

Evidence of a Decline in Student Performance

In 1977, after a 14-year decline. the average scores on
the College Entrance Examination Board's (CEEB)
verbal and mathematics tests reached a new low. The
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) verbal score average.
which had been 478 in 1963. dropped 49 points to
429; the mathematics average score fell from 502 in
1963 to 470 in 1977. A CEEB panel investigating the
decline estimated that about 70 percent of the decline
prior to 1970 was due to an expansion in the diversity
of the population of students taking the SAT. In
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1952, only half of the young people in the United
States were staying in school through the twelfth
grade; this increased to two-thirds in 1964, and to
three-fourths in 1970. The proportion going on to
college was about one-fourth in 1952; this increased
to one-third in 1964 and to almost half in 1970. The
panel indicated that 55 percent of those taking the
SAT iii1960 came from the top fifth of their high
school classes; in 1972 this was true of only 36 per-
cent (Wirtz et al, 1977. pp. 13-14).

However, since 1970 there has been only a limited
amount of change in the composition of the test-
taking group. The CEEB panel suggested that a
number of other factors might have affected the
scores, including:.(1) a proliferation in the number of
elective courses taken by high school students at the
expense of more "basic" course offerings; (2) a
"diminished seriousness of purpose and attention to
mastery of skills and knowledge . , . in the schools,
the home, and the society generally"; (3) the com-
petition for time between television and students'
school work; (4) a decline in the role of the family in
the educational process; (5) the effect of a "decade of
distraction" between 1967 and 1975; (6) "an appar-
ent marked diminution in young people's learning
motivation."

Ironically. the CEEB panel laid some of the blame
for the decline in the SAT scores on a deterioration in
student writing ability, brought about in part by the
increasingly widespread use of easily scored multiple-
choice tests (like the SAT) at all educational levels:

Our firmest conclusion is that the critical factors in
the relationship between curricular change and the
SAT scores are (I) that less thoughtful and critical
reading is now being demanded and done, and (2) that
careful writing has apparently about gone out of
style. . . . Wecan't prove that learning how to write is
related to a decline in scores on a test that requires no
writing. Yet in our judgment this may be a significant

factor. We suspect strongly that expressing some-
thing clearly and correctlyespecially in writingis
thinking's sternest discipline.

It seems clear that increasing reliance in colleges and
high schools on tests requiring only the putting of X's
in boxes contributes to juvenile writing delinquency.
Students learn what they think they need to
know. . . . Our strong conviction is that concern
about declining 5,4T Verbal scores can profitably be
concentrated on seeing to it that young people do
more reading that enhances vocabulary and enlarges
knowledge and experience, and snore writing that

makes fledgling ideas test and strengthen their wings
(Wirtz et al, 1977, p. 27).

Although the "return to the basics" has shifted into
high gear in school systems throughout the United
States it is paradoxical that this activity has been
accompanied in many school districts by an increased
mokcularization of the curriculum into disembodied
learning objectives, the achievement of which is
usually indicated by student performance on stan-
dardized or criterion-referenced multiple-choice
tests. Too often, these tests emphasize the most
superficial aspects of learning in the content areas,
focusing on the recall of conceptual schemes.

More detailed information about student perfor-
mance in specific disciplines has been provided by the
surveys conducted in recent years by the National
Assessment of Educational Process (NAEP). The
first NAEP mathematics assessment was conducted
during 1972-73, and included six major content
areas: numbers and numeration, measurement,
geometry, variables and relationships, probability
and itatistics, and consumer mathematics..

Summarizing several interpretive reports on the
results of the 1972-73 mathematics assessment.
Suydam and Osborne (1977, pp. 201-203) indicate
that student performance was reasonably strong in
the areas of whole-number computation, knowledge
of numeration concepts, analysis of one-step word
problems, measure:pent concepts, and the recogni-
tion of basic geometrical figures. Weaknesses were
evident in the areas of percent, the use of fractions,
tasks involving estimation and measurement, prob-
lems involving geometrical concepts, and complex
word problems.

Three NAEP science assessments have been con-
ducted (in :969-70, 1972-73, and 1976-77) to assess
the science knowledge of nine, thirteen, and seven-
teen-year-old students. A considerable amount of
controversy has been generated concerning both the
kinds of questions included in the first two surveys
and the way in which the results were reported to the
public (Tolman, 1976). An attempt was made to revise
the NAEP science test items and reporting procedures
for the 1976-77 science assessment in order to remedy
these problems.

A statistically significant decline in achievement on
the test exercises was noted between the first and
second science assessments for all three age levels. A
further decline was noted for seventeen-year-olds in
1976-77; their average scores were lower on both
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biology and physical sciences exercises, although the
decline was greater in the physical sciences. Nine and
thirteen-year-olds did not decline in achievement on
biology exercises during the period 1969-1977, but
both groups did decline steadily in achievement on
ph;sical science questions (NAEP, 1978b).

In 1971-72, the first NAEP social studies assessment
was conducted. The following findings were high
lighted in the report of this survey:

Less than one-half of the seventeen-year-olds
and adults in the nation understood Low to use
all parts of a simple ballot."

Relatively few Americans could read or inter-
pret tables, graphs or maps effectively.

A large gap existed between the attitudes stu-
dents professed to hold and the actions they
indicated they would take in specific situations.

Exercises involving the recall of specific infor-
mation appeared to be the most difficult to
answer for all age groups.

Students generally had very little knowledge
about the contributions of minority groups to
our culture and history.

The 1971.72 social studies results also suggested that
one's out-of-school learning experiences in social
studies are often as important as what one learns in
school (Wiley and Race, 1977, p. 212).

A second NAEP social studies assessment was con-
ducted in 1975-76. This survey provided data on
changes in social studies achievement between 1972
and 1976. The results revealed changes in social
studies achievement that were related to age level:
nine-year-olds showed no statistically significant
change in performance while the achievement of
thirteen-yearolds declined only slightly. However,
the performance of seventeen-year-olds showed a
significant decline between 1972 and 1976 (NAEP,
1978a). In this respect the results of the 1976 social
studies assessment and the 1977 science assessment
were similar, and suggest that special attention needs
to be paid to changes in attitudes toward learning

"that may be occurring when students reach adoles-
cence, and to the methods which teachers are using to
deal with this problem.
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Teacl.-r Effectiveness in the Classroom

TEACHER QtALIFICATIONS

The NSF statistical survey determined that, consider-
ing science, mathematics, and social studies teachers
as a group, the average number of years of teaching
experience is 11.5 years, with only small differences
among those responsible for different subjects or
grade levels (ikeiss, 1978, p. 137). Although many
school systems are experiencing declining enroll-
ments, union pressures and the desires of school
system administrators to avoid grievances have led to
the establishment of reduction in force policies based
solely on seniority. As a result, it has generally been
the younger teachers who have been dropped when
personnel cuts become necessary. The more experi-
enced teachers have been retained, sometimes by
transferring them to different grade levels or
sometimes to entirely new subjects.

Most secondary (levels 7-12) school teachers of
science, mathematics. and social studies teach all of
their courses within a single subject area. However,
13 percent of t he secondary science teachers surveyed
were teaching one or more courses for which they felt
inadequately qualified, as did 12 percent of the social
studies teachers and 8 percent of the mathematics
teachers. Most such teachers indicated concern about
their qualifications to teach courses within their
general subject area; for example, a science leacher
qualified to teach biology might have indicated a
coacern about being unqualified to teach earth
scu nce or chemistry (Weiss, 1978, p.

At the elementary level. 49 percent of the teachers
feel themselves to be "very well qualified" to teach
mathematics, as compared to 39 percent in social
studies. only 22 percent in science, and a high of 63
percent in r^iding. Most of the teachers felt at least
"adequatei, qualified" to teach all these subjects,
although 16 percent of the elementary teachers felt
that they were "not well qualified" to teach science,
the only subject in wh"h more than 6 percent of the
teachers so indicated (Weiss, 1978. p. 142). However.
state science supervisors and elementary school prin-
cipals considered inadequate teacher preparation in
science. as well as a lack of teacher interest in science,
to be a serious problem in their schools. In addition.
state mathematics supervisors rated inadequate
teacher preparaton to be a serious problem in K-6
mathematics (Weiss, 1978, p. 1611).

In the past, the NSF provided a considerable amount
of support for inservice training institutes to help



teachers to improve their knowledge of subject mat-
ter and teaching skills. Almost half of the grade
10-12 science teachers, and 40 percent of the mathe-
matics teachers at this level, have attended one or
more of the institutes, conferences, or workshops
sponsored by NSF. Attendance rates at such NSF
activities were substantially lower for junior. high
school science and mathematics teachers (grades 7.9)
and much lower for elementary school teachers.
averaging less than 10 percent for science and 5 per
cent for mathematics. Only a few of the social studies
teachers surveyed had attended NSF institutes or
workshops; this is not surprising since NSF spon-
sored a relatively small number of such inservice
training activities in the social sciences (Weiss, 1978.
p. 69.

Although the teacher training institutes supported by
the National Science Foundation were attended by
significant numbers of teachers. half of the science.
mathematics. and social studies teachers surveyed in
1977 indicated that they needed assistance in the use
of manipulatives or hands-on materials in imple-
menting the inquiry approach (Weiss, 1978. p. 148).
Undoubtedly. this group included many experience°
teachers who have been reassigned to teach subjects
outside of their field of expertise, as well as new
graduates from colleges of education who are cur-
rently receiving very little training in the use of
specific inquirybased course materials. The NSF
case studies reported that many teachers and
administrators felt that the NSF institutes should be
extended to the many teachers who have not had a
chance to benefit from them (Helgeson. Stake, and
Weiss, 1978. p. 19:25),

Unfoitunately, there are not as many opportunities
as there once were for teachers to improve their
knowledge of subject matter and their teaching skills.
Local school systems do not have the resources or
capabilities to support such activities; the limited
staff development funds that are available are usually
targeted on efforts to implement competency-based
accountability schemes. Since in the past such train-
ing was most effectively provided in the context of
course-specific NSF institutes. the Foundation's cur-
rent inability to support such activities poses a
serious problem.

LABORATORY INSTRUCTIO% ASH THE
IsiQUIRY APPROACH

The research scholars and teachers who worked to-
gether in the NSF Course Content improvement Pro-
gram were critical of the encyclopedic approach of

the textbooks of the time and of the procedures by
which facts were presented. facts were learned, and
facts were regurgitated in class and on examinations..
Instead. the developers of the new courses strove to
create teaching materials that would foster better
understanding of ideas and principles. They placed
emphasis on what is called the inquiry approach,
which provides opportunities for students to "dis-
cover" key concepts and relationships through
hands-on experiences. Thus laboratory instruction
was dcsigned to play ar important role in the NSF-
supportedturricula, especially in the sciences. There
are many reasons for such an emphasis.

First, laboratory work provides personal experiences
for students. Some of the programs were designed
so that important information had to come from the
lab. The development of an idea in the textbook
would stop at a critical point. requiring the student
to search for the answcr in the laboratory. Students
were expected to be able to answer some important
questions on the basis of their own observations and
experiments.

Second, laboratory experiences provided informa-
tion that is almost impossible to convey in a text-
book. Primed words and static illustrations cannot
capture the complexity of the behavior of micro-
organisms in a droplet of pone water or of the ways
in which waves passing through two narrow apera-
tures interact to produce interference patterns.

Third, the laboratory requires activity of students in
a time when many young people lead increasingly
passive lives. For some young people. the dissection
of a frog or the qualitative analysis of an unknown
substance will be one of the most challenging things
they have ever done in their lives.

Fourth. scientific observations and experiments
frequently show the limitations and uncertainties of
scientific procedures. All copies of the same book
present the same "correct" data and answers. Obser-
vations and experiments may not and. when the
results are different, an inquisitive student and a
stimulating teacher will search for the causes of the
different results. Than search will lead to a deeper
and more reliable understanding of the phenomenon.

Lastly. most students. find that laboratory work is
fun. The seemingly endless pattern of classroom
recitation or busy work is broken by this opportunity
to be independent. to be active. and to discover,
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However. the use of laboratory instruction and the
inquiry approach in the schools appears to be dimin
ishing. Although the use of manipulatises or
laboratory materials is much more common in
science classes than in mathematics or social studies
classes, only 48 percent of the (K-12) science teachers
sun eyed indicated that they used them once a week
or more in their classes, 9 percent of the K.12 science
classes newt use laboratory materials, and 14 percent
do so less than once a month (Weiss, 1978, p. 107).
Although the use of laboratory materials is more
common at the secondary loci. the NSF statistical
surrey resealed that 26 percent of the loci 10.12
science classes and 38 percent of the level 7.9 science
classes do not hale laboratory activities as often as
once a week (Weiss. 1978, p. 13-62).

In some schools, this reduction in "hands-on" learn-
ing experieoces can be attributed to a lack of labora-
tory facilities and equipment, since the diministing
proportion of school district funds allocated to
instructional supplies and equipment is causing
critical shortages of laboratory apparatus in mans
school systems. This problem hrs been exacerbated
by the termination of categorical National Defense
Education Act support for the purchase of science
equipment and the improvement of laboratory
facilities. The NSF statistical survey resealed that
shortages of science supplies and equipment were
identified as a major problem by over one-third of
the secondary school science teachers and by oser
half of the elementary teachers of grades 4.6 ( Woss.
1978. p. 135. The situation at the elementary lescl is
encapsulated in this comment by a science coordi
nator quoted in the NSF ease studies:

Even thought state law says teach science at a lab
science, with to hide money .ou have to teach Nitwits
the textbook. fit the elementary level many teachers
comot leach science and many do not try (Make and
Easley. 1978, p. 13 :60.

A second factor which must be eonsidert.'d as a pos-
sible cause of the infrequent use of laboratory
instruction is the decreased opportunities during
recent years for teachers to attend NSF institutes
focused on specific laboratoryceniered courses. The
NSF statistical surrey indicated that science teachers
who had attended one or more NSF-sponsored insti-
tutes were considerably more likels than other
teachers to be using manipulatis c materials once a
week or more (Weiss, 1978. r to"). Because
laboratory - centered courses are m ire difficult to
teach, the problems w hich inti itabls arise when ar
untrained teacher attempts to use inqutrsbased

materials often lead to the adoption of a textbook
centered approach Much makes fewer demands upon
the teacher.

Howeser. escit if teachers hair been adequately
trained and prosided with sufficient laboratory
equipment and supplies, forces still remain that tend
to discourage placing an emphasis on hands-on learn
ing experiences. The educational climate in the
schools, with the current focus on accountability
schemes and basic' skills. has tended to attach great
importance to student performance on standardised
achiesement tests or criterion.referenced comment,
tests. Because comple ideas and relationships are
difficult to test in a multiple-choice format, a heavy
system wide emphasis on multiple-choice testing has
the unfortunate result of cies ating the importance of
the simpler and less meaningful instructional objec-
tises and of diminishing the importance attached to
the learning of concepts and relationships.

Teachers and principals are under pressure to
allocate more and more instructional time to the
kinds of achicsentent measured by the tests. and to
neglect those aspects of student learning that are not
so well measured by the tests. Principals and teachers
who adsocate learning through expe:ieno find little
to sustain them in such at. ens ironment.

The Educational Climate in the Schools

The diminished emphasis on laboratory instruction
and learning through experience is thus indicathe of
a more pervasise problem in the nation's public
schools. The whole climate under which teachers are
working is less fasorabIe to the pursuit of excellence
than it was in the latter part of the 1950s and most of
the 1960s.

Science and the desclopmcm of critical thinking skills
in social studies and mat hentaties has e assumed a low
priority in the thinking of school administrators. An
increased emphasis on the "basic" learning skills,
such as reading, arithmetic, and spelling, is preemp-
ling time presiousls asaitable for the study of science.
social studies. and mathematical concepts. especially
to 44ementars schools. The NSF case studies ohsets ors
found that in most schools natural sciences, mat he.
mimics other than haste arithmetic. and social science
inquiry were seen as haling a rather limited s alue for
the student hods at large, and that pros iding a strong
K-12 program in science for those students who will
recome the nation's future scientists was not a high
priority in most school %s term (Stake and Easley.
1978. p. 12:1).
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The NSF case studies observers also found much
apathy among students.. In some schools, a lack of
academic motivation was revealed by low attendance
rates, and the refusal of many students to attend
school on a regular basis. Oth'er students displayed
their apathy towards school through passive nonin-
volvement in classioom activities. After budget prob-
lems, the problem most frequently cited by public
school teachers was student ap'thy, lack of motiva-
tion, and absenteeism (Stake and Easley. 1978,
p. 18:89).

The NSF case studies described many of the schools
as nckbeing intellectually stimulating places in which
to work. Few school principals have a good academic
background in science or mathematics; this makes it
difficult for them to help teachers to develop effec-
tive science and mathematics instructional prOgrams.
School administrators have increasingly had to
become managers and interpreters of the school
bureaucracy, rather than educational leaders. School
system superintendents, primarily preoccupied with
the details of institutional management, are not act-

,
ing as educational spokesmen, but instead are
responding primarily to perceived community and
governmental pressures.

This is not the set of conditions one would choose as
the environment in which to mount new efforts to
improve science and mathematics education'.
However, many opportunities remain to cooperate
with that nucleus of teachers who retain the spirit of
the course content improvement program and to
expand their numbers. Many teachers would take

'advantage of a revived program of NSF institutes
and many say that they want access to knowledgeable
resource people who can help them with their
teaching problems in science and mathematics. Scien-
tists and research scholars in all fields need to address

° this probfem, and to find ways in which they can
cooperate to provide the educational leadership that
is so critically needed.

The Current Need

That volunteer citizen initiative can secure substan-
tial and constructive change in the classrooms of
America was generously demonstrated by the impact
of the National Science Foundation's Course Con-
tent Improvement Program. Some 53 different
curriculum-development projects were carried
through by volunteer groups of university scientists
and experienced teachers. Beginning with the
Physical Sciences Study Committee of 1956. the

effort spread to the life sciences, chemistry,
mathematics. and the social sciences, principally for
the secondary school years but ato, including new
programs and materials for the elethentary grades.
By the mid-1960s, improvements in ill preparation
of entering freshmen compelled upgrading of the
science curricula in the colleges. In 1978, nearly a
decade after the main initiative had been spent, more
than half the high-school science teachers surveyed
were still using "at least one" of the materials thus
developed, as were 22 percent of the teachers in the
social sciences and 11 percent of the teachers of
mathematics. The cumulative cost to the taxpayer of
this movement in American education. came to just
under SI billion, most of it spent 'for teacher
institutes that brought teachers_ back to college for
refresher courses in their subjects as well as intro-
ducing them to the new curricular materials. It would
be difficult to find a better bargain in the federal gov-
ernment's shopping list over the past quarter century..

The effort that started in the 1950s was motivated by
fear that the United States was falling behind in inter-
national competition and by the conviction that it
was necessary to increase the number of young
people preparing for careers in science and
technology.

Now, the disarray in American elementary' and sec-
ondary schools again asks for the concern and the
constructive litterven lion of all responsible citizens.
Much evidence indicates that far too many young
men and women are leaving high school with less
than an adequate capac;;.y to read, write, and do simple
arithmetic. Such findings have enlisted many citizens
and educators in a nationwide "back to the basics"
movement, with a resulting narrowing of the educa-.
tional program in schools all across the country.

From the preoccupation of the popular culture with
the paranormal, the psychic. the mystic, and the
occult. it is apparent that an alarming number of
American adults cannot tell sense, from nonsense:.
Mat hophob'ia and the associated incapacity to make
rigorous quantitative connections and distinctions
afflicts altogether too large a fraction of the adult
population. In the context of single purpose pressure
groups in contemporary politics, wishing displaces
thinking; none of these groups accepts the real-world
constraint that allows the attainment of each gocd
only in a trade-off against some other good. The
American people share no common body of knowl-
edge and understanding on which to ground a
reliable consensus on such urgent public issues as
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energy and the arms race. Todmany Airtericans find
themselves coping with life in today's largely man
made environment with relatively as much ignorance
and superstition as forerunners in the' pristine
environment of nature.

The situation argues for literacy in science as an
objective of American education fully as urgent as
basic skills in the three R's. An educated citizen
ought to have not only a general acquaintance with
contemporary knowledge about inanimate and living
nature but, more important, a disposition and
capacity to frame questions and find answers. One
must be able to recognize relevant evidence, make
quantitative assessments of rate and scale, and think
in rational accordance with objective reality. Some
methods of teaching science can contribute to the
development of this 'kind of critical, rational
approach to problems; and a reasonably accurate but
not detailed understanding of major scientific prin-
ciples and of the methods and limitations of scientific
workwhat we here call scientific literacycan help
one to understand and cope with many types of
problems.

To assert the priority of scientific literacy is not,
therefore. to attempt to impose upon American edu
cation the aims of yet another single-purpose
pressure gram. On the contrary, it is a call on
American society to redeem its promise to its
children: that is, to fulfill their right to the best
education society can provide.

That right is implicit in the very institution of demo-
cratic self-government. A seIf-governing society must
be made up of self-governing citizens. What is
wanted in the citizen is autonomous intelligence,
disciplined to seek and face the truth, and capable of
the independent judgment that 'stands up both to
wishful thinking and to arbitrary external authority.

The liberating objective of scientific literacy cannot
be accomplished by a one-time effort, not even one
as prolonged as the course content improvement
effort. What is required is the permanent. sustained,
and increasing commitment of the American scien-
tific community to enlarge its presence in the nation's
classrooms. A practical and feasible program to this

' end, one that will reach a substantial and reasonable
number of classrooms and children in a reasonable
time. is spelled out in what follows.

There is not now as nitieh public interest in improv-
ing the quality of education as there v. as during the
early po;t- Sputnik years rind many scientists may
now be less willing to ti.lce time away from their

_ 4

regular duties than were eager to volunteer in the
1950s and 1960s. Even so, we expect that university
and industrial scientists and engineers, and others
qualified to help, will make themselves available for
the eiTort, which will range from curriculum develop-
ment, to the instruction of classroom ter...:hers, to the
development of regional resource centers, and to
helping teachers in the classroom, That such talent
and time are available, providing there is assurance
the effort can be effective, was demonstrated by the
story of the scienceturriculum reform movement of
the 1950s and 1960s.

It is also expected that the National Science Founda-
tion will correspondingly restore elementary and sec-
ondary science education to its priorities, and will
hare funding available to respond to proposals, sub-
ject to the usual critical standards of peer review.
Additional funding will be necessary from other
sources, for while NSF can be a leader, it should not
be expected to provide all of the necessary money.
We make no estimate of the total cost of the follow-
ing recommendations. Those costs will be variable,
depending upon how widely the recommendation%
are adopted. But even at full implementation, annual
costs would be substantially less than one percent of
the $100 billion per year that federal, state, and local
governments now spend on elementary and second-
ary education.

Recommendations

Rationale

The Panel's recommendations are based on three
considerations:

t
An analysis of the alternative goals of piecol-
lege education iii science and mathematics.

Lessons learned from experience with the new
courses and curricula of the 1950s and 1960s.

Evidence from teachers as to what they need in
order to teach more effectively.

THE GOALS OF SCIESCE AM) MATHEMATICS
EIHICATIOS

There are four main goals for the teaching of science
and mathematics:

1. Knowledge is a value in itself. It need serve no
immediately useful purpose other than to expand the
world view of the individual learner.
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2. Knowledge may be useful by helping the
individual to live in greater health and happiness, and
even to survixe better in a competitive society.

3. Important economic and social values are
involved. Citizens with knowledge of science and
mathematics are necessary for a healthy economy
and for future progress; and intelligent action on
many public issues depends upon understanding their
scientific and technical content

4. The education may be preparatory to a pro-
fessional career in science or one of the technical
Srofessions.

fhe major NSF-supported curriculum studies were
initiated primarily to deal with the fourth goal. to
help increase the nation's scientific manpower.
Because there were at the same time a number of
other measures to that same end, it is impossible to
say just how much the Course Content Improvement
Program contributed to the growing numbers of
scientists and engineers. But it is clear that their
number did increase greatly and that the new courses
developed under NSF auspices did provide improved
learning materials for a' significant number of
students who were interested in careers in science and
mathematics. Moreover the high visibility of the new
courses drew added attention to their disciplines.

Because the new curricula were designed for precol-
lege students, and especially for high school students.
they could only be introductory, and not fully profes-
sional. Thus for a large group of students. including
many who were not headed toward scientific or tech-
nical careers. they served the other goals as well.
They did so to varying degrees.

The first goallearning for the sake of learn-
ingwas met with considerable success. The science
curricula were modern, laboratory based, and
inquiry-oriented. They were sophisticated and
demanded considerable mental work from the stu-
dent. They were indeed mind-expanding for students
who were motivated, able, and disciplined, and who
were fortunate in having a skillful teacher and a well-
equipped laboratory.

The second goalknowledge useful for one's own
well-beingwas met less successfully As an exam-
ple, the biological sciences can offer much of impor-
tance to one's health and happiness: an understand-
ing of nutrition, disease and its prevention. and
behavior. Yet the Biological Sciences Curriculum
Study courses did not deal with these areas in a
substantial manner; there were other messages that

a

seemed more pressing to the authors. A second exam-
ple is provided by the new elementary school mathe-
matics. it may have introduced young pupils to the
field of mathematics in a manner thought befitting
by mathematicians, but it did not succeed in encour-
aging students to become "friendly with numbers"
and it left some of them unable to do the simple
calculations of adult living.

The third goalan informed citizenrywas prob-
ably the leas, successfully met. It is unquestionably
difficult in one school year to give students an
understanding of the basic scientific concepts in a
field and also to provide enough relevant informa-
tion to enable them as future citizens to deal
intelligently with difficult political, economic, and
social issues. But progress can be made; students can
begin to develop critical standards that will help them
to sort out and appraise the technological claims and
adsice they receive through the popular media. This
task has not been given sufficient attention in past
curriculum development efforts and needs to be
readdressed.

In summary, goals two and threeknowledge useful
for one's own well being and knowledge useful for
good citizenshipnow need more emphasis than
they received in the 1950s and 1960s.

LESSMS Of THE PAST

In planning future programs. we should take advan-
tage of the experience of the past two decades of
curriculum reform. That experience has demon-
strated that even the best curriculum materials will
not be adequately utilized unless attention is paid to
the following issues:

I. Teachers must be provided opportunities and
incentives to acquire the comprehensive training
necessary for the successful utilization of the new
materials and techniques.

2. Principals should be provided opportunities to
gain understanding of the new programs, for they are
key agents for educational change or for maintaining
the status quo.

3. New course materials should be introduced in a
fashion that encourages honest exchange of views
between teachers and the exponents of curricular
innovation.

4. Mechanisms of long-term materials support must
be established so that teachers can obtain the instruc-
tional materials and apparatus needed for the new
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courses. in the past, obtaining materials has pre-
sented a serious obstacle to the successful adoption
of elementary science programs, for many of those
programs utilize a large variety of expendable
materials. Although commercially-prepared kits have
been purchased by many school systems, elementary
teachers in particular, have found it difficult to order
in advance all of the materials required to refurbish
those kits so they may be used

5. Resource personnel should be available to provide
continued expert advice and moral support to
teachers and principals when problems arise. The
three NSF studies indicate that most school systems
are not sufficiently staffed with supervisory person-
nel to perform this task. Such supervisory personnel
as exist are usually so fully occupied with
administrative functions that they seldom have
opportunities to work with the large numbers of
teachers for whom they are responsible.

WHAT TEACHERS NEED

Many teachers want help. They want to teach more
effectively, They want better equipment that will help
their students learn from observation, manipulation.
and trying things outfrom educative experience as
well as from reading and discussion. They want to
strengthen their own understanding of science and
mathematics. And they want access to experts to
whom they can turn for help on their teaching prob-
lems (Weiss, 1978, pp. 8 -93 -8 -116; Stake and Easley.
1978).

The percentages of teachers expressing each need
varied considerably, depending on the subjects
taught and the age level of the pupils involved, but in
total, large numbers of teachers said they wanted
improvement in each of the following areas:

Opportunities to learn about new teaching
materials.

Access to current information in their fields.

Opportunities to learn new teaching methods.
especially regarding the use of "hands-on"
materials and the implementation of the dis-
covery or inquiry approach.

More permanent equipment, such as micro-
sopes or balances, and better maintenance of
equipment.

Ability to get consumable supplies such as
chemicals, dry cells. and duplicating masters
quickly and as needed.

The teachers who want these improvements are to be
found in many school systems. They are sometimes a
minority within their own school system, but in total.
there are many of them. Because the teachers who
want these kinds of help are widely scattered and
because no central education authority exists under
the American system, the remedies have to be decen-
tralized. Because the kind and amount of help
teachers want or are able to accept varies, delivery
has to be on a basis of voluntary participation.

Thus, what seems to be called for is not a uniform
and centrally planned revision of the wflole school
system or a set of uniform changes, but rather a set
of opportunities that can be grasped by those
teachers who are eager to improve. Because not all
teachers will want to take advantage of such oppor-
tunities, the recommendations involve services that
can be made available to motivated teachers regard-
less of what their immediate colleagues or the
teachers in neighboring systems decide to do. If these
recommendations are put into effect, many teachers
will be helped, and their pupils will reap the benefits
of better education in science and mathematics.

Science and Mathematics Teaching
Resource Centers

The findings of the three NSF studies indicate that
teachers, principals, and superintendents all attest to
a need for more assistance with the local implementa-
tion of course improvement programs in science and
mathematics. Such assistance could be best provided
by creating a network of science and mathematics
teaching resource centers throughout the nation..
These centers could provide a variety of supporting
services to science and mathematics teachers who
want to improve their teaching. The centers could
conduct inservice training programs based upon
locally identified needs; provide low-cost kits of
science and mathematics instructional materials to
teachers from participating school systems; and pro-
vide expert resource personnel to help teachers learn
to utilize new science and mathematics instructional
materials and techniques.

Two successful prototype science teaching resource
centers already exist in the United States. In Spencer-
port, New York, the Science Center for Instructional
Materials and Processing (SC1MAP) is currently
serving approximately 1,000 teachers and 25,000
elementary school students in the Genessee Valley.
The SC1MAP assembles elementary science kits and
sponsors inservice training workshops for teachers
from 17 small independent school districts. The
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SCIMAP operation is one of the services provided by
the Board of Cooperative Educational Services of
Monroe-Orleans Counties, New York. Participation
in the SCIMAP science programs is voluntary;, finan-
cial support is derived from the local participating
school districts and the New York State Department
of Education, with the state paying the larger share.

A larger Science Materials Center was established in
1970 by Lawrence Watts, Superintendent of Schools
of Fairfax County, Virginia. The Fairfax resource
center is operated ar ! supported by the Fairfax
County School System (the twelfth largest school
system in the nation). It provides teachers with a
variety of inservice training programs and with
classroom kits of science teaching materials, begin-
ning at the kindergarten toe! and extending through
high school. At the elementary school level. it pro-
vides science kits and teacher training set.% ices for
2.400 teachers and 60,000 children.

Similar large-scale prototype support venters do not
currently exist for mathematics teachers. Howet cr,
because the problems of inservice training and
instructional materials are similar in science and
mathematics, it seems likely that a joint effort would
be feasible.

One of the functions of the science and mathematics
teaching resource centers would be to provide
inservice training for teachers of science and mathe-
matics in response to needs identified by local school
systems. At the elementary school level, such locally
based teacher training efforts are urgently needed if
significant improvements are to be made in the teach-
ing of science and mathematics.

Past efforts to inctitute significant improvements in
science and mathematics curricula at the elementary
level have often foundered, due to seemingly unman-
ageable problems of scale. Although it was possible
to retrain a significant fraction of the nation's 15,000
high school physics teachers by holding summer insti-
tutes for several years at several universities, it has
not been practical to set up institutes to train o%er
1 million elementary teachers. Strategies invoking
the training of a token number of elementary school
teachers during summer institutes, with the hope that
they would return to their school districts to "spread
the word," were at best wishful thinking.

The three NSF studies indicate that a much greater
teacher training effort will be needed if signifivant
improvements in the teaching of elementary school
science and mathematics arc to he achiesed. The
large number of elementary school teachers who

must be reached points to the need for developing
locally-based institutions which could focus on this
task. The proposed science and mathematics teaching
resource miters could assess local needs by arranging
periodic meetings with key teachers, principals, and
curriculum supervisors; organize meetings of parents
and teachers to discuss recent developments in the
teaching of science and mathematics; provide inser-
vice workshops on science and mathematics instruc-
tional programs and methods; enlist the help of
experts to speak on topics of special interest to
teachers; and arrange for staff members to visit local
schools periodically to ensure close communications
with schools served by the centers.

A second important function of the proposed science
and mathematics teaching resource centers would be
to provide low-cost kits of science and mathematics
materials to teachers from participating school
systems. The need for this service is especially great
at the elementary school level, since most elementary
schools are poorly equipped to teach science and
mathematics.

It is generally agreed that science and mathematics at
the elementary school level are best taught through
the utilization of concrete "hands-on" experiences to
develop key concepts (Hausman, 1976, p. 13;

National Advisory Committee on Mathematical
Education, 1975, p. 18). However, the logistics of
supplying "hands-on" instructional materials to
elementary school classrooms on a large scale has
presented a serious obstacle to the implementation of
activity-centered programs in both science and
mathematics. Most school systems have not been
able to develop effective mechanisms to supply
instructional materials, other than textbooks to
elementary school classrooms. The problem has been
one of scale. and also of costs. Even though the
developers of the elementary level course content
improvement programs usually attempted to make
use of materials that would be relatively inexpensive
to purchase, the marketing costs associated with the
commercial production of elementary science and
mathematics kits has raised the price to a prohibitive
level for many school systems.

Another obstacle has been the problem of maintain-
ing kits of instructional materials in a ready-to-teach
condition after their initial purchase. Because signifi-
cant amounts of expendable materials are frequently
used in many of the new programs, some provision
must be made to refurbish the kits each term; both to
replace the expendable items and to inventory, clean,
and repair non-expendable items.
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The two existing science resource centers in New
York and Virginia have demonstrated a practical
solution to these problems.. Personnel at these centers
manufacture most of the science apparatus used in
the elementary schools. These pieces of science
apparatus, as well as packages of expendable
materials, are assembled into kits that are loaned to
teachers at participating schools. Considerable Fos'
savings result from employing high school students
to carry out many of the manufacturing operations
necessary to assemble simple elementary science and
mathematics apparatus, such as microscopes,
balances, circuit boards, and trundle wheels. Addi-
tional savings are made by purchasing supplies in
bulk, directly from manufacturers, and by reprocess-
ing kits of instructional materials after each use so
that they can be used by several elementary school
classes each year.

Even when overhead and administrative costs are
included, the science kits produced by these centers
cost substantially less than those available from com-
mercial suppliers. For example. a "Small Things"
microscopy kit for a class of 32 students cost the-
Fairfax Science Materials Center $68 to prerlare,
compared with $202 for the least expensive commer-
cial version: A large part of this saving resulted from
the use of a simple. elementary microscope manufac-
tured by the Fairfax Center at a cost of 52 cents.
(Seven thousand of these simple microscopes were
manufactured by high school students during two
summer vacations.) The least expensive comparable
microscope available from commercial suppliers
would have cost over four dollars. In total, the first
4.000 science kits produced 1:0). the Fairfax Science
Materials Center cost the school system 8211.000
instead of the $420,000 they would have cost
commercially.

An added benefit can accrue by linking the provision
of instructional materials support to the inservice
training provided by a science and mathematics
teaching resource center. Although past experience
suggests that inservice training programs are most
effective if teacher participation is voluntary, it is

feasible to limit the availability of some kits of
instructional materials to teachers who have attended
an inservice training workshop designed to acquaint
them with the effective use of the materials in the kit.
Such an arrangement can help motivate teachers to
become involved in inservice training programs who
would not otherwise respond to appeals to upgrade
their teaching skills. In addition, teachers often
adopt a more serious attitude toward the utilization

of new instructional materials if they must make an
effort to qualify to recede them.

Although most essential for the elementary school
level, similar teacher training and materials-support
services would also be of considerable assistance to
junior high school science and mathematics teachers.
After the elementary school teachers, junior high
school teachers comprise the group which is most
numerous and least adequately prepared to teach
science and mathematics.

The science and mathematics teaching resource
centers could also help improve the quality of teach-
ing at the secondary level, both by working within the
constraints of existing curricula and by providing
opportunities to acquaint local decision-makers and
teachers with the options available for improving the
curriculum. The resource centers would provide an
ideal site for the introduction, adaptation, and dis-
semination of supplementary science and mathema-
tics teaching materials. It might also be possible for
the resource center to collaborate with university
science faculties to sponsor summer institutes for
science and mathematics' teachers that would be
closely tied to the needs and interests of local
school systems.

Initially, a limited number of prototype enters might
be started in locations where the essential l?cal
cooperation and support could most readily be
found. It might be possible to attach some such
centers to existing institutions, such as science and
technology centers or universities. However, because
some teacher-support institutions established in the
past haVe become bogged down in bureaucracy and
enmeshed in struggles over control, it will be impor-
tant to plan the science and mathematics teaching
resource centers so as to lessen the probability of
such problems ensuing.

Due to declining enrollments, school systems in many
parts of the country have space in school buildings
that is no longer needed for classroom instruction. It
might be possible to locate some science and mathe-
matics teaching resource centers in such unused
space. However, it is important that a resource center
be independent of day-to-day school system manage-
ment concerns, so that it can concentrate entirely on
serving the teacher-support purposes for which it is
being established. Ideally. a science and mathematics
teaching resource center should be a quasi-
independent, cooperative enterprise, governed by a
board with representation from local participating
school systems, and the local university and
industrial scientific research community.
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In areas with many small school systems, a science
and mathematics teaching resource center might be
operated in conjunction with the other services
sometimes offered by an "intermediate school
district," such as the Boards of Cooperative Educa-
tional Services that exist in New York State and the
SCIMAP center in Spencerport, New York. Even-
tually, it would be advantageous for groups of.
resource centers to be loosely associated into regional
networks which would allow them to share capabil-
ities and to undertake collaborative efforts.

The findings of the three NSF studies suggest that the
proposed science and mathematics teaching resource
centers would be' enthusiastically supported by
teachers, principals, and school system superinten-
dents. Each new center would create a focus for the
professional development of teachers; establish a
mechanism by which teachers could have a voice in
curriculum and materials design; and provide them
with innovative instructional materials and moral
support.

Recommendation 1: We recommend the establish-
ment of a number of science and mathematics teach-
ing resource centers, each to serve a large school
system or a group of neighboring smaller systems.
Each teaching resource center would offer some or
all of the following services: (1) inservice training
programs related to the science and mathematics
courses being taught or to be introduced in the school
systems involved; (2) construction, maintenance,
repair, and distribution of kits of materials required
to teach those courses; (3) expert advice to teachers
to help them learn to use new science and mathe-
matics instructional materials and techniques, and to
help them with their individual teaching problems.

This recommendation is addressed to individual
school systems and clusters of neighboring systems,
since such a resource center will be unlikely to suc-
ceed unless the local community wants it to succeed.
Money, of course, is also needed. The resource cen-
ters in Genessee Valley, New York and Fairfax
County, Virginia operate their science materials sup-
port programs for elementary schools at a yearly cost
of four to six dollars per student, depending upon the
grade level and the nuober of new science units that
are introduced in a given year. This cost represents
less than one-half percent of the total annual per
pupil operating cost. Nevertheless, for 25,000 pupils
an annual outlay of $100,000 to $150,000 would be
required. Most of this cost should come from local
school budgets, and we hope enough comniunities
will develop teaching resource centers to give the idea

a thorough testing under a variety of community and
organizational patterns.

However, federal assistance to help with the initial
costs of establishing and outfitting resource centers
will be needed to encourage a substantially larger
number of school systems to establish such facilities.
Such centers should also be eligible for federal sup-
port for special programs, such as institutes or other
special inservice teacher training programs. Continu-
ing operating costs, however, should come from local
resources and should be considered as a part of the
normal cost of operating the school system.

New Courses and Learning Materials

The continued advance of human understanding on
the frontiers of science requires continued revision
and development of the science curriculum; The yield
from research is not new "information" to be
packed into young heads; it is, rather, changes in
understanding. Better understanding sometimes
requires not a new chapter in a textbook, but new
textbooks and new ways of teaching. That task calls
for the continued engagement of university scientists;
through their collaboration with teachers, the linkage
of primary source to the classroom can be most
direttly made.

A continuing program of improvement is also desir-
able in order to do better what we tried to do before,
but in a first effort did not know how to do very well..
Funding agencies need to pay special attention to the
following needs:

1. The new math did not work out satisfactorily in
elementary schools, but the current reemphasis on
building skills in the four basic operations of arith-
metic is not satisfactory either. Most elementary
school children not only continue to learn primarily
computational arithmetic, they continue to be taught
by rote with the same lack of emphasis on logical
thinking that has already produced large numbers of
adult mathophobes.

The NSF case studies reported little evidence of the
use of hands-on materials and found that fun and
excitement were absent from almost all elementary
mathematics classes. Although it is now generally
accepted that firmer mathematical foundations are
laid if children's numerical thinking is closely related
to concrete perceptual experiences, elementary
mathematics programs with such an emphasis are not
common in elementary schools in the United States.
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Clearly, a renewed effort to improve the teaching of
elementary school mathematics is a high priority
need, However, in initiating new projects, great care
needs to be taken to learn from the mistakes of the
past. so as to develop elementary mathematics
materials that can be readily understood by teachers
and parents as well as students.

2. Well-intended efforts to make education "rele-
vant" by developing totally new multi-disciplinary or
problem-centered courses have not been very success-
ful due to the reluctance of schools and school
systems to make radical alterations in the core cur-
riculum. The NSF statistical survey found that, at the
junior high school level (grades 7-9), four fairty tradi-
tional fields accounted for 86 percent of the science
classes general science, earth science, life science,
and physical science. Similarly. general mathematics
and algebra accounted for 87 percent of the junior
high mathematics classes. In grades 10 through 12,
biology, chemistry, and physics comprised 74 percent
of the science classes, and algebra and geometry
more than two-thirds of all mathematics classes. (Sec
Tables S and 7.) Although these are the science and
mathematics courses most commonly taken by second-
ary school students during the past decade, a dis-
proportionately small percentage of the financial
support has been allocated for their improvement. In
the future. greater relative emphasis should be given
to improving the courses that are taken by the largest
numbers of students.

3. More attention needs to be focused on the devel-
opment of science and mathematics materials appro-
priate to the needs of the average student, as dis-
tinguished from those students who are preparing for
careers in science. In the past, it has been difficult for
some course developers to appreciate the fact that
not all students are interested in science for its own
sake. Some courses have emphasized topics and
activities that were of marginal interest to the average
student.

Although it is not proposed that do elopers cease try-
ing to involx e students in the intrinsic delights of the
pursuit of scientific knowledge. in the future an
effort should be made to develop some course
materials that have greater appeal to students who
arc not intensely interested in science.

The problem is particularly acute at the junior and
senior high school Icy els, where there is a current
need for a junior high school applied physical science
course, an acovity-centered earth science course
appropriate to the abilities and interests of the a% er-
age ninth grader, and a general education chemistry
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course that is less mathematical than CHEM Study
or C. B A chemistry.

11w second and third goals of education stated on
pzige 41 arc knowledge for personal satisfaction and
benefit. and knowledge for good citizenship and
intelligent dealing with social issues that have a tech-
nical content. Courses aimed toward these goal., are
often more difficult to dockip than arc courses
directed primarily 6. w ard knowledge as an end in
itself. and many scientists arc not as comfortable in
trying to doclop or teach them. In planning such
courses, delicate steering is necessary to avoid the
levels of rigor and scientific sophistication that scare
some students away, and at the same time to avoid
the mushiness of courses that arc about but not of
science. or that treat only the social aspects of a topic
without giving student., a better understanding of the
underlying processes and principles. Developing
courses to meet the second and third goals is not
easy, but we think the effort is very much worth
continuing.

4. There is a continuing need for the development of
supplemental materials for the teaching of science
and mathematics at all level., of the curriculum. Such
supplemental materials can provide a focus for
efforts to improve teaching. draw the attention of
teachers to new ideas and teaching techniques, and
serve as vehicles to add more timely and exciting
activities to existing courses.

A need also exists to explore alternative mechanisms
for distributing low-cost supplementary resource
material., for teachers. such as resource guides. learn-
ins games, duplicator and transparency masters, and
booklets for students on topics of special interest.
Because supplementary materials for tcachcrs corn-
prise a relatively small market as compared to text-
books, their production is often not economically
attractive to commercial publishers. Several branches
of the federal government, including the Department
of Energy and the U.S. Geological Survey, arc
already publishing resource materials for tcachcrs oo
speciall.cd fields. Consideration should be given to
the utilization of this mechanism for the dissemina-
tion of some of the supplementary materials pro-
duced with National Science Foundation support. it
such material., were to be placed immediately in the
public domain, even wider distribution could be
accomplished through local reprintings at regional
science and mathematics room cc centers.

Major curriculum development requires public fund-
ing for the familiar reason that the profit margin., of
textbook publishing do not generate the necessary
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capital, History shows that the inertia of the
country's vast, pluralistic, independent, locally con-
trolled school system, taken together with the high
risk and intense competition in educational
publishing, has tended to inhibit innovation and to
promote uniformity at a safely mediocre level in the
quality and content of textbooks and other materials
sold by the textbook industry to the schools.
Although many publishers were initially worried
about "government interference," the responsible
leadership of the industry came to welcome the
curriculum-reform movement ano to conclude that
they, as well as the schools, had benefitted from it
(BCMA Associates, 1975).

The NSF-supported curriculum-reform enterpri,es
not only supplied fresh materials directly to the
publishers that took over the distribution of their
product but also made market breakthroughs that
were sufficiently successful to stimulate competing
publishers to update the content and enhance the
appeal of their offerings.

This successful model of curriculum development
needs to be revived and continued. The earlier effort
was successful, in part, because the shock of Russian
achievement in space motivated many able and
prominent scientists to devote much attention to
improving precollege instuction. There is now no
single motivating factor comparable to Sputnik. But
there is another kind of motivation to reinforce a
sense of public duty: many scientists are greatly
dissatisfied with the education of their own children.

Recommendation 2: We recommend contmuation
and increased support for the NSF programs of fund-
ing the design, experimental testing, and revision of
new courses or curricula in science and mathematics
and their associated teaching and learning materials.

The cost of t his recommendation will be of the order
of $15 to $20 million a year, and should be provided
by the federal government. During the 1960s, 77 ele-
mentary and secondary school curriculum projects
cost a total of $93.8 million, or an average of $1.22
million each (National Science Foundation, 1970).
They varied substantially in size and scope; some of
the larger projects cost about $5 million each. If
emphasis is placed on the core subjects that are taken
by the largest numbers of students, if each of these
courses is revised every five to ten years, and if there
are always two or three alternative programs for each
subject, one can estimate that some six or eight new
projects would be started each year. At the average
cost of the 1960s, corrected for inflation, we arrive at
a figure in the $15 to $20 million a year range.

Institutes for Teachers

The new courses des eloped under NSF auspices are
rot as widely used as they were a few years ago
(Weiss. 1978), and the learning techniques that
characterized man) of those coursesthe inquiry
approach, hands-on student experimentation, and
student-initiated discussionare not in common use
in most schools (Stake and Easley. 1978).

There arc probably several reasons for this situation.
Certainly part of the problem is due to the fact that
only short -term teacher training efforts were made to
solve long-term problems. Several studies have indi-
cated that the NSF Institutes held prior to 1970 were
generally successful; teachers who had attended such
institutes were more likely than other teachers to be
using curriculum materials deseloped with NSF sup-
port, to be emphusizing laboratory activities, and to
be sires ,icg a pupil-centered approach (Schiessinger.
Howe, et al 1973, p. 149). Nevertheless, in Fiscal
Year 1971, NSI negotiations with the Office of Man-
agement and Budget resulted in a reduction of over
one-third in funds for teacher-training institutes
(from 33.1 million dollars to 20.1 million dollars). In
explaining this change in priorities in 1971, Dr.
William McElroy, the new NSF Director, staled:

Up 10 noW we have put roughly $460 ',Whorl into the
summer institutes for high school teachers and we
think we hare reachet.t the maximum benefit from
this approach. if 'e think it is time to turn around and
reexamine our whole approach . . . The major cut-
back is in summer institutes for high school
teachers . ., . 40 percent of our high school teachers
hare now participated in one or more of these.
Unfortunately. we don't hare., but hope to know by
the end of the year. how much further we can really
go in reaching the football coach who is assigned to
teach biology 01 the high school level (Crane. 1976.
pp. 145-1461.

As it turned out, the issue was not so much how to
reach the "football coach who is assigned to teach
biology" as it was to give the new teachers who con-
tinued to enter the schools an understanding of the
specific' content, rationale. and techniques required
to teach the improved core curriculum courses
developed during the previous fifteen years.

Each year, the schools have a significant turnover of
science and mathematics teachers. In 1971, the aver-
age teaching experience of secondary school science
teachers was between 10 and 11 years (Schlessinger,
et al, 1973, p, 103). In recent years, this figure has
increased slightly; in 1977 the NSF statistical survey
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ts

found an average of 11.5 years of experience for
mathematics, science, and social studies teachers,
with no great differences among the three subject
areas (Weiss, 1978, p. 137). Many of the 40 percent
of the teachers who had attended NSF institutes prior
to 1970 are no longer teaching.

Although declining school enrollments have now
slowed the hiring of new teachers, declining enroll-
ments have created new problems. When lay offs are
necessary, younger teachers with little seniority arc
the first to be terminated; they are often replaced by
teachers with more seniority who have been trans-
ferred from other disciplines. In 077, 13 percent of
the secondary school science teachers in the nation
were teaching courses they did not feel adequately
qualified to teach (Weiss, 1978, p. 144).

to

For example, it is not at all unusual to find a former
chemistry or biology teacher with no academic back-
ground in earth science assigned to teach that course.
In such situations, teachers often abandon the more
rigorous course materialsin favor of alternative texts
that stress reading about science, and place fewer
demands upon the teacher. The classrooms of these
teachers are generally distinguished by a lack of
emphasis on laboratory work and a, preoccupation
with answering the questions at the end of each
chapter.

Unfortunately, the adequate .opportunities have not
been provided during the 1970s for retraining
teachers who have been transferred to new fields.
The 1971 reduction in funds for teacher institutes
described by Dr. McElroy was followed by further
reductions, and in 1975 all funding for NSF teacher
training programs was suspended. In 1976, Congress
restored S4 million for teacher institutes but
restricted its use to institutes that are disciplinary in
nature and not integrated with course development
effortt.' These are institutes of the original kind,
those intended to help teachers learn more chemistry,
more mathematics, or more of some other subject
they teach. Although there has been some dissatis-
faction with the extent to which these institutes
actually increased the scientific knowledge of
teachers attending them, there has been general
approval of the objective.

Much more controversial has been a second type of
institute. As new courses and materials were pre
pared by some of the curriculum projects supported
by NSF, it seemed desirable to give teachers of those
courses special training not only in the subject matter
but also in methods of handling the laboratory and
other special materials used in the new courses, and

..

in how to use the discovery or inquiry method of
teaching that some of these courses emphasized.

The second objective has been both confused and
criticized. The purpose has sometimes been described
as stimulating the adoption of new curricular
materials that had been developed with NSF suppoq,
and when so described has been justified in increas-
ing the effectiveness of the courses developed under
the NSF Course Content Improvement Program, At
other times, however, the same effort has bccn
criticized as improperly interfering with course selec-
tion decisions that should be made at the local level.
These cour..e-specific institutes have also been
charged with ')eing unfairly competitive with private
textbook publishers who do not have funds to sup-
port

.:

teacher training institutes.

Although boih of these issues have been overempha-
sized in recent years by some members of Congress,
there have bccn few complaints from publishers or
school district officials. A 1975 report on the elemen-
tary and high school publishing industry indicates
that, although the jx.blishing, :ndustry was apprehen-
sive twenty years ago when the NSF Course Content
Improvement Program was initiated, most publishers
now appreciate the need for course-specific
institutes. The report explains:

(Publishers! may not be equal to the challenge of new
curriculum materials with their new approaches to
teaching and learning and with content frequently
not included in the teacher's undergraduate and
graduate cure iculink. The publishers' efforts to
expand implement. do eyond their present efforts
is limited by the money available in school budgets.
Many publishers are convinced that the programs
they develop with a heavy investment of their own
funds. as well as the programs developed by Study
Groups and Councils. do not always live up to expec-
tations because of the cost limit imposed on
implementation (8 MA Associates, 1975, p. 21),

Moreover, the spectre of interference in local cur-
riculum decisions is dispelled by the endorsement of
NSF activi;ies by many school superintendents. The
NSF statistical survey found 58 percent of the super-
intendents agreeing that federal support has
improved the quality of curriculum alternatives
available to schools, 66 percent believing continued
federal support for curriculum development to be
necessary, and 77 percent believing that NSF should
continue to help teachers learn to implement NSF-
funded curricula (Weiss, 1978, p. 76).
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Several change% in NSI. policy had the effect if
depriving many teachers of contact with the indi% id-
uais who were most kno%%ledgeable and most com-
mitted to the successful utilisation of the new
maieria, , in the core arca% of %eictice. These change
included NSF\ reluctance to fund teacher training
effort% by the groups responsible lot developing the
new materials; termination of some of the projects in
the core areas before their fruition; and a switch in
emphasis from the core subjects to interdisciplinary
approaches and social studies. During the period
when the largest numbers of teachers finally began to
use the core curriculum materials developed with
NSF support, most of the curriculum project person-
nel were dispersed, and could no longer respond to
the probions encountered by teachers. This discon-
tinuity also presented project perconnd from becom-
ing s;gnificaritly in%ol%cd w ith the very real problems
or large-scale course implementation; such
experience could has e proyided the basis for substan-
tive imprmentents in later re% twins of the course
materials.

Although there can be no ..uh..1;tute for subject -area
competence. the NSF statistical survey resealed that
large numbers of teachers indicated a need for addi-
tional assistance in obtaining information about new
instructional materials (43 percent), learning new
teaching methods (43 percent), tmplerneriting the
discot.vy 'inquiry approach (36 percent), and using
manipulative materials (33 percen') (Weiss, 1978,
p. 147). The disciplinecentered institutes that are
now authoriicd may be able to meet some of these
needs in addition to increasing teachers' knowledge
of the discipline involved. But past experience has
shown that there i% no such thing at- a "teacher-
proof" curriculum. Unless adequate teacher training
prograins 'arc pros ided when new courses arc intro-
duced, %cry little change occurs in the classroom %a% e
the substitution of one textbook for another

Most of the major curriculum doclopment groups
ha%c stressed that the approach used by teacher% in
the classroom is ac important as the new worse
materials. Some projects haw stressed that the %tic-
ces% of their materials in the classroom is critically
dependent upon the adoption of a new role by the
teacher. Teaching science or mathematic% with an
emphasis on the quality of children's thinking is an
alien inperience for many teachers. and is not an easy
task for anyone. Teachers who are not con%inced of
the need to change their approaches to teaching can
and do sabotage even the best of the new program..

The NSF case studies suggest that considerable atten-
tion needs to be gisen to the development of strate-
gies to help teachers cope successfully with the
practical problems created by the introduction of
new teaching approaches and materials into their
classrooms. Substantive and long-term teacher
training effort% are needed, both to update teachers'
understanding of %ciente and to address 4e specific
problems and challenges that the new courses
generate, such as the use of the inquiry approach, the
development of questioning techniques that focus on
the quality of a student's thinking, the management
and use of manipulative materials, the orchestration
of i multimedia approach, the evaluation of student
achievement, and the maintenance of discipline in an
activity-centered classroom.

Rarely are these skills adequately mastered in the pre-
sersice education of teachers, partly because teachers
tie-tray do not know which courses they will be teach-
ing until they are hired, and partly because theo-
retical discussions of pcdogogy do not seem to have
much impact on teachers before they have grappled
with the realities of managing their own classrooms.
The aliernati'e is more effective inservice training
programs, but local school systems do not have the
capabilities,, resources. 08 will to assume respon-
sibilities for the inservice training of science and
mathematics teachers, particularly at the secondary
level. it is therefore important that the National
Science Foundation resume support for institutes
that can be cow-cc-specific as well as for those that
are primarily disciplinary in nature.

The charge of undue interference in local curriculum
selection decisions need not arise, for NSF funding of
institutes with the original emphasis on the upgrading
of :ndividual teachers would allow NSF to remain at
arm's length from the r.doption of specific programs
by specific school systems. After a school system has
decided to introduce a particular new program,
special training for the teachers is essential regardless
of whether development of the new program has
been supported with NSF funds.

In addition to inservice training programs for teach-
ers, more efforts should be made to develop summer
institutes for elementary and secondary principals,
focused on new approaches to the teaching of science
and mathematics. Besides making principals more
effective, such efforts might also enlist their support
in recruiting reluctant teachers to participate in
inservice training institutes.



Recommendation 3: We recommend support of an
NSF program of institutes for teachers. both to
increase their knowledge of subject matter and to
improte their skill in teaching the new courses that
will be developed in the future. whether the de% elop-
mem of these courses is funded by public or pm ate
sources.

Although there has been much testimony to the talus
of the NSF institutes, it must be acknowledged that
the leaders of some of the institutes were disap
pointed that they were not more effective. In plan.
ning for future institutes. attention should be git en
to overcoming the deficiencies reported in some of
the past ones.

At peak level during the latter half of the 1960s, NSF
was expending close to 540 million a year to support
institutes attended by about 40.000 teachers a year.
Nearly 90 percent of the institutes were for high
school teachers. and the major cost was for stipends
for the teachers who attended summer or year-long
institutes. The part -time institutes attended by
inservice teachers were considerably less expensite.
For the future there is no "right" number of
institutes; Inc number will be determined by the nor-
mal political processes of balancing competing needs
and opportunities, but we believe the program should
have permanent. continuing status.

Non-Traditional Educational Opportunities

Much learning goes on outside of schools and school
lessons. The Panel had interim% e discussions on only
one of the non-traditional educational agenciesthe
science and technology centers that now constitui:
the most rapidly growing segment of the museum
world. But two others should be mentioned, for
although the Panel did not consider them in detail
they will hate to be git en careful attention in future
efforts to improte science education.

One has resulted from recent revolutionary changes
in electronic circuitry. The liand held calculator is
used by many thousands of student., and teachers. to
solve a variety of quantitative problems. Computers
of increasing power and decreasing cost hate added a
new dimension to instruction in a range of subjects.
Computer-aided instruction has not fulfilled all the
hopes of its advocate.., but surely is not yet to he dis-
missed. When and how thete powerful look can most
effeetitely be used in education is a topic of much
importance in future studies of science education.

The other is tele% ision. which has clearly hecome an
enormously potent force in Amer.ican society. Most

children watch and are influenced by it, and several
studies hate suggested that by the time they graduate
from high school, many students have spent more
time watching tele% ision than attending school-
20.000 hours and more.

The Panel noted that in the past, TV science pro.
grams have not been popular with children (Holden.
1978) and that et en the best programs have not been
to ally successful. particularly in involving the child
actitely, instead of as a passive spectator. Never-
theless. a major challenge and opportunity lies in
using icletision, perhaps in unconventional ways, as
a tool to improve science literacy. The Children's
Television Workshop science series now being
developed has attractive possibilities; the Panel
would hope other innovative approaches can be
found.

It is possible that new and cheaper technology might
help in making children more active participants. For
instance. it is likely that video discs will soon be
a% allele in classrooms sqlkat video materials can be
consulted readily and willow help from teachers.
just as books can now be used. Similarly. cheap
hand-held video cameras and recording equipment
could allow children to video-record their own
science programs. the goal being not necessarily the
finished product but rather involvement in the pro-
cess of program preparation.

Television and the computer have drastically changed
most people's lives in the past 25 years. However, the
right strategy for their use in education. particularly
in science education which depends heavily on active
individual discovery and conceptual development, is
not evident. Certainly much harm can be done by the
misapplication of inappropriate technologies, and
the glamour of sophisticated technologies often casts
them it the role of a solution in search of a problem.
The Panel would hope that in the future the educa-
tional value of these technologies will be assessed
objectively. giving full consideration to both costs
and benefits. so that their most appropriate uses in
children's science and mathematics education can be
identified.

SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY CENTERS

Many a visitor has come away from a museum, a
planetarium, a too, an aquarium, or a science and
technology center with a new interest, or an enhanced
understanding of some scientific process or phenom-
enon. These non-formal educational institutions dif'
fer in kind., style, and effectiveness, but in



communities that are fortunate enough to have them
they can be valuable resources to children and
adults who want to know more about science and
technology.

Their permanent and traveling exhibits and their ye-
dallied collections and facilities provide opportuni-
ties fol experiences that are practically never
available in schools. One can watch a polar bear,
view science films, get a close-up view of a live
octopus, sit in a space capsule, or examine artifacts
from early civilizations and other cultures. And
in a science and technology centermuch more than
in the typical museum or zooone can also
manipulate, try out, and experiment with equipment
specifically designed to facilitate learning through
experience. As compared with school, the learning is
less systematic, deliberately less formal, and more
dependent on individual initialise and interest. At the
same lime, the experience can enrich the classroom
fare, Jilow one to go more deeply into an interesting
topic, and bring a topic to life through close study
and manipulation of specific examples.

These benefits arc available to those that seek them.
Yet there has been surprisingly little research on what
and how visitors to museums, mos, and science and
technology centers really learn. Ii seems clear that
some visitors learn much, and attendance records
and the number of repeat visits give evidence that
many people value these institutions. The science and
technology centers are especially popular; a 1974
survey by the National Endowment for the Arts
found 38 percent of all museum visits to be to science
and technology centers, as compared with 24 percent
to history museums and 14 percent to art museums.
Science centers had 36.5 million visitors in 1975
(Kimehe, 1977; Roark, 1979).

Because of their popularity and flexibility, sci-
ence centers can be very important contributors to
increased science literacy of the American public.
How their programs and exhibits can best contribute
to this end is an area of educational research that
merits much more effort than it has mei% IA in
the past.

In addition to their classic, museum-like function of
presenting interesting and informative exhibits, many
of these institutions offer other educational oppor-
tunities. Examples include:

Special lecture- demonstrations, given to school
classes brought to the center for that purpose,
or taken to the school by the center staff,
together with a van load of demonstration
equipment.

Organised classes, a few hours o day for pre-
school children; and short courses on pho-
tograp4 . magnetism, geology, computer
programming. and many other topics, taught at
loci% appropriate for designated age groups.

(iuided IOUs, work on projects that have
educational %ohm, a home and meeting place
for amateur science clubs, and a variety of
other activities, some for particular age groups
and some designed to attract whole families.

Internships for elementary or high school
teachers who want to learn more about science
education and how to make use of a variety of
kinds of equipment, or for prospective teachers
during their preservice education.

Typically, the people who take ads antage of any of
these opportunities constitute a voluntary, self-
selected group; people visit museums and science
centers because they want to. Thus the students who
make most use of these out-of-school opportunities
are likely to be those who are most interested in sci-
ence, for there they can pursue their interests to
greater depth, in new directions, and at their own
paceall more readily than is usually possible in the
more structured atmosphere of the school.

This aspect is an asset that should be preserved, for
under current priorities the abler and more highly
motivated students are now often given less attention
in school than their abilities and their potential con-
tributions to society would warrant. At a science
center, they can pursue favorite topics in more depth,

twork on science projects, a d get expert advice more
readily than in most school .

At the same time, because these centers are located in
cities, they can also provide inner-city youngsters
with better opportunities to learn what the natural
world is like than can be offered by the fenced-in
blacktop surrounding a city school building. Some
centers have already started special programs for
this purpose, such as the events sponsored by
the Oakland Museum to involve local community
members and the "explainer" student intern pro-
gram of the San Francisco Exploratorium. Science
centers can plan quite significant roles in providing
alternative educational experiences for talented
students from inner-city schools who do not have
sufficient opportunities in school to pursue scientific
interests. This concept will be discussed in more
detail later, in The section entitled "The Needs of
Special Groups."
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In some communities, the local science and technol-
ogy center may be the best organizational base for a
science and mathematics teaching resource center of
the type described earlier. A science center provides a
degree of independence from the school system itself.
The center's staff may include experienced and suc-
cessful teachers and also practicing scientists inter=
ested in improving science education. And it may
already have a sariety of useful supporting services,
such as shops, technicians, and graphic arts facilities.
The decision is obviously a local and individual one,
for many communities do not have a science and
technology center. But in communities in which they
do exist. their educational usefulness could
sometimes be increased by enabling them to assume
the additional role of a teaching resource center.

In a number of communities, the educational value
of science and technology centers is already so widely
recognized that they are being pressed to do more
than can be supported by their over-strained budgets.
All of their functions require money, and admission
charges .tre never sufficient to meet expenses. Gifts
from private sources or subsidies from public ones
are essential. Contributions from business and indus-
try, grants for special projects from private founda-
tions and federal agencies with scientific and
technical interests, and the new but still small sustain-
ing grants from the federal Institute for Museum Ser-
vices are needed, and all helpful.

In some communities, the school systems of the
region have found the local science and technology
center to be so valuable that they regularly provide
some support from school budgets. This is a relation-
ship to be encouraged, for it gives both sides an
on-going interest in developing the most education-
ally useful methods of collaboration between the
formal school system and these non-school allies in
improving science education.

Recommendation 4: We recommend the develop-
ment of additional science and technology centers of
the kind that now exist in a number of cities. Further-
more, we recommend the strengthening of coopera-
tive arrangements between these centers and nearby
school systems to increase the extent to which the
centers provide planned supplementation of the pro-
grams of the associated schools, and to increase their
general value to children and adults who wish to
learn more about science.

This recommendation does not call for action by the
federal government. A number of cities have found
means to develop science and technology centers;
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their number is growing; we hope it will continue to
grow. But we are not recommending their establish-
ment anywhere except where there is sufficient local
interest and local financial support to get one started.

The Needs of Special Groups

Minority group members and women are seriously
under-represented in science and engineering. In
1974, minorities constituted almost 11 percent of the
employed labor force, but occupied only about 5 per-
cent of all jobs in science and engineering. Women,
who made up almost 40 percent of the work force,
comprised only 6 percent of the employed scientists
and engineers (NSF, 1977, p. 7).

These disparities are so great as to show clearly the
need for positive efforts to increase the opportunities
for women and for members of minority groups. But
citing the disparities does not mean that our objective
is exact statistical parity of all groups in all occupa-
tional fields. Indeed the attainment of precise statisti-
cal parity in all fields would no doubt require the ille-
gal use of race and sex as criteria for selection. In any
event, the goal,should not be statistical, but individ-
ual; any child who has the necessary interest and abil-
ity should not be denied access because of race or sex
to a career in any field of science or any of the profes-
sions based on science.

Among the four generally identified minority swaps.
persons of Asian origin are statistically over-
represented in science and engineering, and therefore
do not need special attention in the context of this
report. The other thret--American Indians and
Alaskan Natives, Blacks, and Hispanicsare all
under-represented. Of these three groups, Blacks are
most numerous, have been most studied, and will
most often be used as the illustrative minority group
in the following discussion. In general, however, the
special needs of Blacks are matched by similar needs
of the other two minority groups, and also by those
economically disadvantaged children in genera'.

Blacks constituted 15 percent of the 18-21 age group
in 1974 and 10.7 percent of the total undergraduate
population. But Blacks constitute only 6.9 percent of
undergraduates majoring in the biological sciences,
5.8 percent of those majoring in engineering. and 4.6
percent of the physical science major (Office of Civil
Rights, 1977).

At the graduate school level, the numbers of minor-
ities receiving doctorates in scientific disciplines are
even lower. Blacks, Hispanics, and Native Americans
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o account for almost 20 percent of the population, but
in 1977 constituted less than 4 percent of the Ph.D.
recipients in all science and engineering fields, includ-
ing the social sciences. Women received 18 percent of
the doctoral degrees in' science and engineering in
1977 (National Research Council, l978).

The situation means that as a nation we are not utiliz-
ing effectively many gifted young people, although
technological innovation is widely recognized as a
need focal to our economic health. A large fraction
of the nation's corporate executives and more than
half of the federal decision-makers (GS-18 and
above) come from science and engineering back-
grounds. It is unfortunate that more women and
minorities are not receiving the scientific education
that would improve their opportunities for upward
mobility..

As children approach adolescencd, the availability of
role models becomes an important factor in their
selection of future careers. Studies have shown that,
although parents are listed by adolescents as the indi-
viduals most responsible for their career choices,
associations with other adults holding specific
occupations are second in importance (Pa llone,
Hurley, and Rickard, 1973). There is a need, there-
fore, to provide more women and minority group
role models, if we are to encourge more adolescent
girls and minority group students to consider careers
in science.

Ways should be explored to increase the number of
such role models on the science and mathematics fac-
ulties of secondary schools. However, minority
group students and girls need contact with role
models from scientific careers other than secondary
school science or mathematics teaching. It is here
that industry and university science and engineering
departments can provide an important service by
lending scientific personnel to work with minority
youth and girls.

The Minorities in Engineering programs initiated
throughout the country beginning in 1972 provide
many examples of cooperative efforts involving local
school systems, industries, and universities (Com-
mittee on Minorities in Engineering, 1977). With sup-
port from a number of industrial corporations and
their foundations, these programs have focused on
establishing local organizations that encourage inter-
actions among secondary school personnel, college
faculty members, industrial personnel, and commu-
nity groups.

However, much remains to be done, not only in engi-
neering but in other scientific fields, Until it is possi-
ble to improve significantly the quality of mathe-
matics and science education for all disadvantaged
children, particularly in inner-city schools, there is a
need to develop an approach that will identify gifted
but economically disadvantaged students early in
elementary and junior high school and follow them
through high school and college, so as to provide
them with the support necessary to increase their op-
portunities' . .earning and their chances of success.
There is much that could be done to help such
students cross the academic hurdles in their path,
such as the establishment of special schools or
schools-within-a-school, the provision of summer
enrichment camps in science and mathematics, the
arrangement of part-time student apprenticeships
with professional scientists and engineers, and the
provision of special career-planning assistance for
students and their parents.

If larger numbers of women and minority group
members are to have careers in science and engineer-
ing, larger numbers of students must be put into
good science and mathematics courses, enrolled in
the college-preparatory programs in high school, and
given the education that will qualify them for admis-
sion to scientific and technical programs in college.
Effective actions of this kind should be the conscious
and measurable objectives of programs to increase
interest and motivation.

Even if many special efforts are made, the task will
take decades. Success will require a national commit-
meut tasting into the next century. The fact that the
task cannot be accomplished quickly should not deter
us from continuing on what must necessarily be a
long-term effort.

Recommendation 5: In order to give women and
members of racial or ethnic minority groups greater
opportunity to become interested in and to prepare
for careers in scientific and technical occupations we
recommend that scientists and engineers work with
their local school systems to provide special lectures
and classes;' tours of local scientific, engineering, and
technical facilities; opportunities to meet with appro-
priate role models; and other experiences intended to
increase their motivation and to overcome their dis-
ad% antages in securing the education necessary for
stentific and technical careers. In addition, we
recommend that efforts be made to Identify gifted
but economically disadvantaged students early in
their schooling, so as to ensure that they will be
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afforded adequate opportunities to prepare them-
selves for admission to scientific and technical pro-
grams in college.

Accomplishment of these objectives will require
widespread, decentralized, continuing effort on the
part of many organizations and individuals. This
recommendation is equally broadly aimed.

Accountability and the Use of Tests

The phrase "back to the basics" summarizes the
most widely publicized recent campaign in education.
Three quarters of the States of the Union have
adopted some form of minimum competency legisla-
tion. legislation requiring students to pass certain
tests before being promoted or allowed to graduate.
Both the back to the basics movement and the
minimum competency legislation are evidence of
increasing public insistence that schools be held
accountable for the performance of students.

The whole movement has been fiteled by widespread
complaints that high school graduates are not as well
educated as they should be. Employers complain that
new young employees with high school diplomas are
illiterate. College (English departments are having to
shift more of their Freshman English classes to work
on composition and remedial English instead of
teaching literature courses (Gibson, 1978); publicity
has been given to declining scores on the Scholastic
Aptitude Test, and part of that decline has been
related to the fact that "less thoughtful and critical
reading is now being demanded and done" and
"careful writing has apparently about gone out of
style" in many schools (Wirtz et a!, 1977).

So the call rises for an end to social promotion, the
abolition of frills and a reduction in the number of
soft courses, for greater emphasis on the basics of
reading, writing, and computat;on, for the use of
standardized tests to determine whether students
have attained minimum competency, and for
increased accountability on the part of the schools.

The motivation for much of this concern is highly
laudable. The public should be interested in its
schools. There is room for much improvement in the
curriculum. Reading and writing are basic and essen-
tial skills. Schools should be accountable for the
effectiveness with which they educate the nation's
youth. The trouble with accountability is not with the
concept, but with the method by which student per-
formance is measured and publicly reported.

If teachers know the tests that will be used to
compare their pupils, their schools, and their own
performance, of course they will emphasize in their
teaching the skills and knowledge that ate empha-
sized in the tests. Nothing else could be expected.
Indeed teachers would be remiss if they did not help
their students acquire the information and skills on
which they will be judged.

It is therefore necessary to understand the methods
by which pupils are judged. and to analyze the slogan
"back to the basics." for that slogan seems to have
different meanings for different users. As a reasser-
tion of the primacy of the central core subjects in
contrast with a variety of "fringe" or "soft"
courses, it raises a question of educational philoso-
phy on which there is continuing argument, and to
which the answer often depends upon the particular
students being considered.

As insistence on mastery of the facts, methods. and
skills that are essential for competent performance,
learning the basics of mathematics or other subjects
has the same kind of solid justification that it does in
learning to play basketball, or a musical instrument.
Initially. reading. writing, and arithmetic are skill
subjects. After the rudiments have been learind, they
become much more than that; but fora beginning
pupil much practice is required to master the basic
skills. B-cause those skills are essential for other
school subjects and for effective management of
many aspects of adult life, the public is right in want-
ing to hold schools accountable for the ability of
their students to read, write, and calculate with
reasonable competency.

Reasonable competency may be all that can be
expected of some students, but for others that level is
not enough. particularly in the higher grades and
especially for the more competent students. Thus loss
results when b ck to the basics sets limits on what is
to be learned as it does when (1) some subjects, such
as science; re excluded from the definition of basic
education which is used to allocate state funds to
local schools; or (21 teachers and students are led to
believe that there is no need to go beyond the level of
minimum competency, as they are when promotion
or graduation are determined by scores on tests of
minimum competency.

It is this last interpretation. or implementation, of
the back to the basics and minimum competency
movements that we strongly oppose. When those
movements set a low ceiling on expectations and
opportunities, many of the children and society are
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deprived. Ralph Tyler provides an example of how
the low ceiling of n minimum competency require-

nt affects schools:

"In lorida, the National Education Association
panel hick 1 chaired) heard criticisms that the
eleventh grade testing program was resulting in an
overemphasis in many high schools on elementary
reading, arithmetic, and specific test items in order to
ensure that students can pass the tests. As a result,
high school subjects such as science, history, litera-
ture, music, and the arts have been neglected. Some
of the teachers actually believed that the law now
required them to narrow the curriculum to these
minimum competencies. , . , Many teachers inter-
preted the emphasis on basic skills to mean they must
devote most of their attention to routine drill"
(Tyler, 1979, pp. 29-30).

An encouraging contrast to this report is the fact that
some students now seem to recognize what has been
happening; a recent survey conducted by Gallup Poll
and the Kettering Foundation found many students
saying that elementary school standards are too low
and that classes are not sufficiently challenging.

In practice, the emphasis on minimum competency
has led to over-reliance on tests of those aspects of
the curriculum that can be most readily expressed in
simple numerical scores. This tendency is reinforced
by the already wide use of objective and nationally
standardized tests of aptitude and achievement, and
by the desire on the part of parents, the public, and
school administrators to be able to compare this year
with last year, or this school with that one

Unfortunately, this emphasis on numerical measures
that are easily obtaine4 and easy to report under-
mines an important part of the schools' educational
function. for the tests that best satisfy the desire for
ease of administration and reporting are, in the main,
designed to measure the simpler and more routine
aspects of education: ability to perform the four fun-
damental processes of arithmetic rather than under-
standing of mathematical principles and reasoning;
remembering the names of concepts rather than
understanding their meaning; ability to recognize
rules and principles rather than ability to interpret
and apply them; ability to recognize parts of speech
rather than ability to write literate English. Yet as a
report from the Council for Basic. Education empha-
sized, "without the thinking elements science
teaching is stripped of its greatest appeal to
children," and these "more subtle and often more

important objectives of education" tend to be sup-
pressed by the rigid application of accountability
measures (Hausman, 1976, pp. 3 and 10).

It is possible to improve the examinations that are
used to measure minimum competency, and that
should be done for they will no doubt continue to be
used. But even at their best, they help establish a
single standard for the granting of an educational
credential, a standard that may be discouragingly
high for some students and dispiritingly low for
others. As stated earlier, there are important basic
skills that students should be expected to learn, and it
is appropriate to require demonstration of compe-
tency in reading, writing, and arithmetic computa-
tion. But measures of these skills should never consti-
tute the sole basis for decisions concerning promo-
tion or graduation of students or the evaluation of
school curricula. Tests of these skills do not measure
and do not purport to measure all that should be con-
sidered in making those decisions.

We, therefore, recommend that teachers be provided
with a more desirable and flexible alternative: a large
bank of carefully constructed examination items
from which individual schools and individual
teachers can select their own examinations
(Zacharias, 1979). There should be such a bank or
reservoir of test items in each subject or major area
included in the curriculum: in the sciences, and also
in foreign languages, social studies, the arts, and all
the rest.

Each bank should cover a wide range, from the ele-
mental and simple facts to the ideas, the concepts,
the methods, and the more difficult and abstract
aspects of the subject. Each item bank should include
questions of several types. Some can be of familiar
multiple-choice form, but other types would also be
included. Essay or ditcussion questions are harder to
score, but pedagogically more effective. In between
multiple-choice and essay questions are open-ended
questions that can be answered by a word, a phrase, a
sentence, a computation, or a comparison. These
items can be scored in a highly reliablc manner; they
can be phrased to require real understanding; they
can be written in great variety; they serve more effec-
tively as a basis for class discussion than do multiple-
choice items; and they stand up better to public
scrutiny.

Each bank should be large enough to provide very
wide choice in selecting items to make up different
mminationsdifferent in order to be appropriate
for the wide rar,,,,e of schools and pupils that exist in
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the United States, and different so the same school or
teacher can draw many examinations from the bank.

Moreover, and most importantly, the bank should
not be secret. All of the test items should be publicly
available to teachers, parents, school children, or
anyone who is interested. Unlike tests whose secrecy
must be carefully preserved, there would be no
danger in allowing students to examine the test bank.
Within any fieldbiology for examplethere would
be so many different items, testing so many different
aspects of biological knowledge, principle, and
method that any teacher could say to a pupil: "Go to
it. If you can answer the questions in the biology
bank you know enough biology to earn a high
grade,"= it may be desirable to add that under most
circumstances the particular items from the bank that
will appear on a given examination should not be
announced in advance. The whole item bank should
be open, but if the particular questions on which
students will be graded are known in advance,
students will be tempted to concentrate too exclu-
sively on the answers to the selected items.

Open access to the whole test bank would force the
people who construct the test items to do a better job.
It is difficult to write test items that assess a student's
ability to think clearly, to understand principles and
relationships, to express ideas in clear, concise prose.
It is more difficult to write such items than to write
test items that depend on memory for facts, names,
or word meanings; but it is not impossible. If all of
the items are open to public inspection, and if the test
bank is expected to cover the whole range of curric-
ular objectives, the test writers would have to do a
better job.

If ail of the items are open to inspection, they are also
open to objection by experts. Scientists could chal-
lenge any that involved faulty understanding of the

Beginning in the 1930s. the Unicersity of ( hieago facultywith
help from the Unit ersity 's Hoard itt I. xamitiationc-4.onstrut led
long. %earthing examtnations that were the sole hosts for grading in
many courses Roe examinations included some mullipleehot4x
and other ',humor items, sonic to he answered by a word or
phrace, and some that reunited longer answers. As soon AN 011e of
these examinations was used. copies *ere made aadahle in the
Unicercity Book Store tor purchase by anyme interested Ibis
system worked very catictacionly Mc faculty had to construct
good examinations. ones they vo:re willing to make public
Students had the ooportunits to tind out in advance what the
faculty considered to he the content. wore. and appropriate
examination for a c.(Wru: the reasonableness of our proposal is
supported by this tacorable experience. but our proposal goes tor
Otter to making the *hole hank of items acailahle from the start

scientific facts or principles involved. Representa-
tives of minority groups could challenge any that
seemed unfair to their groups.

The purposes of these test banks would be to improve
education and to give teachers wader latitude in
measuring what their pupils have learned than is pos-
sible with standardized tests. For other purposes,
tests of other types are available. Employers and col-
lege admissions officers can continue to use stan-
dardized tests to aid in making their selection deci-
sions_ Educational and vocational counselors can
continue to use the tests they find of value in their
work. The National Assessment of Educational Pro-
gress will no doubt continue to use tests designed for
its purposes. Tests for these uses are typically the
same throughout the country, and care is exercised to
keep the test items secret, at least until after the test
has served its purpose.

But neither national standardization nor secrecy are
necessary for tests used to assess progress during the
school year; to help diagnose areas of strength or
weakness; to use as starting points for classroom dis-
cussion or other forms of teaching, or to determine
when a student is ready to move to the next level or
block of material; or is ready for promotion or grad-
uation. For these purposes, examinations consisting
of questions selected from the appropriate test bank
can give each school or teacher substantial latitude in
selecting items with the content and at the level that is
appropriate for that particular group of students.

Recommendation 6: We recommend vigorous efforts
at local levels to combat the overemphasis currently
given to scores on standardized tests of achievement
in comparing the performance of schools, classes,
and individual pupils. Because the tests most gen-
erally used for these purposes give emphasis to the
more elementary and routine abilities necessry to
meet "minimum competency" requirements, they
constitute only a part of the basis upon which schools
and pupils should be judged. In addition, in order to
make available more desirable tests with which
teachers can appraise the performance of their
pupils, we recommend the creation, for each major
subject, of a large bank of test items of varied types
and covering a wide range of skills and knowledge of
the subject field. These test banks should be openly
available to any teacher, school administrator,
parent, child, or anyone else who is interested. Open
availability of the entire bank of test items should
improve the quality of test items and will give
teachers latitude in selecting the test questions that
match their educational objectives.
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Much work would be involved in making up the
thousands of items that would be needed for the item
banks in all of the major areas of the school cur-
riculum, and to pretest the items to determine their
difficatty and uncover hidden ambiguities. Because
the test items would be of quite varied types, more
time would be required to score them than is neces-
sary for tests that can be scored by machine. But off-
setting these costs would be the large amount of time
saved by not having to construct individual teacher-
made tests and the advantage of having access to a
large resource of reliable and well-tested items from
which any teacher could draw examinations tailored
to the particular needs and interests of a school or
class. ,

Implementation

Successful achievement of the objectives of our
recommendations will require leadership, coopera-
tion between the scientific and educational com-
munities, and continuing government support for
private initiative.

Leadership

Most of the leadership must come from scientists and
scientific organizations. The NSF studies indicate
that leadership in this effort is quite unlikely to come
from anywhere within the educational system, Only a
small percentage of school superintendents and prin
cipals are primarily interested in science or mathe-
matics. Teachers rate them low among available
sources of help on problems in teaching science and
mathematics. A maze of state and federal regulations
and requirements forces them to be systems
managers rather than educational leaders.

Some subject matter coordinators could serve as
leaders, but the excellently qualified ones are few in
number, and typically they are able to devote only
about a fourth of their time to working with teachers
on instructional matters.

The individuals teachers who are interested are geo-
graphically scattered. Working on curricular reform
and thedevelopment of innovative teaching materials
is not generally rewarded in most school systems.
Some of the specialized societies, such as the
National Council lof Teachers of Mathematics or the
Nations', Science Teachers Association, can be very
helpful. But the major national association, the
National Education Association, has lost moss of its
former interest in educational matters as ,t has

become an aggressive labor union.

Thus, responsibility for leadership seems to lie in the
hands of scientists and scientific associations. In the
1950s and 1960s most of the scientists actively involved
in the curriculum projects came from academic insti-
tutions, and that will prcbably be true in the future.
But there is also a rich source of talent among scien-
tists and engineers in industry, and they may be of
special value as greater emphasis is given to improv-
ing science learning for all students, whether or not
they are going to college or whether they are likely to
follow careers in the scientific and technical fields.

From wherever they may come, scientists will have to
take the initiative. Many are not satisfied with the
present performance of the nation's schools, and
believe that improvement is possible and necessary.
They now have the choice between doing the hard
work necessary to provide leadership in bringing
about the desired improvements or of resigning
themselves to the expectation that those improve-
ments will not occur.

Institutional as well as individual leadership will be
necessary, and the National Science Foundation is
the most experienced and appears to be the most
appropriate institutional leader. Other federal agen-
cies, school systems, and private foundations should
help, as they have in the past, but a leading agency
is required to focus the governmental interest and
support.

One of the unknowns of the legislative future is
whether Congress will vote to establish a new Depart-
ment of Education, and if it does so, whether it will
transfer the precollege educational responsibilities of
NSF to that new Department as some, of the advo-
cates of the new Department propose. The case can
be argued either way.. Science education is part of
education and should therefore be part of the new
Department. Or, science education is part of science
and should remain in close alliance with other scien-
tific activities. If a new Department of Education is
established, it may develop in such a way as to make
the transfer seem desirable, But for the time being,
we give more weight to two reasons for retaining
responsibility in the National Science Foundation.
One reason is the nature of the activities to be sup-
ported. The recommendations presented above will
require individual decisions as to which proposals,
among a number submitted, are most meritorious
and can be supported. NSF has had much more
experience in the support of individual projects
selected as most meritorious by the processes of peer
review than has either the Office of Education or the
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National Institute of Education. Indeed, a substan-
tial part of the Office of Education responsibility has
been for programs in which funds are allotted by for-
mula instead of on a selective basis.

The other reason .concerns the personnel involved.
Scientists, who will have to lead the whole effort,
already have well-established working relationships
with NSF, Moreover, because the interests of scien-
tists in education are often closely linked to their
interests in research, strong continuing relationships
with NSF are altogether likely. For these historical
and organizational reasons, we believe that the NSF
should continue to be the federal agency with major
responsibility for supporting efforts to improve
science education at the precollege level

Cooperation

Leadership will come from scientists, but they should
make greater efforts to enlist the active cooperation
of the educational community than they did in the
1950s and 1960s. Specialists in education are needed
and they can be of much help in getting improved
programs accepted by the educational community,
They can also be more directly effective in devising
systems to reward teachers for using better materials
and methods, and can help build into the education
system the idea of a continuing effort toward
improvement,

New curricular materials are generally more demand-
ing of teachers than were the textbooks that preceded
them, They call for greater understanding of subject
matter, and require effective use of teaching skills
that are not required by simple reading and recita-
tion. But this is not what is emphasized in most
schools of education. So far the schools of education
have had relatively little involvement in the course
improvement effort. Individuals, particularly
specialists in science education, have been valuable
members of many of the projects teams. And some
of the institutes for teachers have been sponsored by
schools or departments of education. But the educa-
tion profession did not initiate the major efforts to
improve education in science and mathematics, and
the initiators of that effort have not done enough to
enlist the continuing cooperation of that profession,

Now, with clear recognition that a continuing effort
is needed, the leaders of that effort should seek
means of involving more effectively the deans and
professors of education. In the long run, it is they
who will determine whether 'new teachers enter their
first positions reasonably well grounded in their
fields and able to use teaching methods that help
young students learn to think and develop rational

abilities. The schools of education should inculcate
the attitude that curricular improvement and the
development of better materials and methods will be
an expected and continuing part of each teacher's
professional life.

Support for Private Initiative

Twenty years ago, NSF clearly distinguished the
educational responsibilities of the federal govern-
ment from those of the private sector and local
government. Congress had recognized the need for
federal assistance to the nation's schools, and NSF
was authorized to use part of its funds for that pur-
pose. But it would not try to control; instead, it
would support "the activities of competent persons
and groups in the scientific and academic com-
munities in carrying out what those communities
judge to be needed, and proper. The Foundation
takes pains to avoid wherever possible the implica-
tion of endorsing or specifying attitudes, the nature
of course content, or related items which are properly
the province of the educational community. Theini-
tiative must derive from the academic community"
(Quoted from 1959 budget statement, NSF, 1975,
Vol. II, p. 21).
In taking this posture, NSF was honoring the long
and deep tradition that educational responsibility is
reserved to private institutions and to state and local
government. At the same time, NSF was honoring
another deeply rooted American tradition, that
voluntary private action is often the most effective
way to accomplish major public purposes. In support-
ing research, NSF had already followed this course.
It was accustomed to selecting the most promising
proposals from among all those submitted, but it did
not try to decide what problems should be tackled
next or what methods should be employed. Scientists
actively engaged in research were considered to be the
best judges of those matters. And so it was with
improvements in education; scientists and the educa-
tional specialists and teachers who were working with
them were considered to be better judges than the
NSF staff members of what should be taught to
precollege students and of how it should be taught.

For several reasons there has been appreciable back-
sliding from this position. Congress still pays tribute
to the tradition of local autonomy, and in fact has
reprimanded NSF when it thought some of the Foun-
dation's implementation activities had gone too far
in influencing school systems as to the curricular
materials they should use. Congress itself has not
tried to dictate what should be taught in the nation's
schools, but it has come dangerously close in
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deciding some things that should not be taught.
When some of the NSF-funded projects in the
biological and social sciences encountered criticism in

- Congress as being value-laden or controversial, NSF
was seized by anxiety. Both Congress and the
General Accounting Office have warned NSF that it
cannot avoid being responsible for the content and
conduct of curriculum development projects, and
that it should take a more active role in determining
in advance what is needed in the way of educational
improvement and then seek means of responding to
those needs.

NSF has.been immensely valuable in achieving many
of the improvements in science and mathematics edu-
cation of the past quarter century. Other federal
agencies and some private foundations have also
been involved, but NSF has clearly been the primary
supporter of the whole movement. In large part its
success has been due to the fact that it had the con-
fidence of the scientific community, and it, in turn,
was geared to provide financial support for the best
ideas and proposals that were generated in that com-
munity. NSF was successful because it did not try to
mastermind the whole effort and because it could
pick and choose from amo:ig ail the ideas emanating
from the community of scientists and educators
interested in the improvement of education.

Much experience tells us that the support of private
interest and effort is often the most effective way to
achieve a public purpose. But when private initiative
is supported by public funds there is strong tempta-
tion for the provider of those funds to exert more and
more control. Unless that temptation is resisted. the
private initiative that started the whole effort is
weakened, and is likely to be squeezed out. The fact
that this tendency is wrong in principle and usually
inefficient in practice is likely to be forgotten by a
bureaucracy that is overly responsive to criticism.
Nothing useful in education can expect universal

approval. The response to criticisms must not be the
typical bureaucratic remedy of stronger central
control.

In looking toward the implementation of the recom-
mendations made above, the tendency toward cen-
tralization and increasing national regulations should
be resisted as vigorously and continuously as possi-
ble. The teaching resource centers we have proposed
will operate in individual communities, some as parts
of school systems and others under other organiza-
tional sponsors. Each should be planned, organized,
and managed in terms of its local resources, opportu-
nities, and customs. Similarly, as efforts are made to
improve education in mathematicsto achieve
something better than the traditional emphasis on
computation and better than the original versions of
the new mathit is surely teachers and mathemati-
cians in the field, not staff members in Washington,
who can best decide what to try and whether what
has been tried has worked as effectively as it might.

What is called for is enlightened self-restraint on the
part of the National Science Foundation, the Office
of Management and Budget, and the Congress. All
recognize the principle involved, but in day to day
dealing with details staff members are always under
pressure to take the "safe" course of increasing cen-
tral control or adopting another national regulation.
Yet principle should be made to prevail. NSF surely
does not want authority over the substance of what is
taught in the schools. Congress would not want that
power to be held by any agency of the Executive
Branch nor to arrogate it to itself. The proper role
for NSF is to allocate public funds in the encourage-
ment of the best independent initiative. Of course
NSF must then see to it that those funds are honestly
and competently used for the purposes intended. But
decisions as to what educational improvements are
most needed and how those needs can best be met are
emphatically not decisions to be made by an agency
of the fedeial government.
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American Association of School Administrators

Summary of the Findings of Three
NSF Sponsored Studies on the Status
of Precollege Science Education

The Final Repot'

Raymond G. Melton

Purpose

Each year literati) hundreds 01 gmernment and non.
got ernnient agencies condos i sun e) s. research
studies. probes. assessnients, eialuations, and com
mission papers iii he written. all relating to the held
of education. I ortutiatel). or untortunatel), as the
case ma) he. most in us as school administrators
neser see nor hear 01 the rooks ol these man) ac-
th sties. How..ser, Rom tune to time, landings tram
lhese actw hies produce data which is pertinent to the
practicing school administrator. 1. iihiation in this
data could ;ot' the administrator in areas 01 public
relations. school hoard relationships, curriculum de-
elopment, 4311 do elopnient. mom/anon do elop.

meal, and man) other areas. Hating little time to
spend plowing through the Jargon, the annotated
information. or the tables and churls which are
presented in most at these reports, the school
administrator chooses to send these reports on to
someone else or tile them in "1 de 13."

rhe intent ol this report to )ola as an merican
Association of School Administrators lAASA1
member Is to prattle a Nominal.) 01 three owlish',
undies conducted In the National Science Founi la-
non (Nsr) on the areas 01 precollege ..'.tonic.
mathematics and social studies 'Amami'. School
administrators. and in part lunar .01001 super-

intendents. need to he well inhumed about cur-
riculum issues II II lec arc to prim ode instruinonal
leadership in their districts this is especial!)
true in alone thstrkt. uhert: there is no nerso
responsible him ilistrichw idc Own alum super% 'moll
and coordination

E en in those disiti,h in ninth ctirricuttlin co-
ordinator and spect..11sts are eutpioecl, it is the
superintendent who has the primat reponsMiln
for presenting the district's instruktirial program to
the hoard 4)1 editc.itioll and to the colltilitillit at-
large. Ii Is important that those people charged tt WI

the leadership in i urriculuin and instruction reeehe
Loncise, pertinent and relo am information from
\Indies conducted in the taftinis curricular areas.
1 he purpose in this paper is to motile such a
t epOrtInit .

Background

I he National Science I oundation initiated three
\Unites to attstter tun basic 'potions:

1. 11 hat has been the impact ol the two decades
ot actin lt) to 'wrote science and math in the
schools!

2. %hat is the prolde ol the situation hla)?

lo allsvta these questions, the three studies were
commissioned as a t I) literature r Dew , (21 natinoal
stirte. and (31 a series 01 Case studies The sewn
*intone which resulted Isom these chines are:

1 he Snout 01 Pm rdll'er Sr woe e. thrthermtbet um!
SIN WI Studien 1 dire cormial Prdc rue% rri I. S. Sehtrolt:
ri Oerse owl Stroterturro

flu' %Wirt ol Prec ;Weer, Sr NI!. c.. timber:ruin t 404
Sol ral %write* t (her drum 0 I tilt 1

1977 National Survey of Science, Mathematics and
Social Science

I ate Studiet m St tent!' 1 &Stamm I.? I <dt i

to deal with the miasmic data contained in the set en
i intones and to identity implications for school ads
nutwarator, NS1- commissioned AASA to summa-
rue the three tenons. AASA ;hied three members of
the AA% -National ( enter for the Imprmernent ot
I earning (AASA-M 11 1 Ailthor) Panel to assict in
the prineit 'the three Twin:mating AASA members
included

or Allison Jackson. Associat State 1)irector
tor %mammal Education. State in New Jere)
Department in Education, Irenton New Jere)

1)1 Donald 1 t1 right. ( urni.olum Specialist,
Niiinigoincr) ( ouni) Intermediate Unit. Blue
Bell, Penns) Itama

This report was published by the American Association of School Administrators. Rossiya. Virginia.
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Dr. .1 Zeb Wright. Director. Division of Con-
tinuing Education, West Virginia University
Medical Center, Charleston, West Virginia

Each was charged with the responsibility of sum-
marizing one or more of the reports from the NSF. It
Was agreed that quotes and footnotes would be kept
to a minimum and that a readable, non-jargon and
short summary would be prepared. These three sum-
maries were submitted to AASA to be condensed fur-
ther for a report to AASA members. The person at
AASA responsible for this report was:

Raymond G. Melton, Associate Director,
AASA National Academy for School Ex-
ecutives, Arlington, Virginia.

The "summary of summaries" was to look at
the findings from an administrator's perspective
and indicate implications for field-based school
administrators.

Mathematics Education
Summary of Findings

Course Requirements

The general requirement in grades 1C-6 in
mathematics show that approximately 25 percent of
the states and 40 percent of the districts have
minimum instructional time for math. The amount
of time allocated for mathematics instruction is con-
siderably longer than for social studies or science.
The average amount of time allocated for mathe-
matics in grades K-3 is 27 minutes. Thirty eight
minutes are allocated for mathematics instruction in
grades 4-6.

Requirements ;n mathematics education for high
school graduation indicate that 68 percent of the
states require more than one year of mathematics
between grades 7-12.. Seven percent of the states re-
quire specific courses in mathematics instruction for
graduation. Forty percent of the districts in the na-
tion require one or more specific mathematics
courses. Typically, general mathematics (33 percent)
and/or elementary algebra (35 percent) are the
courses required.

Utilization of standardized test results for diagnosis
in mathematics instruction are widespread among the
nation's schools. Ninety-three percent of those
schools/classrooms containing grades K-6 and 67
percent of the schools/classrooms in grades 7-12
utilize standardized testing.

I'

The "back to basics" movement and competency-
based education movement have had a significant im-
pact on mathematics education. Since math is one of
the basics to be taught, emphasis, financial support
and time-on-task in mathematics education have all
increased within the past few years. Approximately
35 percent of the states are planning to implement
some type of competency-based program in mathe-
matics education by 1980.

instructional Techniques

.Over half of all mathematics classrooms use the lec-
ture method as the primary mode. However, approx-
imately 23 percent of the remaining classes in
mathematics do not use lecture method at all. The
discussion method is utilized primarily in elementary
math grades K-3 and in the junior high school grades
7-9. In elementary mathematics grades 4-6. individual
assignments for students is the daily mode used the
most. For mathematics classes is the high school
grades 10-12, the lecture method prevailed as the
most dominant mode of instruction.

Seventy-one percent of all mathematics classes in-
dicated that some daily discussion techniques were
used and the data indicated that there was very little
variation in the frequency of discussion mode among
grade levels. Student reports and projects were not
frequently utilized in mathematics classes, and ap-
proximately 46 percent of the classes surveyed never
used them. Library work was a mode which was
deemed inappropriate for mathematics classes (74
percent) and was reported as never used as a means
of improving student outcomes. Student use of the
chalkboard was prevalent in 72 percent of the class-
rooms and teachers indicated that they used it at least
once a week (half of those responding used it daily).

Most mathematics classrooms (62 percent) use tests
and quizzes at least once a week. Utilization of stu-
dent contracts is rare with over 70 percent of all
classes not using them at all Utilization of the results
of standardized tests is far more prevalent in mathe-
matics classrooms than in those classrooms of social
studies and science.

Computer-assisted instruction, field trips, simu-
lations. guest speakers, teacher demonstrations,
brainstorming and games were not frequently re-
ported as modes of instruction for most mathematics
classrooms.
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Materials, Equipment and Facilities

About two - thirds of all mathematics classes use a
single textbook 'program. The remaining classrooms
use multiple textbooks programs. Matheniatics
classes at the :mental, level grade K-3 use games
and puzzles far more than ans of the upper grade
les els. While $8 percent of the K-3 classrooms use
games and puzzles, the usage decreases rapidly as the
grade level increases. Actisits kits and manipulatise
blocks were frequently used in the elementary grades.
especially K-3; but b. grades 7.9, the frequent:. drop-
ped to about 33 percent of the classrooms, and
grades 10-12 rarely use this type of material.

Metric measurement tools are :ot frequently used in
the lower grades. Grade lock 4-9 utilize metric mea-
surement tools to the greatest extent. There is a
significant decrease in the utilization of metric tools
in grades 10-12.

Mathematics teachers rated the adequacy of facilities
and equipment for mathematics education as ade-
quate. Fourteen percent of the teachers felt that
facilities needed improvement, forty-one percent felt
that there was a need to improve small group loca-
tions. and 33 percent felt that they were dissatisfied
1A ith storage space for equipment and supplies.

In all areas, mathematics classes were quite small_
There has been an increased availability of equip-
ment such as computers, calculators, metric tools,
geometric tools, etc.; however, the demand by
mathematics teachers for these tools has decreased. It
would generally be assumed that as the complexity of
mathematics increased, there would be an equal in-
crease in the demand for utilization of mathematics
tools. Yet the data does not bear out this increased
demand.

Staffing

The key descriptors of the instrictional arrangement
for mathematics education are all interrelated with
the single teacher classroom concept. Teacher
characteristics for mathematics education are on
sistcnt and resemble those of science education and
social studies education.

Mathematics Education Issues

Certain issues related to precollege math education
are resealed h) re. iess of the NSF' studies. These
issues are drawn from the studies themsehes and

contain questions w hich school administrators may
want to confront in their leadership for learning.

The "112446-11asies" Moenteni. While the "hack-
to-basics" mosement has stimulated and strength.
cited mathematics education. it has tended to deal
primarily with "computational skills" to the melt:
sion of the so-called "thought problems." It may be
cause for concern to de-emphasize this higher level
thinking skill.

Insenice Training/Sidi De.elopasent. For the most
pan, teachers of mathematics education feel feta-
tisely competent in dealing with the content of
mathematics. Howescr, many teachers express a
desire for assistance in more effectisely and efficient-
ly dealing with the process of teaching, classroom
management, effective use of materials, and tracking
and monitoring students. Insersice efforts in the past
have dealt primarily with the content of mathematics
or with the implementation of textbooks/programs.
More emphasis needs to be ghat to teaching tech-
niques and classroom management techniques.

Classroom Orpoitiolion. Despite the recent fervor
oser declining student achiesement rates, the back-
to-basics mosement, competency-based education,
minimum competencies for graduation, etc., the
predominant classroom organizational pattern for
mathematics education has remained the self-
contained classroom at the elementary level and the
fixed period schedule at the secondary level. In other
words, the way in which mathematics is being taught
has not altered despite criticism of the end product of
that organizational pattern.

Time -on -Task. With the emphasis of mathematics as
an integral pan of the back-to-basics mos mem, the
allocated time for mathematics instruction, especially
at the elementary level. has increased. Ior the most
part, however, little attention has been gisen to the
idea of "time on task." The actual amount of lime
that a student h engaged in learning activities is the
critical factor, not the allocated time. The issue is:
Have teachers been pros ided with the professional
des clopment and support necessary to effectisely and
efficiently utilize the time allocated?

Science Education
Summary of Findings

Generall) speaking, state carnation agencies in the
United States have not been prolific in their establish-
ment of guidelines for science instruction. Only 27
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percent of the states have set guidelines for the mini-
mum amount of instructional time to be spent in
science, and only 21 percent of the states require
more than one year of science for graduation. School
districts by and large have been more supporti% e of
the requirements for science education with 47 per-
cent of the nation's districts requiring one year of
science for graduation, while 33 percent require more
than one year. Almost half (49 percent) of the dis-

tricts require a specific course in science in grades
9-12. with general science (27 percent), biology (21
percent). and physical science (12 percent) the most
frequently required courses. This lack of direction or
mandate by federal or state education agencies has
left science education as a "non-survival" subject.
The tremendous surge of concern for science educa-
tion in the post-Sputnik era has waned and the back-
to-basics and competency-based education move-
ments have relegated science education to the "back
burner."

The amount of time spent on science instruction is
significantly less than that spent on mathematics or
social studies. Students receive an average of 19
minutes per day of science instruction in grades K-3
and an average of 35 minutes per day in grades 4 -6.
In the junior high school and senior high school, sci-

-ence instruction is offered through courses. The most
common science courses offered in grades 7-9 in
descending order are: general science,' earth science,
life science, physical science and biology. General
science is the only science course offered by more
than 50 percent of all the schools with grades 7-9. In
grades 10-12, from most to least frequently offered
courses are: biology, chemistry and advanced bi-
ology. Nearly 90 percent of all science courses are
offered on a full year basis.

In recent years there has been a proliferation of elec-
tive courses and/or "mini-courses" being offered to
stimulate student interest. These elective courses in-
clude oceanography, marine biology, plants,
mechanics, genetics, electronics, space science.

environmental studies and ecological studies. An
obvious counter factor to the popularization of sci-
ence is the "budget crunch" which is forcing some
schools to drop previously popular and successful
elective courses because of the high cost of pro-
viding laboratories and other types of "hands-on"
experiences.

The fact that science education has not been gener-
ally included in the back-to-basics or competency-
based education movements has obviously affected
the emphasis placed on the subject by educators at all

levels. Only 13 percent of the states are planning to
establish basic science competencies which students
must attain prior to graduation. It is obvious then
that there is a lack of any type of accountability
system which would require school districts to em-
phasize science education instruction at either the ele-
mentary or secondary levels.

Instructional Techniques

Instructionally, sLicnce education relies heavily on
the lecture method and class discussions as modes of
instruction. Half of the classes require a student
report or project and/or an individual assignment at
least once a month. Laboratory experiences or other
types of hands-on. panicipatory activities are used by
about half of the scienceclassrooms with a frequency
of at least once per week. Teacher demonstration and
utilization of the library and other resources are
other techniques used by approximately one-third of
the science classes.

Techniques never used in many science classes in-
clude televised instruction (69 percent); programmed
instruction (71 percent), computer-assisted instruc-
tion (90 percent). contracts (78 percent), simulations
including role playing, debates, panels, etc. (61 per-
cent), and guest speakers (54 percent). About half of
all class time in science is spent with the entire class as
a group. about 20 percent of the time students-meet
in small groups, and students work individually
about 30 percent of the time.

Materials/Facilities

Approximately half of all science classes use a single
published textbook/program. Another 20 to 30 per-
cent of the classes use multiple textbooks/programs.
Very few classes use no textbook/programs except
for 37 percent of the K-3 classes. Between half and
two-thirds of the science classes use textbooks/
programs which have accompanying supplementary
material. Teacher manuals which accompany text-
books are extensively used.

Schools are more likely to have budgets for science
supplies than for science equipment. Nearly all
secondary schools (95 percent) have miceoscopes as
do most elementary schools (80-90 percent). Other
types of equipment available in a majority of schools
are scientific models at all grade levels, cameras at
grades 7.12, and hand-held calculators and dark
rooms at grades 10-12. In general, suburban schools
are the best equipped followed by urban schools,
with small cities and rural areas being the least well
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equipped. Schools in large districts tend to be better
equipped than those in small districts.

Staffing

The number of professionals' at both the state and
local levels who are specificall) assigned to supervise
science education has been reduced in recent years.
Only 55 percent of the states hate science education
specialists who devote more than 75 percent of their
time to state-wide coordinition. Likewise. in most
school districts, only 37 percent have a district super-
visor. Districts in the Northeast or South, urban or
suburban districts, and those median to large in size
are most likely to employ one or more district super-
visors. At the school level, a considerable number of
principals perceive themselves as "not well
qualified" to supervise science instruction. In addi-
tion, there arc few elementary and junior high
schools which have department chairmen to offer in-
structional help to science teat-hers. However, 80 per-
cent of the schools in grades 10-12 hate department
chairmen.

The average number of years experience for elemen-
tary teachers is 10.5 )cars; for grades 7,9, U.S years:
and for grades 10-12, 11.8 years. Thirty percent of
4th through 6th grade science teachers have a degree
beyond a bachelors degree. Fifty percent of 7th
through 9th grade teachers and 54 percent of 10th
through 12th grade teachers of science have earned a
masters or doctorate degree. The ratio of female to
male science teachers for grades 4-6 is 2 to 1, for
grades 7-9 is 1 to 2, and for grades 10-12 is I to 3.

Science Education Issues

Certain issues related to precollege science education
are revealed by review of the NSF studies. These
issues deal with the following topics: the back-to-
basics movement, adequacy of facilities and mate-
rials, centrality of the textbook, new science topics,
discipline, controlling and financing science educa-
tion. cost effectiveness, insery ice training, and
elitism. The order of topics does not imply a
prioritization.

The Back-to-Basics Movement. Science education is
not viewed as "basic" by the general population or
educators. Concern for science education is included
only in.the category of "fundamental knowledge in
other areas," which is considered the catch-all for all
other subjects not deemed to be "basic.'

Adequae) of Facilities and Materials. The impor-
tance of the adequacy and availability of science
facilities, equipment and supplics is an obvious fac-
tor in providing an effective and efficient science pro-
gram. More than two-thirds of a national sample of
science teachers felt that there were inadequate facili-
ties, insufficient funds for purchasing equipment and
supplies, and a lack of materials to individualize in-
struction. Inadequate room facilities and lack of sup-
plies and equipment are the number one and number
two barriers to teaching science at the elementary
level. Even in those schools and school systems where
facilities and equipment are available, they are in
many cases run down, out of date. and/or in need
of repair.

Textbooks. Fifty to eighty percent of all science
classes use a single text or multiple texts as the basis
for instruction. The textbook has become the cur-
riculum and the source of expertise in many class-
rooms. Given the facilities available, the textbook as
the curriculum, and the teaching modes employed by
teachers, it is apparent that science education deal.
primarily with the lower levels of thinking, e.g.,
knowledge and comprehension as opposed to ap-
plication, analysis, synthesis, or evaluation (Bloom's
Taxonomy).

New Science Topics. The proliferation of new topics
in science has attempted to stimulate interest in
science while also posing-serious problems in science
instruction. These new courses have strengthened the
textbook as the curriculum and have relied heavily on
theory rather than on observable data. The new
courses have also "broken the mold" of.standard
laboratory procedures: arrange material or equip-
ment, observe phenomena, record phenomena, and
interpret observations by answering questions.

Discipline. Classroom management is seen by
teachers as the primary deterrent in effective and effi-
cient instruction, In some classes, up to 50 percent of
the class time is lost due to confrontations, distrac-
tions, and disruptions. It is felt that a source of the
discipline problems is the lack of student interest and
motivation in science, Teachers also feel that the sup-
port for the teacher is weak in many schools.

Financing Science Education. Sources of support for
science education have dwindled since the late 1960s.
Federal support for science education has decreased
and state support has followed suit. Where science
education has not been included in those areas em-
phasized by a given state, it has suffered. This
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decrease in support has occurred at a time %%he\sup-
port has increased for the more 'basie" subjects.

Inservim Training/Staff Development. There is in
creased emphasis on staff do elopment progrants as a
means of updating and. or changing science educa-
tion and instruction. At the elementary loci, many
teacher., feel that their training has been inadequate
to teach science. Therefore., staff doelopment pro-
grams become a %chicle %%hereby their skills, knowl-
edge and attitudes regarding science education can be
altered. As science education enrollments decrease,
there is a tendency for the most experienced teachers
to maintain class assignments for science instruction.

theie situations, staff do elopment is seen as a tool
to update teachers whose professional development
experiences may has e been many years in the past.
Teachers report the greatest need is for obtaining in-
formation about instructional materiak, learning
nevi teaching methods. implementing the dis-
cosery, inquiry approach, and using hands-on or
inanipulatise materials.

Elitism ts. Popularism, As students typically
matriculate to higher lock of -,cience instruction, a
natural elitism is deseloped. Only a feu students take
chemistry and ery rev or only the most able students
take physics. Further, many teachers, students, and
parents feel that certain science courses are only for
the academically elite and enrollment should not be
increased. Running counter to the elitism approach is
the mose to popularize science through courses

hich deal with science issues of a more contempo-
rary interest. The proliferation of new science topics
pro iously mentioned has come from this effort.

Social Studies Education
Summary of Findings

Social studies education has changed tittle in the past
20 years chile, at the same time, ii has expanded the
most from the tremendous knowledge explosion of
the past two decades. A common and sigorously
defended purpose of social studies education is
"socialization": obsers ance of the mores of the com-
munity, submitting personal inclinations to the needs
of the community, conforming to the role of "good
student," and getting ready for the next rung of the
educational ladder. Social studies education is per-
haps the closest thing to "sallies education which
exists in the regular curriculum of the public schools
today.

Of the three science areas studied by the National Sci-
ence Foundation, state requirements are heasiest in
social studies. Overall, four to six semesters of social
studies are required for graduation in 68 percent of
the states. American history is required in 39 states
plus the District of Columbia, senile uorld history is
required in 15 states. State history. including the state
constitution, is required in 34 states, Other require-
ments include consunier education (6 states), en-
sironmental studies (4 states), Liss-related education
(4 states), and civics (5 states).

Twenty -five percent of states and 40 percent of dis-
tricts set guidelines for minimal instruction time in
one or more elementary grades. The as erage time
mandated is 20 minutes per day in grades 1-3 and
30-40 minutes m grade,. 4-6. Hoveser, instructional,
curricular, and social "resolutions" hase cone and
gone a ith little effect upon the formal curriculum
and hot teachers within classrooms relate that cur-
riculum to America's youth. Forces such as geogra-
phy and asks has e disappeared along with the 12th
grade "problems" course, and a proliferation of
elet:tis es focusing on one or more of the social
sciences has es oh ed.

At the elementary loci, the expanding environment
continues to be the primary organizing theme.
Courses of study from grades K-6 most from the
home up through the neighborhood and community
to the state, nation, and world. Textbooks are in-
cluding more non-western world and world affairs in
general. Ethnic studies are becoming more numer-
ous. There is some attention to social problems and
to understanding oneself.

Despite course title changes. the disappearance of
some courses, and the inclusion of some anthropo-
logical content in social studies education, generally,
social studies is history and geography and quite
similar to that social studies was 20 years ago. There
appears to be no justification at this time for chang-
ing labels from social studies to social science since
instruction is rarely about social science, the sys-
teniatic inquiry into social phenomena

Materials/Facilities

The studies completed by the National Science Foun-
dation clearly indicate that the textbook is the central
focus of most social studies classes. No one company
or approach to textbook do elopntent clearly domi-
nates the commercial market as it may have 25 years
ago when Fremont P. Worth's secondary American
history textbook was used by a majority of all school
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districts in the nation. For 20 years. the NSF has sup-
ported the development of social studies curricula in
K-12. Of the districts surveyed, 25 percent of elemen-
tary schools and 24 percent of secondary schools
used one or more of the federally funded material+.
Federally funded materials, houcker, are most asso-
ciated with the "new" social studies. The materials
have not been widely adopted by school systems, but
there are indications that these materials have had a
profound impact upon the commercial textbook pub-
lishers. However, the extent of that influence has not
been determined. With the exception of the early
primary grades, -kirtually all science, mathematics
and Willi studies classes are published textbooks or
programs" as the primary curriculum source.

Facilities and Equipment

Suburban schools are the best equipped, followed by
urban schools. Schools in small cities and rural areas
are the least well equipped. This difference is more
dramatic, however, in science areas other than social
studies, where expensike equipment is not essential.
The major needs cited by teachers (more than half) in
all subjects and at all grihic lekcis were for para-
professional assistants and money to buy class sup-
plies on a day-to-day basis. Social studies education
has not benefited from the major federal funding
strategies with only 12 percent of the National De-
fense Education Act (NDEA) funds going to social
studies and only 30 percent of the school districts
receiking funds from the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act (ESEA).

Of all the equipment acquired by schools during the
gadget-oriented 1960s and early 1970s, it appears that
only the overhead projector today is widely and rou-
tinely used by the social studies classroom teacher.
Studies meal that most teachers surseyed hake
access to the overhead and make use of it as an
eseryday teaching tool. It appears that telesised in-
struction programmed instruction, and computer-
assisted instruction are rarely used" in social
studies instruction.

Staffing

There does not appear to be any great disparity in the
. age, sex, background, and experience between social

studies personnel and those in the other two science
areas. Akeragc of teaching experience in all
three subject+ is approkimately 12 years, Few
teachers in K-3 are male; but in 7.9,, males constitute

59 percent in the three subject areas and 74 percent in
grades 10-12.

More than one-half of all districts report no person
responsible for district-wide supervision or curricu-
lum for social studies education. Seventy-five percent
of the secondary schools report social studies depart-
ment chairpersons, but fewer than one-half of junior
high or middle schools have chairpersons, and chair-
persons at the elementary level are rare.

Staff meetings, district conferences and university
courses were the most common continuing education
activities for social studies personnel. Teachers indi-
cated that they found the opportunity to share with
colleagues more kaluable than help they might re-
ceik e from specialists. Participation in district- or
school-based inserkice workshops was high; how-
ever, the majority felt that inservice or continuing
education generally did not help them sole specific
problems relating to ekeryday teaching.

More than 75 percent of the teachers surk eyed in
social studies education indicated that they do not
usually need assistance front a subject matter
resource person in lesson planning. actually teaching
les.ons, or maintaining discipline (discipline did not
appear to be a crucial issue among those surveyed).
Areas in which a sizable number of teachers would
like additional assistance include obtaining infor-
mation about instructional materials, learning new
teaching methods, implementing the discokeryin-
quit y approach, and using manipulatise or hands-on
materials.

Issues

Problems for elementary social studies include (1) the
belief that social studies (and science) is less impor-
tant than other subjects such as reading and mathe-
matics, and (2) inadequate teacher planning time.
Science and social studies are two subject areas

ing less amounts of instructional attention in
elementary grades as a result of back to basics.
Teachers are willing, it appears, to tradeoff time and
attention to other subject areas in order to prepare
students to read and understand complex ideas. At
grades 7-12, lack of student interest in the subject
and inadequate student reading abilities are viewed as
serious problems.

Grouping: The Greatest Dilemma. Inadequate stu-
dent reading ranks as one of the most persistent
problems for social studies teacher+. Since the
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printed word is the major instructional source, stu-
dents who cannot read or who read poorly pose sex-
ing problems at all grade levels, particularly in the
secondary grades.

Attempts to soh e this iroblem have pioduced a di-
lemma for many schools. Because a major emphasis
in social studies education is on socialization and
citizenship, it calls primarily for heterogeneous
grouping. Yet, because of the vast differences in
learning abilities, it is common for schools to sort
students according to achiesement leading to
homogeneous grouping. Although the courts hase
decreed that permanent grouping along these lines
(tracking) is illegal. thc dilemma has not yet been
solved by most school systems. Teachei4 indicate
they cannot cope with a situation in which the
achiesement leyels vary so drastically.

Equal Opportunities. Schools have not moved much
beyond the simplest standards in equalizing educa-
tion among schools. They have done the best in
physical facilities, less in instructional supplies and
equipment, and thc least in teachers. As the studies
consistently demonstrate, the teacher in the class-
room is the most critical variable and inequalities in
teachers are extreme, especially between affluent and
poor schools. In some schools, fully half of all learn-
ing time is spent on interpersonal negotiations since
"time-on-task" appears to be an important variable
in student achiesement, and since there do not ap-
pear to be great variables in teachers' preparation,
physical facilities, and printed resources among
schools. It may be that the greatest variable of all
across the nation is die amount of learning time
within the social studies classroom. An NSF sum-
mary succinctly touches this issue by stating, "what
science (social studies) education will be for any one
child for any one year-is most dependent on what that
child's teacher believes, knows, and doesand
doesn't believe, doesn't know, and doesn't do."

Accountability. Very few states have established
basic competencies in social studies (25 percent in
1977), but 35 percent indicate they are planning to
implement competency programs in the near future.

Articulation. Articulation is a continuing problem in
social studies as in other subject areas. Surveys indi-
cate that supervisors, administrators, and parents.
along with classroom leachers. do not want a more
regimented course of study but do want better clarifi-
cation about what is taught. Articulation appears to
be best realized when teachers themselves decide
what is to be covered and respect those mutually
agreed upon understandings. As students matriculate
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from one :4. *., ei of tile curriculum to another (grade
level), it is crucial that there not only be understand-
ing but communication between and among teachers
to determine what has been taught and what has been
mastered.

Social Studies versus Social Science. There are few
indications that schools emphasize a scientific ap-
proach common to social science disciplines. Sixty-
six percent of the respondents felt that the general
public does not favor placing a high priority on em-
phasizing a scientific approach. The majority of
teachers viewed their tasks as both smaller and more
holisticsmaller in that they are to transmit facts
and skills, larger in that they are to prepare (socialize)
students in the value system of the community.

There is evidence that there is a reorientation toward
performance skills and away from conceptualized ex-
periences. Symptomatic of this trend is the response
by 40 percent of senior high students in a national
survey that the thing most wrong about social studies
was its overemphasis on facts and memorization.
Lectures and teacher-led/dominated discussions arc
still the predominant teaching techniques for social
studies classrooms. Learning by doing, laboratory
experiences, and the more recently espoused learning
through induction and inquiry are .:ot widely exer-
cised in social studies classrooms.

Implicalions for the
School Administralor

Based on the summaries of the NSF report. the
emerging issues from the data, and the significance
of the social/political circumstances affecting educa-
tion at this time, some very real implications are ap-
parent. These implications for school administrators
affect not only science. math. and social studies edu-
cation but also have transference to the education
profession in general.

There are several influencing factors which have
had a profound impact on science, mathematics, and
social studies education in this country. The post-
Sputnik era of emphasis on the development of scien-
tists, mathematicians, and engineers has long since
waned and has taken with it much of the motivation
within the schools and society itself for continued
priority in the subject areas. There has been an equal
reduction in the emphasis placed on courses of a na-
tionalistic flavor, such as civics education, American
history. American problems, etc.. which has had its
impact on social studies education. In addition. the
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emergence of the back-to-basics mos ement has slim-
ulated emphasis and priority in math while dec eas-
ing the emphasis and priority on social studies and
science.

The back-to-basics mos mem has strengthened the
notion that the schools cannot be all things to all peo-
ple and cannot effectisely and efficiently assume the
social political. moral responsibilities for educating
the "total child." The back-to-basics 'nommen' has
made it s isidly dear that %cry specific priorities need
to be established which have the potential of having the
greatest itnpact upo4 the greatest number of stu-
dents. At this time. the areas of reading and math
computation has e been determined by society. edu-
cators, business, etc.. as being the two most critical
curriculum areas in w hich all students need a basic
foundation of learning. However, while there has
been a decrease in the emphasis and allocated time
for science education and social studies education at
the elementary les els, there continue to be specific re-
quirements for graduation (and in some cases com-
pentencies for graduation) in these same curricular
areas. Gisen the de-emphasis at one level and a con-
tinued emphasis at another, one can project a defi-
ciency in the foundation skills, knowledge, and atti-
tudes in science and social studies education as
students matriculate to higher les els within the school
organization.

A critical issue which has implications for all schools
and school administrators is the question of adequate
funding. in a period of expanding budgets and de-
creasing enrollment, one might make the assumption
that the increased dollar amounts have proportion-
ately increased the allotments for curricular areas,
i.e., math., science, social studies. However. we are
all aware that this is not the case. The tncreased
budget has not meant a proportionate increase in the
allocations to subject areas. Facilities, equipment,
and materials arc all governed by the budgetary allot-
ment. There does not seem to be much relief in sight
at the local level to give aid to the financial stress.

School districts arc being forced to turn to state and
federal sources whenever possible. While these re-
sources have provided a boost to the sagging eco-
nomic situation in many school districts, it has not
been extensive enough to meet the needs. It is con-
ceisable that as the budget dollar is stretched to in-
clude higher salaries, greater energy costs, additional
special services,, etc., the quality and quantity of
facilities. materials and equipment for math. science

;
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and social studies education may stiffer. There are in-
creased implications for combining resources within
subject areas as opposed to allocations strictly by
subject area.

An additional issue is the extent to which the text-
book has become the "real" curriculum. All data in-.
dicate that regardless of curriculum guides. published
objectis es, etc., the textbook is the main focus of in-
struction. The fact is that the textbook publishing
companies pros ide the curriculum. Textbook selec-
tion, therefore, becomes extremely critical and must
correlate the local requirements, i.e., standardized
tests, criterion reference tests, statewide competen-
cies, etc., with the textbook. It is also imperative that
the local boards of education and administration be
aware that the purchase of textbooks in a given sub-
ject area is the purchase of curriculum, not merely
materials.

Considerable attention is drawn to the continuation
of concern regarding discipline in the classrooms. We
are well aware of the results of the Gallup Poll in re-
cent years which indicates discipline as the number
one "problem" in the public schools. However, we
must realize that this is also the number one problem
on the minds of many teachers. The fact that many
teachers also indicate that in their perception they arc
not supported by the administration leads one to the
conclusion that, in many instances, there has not
been any concentrated effort at providing teach-
ers/administrators with the skills, knowledge, and at-
titudes necessary to effectively deal with the varied
behavior of students. The implication is that to do
nothing is to, in fact, not give support. There are
proven practices, techniques and programs which are
specifically designed to deal with discipline in the
schools. These programs, practices and techniques
work based on documented evidence of teachers and
administrators who have used them. There can be lit-
tle excuse for nothing being done to assist teachers
and administrators in handling classroom discipline
cases. The implication for the administrator is to do
something. The specifics about what 4 to be done,
the program to be used, etc., are of secondary impor-
tance. The fact is there are things that work and they
can be taught to all teachers and administrators in an
effective and efficient manner.

The way in which allocated instmtipnal time is put
to use in the classroom is becoming lan increasingly
important factor in the success of the public schools.
On the one hand, we see that in many cases the allo-
cated instructional time for mathematics education
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has increased as a result of the back-to-basics ittove-
ment; however, there has been a concomitant in-
crease in the degree to which the system is account-
able for results with students. On the other hand,
there has been a general decrease in the amount of al-
located time, 'specially at the elementary level, in
science education and social studies education. In
both cases, there are implications for how the time is
utilized by the teacher and the extent to which
teachers knowand utilize the fundamental elements
of instruction which lead to student learning. "Time-
on-task" is vital for student achievement. The data
are conclusive in pointing out that the amount of
time-on-task is directly correlated to the amount of
student achievement. Data indicate that classroom
activities/techniques have remained fairly constant
over the past 20 years. The cliche, "teachers teach the
way they were taught," cannot continue to be reality
if education is to maximize time-on-task and re-
sources.

In an era of declining enrollment and reduction in
staff, the importance and significance of a quality
staff development program for teachers and ad-
ministrators is accentuated. With few exceptions,
school districts and schools across the nation already
have the teachers/administrators under their employ-
ment who are to make a difference as to whether or
not the schools are successful. Therefore, an ongoing
program of upgrading skills, knowledge, and atti-
tudes ahout all areas of curriculum/instruction/
management is necessary. State, federal, and in-
termediate unit efforts to provide inservice activities
can only partially meet the needs that exist. School
districts must assume the responsibility for imple-
menting the program of staff development which will
assist teachers in getting the job done. Whether it be
in the area of classroom instructional techniques,
classroom management, communication skills, or
whatever, it is critical that some effort be made. It is
also critical that school districts continue to utilize
the inservice programs provided by state and federal
agencies and to increase the participation to a
broader sector of the instructional staff.

Conclusions

The United States. more than any other country in
the world, practices the doctrine of providing a qual-
ity, equitable education for all of its peoples.. While
we are extremely successful at this ventare and have
paved the way for others to follow, we have an
emerging set of circumstances which could lead to an
educational crisis at some point in the future. Com-
parative studies of international education reveal that
our educational system performs poorly in providing
students with an adequate background regarding the
American political system, democratic responsibili-
ties and, in general, civic or political socialization.
These data also reveal that it is through math and
science instruction that the economic socialization of
a nation is Taintained. Our economy demands that
we produce scientists, technicians, physicians, engi-
neers and other professionals to utilize scientific in-
formation. Science is also important for the citizenry
to understand the natural world, natural resources
and the potential, or real, threats created by pollu-
tion, etc. Therefore, it is critical that the educational
system maintain quality instructional programs in the
areas of math, science, and social studies. The United
States has been able to do this despite the fact that we
graduate more students out of secondary school (78
percent) than any other nation in the world.

It is important that we keep in perspective the long-
range as well as short-range implications of modify.
ing curriculum and instruction in any of the subject
areas in our schools., This is not to say that we should
not continually take a critical view of what we are do-
ing, how we are doing it, and the results we are
achieving. It is rather to imply that we understand the
consequences of our actions, take responsibility for
those consequences, and go full speed ahead. To de-
emphasize or, in some cases, eliminate science
andior social studies instruction at the elementary
level is to do our country a disservice. Education
must maintain its ability to provide the economic and
political socialization of its youth, while at the same
time provide for a "basic" skill development.
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Mathematics Education

Allison L. Jackson

This report will summarize the findings from the
three National Science Foundation Studies, directed
at the assessment of the current status and progress in
Science, Mathematics, and Social Science curricula in
the United States. This effort will focus on mathe-
matics education in the United States and reflect data
in the following areas:

instructional Modes
Staffing Patterns
Materials, Equipment. and Facilities

` Course Requirements
Graduation Requirements
Competency ("Back to Basics")
Implications of NSF institutes on Mathematics
implications for School Administrators

Policy implications
School Administrator Checklist (designed

for this project)

I. Findings

A. General Overview. This report will set the stage
for the detailed review of the specific policy, pro-
gramipatiC, and societal issues impacting mathemat-
ics education. The basic of these comments is the
synopsis of data from the National Survey of
Science, Mathematics, and Social Studies Education
(1977): and the Status of Precollege Science, Mathe-
matics. and Social Science Education: 1955-1975,
Volume 11. Mathematics Education. Both reports
provide the following profile:

There is a lack of documentation in the existing
data to answer the more subtle questions con-
cerning teacher choices on curricula materials in
mathematics.

there is a lack 01 data specifying the extent to
w hich te2chcrs individualuc mathematics in-
struction.

There is a general lack of data concerning:

How and why teachers select mathematical
content

Appendix A

Frequency of use of specific instructional
techniques for mathematics teachers

Characteristics of teachers who refuse to par-
ticipate in the NS1 institutes, workshops, or
conferences

Definition of preservice teacher education for
mathematics teachers

Description of "good practices" used by
mathematics teachers for positise student out-
comes.

There is a general lack of data concerting the
development process for policies impacting
mathematics education in the United States. in
addition, the need to coordinate and implement
valid research for identified problems and
specify the inconsistency of funding levels in
mathematics education, has grown over the last
five years.

B. Instructional Modes. The profile of instructional
modes in Mathematics Education utilized in mathe-
matics education in the United States is outlined in
the following paragraphs.

1. lecture Technique. This mode was presented
as being representative of over half of all
mathematics classes daily mode; however, ap-
proximo'ely 23 percent of the remaining classes
in mathematics do not use lecture method at all.
A summary of the techniques selected as most
frequently used daily. teachers responded as
follows:

tastIcl tels Slashrmasoc% t loots
lifthesi Dail>
Ptsclitek I wa

h1 Llettirsitur) Math 1)htitssion
44 I ktsi ntar> Math Intinidual

A%signment%
-r-9 (alma! Math Algchra Distussion
1(,-12 Algebra Ad%anttx.1 Math Lamm

2. Discussion Technique. Approximately
seventy-one (71) percent of mathematics classes
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showed daily discussion techniques and there
was very little variation in frequency of the
discussion made among grade levels.

3. Student Reports and Projects were not fre-
quently utilized at all grade lescls in
mathematics classes, and approximately 46 per-
cent of the classes surveyed never used them.

4. I.ibrar Work was a mode in which approxi-
mately seventy-four (74) percent of all
mathematics classes were reported as ncser using
as a means of inipming student outcomes.

5. Individual Student Techniques featured the
chalk board approximately sesent y-tw o (72) per-
cent of the time as a mode for mathematics
classes and teachers further specified that they
used it at least once a week and one-half of these
responded that they used it daily.

6. Computer-Assisted Instruction was rare and
in approximately ten (10) percent of grades 7-9
math classes and thineen (13) percent of grades
10-12 math classes, teachers selected this method
as a mode of instruction they used.

7. Tests, Quizzes, and Contracts, Approximate-
ly sixty-two (62) percent of the math classes in
the nation use quizzes at least once a week;
however seventy (70) percent of all classes do
not use contracts at all. Standardized tests in
mathematics far exceed the "teacher made" test
of the sciences and social sciences.

8. Additional Modes including field trips,
simulations, guest speakers, teacher demonstra-:
lions, brain-storming, and games, were not fre-
quently reported in mathematics classes.

Specifically, cightyonc (81) percent of the
classes never use simulations; only eleven (II)
percent use guest speakers; and only twenty (20)
percent ever use field trips for mathematics
classes.

9. Audio - Visual' Materials Impacting Instruc-
tion as films, film loops, tapes, and graphics,
were all stressed as "needed but not available"
in mathematics education; they arc not readily
available to teachers so figures such as the
following arc understandable; i.e., forty (40)
percent of mathematics classes reported using a
film once a month: twenty-seven (27) percent
used tapes and generally the media equipment of
the social sciences vas not dominant in mathe-
matics

C. Stalling Patterns in Mathematics Education. The
kcy descriptors of the instructional arrangement for
mathematics classes arc all interrelated with the
"single teacher classroom" factor dominating. The
individual mathematics teachers selected two pat-
terns as most significant:

Small groups of students with the individual
teacher (23 percent)

Teacher supervising individual student (34 per-
cent)

I). Materials, Equipment, and Facilities in
Mathematics Education. Mathematics classes
generally used games and puzzles in the lower grades
(K-3, approximately fifty -eight (58) percent usage
and frequently more than 50 days per school year).
However, game and puzzle usage decreases as the
grade level increases. Activity kits and manipulative
blocks were frequently used in the elementary grades.
especially K-3, but by grades 7-9 the frequency drop-
ped to about thirty-three (33) percent of the time, and
grades 10-12 rarely use this type of material.

I. Metric Measurement Tools are not frequently
used in the lower grades; approximately fifty-
three (53) percent of grades K-3 use these tools
less than 10 days per school year, whereas grades
4-6, 7-9, and 10-12 use these tools thirty (30)
percent respectively. The drop in grades 10-12 is
significant.

Selected 1 quipmentFrequenry of t so by tondo 1 feel
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E. Facilities in Mathematics Education. Mathemat-
ics teachers raged the adequacy of facilities and
equipment as follosss:

Nationally:

Fourteen (14) percent felt that: tacili tiec need
improvement

Forty-one (411 percent felt that: there was a need
to improve small
group locations

Thirty-three (33) percent felt that: they were dis-
satisfied with
storage space
for equipment
and supplies

in all areas K-".i. 4-6. 7-9. and 10.12 mathematics
classes were quite small. The availability of equip-
ment .such as computers and calculators was an area
of increased use. yet decreased demand by mathe--
matics teachers at all grade lesels. For example. only
eleven (11) percent of K-3 teachers indicated that
computers were available, and most discouraged the
need for such equipment and facilities. As the grades
went higher the perception was that there was an in-
creased need (grades 7.9 and 10.12 showed eleven
Ill) and cis; :co (16) percent. respectively) yet, de-
creased demand for computers or hand-held
calculators

F. Course Requirements. The course requirements
and offerings in mathematics education in the United
States may be summarized as follows:

Grades K-6 Mathematicsthe general requirements
m grades K-6 in mathematics show that approxi-
mately twenty-fise (25) percent of the states and forty
(40) percent of the districts have minimum instruc-
tional time for math. science, and social science. in
mathematics, the amount of time for grades 1-6 is

comliderably longer than for social science or science.
Miitimum requirements are reflected as:

(.fade of bowl.
Atoms*
of Mama.

snuolsol
t not

K «3 17 1.8
1 36 «9 1.2
2 39 31 1 7
3 41 33 1.8
4 0 38 2.7
!. 40 38 2.6
6 40 38 2.7

t1 *2'

G. High School Graduation Requirements in
Mathematics. The high school graduation require-
ments nationally may be summarized as follows:

1. Sixty-eight (68) percent of the states require
more than one year of mathematics instruction
between grades 7-12.

2. Seven (7) percent of the states require specific
courses in mathematics instruction for gradua-
tion.

3. Forty (40) percent of the districts in the na-
tion require one or more specific mathematics
coursestypically, general mathematics (33 per-
cent) and/or elementary algebra (35 percent).

a. Standardized Tests in Mathematics. The
percent of districts using standardized tests in
mathematics in the nation arc:

Motatotouct

Grades 1.6 1%1 , 3101
(irack. 7.12 1?.1z, 3021

Ics
934o
674o

6
7

320'.

b. "Back -to- Basics Movement" or Com-
pekoe) in Mathematics. A number of states
are planning bask competency in mathe-
matics programs. Approximately 35 percent
of the states are planning to implement a
competency program in 1979. This trend
seems here to stay.

1. The'2ourse Offerings that append this move-
ment may be amplified by the responses of the
principals participating in the National Survey
of 1977. For mathematics education the prin-
cipals of grades 7-12 were sampled and asked to

specify course offerings in the study.. The
mathematics programs were broken down to
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grades 7-9 and 10-12 and the researchers in-
dicated that their data was limited in this am.
The gerieralitat tons drawn from the preliminary
result, are reflected as follows:

Grades 7-9
One hundred (100) percent of Grades 7-9
surveyed offeredGeneral Math

Thirty-sewn 137) percent of Grade, 7-9
sureeyed offered any Algebra

Nine (9) percent of Grades 7-9 sureeyed
ofteredany Geonictry

One (1) percent of Grades 7-9 sureeyed
offeeedCalculus and or Adeanced Mathe-
matics.

Grades 10-12

Sooty-eight (7S) percent of Grades 10-12
offered General .lath.

Ninety-nine (99) percent of (wade, 10-12
offered Algebra.

One hundred (100) percent of Grades 10-12
offered Geometry..

Lighty-three (83) percent of Grades 10-12
°tiered Calculus and/or Adianced Mollie.
manes.

The most commonly offered mathematics
COUrso were:

General Math
Algebra
RettieJial Math

(6460
(386.0)
( 9%)

The average class site in mathematics program,
*as:

.... tot modems

24 2
s. .
26 '
2: fi
4 4

II, Implications from NSF Study for
Mathematics

A. Teacher Qualifications and Participation. The
percent of matheniatics staff who participated Ill the

National Science foundation Institutes %cre a%

foll01% 1:
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Nationally. the mathematics teachers showed the
Icaea insoleenicni in the NSI. instnutes {i.e.. Grades
7-9, twenty -riNe (2$) percent participation).

Participation in the NSF Summer Institutes has been
reflected as forty-three (43) percent of the state
supers isms in mathematics attended: (15) fifteen per-
cent attended the Administrators' Conferences na-
tionally and the use of fei:eralb funded curriculum
materials indicated that:
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%hunt Ism 1-3 4-6 74 10-12
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Nationally, mathematics teachers had a eery low rate
of usage of NSF Materials;

took, Ir. Sip ( akenon
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During the 1976-77 survey, ninety-two (92) percent of
the administrators reported that thee' did not use NSF
mathematics curricula materials (grades K-6): ninety-
one (91) percent did not use them for grades 7-9. and
ninety-one (91) percent in grades 10.12 did not use
the materials.



O. Talbot* Utilization, The most commonly uti-
lized textbooks and programs in mathematics will be
listed; however. about two-thirds of all mathematics
classes use a single textbook/program. Only thirty-
two (32) percent of all classes use multiple textbooks.

Selected commonly used textbooks:

K-6 "Holt School Mathematics" (Nicohols)
"Mathematics Around Us" (Bolster)

7-9 "Holt School Mathematics" (Nicol's) Is)
"Exploring Modern Math" (Keedy)
"Modern Algebra" (Dolciani)
"Elementary Algebra" (Denbo 1m)

10-12 "Algebra" (Dolciani)
"Modern School Mathematics" (Jurgen-

son)
"Geometry" (lurgenson)

HI. Imp Deadens from Mathemadcs Studies
for School Admisistreton

the implications for school administrators witi
be divided into parts:

Conclusions from Status of Precollege Science,
Mathematics, and Social Science Education:
1955.1975. Volume H. Mathematics Education

Conclusions from the 1977 National Survey of
Science, Mathematics. and Social Studies
Education

A. The 1955-75 Stud) indicated a list of deficiencies,
influences, and recommendations concerning the ex-
amination of the record of mathematics education.

Specific 1Mplicalions for School Administrators

Change has resulted from federal intervention
into mathematics education and there are sev-
eral policy implications which are significant
results of this intervention.

r Mathematics education has benefited from fed-
eral resources; however. money is not "the uni-
versal solvent for educational problems."
Future efforts must be directed at the wise
investment of money for efficient operat'on of
programs.

This may be accomplished by:

1. Recognizing the deficiencies in policy formu-
lation, pacticularly at the local level. The main
sources of insufficiency in mathematics are:

a. Policy development without accurate in-
formation or rational processes

b. Policies are developed without use of
readily available data

c. The struggle over values in policy formu-
lation, i.e., community, social, economic, et
cetera.

B. Practices in Support of the Implications. The
practices which support the above policy deficits are:

1. Lack of accurate data on instructional modes
selected by teachers for math programs.

2. There appears to be no one organizational
pattern which will increase student achievement
in mathematics (1955.75 study. page 31).

3. Although much has appeared about "team'
teaching," modular scheduling, and other ap-
proaches in mathematics education, the self-
contained classroom at the elementary level and
the fixed period schedule at the secondary level
have remained the dominant organization
pattern.

4, Curriculum and Content elements which are
reflected in the 1955-75 study may be summar-
ized as:

a. "New Math" is not an independent phe-
nomenon, but part of a series of develop-
ments that have occurred between the
1950s-1960s.

b. Curriculum reform in math, historically,
was directed at the college bound student:
however, changes here occurred more rapidly
at the elementary level.

c. Methodology and course content in math
have changed since 1965. although curricu-
lum guides vary in format, the content is
similar.

d. Curricula emphases have been maintained
on deductive reasoning, exploration, and the
structure of math.

5. Enrollments, Generally stated enrollment
patterns in mathematics courses at the secondary
level have increased steadily, especially in
advanced mathematics. A large number of
mathematics students have utilized one or more
of the NSF curriculum materials.

In many studies, however, it is not possible to
ascertain she factors which l. . . impact student
demand for courses in mathematics) affect the
changes in mathematics course selections. Two
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studies (Crawford. 1967: Denson. 1970) m
which black secondary schools to the south were
surveyed showed that . . . a!! offered Genera!
Mathematics. Algebra 1, and Geometry (how-
ever) over 50 percent of the students enrolled in
General Mathematics. Only large schools of
fered courses beyond Geometry and only 1 per-
cent of the students were enrolled in these. . . .

(pages 46-74 of 1955.75 Study)

6. Classroom Act is hies

Approximately 20 percent of the elementary
school day is allocated to mathematics, with
the number of minutes increasing as the grade
lev el advances.

Approximately 70 percent of teacher time is
spent on classroom management, not on ac-
tual instruction. The implicationhow time
is spent on mathematics is far more signifi-
cant than the amount of time allocated.

Student performance is higher when more than half
of the classroom time is spent on developmental ac-
tivities in mathematics.

Classrooms hale remained constant oser the
past twenty (20) years; despite innovations
predominant patterns are:

Instruction with total class groups

Tell and show followed by seatwork at the
elementary level; and homework, lecture,
and new homework at the secondary level

Use of the single textbook

No one mode of instruction is considered best

Teachers behese that activity-oriented in-
struction should be used, but few actually use
it (see pages 60-62 of 1955-75 Study)

Teachers find it difficult to group for mathe-
matics instruction

Disadvantaged students can profit from spe-
cial attention in mathematics

The needs of the gifted and talented are not
being served in the 1970s. Enrichment pro
grams are needed, especially in small schools.

C. Evaluation of Mathematics InstructionStudent
Performance. There are three basic results of the re-
search which will impact administrator performance
for math improvement. These are:

1. Increased role of csaluation (since 1955) to
provide guidance for programmatic decisions in
mathematics, whereas, prior to 1955 standard-
ized tests were used for decisions concerning stu-
dents.

2. The increased role of standardized tests in
mathematics carries difficulties, as misuse of
results hasc had damaging results. Achievement
tests hale been advocated as a fairer mode of ap-
praisal in math.

3. The change in math testing since the early
1960s has conk, in the form of utilization of
criterion-reference tests since behasioral objec-
tises have carried a greater role in curriculum
planning.

4. "Instructional objectives and test items com-
pare favorably on content ins olsing knowledge
of computation, but not on content concerning
geometry, measurement, and other topics. In-
sufficient attention has heen given to the testing
of higher order objectises (c.g., problem solving
or analytic thought)." tp. K3 of 1955-75 Study)

D. Implications from Needs Assessment of Educa-
tional Practices in Mathematics

I. Since relatively little attention has been given
by most states to the documentation of the his-
tory, status, or needs of math education, admin-
istrators (according to Springer; 1973 the
Tallahassee Conference; and MCER Report
1975) should recognize the nationally identified
needs in K-12 mathematics education as:

a. Improve mathematic education coordina-
tion with the community

b. Support promising inservice and pre-
service teacher training

c. Adapt basic research findings to the math
curricula through joint teacher/administrator
efforts

d. Support the development of curricula
articulation among K-12 levels

e. Develop better techniques for assessing
mathematics programs

f. Generate local programs that adapt to the
pressures for "back-to-basics" by

1. Focusing on local practices and trends

2. Assessing programmatic needs in math



3. Impacting classroom practices by in.
Noising more teadICT in actisity learning

4. Improse and expand on the uses from
coinputers and calculators

5. imphasi/e the need to des clop creatise
thinking

6. Resist the mathematics curriculum
(continuously) to conform to present anti
future needs of students (Fairborn. 1976.
p. 192 of 1953-75 Study)

7. Develop programs to increase the ap-
plication of statistics and probability at all
grade lock

8. Provide for the indisidual student
needs particularly for less able and
talented students.

9. Participate in the development of pre-
sers ice and inset.s ice teacher training to
help strengthen teacher competencies in
mat hemancs

10. Develop better programmatiC evalua
lion techniques. particularly at the local
lc% el.

Administrator Checklist for
Mathematics Education

Milos Jackson

The various factors in this report describe the enor
mous task ahead for "front line" administrators
seeking to.improse the quality and efficiency of their
mathematics program. The attending checklist is a
suggested process for thinking through the major
issues of the studies on mathematics.
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A Report to Administrators: The Status
of Precollege Science Educational
Practices in U.S. Schools

Donald L. Wright

I. Overview
This report on the status of precollege science educa-
tional practices in the United States schools was com-
missioned by the National Science Foundation.
Through a grant to the National Center for the im-
provement of Learning (NCIL) Issas invited, along
with two other NUL Panelists. to prepare a concise,
readable, jargon-free report to the membership of
AASA; my colleagues' reports deal with matheniaties
and social studies.

The basis for these reports is a series of seven
documents produced by the National Science Foun-
dation as a result ot a three-was study: an exten.ne
review of the literature, a national survey of educa-
tional practitioners., and a series of in-depth case
studies of educational programs and institutions.
iurther information about the original documents is
available from NSF.

In setting up the ground rules for this and the other
two reports, it was agreed that quotations and foot-
notes would be kept to a minimumso I have used
none. Also,, 1 have limited input for the "Program
Description" section to the seven NSF documents.
However, the -Issues" section and especially the
"Implications" section are shot through with per-
sonal observations and points of %leo Again, the
main attenipt was to aim the report at our constitu-
ency, the membership of AASA.

II. Program Description

Content

Course Requirements. Twenty - seven percent 01 the
states ha% c set guidelines for the minimum amount of
instructional time to be spent in science. Only 21 per-
cent of the states require more than one scar of
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science for graduation as conipared with 68 percent
for social studies. Very few states require specific
science courses. with the most common required
course being biology; and that in only four states.
Thirteen percent of the states are planning to
establish bask science competencies which students
must attain prior to graduation. Forty -sewn en pereent
of our nation's school districts require one year of
science for graduation o Me 33 percent require more
than one year. By contrast, 75 percent of the districts
require more than one year of social studies. Almost
hall' (49 percent) of the districts require a specific
course in science in grades 9-12 with general science
(27 percent). biology (21 percent), and physical
science (12 percent) the most frequently required
courses.

Time on Task. The time spent in science instruction
in grade K-3 and 4-6 is significantly less than that
spent. for mathematics and social studies. Students
receive an average of 19 minutes per day of selenee,
instruction in grades K-3 and an average of 35
minutes per day in grades 4-6.

Course Offerings. The most common science courses
offered in grades 7-9 in descending order are:
General Science, Earth Science, Life Science, Physi-
cal Science, and Biology. General Science is the only
science course offered by more than 50 percent ot all
the schools with grades 7-9. In grades i0-12, from
most to least frequently offered courses are: Biology,
Chemistry , and Advanced Biology. Nearly 90 percent
of all science COW ses are offered on a full year basis.
Three-year high schools tend to offer students a
greater di%erstiy of courses, such as physiology and
more advanced courses such as Chemistry' H and
Physic.. 11, than do (our year high schools.

Electives. A variety of science elective courses are be-
ing offered to stimulate student interest in science
and to make science relevant. Course offerings in-
cluck oceanography, marine biology, Plants, me-
chanics, genetics., electronics, space science, en-
%ironnwnu'I studies, and ecological studies. A
counter factor to the popularitation of science is the
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"budget crunch," which is forcing some school!, to
drop previously popular and successful elective
courses.

There is a tendency in regular .cience courses, par-
ticularly in general science, to emphasize things that
would be useful in every ...:41) living such as personal
health and safety and Ways to preserve the physical
env iron ment

Emphasis on a baste skills curriculum was an almost
unix ersal

Instructional Techniques

Lectures are quite frequently used, with approxi-
mately two - thirds of science classes having lectures
once a week or more. Half of the science classes have
discussions daily and 85 percent have discussions at
least once a week. Half of the classes require a stu-
dent report or project and/or an individual assign-
ment at least once a month. In two-thirds of the
science classes, students use hands-on manipulative
or laboratory materials at least once a month with
about half using them at least once a week. Teachers
administer tests or quizzes to one-third of their
classes at least once a month and to another third of
their classes at least once a week. Teacher demonstra
tions arc given to one-third of the classes once a
month and to another third of the classes at least
once a week. About one-third of the science classes
are required to use the library at least once a month.

Techniques never used in many science classes in-
clude televised instruction (69 percent); programmed
instruction (71 percent); computer-asswed instruc-
tion (90 percent); contracts (78 percent); simulations,
including role-playing, &tales, and panels (61 per-
cent) and guest speakers (54 percent).

About half of all science classtime is spent with the
entire class as a group, about 20 percent of the time
students meet in small groups. and students work in-
dividually about 30 percent of the time.

About 80 percent of the science classes use films and
filmstrips. Overhead projectors are used in about
one-third of the science classes at least once a month.

Nearly half of the 10-12 science classes are homoge-
neously grouped. The average class size by level is
K -3. 24; grades 4.6, 27; grades 7-9, 31; and grades
10-12,23.

Materials-Facilities

Must Commonly Used Textbooks/Programs. Ap-
proximately half of all science classes use a single
published textbook/program. Another 20 to 30 per-
cent of the classes use multiple textbooks,. programs.
Very few classes use no textbooks, programs except
for 37 percent of the K-3 classes.

The most commonly used high school science text-
book(s)/program(s) (or Chemistry is Modern
Chemistry (Metcalfe), and for Biology arc Modern
Biology (Otto), Biological Science: An Ecological
Approach, BSCS Green. and Biological Science: an
Inquiry Into Life, BSCS Yellow (Moore).

In grades 7-9, the most commonly used text book(s)/
program(s) for General Science are Intermediate
Science Curriculum Study: Probing the Natural
World, Principals of Science Series (Heintler), and
Modern Science Series (Blanc); and for Earth Science
Focus on Earth Science (Bishop).

In grades K-6 the science textbooks most commonly
used are Concepts in Science (Brand wein), Science:
Understanding Your Environment (Mallinson), New
Laidlaw Science Program (Smith), and Today's Basic
Saence Series (Navarra).

Supplementary Materials. Between half and two-
thirds of the science classes use textbooks/programs
which have accompanying supplementary materials.
Teachers manuals which accompany textbooks are
extensively used. Publisher-supplied test materials
are used by roughly a third of all science classes.
Usage of activity cards and audiovisual materials that
accompany student textbooks is rather low.

Textbook Selection. Teacher committees and indi-
vidual teachers are heavily involved in textbook SCICC-
tion, with only 2 percent of the districts not involving
teachers in textbook selection.

Budgeting for Science. Schools are more likely to
have budgets for science supplies than for science
equipment. The average per pupil amount budgeted
for science equipment in grades K-6 is $3.05; grades
7-9, $5.03: and the amount budgeted for grades 10-12
is $5.46. The average per pupil amount budgeted for
science supplies in grades K6 is $1.56; in grades 71,
$3.62; and the amount budgeted in grades 10-12 is
$4.02.

Equipment. Nearly all secondary schools (95 percent)
have microscopes as do most elementary schools (80
to 90 percent). Other types of equipment available in
a majority of schools are scientific models at all
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grade levels, Cameras at grades 7-12, and hand-held
calculators and darkrooms at grades 10-12.

In general, suburban schools are the best equipped,
followed by urban schools, with small cities and rural
areas being the least well equipped. Schools in large
districts tend to be better equipped than those in
small districts.

Meter sticks and rules, and balances and scales are
the most frequently used equipment in science
classes. Microscopes are also frequently used, with
two-thirds of the junior and senior high school
classes using them. 1..ising plants and animals are the
most often used science "materials" in elemental"
classroonts w ith magnifying glasses also recei ing
hea%) usage.

Classroom Facilities. Only 4 percent of elementary
science classes are taught in laboratories or special
science rooms. About one-third of elemental-)
science classes are taught in classrooms with no

. science facilities at all and half of the elementary
classes are taught in classrooms with portable science
materials.

District Lse of Standardized Tests. l'orty-three per-
cent of the districts use standardized tests in science
in grades K-6 and 13 percent in grades 7-12. The most
common use of standardized tests in science is in
reporting results to indhidual teachers. Other major
uses arc the reporting of results to students' parents
and using results for curricular revision, Less com-
mon uses of standardised tests are for placing
students in remedial programs and programs for the
gifted: fur diagnosis/prescription for individual stu-
dents and for determining topics for inservice educa-
tion programs.

Staffing

Supenision of Science. The number of statewide
science coordinators has been reduced, and many
have received assignment of additional duties. Only
55 percent of the states haw: science education
specialists who devote more than 75 percent of their
time to statewide coordination. The average amount
of nione) spent per state to support science education
is $41,506.

Most school districts (63 percent) have no district
sup:I-user,. Districts in the Northeast or South,
urban or suburban districts or those medium to large
in site are most likely to employ one or more district
supersisors. About 20 percent of the districts

reported having a person spending 75 to 100 percent
of their time supervising/coordinating science.

The most common criteria used by superintendents in
the selection of science district supervisors are prior
relevant teaching experience, supervisory certifica-
tion and possession of a Master's degree in a relevant
field.

At the school level, one possible source of instruc-
tional help is the principal. However, considerable
numbers of principals perceive themselves as "not
well qualified" to supervise science instruction.
Another source of help is the department chairman,
especially in grades 10-12 where 80 percent of the
schools have chairmen. Few elementary and junior
high schools have department chairmen to offer in-
structional help to the science teachers at those levels.

Teacher Characteristics. The average number of
years experience for elementary teachers is 10.5: for
grades 7.9, 11.5 years; and for grades 10.12, 11,8
years. Thirty !..':reent of grades 4.6 science teachers
have a degree beyond the Bachelor's degree. Fifty
percent of 7-9 teachers and fifty-four percent of
10-12 teachers of science have earned a Master's or
Doctorate degree. The ratio of female to male science
teachers for grades 4-6 is 2 to 1, for grades 7-9 is 1 to
2, and for grades 10-12 is 1 to 3.

Two-thirds of elementary teachers perceive them -
selves as "very well qualified" to teach reading. One-
half see themselves as "%cry well qualified" to teach
mathematics, while only 22 percent feel "very well
qualified" to teach science. Sixteen percent of the
elementary teachers see themselves as "not well
qualified" to teach science.

Professional organizations to which science teachers
most often belong are: National Education Associa-
tion (40 percent elementary, 48 percent secondary);
Association for Supervision and Curriculum
Devetrpment, ASCD, (25 percent elementary, 17
percent secondary); National Science Teachers
Association, NSTA (12 percent elementary, 23 per-
cent secondary); and Phi Delta Kappa, POK (20 per-
cent elementary, 18 percent secondary).

III. Issues

Certain issues related to precollege science education
are revealed by a review of the three NSF studies.
These issues deal with the following topics: the
"Back-to-Basics" movement, adequacy of facilities
and materials, centrality of the textbook, new science
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topics, discipline, controlling and financing science
education, cost effectiveness, inserviee training, and
elitism. Each topic and inherent issues will be briefly
addressed. The order of topics does not imply a
prioritization.

The "Back-to-Basics" Movement. While there is
wide recognition of the strength of the back-to-basics
movement in the United States, there is much room
for disagreement as to what is basic". Most people,
howerer, seem iew the basic skills as reading,
mathematics topes:laity computational skills)., com-
munication arts, and fundamental knowledge in
other areas. Concern for science education is in-
cluded in only the last category and science is rarely
seen as basic by the general population.

Adequacy of Facilities and Materials. The adequacy
and availability of science facilities, equipment, and
supplies is an important condition necessary to a
good science program. More than two-thirds of a na-
tional %ant* of science teachers left that there were
inadequate facilities, insufficient funds for purchas-
ing equipment and supplies., and a lack of materials
to individualize instruction.

Studies reported b'y NS1 found that inadequate room
facilities and lack of supplies and science equipment
are the number one and number two barriers to
teaching science at the elementary level. The teaching
of elementary science in classrooms w=ith no science
facilities and in many cases with no science textbooks
makes the problem most acute at that level.

Twenty percent of the Junior high schools do not
budget for new science equipment or consumable
supplies. Seven out of ten junior high schools hase a
combination laboratory -classroom and 25 percent
have no laboratory tacilities. Lame average class
sizes compound the problem.

At the high school leel, many laboratories are run
down or ill-equipped. In addition. space for prepara-
tion, storage, and for small group instruction is often
inadequate or lacking altogether.

Centrality of the fevtbook. tort y to eighty percent of
all science classes use a single text or multiple text% as
the basis for instruction. the source of know ledge
authority in most science classrooms or not so much
the teacher, but the textbook. [he textbook. in many
cases is the real science curriculum. Although each
teacher's approach may he somewhat different. the
true source of science knowledge to which teachers
regularly defer is the textbook or students. know-
mg is more a function 01 reading, digesting, and
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regurgitating information from the textbook or lab
manual than it is of analyzing, synthesizing, and
evaluating.

New Science Topics. New topics in the natural
sciences create problem for laboratory and demon-
stration work. Because they rely more heavily on
theory than on observable data, courses like ocean-
ography, ecology, tectonie plates, and molecular
biology do not "fit the mold" of the standard
laboratory procedures: arrange material or equip-
ment, observe phenomena. record phenoniena, and
interpret observations by answering questions. Rec-
reational science topics, courses pose additional
scheduling and administrative problems.

Discipline. There is widespread concern, especially
among teachers about student tnisbehasior in the
classroom. Some teachers find it difficult to maintain
control of the class and to sustain student interest in
the planned lesson. in some classes up to 50 percent
of the class time was lost due to confrontations,
distractions, and disruptions. One cause of discipline
problems is lack of student interest and motivation.
Another cause is weak support for the teacher and
the school. Student safety is of special concern in the
science laboratory. where the need for acceptable stu-
dent behavior is amplified. Not only are these disrup-
tures frustrating to the conscientious teacher, but
very costly to the students who wish to learn, as well
as to the taxpaying public.

Cost Effectiseness. There have been %cry few studies
conducted on cost effectiveness of school programs,
including science instruction. With ever rising teacher
and administrative salaries and fixed costs, the
"discretionary" areas of the budget are under seige,
Materials and supplies, and maintenance funding is
often reduced. Science instruction has experienced
reduction in funding while other more "basic" sub-
jects have not. These conditions make it more impor-
tant than ever to find better, more cost effective ways
to sustain, or even improve, science instruction.

Controlling and Financing Science Education. The
United States Constitution vests authority over the
schools in state government. Since 1955, many states
have been steadily increasing their influence over
education. Areas of growing state control include
school organization, school curriculum, teacher cer-
tification, equality of educational opportunity,
minimum competencies, and financial support for
the schools. Where science education has not been in-
cluded in those arca% emphasized by a given state, it
has suffered.
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Federal and state financial support for schools has
increased since 1955 and support from local sources
has decreased. Federal support for science education
has decreased since the late 1960s and state support
has followed suit. Increased fragmentation of the
curriculum occurs iii those states which emphasize
individual curriculum areas.

..Inservice Training/Staff Devei4pment. Several fac-
tors support the need for more staff development and
training for science teachers. At the elementary level
many teachers feel that their training has been "in-
adequate" to teach science. The average length of

. teaching service and age of secondary science
teachers is increasing. At the same time emphasis on
science education and funding for Whom federal and
state sources is declining. Also teachers find it more
and more difficult to attend all but the most local of
meetings and conferences. Past reliance on advanced
degrees or permanent certification requirements is no
longer effective. Negotiated contractual agreements
also sometimes interfere with local staff development.
efforts.

Teachers report the greatest need is for obtaining in-
formation about instructional materials, learning
new teaching methods, implementing the discovery/
inquiry approach, and using hands-on or manipula-
tive materials. Keeping up-to-date in content and
working with small groups or individuals and across
grade levels were other need areas.

The sources of information most often reported by
science teachers as very useful were other teachers,
journals and professional publications, college
courses, local inservice programs, and federally
sponsored workshops. Grades K-6 teachers also
reported principals and local subject specialists/co-
ordinators as very useful sources.. Seven through
twelve teachers indicated meetings of professional
organizations as another very useful source of infor-
mation.

Elitism vs. Popularization, Most students take
biology, few take chemistry and very few of only the
most able students take physics. Further many
teachers, students, and parents feel that exrtain
science courses are only for the academically "elite"
and enrollments should not be increased. Elitism
stems in part from the desirable efforts of teachers to
excel and to have students to excel. At the same time
there is some feeling that more students could profit
from courses beyond general science or biology and
that efforts to enroll these students should be
increased.

i

Running counter to the elitism approach is the mov,e
to popularize science through courses or many
which deal with science-related issues of interest to all
citizens. Many new science topics previously men-
tioned have conic from this effort.

IV. Implications

What are the implications of these issues for science
education? A brief examination of the perhaps more
salient implications follows.

The "Back-to-Basics" Movement. The lack of
recognition of science as a "basic" and the conse-
quent lack of support for science education implies a
need for legislation at the national and state levels.
The influence of nationally legislated programs on
activity in science education is well documented.

Science education might also use the push for im-
proved reading, writing, speaking, and mathematical
skills to improve instructional techniques that will
not only help students master these basic skill areas,
but will also result in more effective teaching/learn-
ing of science content.

Adequacy of Facilities and Materials. At the heart of
the issue of inadequate facilities and materials for
science education lies the question of funding.

Giveit the financial stress of most local school
districts, there doesn't appear to be much relief in
sight at that level. However, it would appear possible
for each district to make some budget allocation for
science materials at all levels, which is not now the
case. In addition, consideration should be given to
greater equalization of funding K.12.

The greatest possibility of improving the adequacy of
science facilities and materials would scent to be
through increased federal funding for that purpose.

Centrality of the Textbook. Many, if not most text-
books, are excellent resources for students and
teachers. There is too great a reliance on the text-
book, however, as the basis for teaching science. One
reflection of this overreliance on a single source
material is the predominance of the lecture-recitation
as an instructional technique. it is recommended that
a greater variety of materials and methods be em-
ployed in the teaching of science.

New Science Topics. If curriculum developers,
teachers, supervisors, and administrators work
together they should he able: to iron out problems
associated with new science topics/courses.
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Discipline. Aside from the damage done to in
dividuals. and to human relationships, discipline
problems !lase posed a serious impediment to the
teaching 'learning of science. Use of a greater sariets
of science materials and teaching methods would in-
crease student interest and motivation. reducing
disrupnse behasior. Support for the teacher and the
school science program needs to be increased through
the cooperative efforts of parents, teachers, adminis-
tration, and community, including the school board.
Board policies should be des eloped which gise
teachers and administrators the backing necessary to
deal effectively and fairly with discipline problems,
reducing time loss and increasing student learning
time. The addition of laboratory assistants or
paraprofessionals in the science laboratory would
also increase learning time and decrease danger to
student safety.

Controlling and Financing Science Education. In-
creased funding of science education at the federal
less,' would generate greater state funding as well.
Also greater state emphasis on science education,
already enjoyed 1:q the communication arts and
mathematics areas in many slates, would help in-
crease funding, time, and staffing resources for
science. A greater balance in curricular offerings
would result.

Cost Effectiveness. Finding more cost effective ways
to offer quality science programs requires manipula-
tion of staffing patterns, teaching techniques, space,
and materials. Another dimension which deserves
more attention is the use of technology such as tele% i-
sion and computers. More funding is not always the
answers but national or state funding to encourage
more cost eflectise as of teaching science would
pros ide ineentise and help districts with program

developmental costs. Rearrangnient of usage of
misting state and local toads which place a priority
on 0st-effective procedures ntight also prose
helpfui. A school materials and supplies kind
available to teachers or a district "ntinigrant" pro-
gram are etamples.

inset-% ice Training/Staff Development. Unless in-
serstc training and staff development opportunities
for teachers are improved, the present knowledge
and skill lesels of science teachers will grow increas-
ingly outdated and inadequate to meet current
demands for effectiveness.

NSF Institutes should be continued and federal fund-
ing of new training programs for science teachers
undertaken. At the state level, legislation requiring
continuing professional growth on perhaps a five-
year cycle should receive serious consideration,
Regional inservice programs and courses can meet
cross-district needs economically and increase the
possibility of teacher participation. Some local
districts have made inservice time available by
scheduling an early dismissal day once or twice each
month..

Elitism vs. Popularization, An assumption underly-
ing the elitism issue is that only a few students can
cope with advanced courses. However, a major prob-
lem for many students is the lack of math skills.
Perhaps increased efforts to correct these math,.
weaknesses would enable more students to "handle"
adsanced science co Arses. There is merit to the argu,
ment that advanced courses should be rigorous, but
sonic encouragement to more students to take ad-
sanced science courses may have highly beneficial
results both for the students and for science
programs.
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The Status of Precollege Social Studies
Educational Practices in U.S. Schools

J. Zeb Wright

Overview

The National Science Foundation financed and co-
ordinated during the past two years one of the largest
assessments of precollege science, mathematics, and
social studies ever attempted in U.S. schools. A
significant aspect of the examination was an effort to
draw generalizations about needs and practices
within the subject areas in grades K-I 2. To ac-
complish this gargantuan task, three institutions and
organizations were contracted to conduct nationally
representative surveys of practitioners, in-depth case
studies of representative school districts over the
nation (crosschecked by means of a national survey),
and a twenty year (1955-75) literature review within
each subject area.

The Researa Triangle Institute accomplished the
practitioner survey, the University of Illinois co-
ordinated the II case studies, and the Center for
Science and Mathematics (CSME) at the Ohio State
University surveyed literature on needs and practiCes.
To accomplish the social studies portion of the
literature review CSME subcontracted with the
Social Science Education Consortium (SSEC). The
reports of the three complementary studies are now
available in documents SE 78-71 through SE 78-74
from the U.S. Printing Office.

---.
Working with two other members of the Advisory
Council of the National Center for Instruction and
Learning (NCIL). who are reporting science and
mathematics, I have been asked to analyze all reports
dealing with social studies and prepare "a readable,
non-jargon, and short" summary for members of the
American Association of School Administrators.

The informal approach I am taking is to report as
much as possible to administrators whose reading
time is limited. 1 will not always take space to cite in-
dividual studies. but will attempt to generalize f:om

Appendix C:

all three, Some generalizations] share with fellow ad-
ministrators will be formed from data from only one
study if the other two studies offer no contradictions.
Readers should also be aware that I have attempted
to form generalizations from the thousands of sub-
jective opinions and feelings expressed by practi-
tioners and reported within the three studies. I admit
that the clearest pictures in my mind about the
general state of social studies in Americ4 today were
formed from the in-depth case studies, which suc-
ceeded in capturing the aspirations, mindsets, in-
structional prejudices, and the very character of the
most important person in the total instructional pro-
cessthe teacher.

Also to save space, 1 have avoided many words and
phrases which I have been taught always to use to
restrict assessment statements"it appears," "of
the sample surveyed," "within those classes ob-
served," "one generalization which may be made
based on limited data is," and the like. 1 was asked to
"tell it like it is"without footnotesso that ad-
ministrators will most likely read the report.

Social Studies Today

Socialization: the "Preemptive" Aim

A common and "vigorously defended purpose" of
social studies is socialization: observance of the
mores of the community, submitting personal in-
clinations to the needs of the community, conform-
ing to the role of "good student," and getting ready
for the next rung of the educational ladder.

In one study, socialization is referred to as the
"preemptive aim." Those critics who claim that boys
and girls are not receiving traditional value training
today would be quite surprised to view the extensive
evidence that social studies teachers merely miss the
chance to discourse on such Americanizing values as
subordination to society's weds, maintenance of per-
sonal discipline, a "Protestant" work ethic, and
competitiveness.
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One study reported that learning could be interrupted
or set aside to take care of behavior that did not con
form to community norms. Subject matter, it was
felt, often took a back seat to socialization. Of all the
instructional and administrative routines which inter-
rupt time on task, the intrusion of socialization is
protested the least.

In a survey item which asked what the most impor-
tant task prschou1s should be, there was a great dif-
ference in how parents, administrators, and teachers
responded. Forty percent of administrators indicated
"the human purpose" as most important (parents

,. only 12 percent). Forty percent of teachers indicated
"the knowledge purpose." The highest response
from parents indicated neither but "the career pur-
pose"-53 percent. It is as though administrators
most want students to behave properly, teachers
most want them to know something, and parents
most want them to get a job (writer's interpretation).

Requirements

Of the three science areas, state requirements are
heaviest in social studies. American history is re-
quired in 39 states plus the District of Columbia.
World history is required in about 15 states. State
history, including the state constitution, is required
in 34 states. Other requirements include consumer
education (6 states), environmental studies (4), law-
related education (4), and civics (5). Instruction
about the "free enterprise system" must be accom-
modated somewhere in the curriculum of 14 states. A
required study of communism and other totalitarian
forms o_ f government is decreasing (7). Overall, four
to six semesters of social studies is required for
graduation in 68 percent of states, as opposed to 21
percent in each area of mathematics and science.

At the lower levels of instruction, recommended
course titles may be issued by district or state boards
but requirements normally are set in the context of
time. Twenty-five percent of states and 40 percent of
districts set guidelines for minimannstructional time
in one or more elementary grades. i f he average time
mandated is 20 minutes per day in grades 1-3 and 30
to 40 minutes in grades 4-6.

Scope and Sequence

Social studies ;n grades K-12 has charged very little
during the past twenty years. Instructional, cut"--

ricular, and social **revolutions" have come and
gone with little effect upon the formal curriculum

i I

and how teachers within classrooms relate that cur-
riculum to America's youth.

The most notable changes have been the dis-
appearance of courses labelled geography and civics
at the ninth grade level and the replacement of the
twelfth grade problems course with a proliferation of
electives focusing on one or a few social sciences; e.g.
psychology and sociology.

Another change has been an infusion of social
science concepts and methodologies into existing
traditional courses. Several states have moved to
integrated courses such as "American Studies" and
"World Cultures," in which any or all social sciences
may be drawn from as needed.

At the elementary level the expanding environment
continues to be the primary organizing theme.
Courses of study from grades K-6 move from the
homes, up through the neighborhood and commu-
nity, to the state, nation, and world. Anthropological
content, however, is being used more and more in
elementary textbooks. Two popular examples of the
infusing of social science concepts are Man: A
Course of Study and Lawrence Senesh's Our Work-
ing World. A lasting influence of Jerome Bruner ap-
pears to the acceptance by textbook writers that
almost any concept can be taught at any grade level if
presented clearly and appropriately to students.
Senesh includes rather high level economic concepts
in grade one, and his Working World is one of the
most widely used of the federally funded project-
produced materials.

Textbooks are including more non-western world
and world affairs in general. Ethnic studies are
becoming more numerous. There is some attention to
social problems and to understanding oneself.

The most typical scope of social studies found in
schools in 1975 was:

K The School Community - Home - Self.
1 Families (Neighborhoods)
2 Neighborhoods (Conimunities)
3 Communities (Cities)
4 State History - World Geography
5 U. S. History
6 World Cultures
7 World Cultures - (Eastern Hemisphere) -

State History
8 U. S. History
9 World Cultures State History

10 World History
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11 American History - American Studies
12 Sociology , Government - Psychology -

Economics - Anthropology - Geography

Despite a few changes in course titles, the d0-
appearance of several others, and more reliance on
social sc:ence content and methodologies within
grade level courses the reader should not conclude
that the "new" social studies have replaced the old.
Generally. social studies is history and geography
and quite similar to what social studies was 20 years
ago.

There is no justification at this time for changing
labels to "social science." for social studies "is rarely
about social science. the systematic* inquiry into
social phenomenon 7

Textbooks

Since the studies indicate clearly that the textbook is
the central focus of most social studies classes, a very
important question to ask is: Does one company or
another dominate the commercial market?

The answer is noand much less than in past years
when, for example, Fremont P. Wirth's secondary
American history textbook was used'at one time by
perhaps a majority of all school districts in the
nation. Following is a list of the most commonly used
textbooks/programs by grade level and percentage of
use within districts surveyed:
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For twenty years the National Science Foundation
has supported the development of K-12 social studies
curricula. Ot the districts surveyed, one or more of
the federally tunded materials are used in 25 percent
of elementary schools (grades K-6) and 24 percent of
secondary schools (7 -12). The most commonly used
materials and the percentage of districts using each
arc:
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Federally funded matenals are most associated with
the "new" social studies. The matetials have not
been widely adopted by school systems. but advo-
cates of the development projects point to the impact
the materials have had on kinds of materials being
developed by commercial publishers. Undoubtedly,
there has been an influence. especially on traditional
textbooks and supplementary n-laterials. but that in-
fluence has not been properly measured.

Unlike two, even one decade ago. social studies per-
sonnet cannot complain about availability of com-
mercial materials for the classroom. The materials
industry marketed more than 500,000 non-print and
5.000 print materials for K-12 curriculum use in
1976. Certainly a fair percentage was in the area of
soCial studies. In the three science areas, including
social studies. 2.800 textbooks were available in that
year.

There is little doubt that standard instructional
materials are crucial to the social studies classroom.
In all three studies, teachers indicated that major
reliance was on the textbooks. Except for the early
primary grades "virtually all science, mathe-
matics, and social studies classes use published text-
books or programs." Although approximately one-
third use multiple texts, most classes use a single
textbook.

In a real sense, then. the source of knowledge is the
textbook. To an alarming extent teachers' continuing
frame of reference is to the textit means. to some
teachers in the assessment, sometimes ignoring spon-
taneous and partially cortect responses from students
in order to focus attention back to the text at hand:
"Now John, look there at the top of page 102 and
read why New York City is a commercial center."

Since students in many classrooms over the nation
are trained to seek answers front the text to questions
posed by the teacher. there is little wonder that lie
inquiry/discovery approach associated with "new"
social studies suffers.

In most districts teachers are heavily involved in the
textbook selection process. Very few districts. how-
ever. involve students, parents, or other lay persons
in the process. Most surprising to this writer was that
few districts use school board membersespecially
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alarming to me since all three assessments tend to
confirm the textbook as the major curriculum guide.

The "New Social Studies"

Numerous writers during the past two decades have
attempted to capture the essence of the "new social
studies"; yet, no one author's interpretation has been
generally accepted. A valuable contribution of the
Social Science Education Consortium, and part of
the NSF final report, is a synthesis of the
characteristics of the "new social studies," criticisms
of the "new social studies," and the disagreements
about the nature, contributions, and value of the
"new social studies." Because of space limitations,
each of the three lists have been shortened.

CHARACIIRISTICS

A. Content and Organization. 1. Emphasis on the
structure of the social science disciplines as basic cons
tent and organizing frameworks for the social
studies.

2. Emphasis on processes as content: teaching the
methodologies of the social science disciplines,
teaching students inquiry skills.

3. Greater emphasis on content from the behavioral
sciences,

4. Attempts to bring the latest findings and
methodologies from the frontiers of research in the
disciplines into the classroom, to shorten the time lag
between research and implementation.

5. Experimentation with integration of content from
several disciplines: interdisciplinary, multidisci-
plinary approaches.

6. Emphasis on the separate social science disciplines
and history.

7. Incorporating world, non-Western, and cross-
cultural perspectives into the curriculum.

8. Greater attention to values and valuing.

9. Emphasis on cognitive content and processes, with
little attention to values and valuing.

10. Greater attention than in the past to controversial
social issues.

11. More in-depth study of specific issues, themes,
and topics, and less concern for "covering" (survey-
ing) a whole field, such as American history.

I

12. Greater attention to problems of sequence, both
within courses and throughout the entire K-12 cur-
riculum. Emphasis on step-by-step building of skills.
concepts, and the like. Considerable experimentation
with grade placement of subject matter.

13. Acceptance of the curriculum sequence as it is

and working within broad, existing course titles to
insert new content into the curriculum.

B, Instructional Approaches and Materials. 1. Heavy
reliance on inquiry/inductive/discovery strategies of
instruction.

2. Concern for individual differences.

3. Emphasis on academically talented students.

4. Emphasis on the new, Brunerian view of
readiness, that any child can be taught anything at
any age in some intellectually honest way.

5. Emphasis on giving greater assistance to the
teacher through workshops, training films, training
books, and extensive teacher's guides describing
rationale, objectives, lesson plans, evaluation tech-
niques, and the like.

6. Emphasis on materials as the most important fac-
tor in improving instruction.

7. Utilization of a wide variety of media in addition
to or in place of a textbook.

8. Provision of all materials essential to instruction.

C. Development Process. 1. Curriculum develop-
ment was viewed as an experimental research-and-
development process involving one or more cycles of
development. .

2.. Products were usually turned over to the commer-
cial publishers for final publication and distribution.

3. Curriculum development took a lot of time and
money.

4. Development projects brought together a variety
of people on their staffs, including scholars in the
disciplines. learning themselves, practicing precollege
teachers, psychometricians, curriculum specialists,
and artists and audiovisual experts.

5. Although people in other roles were acceptable as
staff members, projects tended to draw their leader-
ship from the academic disciplines.
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6. In short, curriculum desclopment was seen as a
project type of effort. not a task for an individual or
a local committee with limited funds and hnuted
time.

CRITICISMS

A. Criticism% of the laquir)/DIscoserAnductise
Method as l sed in the "New Social Studies,"
I. There is no es idence for the superiority of inquiry
methods oser other instructional methods.

2. The inquiry method is really seduction rather than
induction. Closed -ended "discoscry" actisities tend
to dominate. Students really ate being asked to "sleuth
out" what are the teacher's (or materials') precon-
ceived notions, using prearranged data packages.

3. There is too little attention to instructional
strategies other than inquiry methods, particularly
social science inquiry methods. There seems to be an
unquestioned assumption that the social scientist's
methods are appropriate for children. Such methods
hase serious !mutations and there are many other
ways in which children can and do learn.

4. There are certain problems with the use of original
source materials, particularly of the historical van-
ety, among them the introduction of irrelcsancics
and difficult language. Also, overdoing the use of
raw data has its dangers, not the least of which is
tediousness. Constant inquiry can be as boring as
constant anything else.

S. Perhaps not eserything should be open to inquiry
and questioning.

6. Some methods used commonly by social scientists
can intrude upon human rights under certain cir-
cumstances; e.g. "participation observation" in the
latutly.

7. It is not always possible to identify discrete
elements and sequences of method in order to teach
them.

B. Criticisms Related to the Content of the "New
Soda( Studies." I. The "new social studies," follow-
ing the lead of the new math and new science, have
the possibly mistaken notion that there ss something
identifiable as "the structure of the discipline" for
each of the social sciences and that this structure is
what should he taught in the social studies. If there
are such structures m the social sciences, they are
many and there is no consensus about them; further,
they are fluctuating constantly, simply because of the
nature of the subject matterhuman affairs.

2. The "new social studies" developers have ignored
sources of the curriculum other than the social
science disciplines.

3. The "new social studies" takes an overly cognitive
approach.

4. Method has been made an end in itself.

5. There is vastly undue emphasis on teaching
gencralitations in the "new social studies."

6. The "new social studies" are too narrowly
specialited, too much oriented to single disciplines.

7. Several content areas are weak.

8. The "new social studies" teach value relativism
and appear to advocate values that are diametrically
opposed to those on which our society is based.

C. Criticisms Related to the Objectives and
Rationale of the "New Social Studies" and Its Place
in the Social Studies Scope and Sequence. I . Little or
no attention has been given to elaborating objectives
and rationales.

2., Serious questions can be raised about the
relevance of social science content and methods for
most people, particularly those who are not college
bound.

3. The "new social studies" movement has given
little attention to problems of scope and sequence in
the social studies curriculum.

D. Criticisms Related to Needs and Characteristics
of Users, 1. The "new social studies" did not pay
sufficient attention to the needs and characteristics of
students.

The "new social studies" was directed mainly
toward above-average students.

The "new social studies" neglects individual dif-
ferences among students.

Younger students can't handle moral relativism.

2. The "new social studies" did not pay sufficient
attention to the needs and characteristics of teachers.

3, The "new social studies" did not pay sufficient
attention to the roles teacher educators (methods
teachers) in colleges might play in their development
and dissemination.

4. Too little attention was paid to the elementary
!eve; by the "new social studies."
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5. the -tie% social Indies- did not :0111.10 hoss
the tie% material. %mild In %nit vertailt :id-
minidratise conduitn..

6. 1 he .-tiv% .octal .tudoe- paid sirtually no anclt.
1ton to what parent. and onus lay perttit\ thought
the school should he teat:lung.

titicisnt of the De.clupers tot the Net. Social
studies.- the des clopment team. %ere oserloadcd
A int %tel.', cientit and "underloadetr %lilt
elaitsnt teacher educational pchologit. cur-
riculum peculti, method proteor.. and other.
Alto could has.: contrihuted important esperte.

2. Det elopittem ot tortituittin matertal..hould has e
been kit to commercial publisher. in the prism': sec-
tot tederat go% eminent imtterence to midi-
'tonally ornate enterptie Aa utosarranted and. in
tact. dangerous.

3, the atlitlId and mannet ol the "tto octal
doeloper..ind adotalc 11.0c been found

%awing in their %col: ol titgent:,. intwott.tr /cal,
myopia. and allot:ante,

I . riticimr. Related to 1.aluation in the "New
Social studies." i 1 he "ne% .octal ludic- didn't
p.1% moth altcnttoti to do eloping .indent es aluation
procedure. to gi) %nit the lie% t ontent they %ere
1111roducing,

2. little or itti tormanse and %wino:tine csaltiatam
Aa. none is. the &whiner 01 the tie% material.

(. cititisms Related to ( ost. I. (i1. ntatenal
theitelu. %etc too espt- n't.e.

2. Imptementation 01 the' tic% material entailed
greater COM. in Wile .111d inonc than the material
rho replaced.

II. ( den:ions Related to the "Nee Orthodo9,'
I. l'reithourc dieitiithition or "ties th.o.11 .ludic"
idea.. before adequate. ton anti re% omit had
been aecomplited, 111.1% hale led to a nes% kind ot

2 1 he -ne% an attempt to nidall
-ii.mon.111.titikultini- ril nu. c0111111-

1. ( rilicions Related lo the "Nee hype." I he "Ilea
octal tudi. Itom os eido.c or gimmickt t
(game. and such).

I ( rineisms Related to the Dissemination or the
"New social Sludie. ontrary to both.. mod
predittion. the -lieu oti.il lust: not
dientinated Aid's
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AREAS OF DISACREF.MEISTS

I. Single dim:mime or multi interdisciplinary.

2. alb:nding 10 allt and %Wiling.

3. ( 0110:111 for conning:Null octal

4. Succe in attending, to problem ol curriculum

.. Applicabilit to all t%pc. 01

6. Itchabilit 01 es:dilation ol both product and %In-
dent achtesement.

7. Kole ol acadennoath in program.' des clopment.

Staffing

The Social Studies Teacher

I here does not appear to he any great diparit) in the
age. 1.7.. k ground, and espericnce hi:1%1.:n social
Audio personnel and those in the other tA0 science
areas. Aserage year. 01 teaching espcience in all
three uhjech approsimate4 12 ear.. Iv%
teacher. in k 3 arc male. but in 7-9 males constitute
59 percent in the three abject area. and 74 percent in
grades 1012.

Supervisory Personnel

( urricular help not alAay loanable for the ..-
teacher. %lore than onehall 01 all district report nu
person(..) responsible lor district -aide upersiion or
curriculum coordination. Although 75 percent ol
secondary schools report the ot .octal studie. depart
memo chairper.on.. lesser than one-halt of junior
high or middle whool. has c chairpersons Anhui
ludo 'dual iihject areas. At the primary and etc-
itientao, leech cliairper.on are eery tare.

Allegiance

Although teacher 1):* their strongest allegiance to
the subject which they teach, especially at the second-
ary level, this allegiance does not carry over to pro-
te..tonal organisation Anion paittenlar object
area.. In no study reported did membership to local
subject area prolonal orgattliations approach the
itiatori4 01 eligible leacher.. Mentherttp lit the
totentom orgamiation. toe National ( outwit for the
Smut 'model:. IN( SS). include. 'mall I rattlint
in octal studies teacher. in the nation. Neither do



teachers make wide use of professional literature
issued h) the organisations. Although participation
in professional organuat ions hy supers ism-) person-
nel increases at higher lock of responsibility is ir-
litany all state social studies specialim, are either
directly or indirectly insolsed in the National ( ouncil
of State Social Studies Specialists and NCSS). fewer
than 50 percent of respondents to one stirs,*
indicated attendance at any kind of local. re
gional, state, or national meeting during the 1975.76
school year.

Renewal

1rom where, then, do social studies teacher, draw
their intellectual and po.lagogical strength once in the
classroom? This question is not answ ered by the
national studies.

or sonic teachers. the occassional college course is
ieweil as an estension of preparation for the job.

not preparation on the job. there is cnticism by
teachers. supported hy assessment data. that college
social studies teachers arc not generally sympathetic
to "new' social studies or to the national inns an% e
thrusts which has: occurred during the past twenty
years. Additionally assessment data indicates that
perhaps a majority of college social studies personnel
denigrate the national social studies projects Itilkled
by NSl and other source,.

Stall meetings, district conterences, and unisersity
courses were the most common continuing education

activities. Most sehools had inserviee workshop days
a couple of times a year, organized and staffed hy
district personnel and consultants. Participation was
high in most places. The teachers found them more
valuable for opportunity to talk with other teachers
than for the help they got from specialists. Inservice
education hy master teachers was sought.

Many teaehm had problems for which they were not
getting insersice help. Inset-% we or continuing edu-
cation, further. generally Is stewed negatisely hy
a illajOT11) 01 teachers. Ranier than helping them
solse Teethe problems relating to their eseryday
teaching. it is anciiii, and aimed elsewhere.

ca, hers dearly pay little heed to it

According to the se% era! national stirs cy.. cued hy the
studies. .eadiers look to other Washers as ,1 source 01
reMm.11 .111(1 on- the -doh training. Naturally...Ind ibis
Is especially true for 4.04.3,i1 studies, te.1Llier are
eNPOsed 10 Maio 11Obleming 1,i4.10rs 111r0OglipOpillar
Media and their own leisure leading.
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%%hat does emerge from the studies is that testbooks
and teachers" decisions hold sway Ill w hat content is
cosered in social studies classes and that the process
ol teacher renewal. rather than being monolithic, is
an informal one.

Needs

1 he studies attempted to ascertain needs ot teachers
in several areas. More than 75 percent indicated they
do not usually need assistance Irons a subject matter
resource person in lesson planning, actually teaching
lessons. and maintaining discipline (discipline did not
appear to he a crucial issue among must schools
surseyed). Areas in which a %Wahl,: number of
teachers ssould like additional assistance include
obtaining information about instructional inateeials,
learning new teaching methods. implementing the
discos ery 'inquiry approach, and using manipulanse
or handson materials.

Much ui this w nter's professional hie has been spent
as an instructional supersisor. the studies led me to
wonder, how e,er, just how much %Ate system lesel
instructional planning has within the mdisidual
classrooms. One reported ease stud). xrhaps the
most ineisise in its analy %is ot human dynamics

him) school,. ewlained:

. . I believe the pressures on the school ham erected
a Masai WO where the Sptellb responoble Jot pro-
m's,* the education of children have drawn inward
and moved apart. . . . The onsionnonal level kentral
olliev 'school hoard), the managerial level fj;,ol-
tipt:Isl, and thee technical level treachery have always
been somewhat different and the M/ t1011 MOM to
hare worsened. Teachers, are responsible for the day-
ro-dov operation of the lusAroom: print IpalS ierir us
IntAages or buffers her wee,' die technical level and
the central Ijice, which is concerned with eschange
relationships with the environment. . . .

Lath Of the systems now Wein% 10 be 1101(110100k us a
sell-tontamed and sworine emos. Mutual soppml

1 hat pessimistic slew is supported hy the slittllt:%.
findings. In all categoi lc% tram principal op through
state department personnel. the majority of teachers
slir4.7(.1 rated supers isms as less than "% cry
osettil.' A one-line groin, illustration would sho.. a
sonstantly del.reasing line as one 1110C Wilber away
1r01111he lassrooni. State department Personnel, tar;
thes1 Nino% ed. enjoy 0111 do 8 percent AAR:num.:: as
sera °soul."



A message which came to tins writer is that teach-
ers arc, tiered) independent and an) decision
made 10 Alec' the (vain) of intrnction must
has e the teacherthe mobs lanai teacher'saethe
ills oh einem.

111. lierci: independence 01 teachers is best snili-
inarved in the words 01 one who stud, "I listened to
all the lact°. limos atm.., etc., and then went in)
own wa) in ti ) mg 10 touch the best I could.'"

Facilities, Equipment, and Supplies

1 he aserage per pupil espendmire in school districts
act its. the nation is SI.. 216. 01 the National Dome
I dui:atton Act binds recened LI) districts, social
studies recessed 12 percent, science 36 percent. and
Malliennnie 26 percent. Social studies also was on
the short endor Elcinctuar) and Secondar% Educa-
tion Act kinds. A lull 70 percent of all districts re-
porting recessed no lands tor social studies lroni an
federal sources, pus ate toundanons 01 other sources
other than general stale aid allocations.

Suburban schools are the best equipped, followed
In urban ones. Schools in small cities and rural areas
are the team well equipped. this diflerence is more
*dramatic, flosses er, In other ssicnce areas than in
social studies where OpellIe equipment is not
essential. I here is a dilicreitee, lames et r in
ho,olabilit 01 supplies, especiall) in alternatite
inatertals., simulation pack.ages, cur; cm printed
Materials. at 'to -sisualithtleibils, and other eoromer-
Lial prodok.t 55 luck supplement the test hook and es.
natal the esperiences of social studies students.

the major needs cited In teachers (mole than hall) in
all sullieds and at all grade lesels were for
pal aprolesmoital assistance and twine) to bin class
supplies on a day ice -day basis. Xlilil teddiel appear
to he trust rated b) the absense. of budgeted I ands the'
the) small) itt palatine- small items as class needs
demand them

Social )I.tidie teachers do not appeal to be
mampulansch oriented. In sutAe . outs 21 percent
use "hantF-on.." manipulansc materials once a
week

'slant educational administrator. and stmeitiors
.1iitlied. .i did this %%WO, 11141 Miltilei institutes
41111.1 OiliVi. 1141111111g pi ogi.anis lot Ia...roolii leacher)

5i ete 01 tenting tunny teacheis to "hands -on" tools
being des elope), ea national Lan kultim plogiain%
slit li .t i he 1110 school ( ieogr aph l'uojeti I tiers is

no es idence trout the studies that social studies
teachers who attended, for esample, National
Science 1 ouitdation-sponsored miming programs,
use ''hands -on" ewe, iences more than teachers who
did not attend .miller ottililte.

1 he tnowilient toward use oh simulations In social
studies classrooms is encomagingmore so than in
an mho science area.

Not as encouraging is the meager use illade of CIO:-
Dottie wares. It appears that tele% tsed Itttittetioil,
programmed instruction, and computer-assisted in-
struction **are rarely used'' in instructam.

Of all the ecittipinent acquired by schools during the
gadget-oriented Suites and earl) SO ctil ie it appears
that old) the oserhead protector unlit) is widen and
mound) used to) the classroom teacher. Studies
reseal that most teacheis stirs eyed base access to the
in erlicad and make use ol il as au es erstla) watching
tool.

Issues

Problems as Perceived by Teachers,

Administrators, and Supervisory Personnel

Problems lot elemental) studies include the behef
that social studies (and science) is less important than
other subjects, such as reading and mathematic: and
inadequate teacher planning time.

Science and social studies are two subject areas
recess jog less amounts of nisi' maional attention in
elementary grades as It result ol "back to basics "
!here is es idenee from the studies that reading and
mathentatns consume much ol the time- lormerly
domed to other sciences. I or example, grades Is-3
spend an as crap: 01 mil) meat) minutes per Ala) on
'oolli scieme and social studies. A child unable to
read is sieved J a more serious problem In niost
teacherN than a reduction lil time spent oil social
simile. leachers ate willing, it appears, to trade off
time and anctition to other subject areas in order to
piepare students to read and understand comples
ideas

At grades 7 -L Id. I, Lit student interest in the subject
arid, again. niadetitiaie .tildeni leading abilities are
s 'cued 41' somas problems

Grouping: The Grealest Dilemma

Inadequate statical reading tanks as one 01 lhe most
pet sislelit inobleni loi .01.1.t1 stlidie it:whets. Since
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the printed acrd is the major Itistr liCliOINAI source,
students s ho cannot read or 11110 read poorly pose
seing problems at all grade ley cis, particularly in the
secondary grades.

Aiteinpis to solse this problem hate produced di-
lemma for many schools. Social studies, with its
stress on socialitation and cni/cnship, many citiLens
argue, is the one subject an school l Inch most calls
for heterogeneous grouping. Alter all. the liars ard-
bound honor student and the sternest student in the
class must Inc in the uorld together; yet, each type
student, it is reasoned, requires daterent learning ap-
preaches. instructional strategies, and materials. It is
common for the school,. then, o sort students accor-
ding to pus reasoningleading to homogeneous
grouping i he courts has e decreed that such perma-
nent grouping, called tracking, is illegal. Despite
court decisions. the dilemma has nor yet been soled
by Most school systems. Teachers' testimony indicate
that they [value that, by grouping, a potential
democratic almospliertf 11 lost his as one elementary
principal sumniawed the feelings in her school.
" (poor readersi can paint only so many
mot a!s "

ludo itluali/ed lost ruttion is becoming another guise
lot sorting students. Data leant thousim,ds ot
classrooms in these studies indicate Mai in-
di%idtiali/ation ot instruction is not %%Wel) ac-

complished. houee et. due parnally perhaps to
teachers' perceptions ot social studies as -a group
thing.'

Equal t)pportunities

~shoots lase mu mince! rout!; beyond the 'amplest
suandaids sn cutialiling edit. on anion schools.
I hey base done the best In pli!..1,11 Llolilles less in
111s1rilt.lional supplies anti equipmeni and the least in
leachers. Ns 313C %ludic., sonsrslentty dentori+Ir ate. the
teaches in the classroom is the most crtitr_al
tariahle--and inequalities in teachers are elreltle.
espeilA111 heisccn atilucttl and poor schools.

In sonic schools. 104 hilt ol all lea' rung tune is I rit -
tered :may on interpersonal negotiations lolien he-
Isseen teacher and one of d lets studeilist. i tine on
Lid. appears to be an 111111011,(111 ennoble in student
achie% einem Since iliac does riot appear to he vre.(1
1.arl,111es Iii teache's' pieparation, physical
and pinned resources anion!: schools ti ill I 111,q he'

that the I:semi:sr %tillable eil all across the nation is

he 4111301111i of learang time %%Wan the social studies

1 he curriculum of small, rural schools generally arc
the* most restricted and traditional. it is ironic that
high interest eke:Ines ("Wild Houersildibles.." foie
cantnle) are more as ailablc in large schools of turban
and suburban areas where students already hate
myriad enriching actIsijies and interests to pursue.
%silk in oral, more isolated schools, courses beyond
traditional ol lump are rare.

The NSI summary ot one of the three studies suc-
cinctly touches upon one of the central issues ot the
national assessment:

ittentr (social studies; education trill be for
any one child for any one year is most dependent on
what that child's leacher believes. Arrows, and does
and doesn't behere doesn't 11 now. and doesn't do.

Accountability

Very less states hate established haste eompeteneles
rn sot.m1 studies (25 percent in 1977), but 35 percent
indicate they arc planning to implement competency
programs in the near 'mare.

Articulation

letliat1011 is,. continuing problem in socialstudres.
'lapel\ isms ind other administrators are more con-
cerned than classroom [cachets Resalts ol stineys
indicate that eten supersn.ors and administrators ate
opposed to a higher degree of amiormity anhm the
corriculom. Parents do not %%ant a regimented course
of study but cant helm clardiation abuit shat is
taught. Interestingly. the smaller the salvo, the mole
artic...lation can he ateomplished. Articulation ap-
pears 30 I awed Mum leadters, themseic,,
decide altar to he cent:red and respect those
mutually agreed upon unk!erstandings

In larger sterils there' is little agreement about shat
subtects should be taught in Shat courses and hale
aincisltion across courses. In disirie is ouch nun-
.lair d 1.0(111(111404AI t.tIrrp.l110111 there is less alle111101l

lo sucr.tl ..111t1o.1114 ern al lairs. ( )rte danger 'Apr cssed Iu

the stitches is that sublet.' mallet is %airicinlY Pei"
,..et%ed -outside" students and not integrated into
his hei c%ciy day lile. 10 femme Ilse duel:lion ol the
kAwerse 01 study further auay Iron' current happen-
lugs, IlapPen. Is 10 make social studies e4.eli
!HOW genie for slutioth
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Social Studies Verses Social Science

Among traditional college social science professors it
has been fashionable for some time now to refer to

" innovative efforts in the field as "social sciensy."
There is little danger for them to fear!.

There are few indications that schools emphasize a
scientific approach common to social science

disciplines. Sixty-six percent of respondents felt that
the general public does not favor placing a high
priority on emphasizing a scientific approach. The
majority of teachers viewed their tasks as both
smaller and more holisticsmaller in that they are to
transmit facts and skill, larger in that they are to
prepare (sociable) students in the value system of the
community.

There is evidence that there is a reorientation toward
performance skills and away from conceptualized ex-
periences. SyMptoinatics of this trend is the response
by 40 percent of senior high students in a national
survey that the thing most wrong about social studies
was its overemphasis on "facts and memorization."

Despite sixty years of rhetoric by social studies
leaders, such practices as "democratic living,"
"learning by doing." "laboratory experiences," and
the more recently espoused, learning through "in-
duction and inquiry." are not widely exercised in
social studies classrooms. To the contrary, lectures
and teacher led/dominated discussions "are the
predominant technique." At least two-thirds of
teachers use lectures once or more a week. In na-
tional questionnaires many social studies teachers in-
dicated they use discussions "just about daily."

Controversial Issues

Administrators should have little fear that social
studies teachers will embarrass the school or com-
munity. The great majority of teachers are personally
committed to the task of helping young pei-pie ac
commodate to the educational systemand the com-
munityas it is. Teachers, themselves, attempt to fit
in the system and be recognized as cooperative
members of the school and the community.

Taking sides on controversial issues within a

classroom is not the hallmark of social studies
teachermuch better, for example, to teach
"about" poverty than attempt to change the
economic structure. High school political or
economic activism 'among teachers or students is in-
deed rare and is certainly not the accepted norm. An

atmosphere of questioning is not pictured in any of
the three studies.

So traditional, non-controversial, and non-valuing
are most social studies classrooms that one can see
tittle promise that any measure of "democratic liv-
ing" or ,"laboratory experience" will be achieved in
most existing social studies programs.

One factor which tends to mitigate against a more
open, questioning atmosphere within classrooms,
other than the conservative nature of teachers
themselves, is the drive by most schools toward better
achievement as indicated by standardized test scores.
Attitudes, certainly change in attitude, usually is not
part of this assessment.

One would be incorrect to assume from the above
descriptions, however, that social studies classrooms
are sterile places with little or no interaction among
students or between students and teachers. The point
should be made that there are human processes oc-
curring within the schools, but primarily of a
socialization nature.

The Teacher; The Bottom Line

Studies support John Goodlad's findings that though
a district or school may have myriad guides and in-
structional objectives calibrated toward the receptivi-
,ty of each child to learn does not mean that those
understandings extend into the classroom once the
tenher closes the door.

there is evidence that the social studies teacher
generally is not oriented to prescribed objectivising
of the instructional program. They are more, if you
please, finacaulayian in that they paint with a subjec-
tive bruch, with wholesome streaks of what they
think ,tudcnis need, rather than orchestrate
to popular phra'.c of the "new" social studies) dif-
ferent ..ornponenls of a program designed from a
disiiilaiion of committee pronouncements or proven
practices

There were those, especially at the district and state
levels, who really felt about a decade ago that the
massive efforts underway in national social studies
curriculum projects would change the very nature of
social studies content, the way teachers teach, and
student achievement. I would think the results of
these three national studies are disappointing to those
optimists.

I ...-)
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Implications for Administrat

Continuing Education\

One of the most troubling findings is that the
classroom teacher is not supported in his/her instruc-
tional role. inservice programs. effective for
-intproving organiration." should be planned and
structured to gis e teachers assistance with pedagogi-
cal problems.

An untapped source in most districts is the master
teacher. .Administrators should seek out these

teachers and make them the center of inservice pro-
grams. Es idence from all three studies is that
teachers learn most from other teachers./

Teachers are calling for more funds. %nen federal
funds, for districts to: (I) hire and pay resource peo-
ple to help teachers with their teaching skills. and (2)
provide additional institutes for the improvement
of teaching. Teachers are not opposed to devoting
time to fob- related training and administrators
should nurture and reward teachers' desires for self-
impro % ement .

Sire nglitening Citizenship Education

h is ironic that public schools "are being asked to do
things we used to pray to Chid for- yet. social
studies classrooms are so traditionally structured. so
tied to content that the potential within the one cur-
ricular area in which problems can be discussed,
perhaps %nen partially root% ed,, is lost. The potential
of social studies is further lessened by the rush of
school% to "more basic subject%

Perhaps social si.1,11.:s in grades K.12 will never
become social science. with the resulting scientific ap-
proach to problem sots nig, but it is critical that some
of the w idely acecred methodologies of the more
useful of the social soul ...:s be utilited by the schools.
Teachers arc under stirs real pressure, often subtle
to stay within prowling community norms. Use of
the social sciences, particularly sociology. an-
thropology. and economics., otters teachers the op.
portuntt) more obicetisely and less emotionally to
explore problems that may he tearing apart com-
nmities, homes, anti,: perhaps. student theinselses.

A traditional historical or geographical Lome., is not
the most conducise manner for looking at problems.

1 feel it is a role of school leaders, administrators and
supervisors. to expose their teachers to useful instnic-
tiondi tools. ti change in attitude is expected. then
better tools are essential

Parents and the Community

Perhaps it is time that we ...los% up a hit in developing
standards and curriculum guides (61 percent of
supervisory time) and clarify for parents and the
community w hat 411 is that we do attempt to teach
within grades and subject areas. it t% not parents vi ho
ale pushing for more regimentation or even articula-
tion within schools: parents arc demanding that they
understand what i... being taught.

As the studies confirm, textbook% are social studio.
Boards of education which spend time approving
curriculum guides should consider spending at least
equal time on the selection of textbooks. Because of
textbooks' importance, a case can he made also for
insolsing parents and students.

A Reasonable Request

Social studies teachers inters tos ed in the studies
re% ealed a great amount of common sense about
problems which affect them. The best example is
their w ilitogness to gise up instructional time in
order that students gain basic skills. Equally
reasonable is their request for classroom funds to
purchase small instructional items as iieeds arise.
C ompared to personnel salaries and other constant
expenditures, a small monthly allotment to each
teacher may be the smallest cost, yet do more to mi
prose classroom instruction than almost any other
line -item expenditure.

Social Studies as a "social study"

Administrators everywhere must address the problem
of student grouping. Ways must be found to accom-
modate all levels of student mous anon and ability
within a common setting lndisidualitation or in-
struction appears to be the greatest promise for social
studies classes. Segregation, ability grouping,
achiesement clustering, and all the other mechanical
arrangements, which separate future cititerks w ithin a
school ss ill not lead to the achies ellieril Of the most
enduring and endearing social studies goalprepara-
tion for life
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Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development

Summary and Implications of the National
Science Foundation Reports on the Slams of
Science, Social Studies and Mathematics
Education

Ron Brandt and Other Members of the ASCD
Dbsensination Tenn'

Abstract
S atus studies sponsored by the National Science
I aundation (NSF) show that many of the changes
,ought in the curriculum reform movement of the
1960s and early 70s have not been achieved. Most
NSF projects in mathematics, science, and social
studies are not widely used; inquiry and in.
dividualization are rare.

The studies document a lack of authoritative infor-
mation about what is actually taught, what the ef-
fe,,ts are, and what effects would be if things were
done differently. It seems that content and methods
vary somewhat front one teacher to another, but text-
books are the basis for much of the curriculum.

Members of the ASCD team assigned to summarize
the studies believe the studies imply the following
needs: /
instructitkal Materials:

1. Continukdevelopment of high quality instruc-
tional materials, with federal sponsorship if
necessary.

2. Procedures for periodically redefining what
students should learn.

3. A thorough examination of the processes by
which textbooks and teachers' manuals arc
de% eloped, selected, and usedso that they may be
improved.

4. Objective e% aluation of instructional materials.

' Benjamin Ebersok, Baltimore County (Maryland) Schools:
Thomas Gibney. University of I Ledo (Ohio); Edward Karns.
Penn* (Ohio) Public Schools: Ruth Long, ASCD Associate Direc-
tor; Gerald Ponder, North Texas State University, Denton; Ronald
stodghilL St. Louts (Missouri) Public Schools; and Robert Yager.
University of Iowa.

The report was originally serialized in Educational Leadership.
Volume 36, Numbers 5,6.7.8; February. March, April. May 1979

Teacher Education and Support:
I . Redefinition of middle management roles to pro-
vide more adequate staff development and support
for teachers.

2. Mechanisms, such as NSF institutes, to provide
for continuing education of teachers.

Knowledge:

1. Knowledge about differences in points of view
between teachers and other educators.

2. Knowledge about the change process in schools.

3. Knowledge about effects of various practices and
programs.

Thanks, We Needed That

A Report on the NSF Reports

Roo Brandt and Other Members of the ASCD
Dissemination Team'

There is a scene in an old moviemaybe in several of
themin which a character, confused and afraid,
begins sobbing and babbling incoherently. Another
character slaps him hard across the face, whereupon
he regains his composure and says, "Thanks. I
needed that."

Reading the reports of the National Science Founda-
tion (NSF) studies is a sobering experience., Seven
thick volumes, the reports are heavy reading in more
ways than one. NSF commissioned the studies in the
aftermath of two decades of effort at local, state, and
national levels to reform curriculum of elementary
and secondary schools. The idea was to find out what
had been accomplished so far in science, mathemat-
ics, and social studies education as the basis for fur-
ther long-range planning,

The reports are of three types. There is a survey
(Weiss, 1978) which summarizes such information as
what courses are offered and how many students are
enrolled. It also includes self-reports from teachers
about the methods and materials they use, the
amounts and kinds of help available to them, and
so on.

Three extensive literature reviewsone each for
science (Helgeson and others, 1978), mathematics
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(Suydam and Osborne,, 1978), and social studies
(Wiley and Race, 1978)summarize the most im-
portant research reports and other material published
from 1955 to 1975.

Complementing the other reports is a set of case
studies (Stake and Easley, 1978, Vol. 1) each contain-
ing the observations and impressions of a qualified
evaluator who made an intensive study of a par-
ticular school district. Several additional chapters
summarize the observations (Stake and Easley, 1978,
Vol. II).

The three-way approach (survey, literature reviews,
case studies) produces a three dimensional effect.
Together the reports present a more complete picture
than would any one by itself.

The ASCD team charged with summarizing the find-
ings and suggesting implications viewed the reports in
several different ways. First, we selected what we
thought was most pertinent to the roles and interests
of ASCD members, most of whom arc administra-
tors, curriculum directors, supervisors, and others
responsible for curriculum and support services.

Second, we looked for the unexpected: points which
seemed to us somewhat surprising. Finally, we
sought regularities: patterns that occurred repeatedly
across sites and studies.;

Paradoxically. the first conclusion one might draw
from all that information is that we know very little.
We do not know for sure what is actually being
taught or how it is being taught in classrooms across
America. We do not know how it compares with
what was taught twenty or thirty years ago, because
we did not have that kind of information then either.
We do not know much about effects on students
either the effects of what is now being taught or
what the effects would be if things were done
differently.

For example. NSF has encouraged used of inductive
teaching methods. often referred to as "inquiry" or
"discovery." Asked it they used inquiry, many
teachers reported that they did, but observers who
visited classrooms saw little evidence of it (Stake and
Easley, Vol. II, p. 12:8). Moreover, the instructional
programs which NSF helped develop, many of which

' The rules of anomalies and regularities are borrowed, after a
fashion. from Wither Doyle. See his paper, "Classroom Research:
Who Needs Ii ?" presented at the annual meeting of the American
Educational Research Association, April i978. Toronto. Canada.

incorporate inquiry methods, arc not widely used
-(Wiley and Race, p, 322; Weiss, p. 80).

At least we know that students would benefit if
teachers did use inquiry. Or do we? Those who
reviewed the research say no such claim can be made,
For example. "There is relatively little solid evidence
to substantiate the widespread belief (among social
studies educators) that 'critical thinking' methods are
superior to other approaches" (Wiley and Race,
p. 192).

The reports do not have all the answers, then, but at
least they help us know what we do not know. Of
course, they do much more that that. They tell us
that the curriculum reform movement had some in-
fluence on American education. Programs developed
with NSF support are used in many schools. Quite a
few teachers (albeit a minority) continue to teach
them as intended by their developers, inquiry and all.
Recent materials produced by commercial publishers
incorporate many of the ideas introduced by those
programs. And a substantial number of teachers are
probably better informed, more capable and more
confident as a result of having attended summer in-
stitutes sponsored by NSF.

We also "know" other things from reading these
reports. We may have known them intuitively before,
but the reports substantiate them. For example,
within a narrow range of possibilities, what is taught
and how it is taught vary from one teacher to
another. In most cases the content of a single text-
book is the basis for the curriculum; the variability is
in the emphasis given to topics and in the teacher's
personal style.

Individualization and inquiry arc rarely used; the
most common teaching method is some form of
"recitation": the teacher asking questions, explain-
ing, or giving directions; the students listening,
answering questions, solving problems, or filling out
worksheets.

This situation exists, much to the despair of those
who would like to change it, not because teachers are
lazy or unimaginative, but apparently because of the
realities of life in classrooms. In the articles which
follow, we will summarize these realities and then
suggest some implications.
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Mathematics Education
1955-197S

Thomas Gibney
Edward Karns

Mathematics instruction has changed carry little dur-
ing the period from 1955 to 1975. A single textbook is
the main source or content with few other teaching
materials used or requested by teachers. Most In-
struction occurs with total-class groups and is tell-
and-show followed by seatwork at the elementary
school lesel, and homework-lecture-new homework
at the secondary school leVel. The self-contained
classroom at the elementary school lesel and the
fixed period schedule of the secondary school are
still the predominant patterns for mathematics
instruction.

What Major Changes Have Taken Place in
Mathematics Curriculum Offerings?

CONTENT

Mathematics still remains a required course in ele-
mentary school and the content has expanded from
arithmetic to mathematics with the topics of
geometry. nicasurement, probability and statistics,
graphs, equations. inequalities, and properties of
number systems in textbooks. Computation with
whole numbers, fractions, and decimals remains the
eon: of the elementary school curriculum. In the
eleven districts of the CSSE Study, various forms of
pencil and paper mathematics dominated the scene to
the elenieniary schools with little evidence of
niampulatises, sets, etc., being used. (Stake and
Easley, 1978, 13:18)

The number and N anety of courses offered at the
secondary school level have increased since 1955,
however, the most frequently taught courses are
general math, algebra and geometry. (Stake and
Easley, 1978, 18:21) Among the new topics were
functions, vector approaches to geometry,, computer
techniques, and calculus. SMSG and other cur-
riculum development groups were evident as the
enrollment in secondary school mathematics courses
increased, especially in advanced mathematics
courses. Most of this increase occurred Juring the
first part of the 1955 -1975 period with the 1970s
recording small increases in advanced courses and in
basic or remedial mathematics. (Suydam and
Osborne, 1977, p. 36)

M

"NEW MATH"

The "new math" phenomenon was a two-decade
series of de% elopmcnts that et oked and changed con-
stantly, some topics disappeared and new ones
emerged, some topics emerged and disappeared.
(Suydam and Osborne. 1977, p. 48) Nev.' materials
were widely used by the mid-1960s with content and
methodology changes attempted. Federal funding
through such agencies as NSF, NIE, R&D Centers,
and regional laboratories encouraged the implemen-
tation of new mathematics topics, materials, courses,
and programs. Despite the "new math" thrust and
although it is evident that the number.and variety of
mathematics courses offered 3n secondary schools
has increased ',mix 1955 there appears to be little
change in the mathematics instruetion in grades
K-12. Few efforts were made to educate elementary
or secondary teachers concerning the new changes in
contem and methodology with the result that the
single texibook is still the primary SCRIM: of
mathematics curricula with most teachers using no
instructional materials except the textbook and the
chalk board.

Iew instances of modern mathematics were found in
the case studies. For most classrooms around the
country, modern math never touched down. In one
city, for example, conventional textbooks with 1960
copyright dates were used in 1977. Over one-third of
the principals and approximately one-fourth of the
supervisors and teachers stated that new math had
been a waste of time and money. (Stake and Easley,
1978, 13:65 and 18:34)

Back to Basics

Much discussion concerning the back-to-basics
movement has come frc:n the public's belief that
pupils have failed to learn minimal computational
skills. The issue of back to basics seems to be em-
phasized more by school board members running for
election or candidates for educational administrative
positions than by teachers of mathematics, The
Gallup Poll of the public's attitudes toward educa-
tion revealed that the public's most frequent con-
cerns are: to devote more attention to teaching of
basic skills, and to enforce stricter discipline. School
board members and parents define back to basics as
instruction that concentrates upon skills development
in reading, writing, and mathematics.

In defining basics, most schools define basics in
terms of the "barebone's" technical skills of reading
and simple arithmetic operations. (Stake and Easley,
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1978, 13:34) The stydies found the elententary math
curriculum is traditional and dedicated to helping
children learn to compute. (Stake and Easley, 1978,
13:20)

The conclusion 01 re%tew ing twenty years of
mathematic., teaching m grades K-12 is that teachers
have been and are still stressing mathematics skills at
all grade le% els but the time spent teaching
mathematics in grades K-6 is less than it was twenty
years ago because of'many new topics that ha% c been
added to the elementary curriculum.

What Impact Has the New Math Approach
Had on What Happens in Classrooms?

INSTRUCTIONAL STRATEGIES

In most classrooms the teacher is in charge. (Stake
and Easley, 1978, 13:59) It was observed that
teachers had great freedom to teach largely what they
'Incased. (Stake and Easley, 1978, 13:37) This type of
freedom may haw led to the generalized criticism
that %cry little kertical articulation exists within the
mathematics curriculum. Articulation between
elementary and secondary schools scented to be a
unhersal problem. (Stake and Easley. 1978,
13:19.20) It is clearly mental discipline that is the
focus of the %ast majority of teachers of mathematics
at all levels beyond the second grade. (Stake and
Easley, 1978, 13:18) In the 60s hands-on curriculum
projects were deseloped and p:omoted. Now the pen-
dulum seems to be swinging back to one teaching
sourc,:i he textbook. (Stake and Easley, 1978, 15:5)

CLASSROOM SIZE AND MANAGEMENT

Research during the 20-year ptliod from 1955-75 pro-
%ided little e%idence that mathematics achic%cment
was affected by total class size but that the size of the
group with which the teacher works on a particular
topic may be of importance Approximately 20 per-
cent of the elementary school day is allocated to
mathematics time but far less time is spent on actual
instruction. All teachers K-12 spent a large propor-
tion of their time on non-instructional acti% hies such
as discipline,, classroom routines, money collections,
tilling out %artous forms, etc. Achic%ement was
found to be higher in elententary classe.. where the
greater proportion of time was spent on deselop-
mental acti%ities and actual instruction by the
teacher (Suydam and Osborne. 1977, p. 76)

EVALUATION

The use of standardized iticiS was more common in
mathematic, than in science or social science, and
more common in grades K-6 than in grades 7-12.
(Weiss, 1978. p. 27) The greatest change in testing
oser the past 20 years has been the concern for
objecti% c-based referenced or criterion-referenced
tests rather than norm-referenced tests. (Suydam and
Osborne, 1977, p. 831 Also, esaluation is now ex-
pected to pro%tcle information fot curriculum deci-
sions whereas in 19 the primary use of standard-
ized tests was to help with decisions concerning in-
dividual students.

INQUIRY TEACHING

Although much emphasis has been given to the
development of inquiry teaching, little is taking
place. (Stake and Easley, 1978, 12:8) Many of the
materials designed to promote inquiry were still in
the schools but seldom used. (Stake and Easley,
1978. 12:5) Teachers felt that higher level study for
students was very hard work. (Stake and Easley,
1978, 12:7) In mathematics at all levels, the teaching
method was usually one of going over the problems
assigned with either the teacher or students working
at the chalk boarj v'hile others observed. (Stake and
Easley, 1978, 19:7)

MATERIALS

tkiathematics instruction and the mathematics
teachers remain rather traditional. The textbook is
the course of study and the teacher's manual is the
most extensively used piece of material to supplement
the textbook. Hands-on materials that accompany
textbooks are used in about one third of the K-3
mathematics classes but little thereafter in grades
4-12. From third through twelfth gradus, students had
few materials to manipulate. in most classrooms the
source of knowledge certainly is still the textbook.
(Stake and Easley, 1978, 13:59 and 65) Mathematics
teachers hardly eser use other materials such as film
loops, slides, television, programmed instruction.
CAI, field-trips, guest speakers. etc. (Weiss, 1978, p.
102)

Federally funded curriculum materials in
mathematics were being used less in 1976-77 than in
previous years. This may imply that many of the
ideas and approaches of these materials may now be
found in the "conventional" mathematics textbooks.
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(Weiss, 1978, p. 78) More than 500.000 non-print in-
structional materials and an additional 5,000 print
marketed for use in the K-I2 curriculum in 1976. Of
the approximately 28,000 textbook titles marketed
for use in mathematics, science and social studies, a
relatisely small portion of that total ssere in use in the
majorits of the nation's classrooms. The ten most
used tuaiertals in math in the U.S. are clearly tradi-
tional programs all quite similar to each other in
terms of instructional design and social and personal
sakes ss stems. (Stake and Lades 1978, 13:601

What Type of Supervisory Support are
Teachers Receiving in Mathematics

Instruction?

Supers isors at the secondary level resealed a

preponderance 01 administratise and teaching loads
os er supers isory tasks. Between 62 and 96 percent of
Curriculum supersisors indicated that their primary
responsibility is something other than curriculum
supers iston. (Stake and Easley , 1978, 18:106) About
hall' of the elementary supersisors had supers ision as
their primary assignment. On the average, super-
s isors had in excess of 200 leachers with whom they
worked there were sere less people as ailable outside
the classroom to pros ide quality control for the cur-
riculum and assist teachers with pedagogical prob-
lems. (Stake and Easley, 1978, 16:42-43)

the number of states. ide subject area coordinators
has been reduced and mans coordinators base been
assigned additional dunes so that they haw less time
to spend on mathematics education (Weiss, 1978.
p. 33) Approximate!) trio- thirds of the local school
districts has e no district supers 'sots. (Weiss. 1978,
p. 36) and s er test districts hase full-time
mathematics coordinators. (Weiss. 1978., p 39)

Very few principals K -Z2 hate majored in
mathematics and a considerable number of principals
indicated that they are "not well qualified" to super-
vise mathematic. instruction particularly in the
secondary school. Most mathematics teachers believe
they do not tired help in lesson planning, teaching
lessons, or discipline but they do request help in ob-
taining information about instructional materials,
learning new teaching methods, and using hands-on
matupulatise materials. (Weiss, 1978, p. 144) (Stake
and Easley, 1978, 18.112) teachers rate other
teachers as their best source 01 new deselopmems to
educaison, while principals rate other principals as
their best source of information about new

deselopments in education. (Vi ciss, 1978, p. 150)
Local inservice programs appear to be more useful
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to educators in grades K-6 than to those in grades
7-12. (Weiss, 1978, p. 154)

Queried as to what support do math teachers in your
schools need, math teachers and supersisors both
gase emphasis to teacher centers where the teachers
can take their concerns.' (Stake and Easley, 1978,
18:61) Staff meetings appeared to be for the purpose
of improving organizational arrangements and
distributing information rather than for the purpose
of gising assistance to the teacher with pedagogical
problems. (Stake and Easley, 1978, 16:48) Many of
the teachers and supersisors reported having attend-
ed a number of institutes and inservice courses.
About 30 percent of the high school math teachers
surseyed in the study indicated that they had at-
tended at least one NSF summer or academic year in-
stitute. (Stake and Easley, 1978, 12:7) Most felt they
were useful oid many would like such offerings.
(Stake and Easley, 1978, 16:51, 18:112)

Looking Ahead

Public dissatisfaction with declining achievement
scores in mathematics has stressed the need for
changing roles for federal agencies, professional
organizations, administrators, supersisors, teachers,
and parents in curriculum development and teacher
presers ice and inservice. It seems evident that hand
calculators, computers, metric education, and
research on pupil learning are going to be sources of
change in the future of mathematics education. Na-
tional and state assessments and competency re-
quirements will also influence the mathematics
teaching-learning process.

Areas of teaching performance that will be critical
are those related to how mathematics instruction is
organized, how mathematics materials are used, and
how much time is spent in direct mathematics in
struction. Leadership will be needed to promote the
concept that adequate supersision must be available
Iron] supersisors and/or administrators to assist
teachers in organizing mathematics Instruction and in
the proper utilization of mathematics materials.

School districts must determine then academic role
during the school day. Each school district must
es aluate its priorities in terms of its instructional time
allotments. If Mathematics is a high priority subject
then sufficient time must be allotted for mastery and
application of bash. skills. II the public ewects
Leathers to stress mathematics skills, the mathematics



instructional periods cannot be shortened or sup-
planted by other activitie.s. If teachers are given ade-
quate time to teach mathematics and proper superst-
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sion they and their pupils will perform well. To help
promote this ensironment is a major goal of the
future.
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School Science in an Age of Science

Robert Yager
Ronald Stodighi II

During the postSputnik years, the 1960s, attention
was focused nut only on ads ;ins:anent, in space
science but on the whole area of science education.
Teachers, school leaders, learning theorists,
philosophers and most important!), practicing scien
lists took a look at what was happening in arions
phases of science education. They became in sok ed in
various facets of science education from curriculum
deselopment to leacher training. They set new direc
lions and established man) firsts in American pubhc
education.

More than a decade has passed and it seems pro.
pitious now to take a look at the past, the present,
and the luture in Mai ion to science education. While
much has been written above the, developments in this
area. three national studies dealing with the cur
rkuluni, teaching strategies, and organization/sup-
port systems were recently made available which of-
fer significant insights into them. An analysis of this
information with suggestion ihai it be used by school
leaders of today and tomorrow is now possible.

Curriculum

The stated goals of the science program include
understanding self, appreciating technology, prepar
ing for college, advancing today's culture. and
understanding local issues. There is little evidence,
however, that the big ideas or stated goals of science
education arc ever translated into curriculum and
classroom practice (Denny, p. 90). Science teachers
talk of helping studenis to become better citizens,
i.e., knowledgeable of societal issues, including
politics as related 10 science (Smith, p. 6).

Although the goals for science in the, elementary
school tend to be stable, it is apparent that the goals
for secondary science are in a period of significant
transition (Helgeson, p. 190). There are new direc-
tions for secondary science. This has resulted in new
offerings which emphasise environmental concerns,
societal issues, world problems, decision making,
and interdisciplinary efforts (Helgeson. p. 21). Iden-
tifying, verbalizing, and advancing such new goals is
less illusive than implementing them in science
classrooms. The newly staled goals have implications
for curriculum changes. They alc.o conflict with the
general emphasis on the basic skills in the cur.
riculum. Knowledge of science is not considered

"basic" by the general public and surely it does not
reflect the new focus for science education
(Helgeson. p. 192).

Science in the school program can be, characterized
by one wordtextbooks (Denny, p. 42). The science
curriculum exists as the facts and concepts which are
traditionall) packaged in textbooks. The textbook
not only determines the content but the order, the ex
amplcs, the application of that content (Stake,
p. 13.5). The influetkv of teachers occurs in the choice
of a textbookapparently the most important deci-
sion in establishing the curriculum or curriculum
component identified by a given course (Stake,
p. 19.2). Teas hers appear to have "faith" in the text.
book: they lament "if only the right one could be
found" (Stake, p. D.2). The science curriculum,
then, is a set of knowledge% and skills rooted in the
anous disciplines of science and packaged in text.
books (Stake, p. 194).

Little real curriculum planning or school articulation
of science materials has occurred (Helgeson, p. 190).
The textbook determines the science curriculum and
relatively few of the textbooks are in use in signifi.
cam numbers of schools. For example, 40 percent of
all schools use Holt's Modern Biology with another
40 percent using the BSCS Green and Yellow Version
in about equal numbers (Helgeson, p. 26). This
means that the biology program in 80 percent of the
classrooms can be characterized by analysis of these
three textbooks. Approximately 50 percent of all
schools use Holt's Modern Chemtstry and 40 percent
use Holt's Modern Physics (Sanders, p. 27). Over
half of the teachers and classes in secondary science
utilize one basic textbook (Weiss, p. 89). Eighty per
cent of the primary and 90 percent of the in
termediate grade teachers base their instruction in
science upon a single textbook (Helgeson, p. 17).

Interaction with teachers suggests that reliance upon
guides and books and the emphasis upon "given"
science content is a way of avoiding the untidy reality
that school science is (Hill-Burnett, p. 26). it is safe
and comfortablea way of insuring that the stated
and verbalized "bigger" objectives are never ap-
proached. Science instruction focuses on content
because it is there. There is often the feeling that the
content (i.e., the textbook) might be needed some-
day. There is rarely a teacher reference to consumer
needs, no reference to current student needs (Hoke,
p. 25). There is little enthusiasm for emphasizing
science as inquiry or considering inquiry skills as a
form of content (Denny, p, 42).
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The newer national programs were in increasing uk.--
until 1970; since then adoptions and student use of
the materials base declined. Stated reasons for the
decline include: (I) no room for teacher and student
spontaneity.. (2) oseretnphasis upon pure content.

,and (M inaterial tow difficult (abstract) for must
student, (Heist:son. p. I8!). All of these courses
could he characterized as being organized around the
structure of the disciplum(s) of science. The pro-
grams dcemphasued "practical science" and em-
phasized basic concepts and processes (Helgeson.

21).P.

instructiosal Strategies

lassical didactic teaching seems to characterize
most classrooms. The teacher typically directs
assignments, grading, laboratory instruction and
csaluation, resiews before tests. and the testing
effort. The question and answer approachif not a
lectureis unis ersally practiced (Smith, p. 90). There
is a great deal of "traditional" teaching with little
creatnity and few examples of teachers with imagina-
tion. Clidluslasni. and the ability to motivate (Smith.
p. 112 and Sanders. Stufflebeam, p. 131. The text-
book is the "answer place" for teachers" questions
(Stake, p. 13-62). The common sequence or pattern
tor moor lion in science is assign. recite, test. discuss
(Stake. p. 13-5). Testing (usually based on facts, con-
cepts. and definition) is natural procedure and cen-
tral to classroom control and curriculum structure
(Stake. p. 15-12).

It i rare to bind a teacher employing eregi e trquiry
in the classroom. This may be caused by the paucity
of such teaching models at the college level during
preparatory programs (Stake, p. 12.7). Feu teachers
are engaging students in learning by experience
(Stake. p. 15.7). Most teachers consider, with a ques
lion and answer approach, the content that is in-
cluded between the cos ers of a particular text. The
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teacher is the source 01 power in the wince class but
apparently this power is meaningless without the
book.

Sinee 1955 there haw appeared more and more
materials calling for student-centered and hands-on
instruction. Even when these materials are in use in a
gisen school, however, large numbers of students are
rarely involved with them (HelgesorD p. 190). Fewer
than half of the teachers report use orany inquiry ap-
proaches (Weiss. p. 148). This raises many interesting
questions- regarding the appropriateness of the na
tional programs of the t960sall of which approach
ed science as inquiry and called for it being taught as
a "narrative of inquiry." There was an attempt to
present science in a way it was known to scientists.

Although attention to individual differences is fre-
quently the subject of discussion, there is little
evidence that it is receiving attention in the form of
classroom practice. In most instances, science is
taught to an entire class with the teacher as the cen-
tral figure. It is rare to find students engaged in in-
dn idual activities either in or out of the classroom.
The entire class "does" an activity or is involved with
the teacher in a discussion. It-cent research
establishes that certain instructional modes are more
effective with certain students (Helgeson. p. 36).
However, this finding has resulted in few in-
(Its idualized programs and/Or approaches in science.
Where such materials ate utilized. they appear as
supplements to a course and not central to it (Stake.
p. 16-55).

Examples of effectfve science teaching approaching
modern goals in the elementary school are tare.
Teaching science in the junior high school is pri-
marily by recitation (Stake. p. 19.6). When labora-
tories are 'Led, they tend to be demonstrations of in-
formation already considered or exercises merely
used to break the monotony, Almost all questions
arise from information in the textbook and most
center on terminology and definition. Teachers rely
on and believe in the textbook (Stake, p. 19.6).

Over 80 percent of the science teachers use A.V
material with IS percent of the secondary teachers us-
ing both films and filmstrips on an average of once
per week (Weiss. p. 112). It was found, however, in
one of the case studies, where massive use of media
was tried, that it was not successful (Sanders and
Stufflebeam. p. 13). Most of the A.V. materials used
rind to supplement textbooks and add to the infor-
mation base. Most provide more basic content for
the existing course structure. Fewer than 10 percent
of the schools utilize TV or CAI (Weiss. p. 112).



Teachers state that they want advice on pedagogy;
they seem open-minded when it comes to teaching
style (Stake, p. 18-112). They frequently talk of the
lack of class time, less financial support for ihservice
work. new demands on their non-class time, and
other barriers to change in their instructional modes.
It is at once apparent that what a given teacher
believes, knows, and does as well as what he/she
doesn't believe, know. and do represent what science
edikation will be for a given child (Stake, p. 19-1).
Instructional materials and curriculum design are not
the critical. factors (Stake, p. 15-2),

Teachers express great concern for student attitude
generally. Given this concert., nonetheless. they con-
tinue to be imprisoned by the textbook, existing
courses, and traditional instructional strategies, It
just may be that such overreliance in textbooks and
guides is occasioned by the teachers inability to con-
ceptualize the dynamics undergirding and supporting
the curriculum and student understanding (Stake.
p. 15-2).

Organization/Support

Providing strong science programs in schools is not a
high priority. Surprisingly it is not considered basic
in today's culture--and at a time of cultural. en-
vironmental. and resource crisis. Science teachers.
rather than recognizing the problems of our time and
the erosion of community and societal support, la-
ment enrollment decreases and guard their advanced
courses tenaciously (Stake. p..12-I). Teachers tend to
talk and to use the ditto machine to an ever increas-
ing degree (Hill-Burnett, p, 23). Many have cur-
riculum outlines, including objectives, articulation
plans, and sequence charts. In practice, however,
these bear little resemblance to actual content in text-
books or the strategies employed (Stake, p. 19-7).

On the average state guidelines call for 16 minutes of
time on science in kindergarten td 34 minutes in grade
6 (Weiss, p. 22). Time spent on science in the elemen-
tary school as reported by teachers averages 17

'minutes in IC-3 and 28 minutes in grades 4.6 with an
average time in I(6 being 20 minutes per day (Weiss,
p. 51). Most elementary science is taught in self-con-
tained classrooms with the first departmentalization
occurnng in grades 6-8 (Helgeson. p. 13i. The segre-
gation in science classes in the junior high paves the
way for the advanced science sequence at the senior
high level (Stake, p, 21-1), Often an accelerated
junior high program for the gifted enables the science
prone to complete several advanced courses in the
various disciplines in the senior high school.
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Total enrollments in science increased until 1973 with
a leveling off since in terms of percentages; there has
been no sharp decline tHelgeson. p. 190). The
average science classes have decreased in size duritig
the 1955-75 period (Helgeson, p. 191). A ful1\50 per-
cent of all students never complete another science
course beyond grade 10 (Helgeson, p.,191). Thece-
fore. it is apparent that most science in the secondary
school is taught in the junior high school where
teachers are least prepared and where the poorest \\
facilities for instruction exist (Helgeson, p. 191).

There is a need for preservice and inservice educa-
tion to be part of a continuous program (Helgeson,
p. 192)..Planned inservice programs are infrequent,
Sixty-three percent 'of the districts have no science
coordinator (Weiss. p. 36) while 45 percent of the
states have no state science education specialist
devoting 75 percent of their time to science (Weiss,
p. 33). Science specialists (coordinators) are rated
generally useful but progressively leis so as gra4e
level increases (Weiss, p. 153). Generally. however.
science teachers want more help. via consultants
(Dawson, p, 18:112) and paraprofessionals (Weiss,
p, 136).

Inservice programs are rated higher in toms of need
by elementary teachers than by secondary teachers
(Weiss, p. 154). However, only 14 percent of all
science teachers indicate they have had enough help
with hands-on materials (Weiss. p. 148). As funds
have tightened, support staff has decreased; teachers
and students miss it (Hill-Burnett, p. 3). Inservice ef-
forts generally take the form of staff meetings,
special inservice days, and enrollment in university
courses. A decline in such programs is explained by
(1) fewer inexperienced teachers, (2) less incentive for
gaining credit and degrees. and (3) fewer dollars for
resource peisons (Stake, p. 16-48). Teachers continue
to be interested in help from universities, They want
(1) help with curriculum development (43 percent),
(2) special inservice workshops made available (16
percent). and (3) courses specifically oriented to
teacher needs (12 percent) (Stake, p. 16-49).

Better articulation of the science program is consid-
ered a more serious problem by coordinators than by
teachers (Weiss, p. 162). Teachers appear concerned
with classroom problems, course issues. and their
particular discipline. These concerns result in little
real articulationeither vertically with respect to
science or with other disciplines (Stake. p. 19-7). The
problems are likely to increase as the role of the
science coordinator changes. Such persons are now
spending more time with interpreting and enforcing
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new regulations and preparing proposals for in-
creased funding. Less time is thereby available for
curriculum matters and for improvement of teaching
strategies (Stake. p. 19-26).

Participation in NSF institutes represents a kind of
support which was abundant during the 1960s and all
but disappeared in 1976. Such institutes were gener-
ally rated as excellent vehicles for sharing new ideas
and for maintaining content currency (Welch, p. 15).
Teachers who partiCipated in such programs tend to
use more manipulative material than other teachers
(Weiss, p. 107). Unfortunately the majority of
science teachers have not participated in NSF and/or
OE institutes (Helgeson, p. 191). About 40 percent of
the secondary science teachers have attended an NSF
institute while 60 percent of the district and state
supervisors of science have been involved (Dawson,
p. 106 and Weiss, p. 69).

There have been real changes in schools Airing the
past 20 years which have affected science. Theie in-
clude: (1) appearance of paraprofessionals, (2) new
instructional technologies, (3) varying levels of deseg-
regation, (4) increased federal funding and the re-
sulting control, (5) larger school districts. (6) more

informal instructional arrangements. (7) unioniza-
tion of teachers (Stake. p. 17-24). School pressures
have changed including greater teacher militancy,
greater realization of the difficulties involved with
"real" teaching, and disappearance of support sys-
tms (administration and boards of education sepa-
rate from teachers, disappearance of area con-
sultants. etc,) (Welch, p.' 14).

For all the science learned, the teacher is the "en-
abler, the inspirator. and the constrain. ;' (Stake,
p. 19-1). The status of science education is not sur-
prising for anyone who has studied the past and the
current problems in education. The 1960s were boom
years with respect to science education. Perhaps we
were arrogant; perhaps we were too blind to see the
obvious. .

The careful analyses of the status of science educa-
tion in the U.S. provide much challenge for educa-
tional leadersfor curriculum and supervisory re-
searchers and philosophers. Self-correction is a basic
characteristic of the human endeavor we call science.
It is a feature that we could well incorporate into the
fabric of science education. it must occur if our "age
of science" is not to be our demise.
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The More Things Chattge:...
The Status of Social Studies

Gerald Ponder
Ron Brandt
Ben amok

The past two decades hw,e witnessed great changes in
the public perception of social studies education. In
the mid -1950s history and geography dominated a
social studies curriculum intended by tacit assump-
tion to produce "good citizens" literate in the heroes
and landmarks of the past. But the remarkable cur-
ricular turmoil of the ensuing years produced a pro-
gram in many ways typified by the much-debated
Manz A Course of Study. Receiving much of its im-
petus from the National Science Foundation, the
conglomerate of curriculum revisions that character-
ized the 1960s and early 1970s sought to move social
education from social studies to social science. The
social studies curriculum was to become organized by
the concepts and principles that formed the structure
of the scientific disciplines instead of the chronologi-
cal organization of history. Rather than memorizing
names and dates, students were to inquire into
causality and develop their own generalizations from
primary source material, from direct observation of
social events and processes, and from games and
simulations, For teachers, the focus was to shift from
information to be delivered to questions to be asked
and issues of personal values and social controversy
to be raised. This indeed was to be a substantially dif-
ferent social science curriculum from that of past
generations. Or so it was intended.

But the recently completed NSF study of the pre-
college social studies program says differently. Utiliz,
ing several major sourcesan extensive literature
survey, national surveys of offerings and practices,
and a set of case studies of actual field sitesto
triangulate their findings and support their conclu-
sions, the NSF reports suggest strongly that little has
changed since the 1950s. The impact of curriculum
revision has been severely diluted by the daily
demands of school business and the constraints of
teaching in classrooms. The set of NSF reports offers
far more thati a summary judgment of the impact of
curriculum revision, however. They are filled as well
with the meat and flesh of important information
and reasonable inference for those concerned with
schooling, thus the National Science Foundation
decided to disseminate these findings through the
media of major national organizations, including
ASCD. This article is part of that larger report to the
ASCD membership and, like the othe.. articles in this

series, is organized into three major categories of
content, method, and organization and support for
purposes of clarity in presentation

Content

The picture of the social studies curriculum that
emerges from the NSF studies is one of breadth and
diffusion in terms of content and goals. There is little
agreement among classroom teachers or among ad-
vocates and analysts within the field as to what ends
social studies education is to serve or the most ap-
propriate subject matter to teach, a condition that
prevents great internal integrity within the course
offerings in schools and provides resistance to at-
tempts to unify the social studies program or to artic-
ulate it with the rest of the school curriculum (Wiley
& Race, 1977; Denny, 1977).' Further, the social
studies curriculum in schools is still more social study
than social science, with history and geography the
dominant subjects (Weiss, 1978). Content selection
in social studies courses is marked by a high degree of
personalism, with considerable variation among in-
dividual teachers regarding the topics to be taught
and the time allocated to each (Denny, 1977; Smith,
1977). In the elementary schools, the social studies
receive little attention and, when they are taught,
serve primarily as another opportunity to teach
reading and writing skills. As one teacher in Fall
River candidly reported, "We do social studies in the
afternoon, when the kids are tiredif there's a
chance" (Smith, 1977, p, 21).

At all levels, the social studies curriculum is a text-
book curriculum. Teachers use the textbook to orga-
nize their courses and students encounter the content
of those courses primarily through textbook pages.
Completing worksheets and answering questions at
the ends of the chapters are major classroom activi-
ties (Welch, 1977). Few teachers have even h rd of
approaches oriented toward the social sciences and
fewer still use them (Weiss, 1978; Wiley & ce,

1977). The "back-to-the-basics" movement as
ended to strengthen the rationale for using text-

books to present factual information and deliver gen-
eralizations, consequently contributing to the weak-
ening of problem-solving and analysis as legitimate
curricular concerns in social studies education (Den-
ny, 1977). Moreover, despite repeated cries in the
literature for greater relevance in the social studies
curriculum, content relevance is not a dominant
theme among social studies teachers at any level.
When such concerns occur, they tend to come from
high school teachers who, ntore than any other

' Citations utilized in this report are primarily illustrative, to avoid
the clutter of extensive lists of references. Similar statements and
conclusions can be found in nearly all of the various studies.
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group. see their role as preparing students for life
after school (Denny, 1977; Smith, 1977). Students. in
turn, view the social studies as an often interesting,
but relatively unimportant area df the total cur-
riculum. In the words of one eighth-grader, "Open
space classrooms are ok 8n social studies class be-
cause you really don't have to concentrate there"
(Denny, 1977. p. 52).

Method

Despite extensive attention to the skills and strategies
of inquiry teaching in the prescriptive literature. it is
little used in social studies classrooms, and many
teachers who tried inquiry-oriented approaches have
abandoned them. This does not mean, however, that
social studies instruction is characterized extensively
by lecture, but rather that some kind of structured
approach to the presentation of information (work-
sheets, textbook questions. recitation) does appear to
be the order of the day (Denny. 1977; Welch, 4977).
Where individual variability in teaching method oc-
curs, it is most often found at the high school level,
also the site of the most frequent use of inqairy
methodologies and the materials of the national cur-
riculum projects such as the High School Geography
Project (Smith, 1977). Again, however, the back-to-
basics movement has weakened efforts at promoting
inquiry and problems analysis. This condition is ex-
acerbated by the paucity of clear and rigorously
derived information on the learning outcomes pro-
duced by inquiry and the scant attention in the
research literature to the actual operation of inquiry
in classroom settings (Denny. 1977; Wiley & Race.
1977).

OrpnizatIon and Support

The picture of organization and support systems
drawn by the NSF reports is one of disparity between
the demands of running a school district and those of
providing schooling in classrooms. Mary Lou Smith
summarily described these different demands by
writing:

The administration of the district travels in an uneasy
orbit held in place by the centripetal forces of at-
tempted centralization of management and cur-
riculum coordination and the centrifugal forces of
territoriality and building autonomy (Smith. 1977,
pp. 2-3).

The spread of social studies content through a variety
of seemingly bounded disciplines has hindered at-
tempts by school systems to control the curriculum

through statements of objectives and blocked signifi-
cant efforts at articulation. Moreover, the factors of
Persoralism and particularism that characterize
teachers' content selection and methodology also
mark their preferences for organizational patterns
and support s...rvices. And these differences are rein-
forced by the discrepancy between district-level needs
and classroom needs. For example, while district ad-
ministrators often view social studies classes as places
to mediate the social effects of ability grouping in
other curricular areas. social studies teachers typi-
cally support grouping as a means to decrease the
wide range of interests and abilities they must face
(Denny. 1977). Furthe, , teachers report their greatest
support need to be for supplementary materials and
resources more closely matched to their students'
reading abilities than the textbook. And these
teachers want to be able to choose the materials they
need themselves. Yet social studies is the curriculum
area least likely to have its own district-level coor-
dinator to help locate resource materials, and it is one
of the first areas to be affected by budget cuts
(Welch, 1977). Thus teachers complain of a lack of
adequate assistance in leaning about available
materials and a lack of funds to purchase them, once
they are known.

Interpretations

The picture that emerges from these National Science
Foundation reportsa picture drawn in especially
telling fashion in the case studiesis one of minimal
impact by curriculum revision due to the extraor-
dinary social complexity of schools and systems, This
picture may be most interpretable by adopting the
perspective implied by Smith (1977) of separate "or-
bits" or environments, each with its own peculiar set
of demands and intentions that resist interaction.
From this perspective, the curriculum reform move-
ment of the 1960s can be seen functionally as an ef-
fort to produce the kind of social studies curriculum
that scholars at the university level believed was
needed.

District-level administrators, on the other hand, have
little commitment to the self-images of the academic
community. Instead, their major concerns are those
of responsiveness to the public, as represented by lay
boards of control, while providing at least the ap-
pearance of being in control of their system. These
demands have led to great efforts to produce man-
ageable organizations while responding to recent
public demands for accountability. Thus curriculum
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directors and supervisors have had little direct con-
tact with teachers other than to exhort them to pro-
duce curriculum guides filled with measurable objec-
tives for public consumption.

The wqrld of the classroom, in turn, is distinctly dif-
ferent :both from academe and the central office.
Teachers face daily t he task of meeting with relatively
large numbers of students, diverse in their abilities
and inclinations to do school work, over fairly ! )ng
periods of time. Moreover, that time must be filled
with educationally justifiable activities. Classrooms
are thus characterized by the demands of immediacy
and complexity as well as the task of maintaining
cooperation to "get through the day" (Doyle, 1978;
Dreeben, 1973). Thus teachers are most concerned
about their own particular problems, they wish to
choose materials and resources that meet their needs,
and they tend to stamp content and method with
their personal marks to allow them to maximize con-
trot of their environment. Methods that increase the

complexity of this environment, such as inquiry, are
seldom used, and then largely with more cooperative
(more able and more interested) students. since the
essential structure of this environment has not
changed in the past twenty years, teaching practices
have not changed and change efforts are resisted be-
cause of their lack of congruence with teachers' per-
ceptions of the most practical and workable methods
in their own particular classrooms.

The weight of evidence and inference contained in
the NSF status reports and case studies suggests
strongly that our notions about the efficacy of cur-
riculum revision need restructuring. We have too
long sought change through curriculum revision
without understanding the environmental forces that
press for stability and continuity by resisting the
processes of curriculum implementation, It seems
time to ask why things occur as they do in social
studies classrooms.
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What it All Means
Implications of the National Science
Foundation Reports on the Status of
Science. Mathematics. and Social
Studies Education

Ron Brandt and Other Members of
the MCP Dissemination Team'

This is the last in a series of articles in which an
ASCD team has summarized findings of a major
study sponsored by the National Science Foundation
(NSF). Composed of a survey, three literature
reviews, and a set of case studies, the NSF reports are
a thorough assessment of the status of science,
mathematics, and social studies education in elemen-
tary and secondary schools,

Instructional Materials

A recurring theme throughout the reports is the
prominence of textbooks as the basis for much of the
curriculum that is actually taught in science, social
studies, and mathematics classrooms (Helgeson and
others, 1978; Stake and Easley, 1978, Vol. 11,

p. 15-5; Weiss, 1978, p. 102; Wiley and Race, 1977,
p. 79). Some of the materials produced with NSF
sponsorship are well accepted; for example, BSIs
biology is used in about 40 percent of schools
(Helgeson and others, p. 26). Most NSF materials,
however, are not widely used (Wiley and Race,
p. 323).

Some might say that NSF programs are resisted
because the assumption on which they are based
that developers can create programs for others to
"implement"is mistaken. According to this view,
teachers must be involved in developing their own
curriculum, and the low usage rate of NSF-sponsored
materials proves they will not use curricula planned
by others.

That teachers must be involved in curriculum plan-
ning is almost beyond dispute in ASCD circles. How.
ever, the notion that development must be clone at
the local level does not square with findings of the re-
ports that teachers use textbooks (which are not
locally designed) as the basis for their curriculum.

Most teachers will probably continue to plan their in-.
struction around materials produced by others. What
they want are materials which they consider usable in

' Benjamin Ebersole, Baltimore County (Maryland) Schools;
Thomas Gibney, Unives sitY of Toledo (Ohio); Edward Karns,
Parma (Ohio) Public Schools; Ruth Long, ASCD Associate Direc-
tor; Gerald Ponder, Nonhlexas State University, Denton; Ronald
Stodghill, St. Louis (Missoun) Public Schools; and Robert Yager,
University of Iowa.

every senseacademically sound but practical, suit-
able for students with varying backgrounds and abili-
ties, and adaptable to a variety of purposes and
circumstances. They will reject materials which seem
to be too unconventional, too scholarly, or too
complicated.

DEVELOPMENT OF MATERIALS

For the foreseeable future, it would seem appropriate
for ASCD members to do whatever they can to en-
courage development of high quality materials.
Should federal agencies, such as NSF, be involved?
That is a matter on which reasonable people differ.
Most local and state governments are not in a posi-
tion to publish textbooks, and commercial publishers
apparently cannot afford to develop high-risk ma
terials or do the extensive field testing which is often
needed. For these reasons, we feel that the federal
government can make a contribution without
necessarily establishing a national curriculum.

A reasonable guideline for federal agencies may be
the one established by the National Institute of
Education after a thorough airing of the question:
create curriculum materials only if a clear national
need exists which apparently will not be satisfied any
other way, and then mostly to encourage further
work by othersby conducting and disseminating
applied research, testing new approaches, creating
prototypes, etc. (Schaffarzick and Sykes, 1978).

CURRICULUM CONTENT

An important function served by NSF projects was to
raise serious questions about the content of the cur-
riculum: what students should learn. Those questions
must continue to be askedand answered. Other-
wise, whatever was taught yesteiday will continue to
be taught tomorrow. No school or district, no state,
no publisherwould dare try to change it
singlehandedly.

in some countries, a national curriculum center is re-
sponsible for revising the curriculum periodically.
For example, a revised physics curriculum was in-
stalled a few years ago throughout the Soviet Union.
New textbooks were published and all teachers were
trained to use them,

Americans dislike the idea of a national curriculum,
because we are so firmly committed to local control
of education. How then, will substantive curriculum
change come about?

One way would for agencies or organizations with
national influence, such as NSF, to organize a pro-
cess by which the essentials of a given course, or sub-
ject area, or even the entire curriculum, would be re-
defined. The result would be not a finished course or
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textbook, but a syllabus suggesting what should be
taught.2 We will not attempt to say exactly how this
should be done, or who should do it. We will only
point out that it needs doing.

THE TEXTBOOK DEVELOPMENT PROCESS

Because textbooks will almost certainly continue to
be an important influence on what is actually taught,
educators should examine carefully the processes by
which textbooks and teachers' manuals are devel-
oped, selecteJ, and used. In many cases, commercial
materials may be produced without involvement of
classroom teachers (which most NSF materials had)
and with little or no field testing before they are
marketed. As the major professional association con-
cerned with curriculum and instruction in elementary
and secondary schools, ASCD should search for
ways to help improve the development process.

EVALUATION OF MATERIALS

A related issue is that of evaluation. Some NSF
materials may have been rejected not because teach-
ers failed to recognize their merits, but because they
were in fact faulty. Teachers who stopped using some
of the materials complained they were too rigid, too
difficult, and too abstract for many students
(Helgeson and others, p. 181). If that is true, why
were such criticisms not resolved' when the materials
were field-tested? The answer is complex, of course.
For one thing, times have changed. In the 1960s, na-
tional opinion supported education of a scientific
elite. The emphasis now is more on basic skills and
equality of opportunity.

We may observe, however, that developers who eval-
uate their own products find it difficult to be objec-
tive. Materials developed in the future, no matter
who develops them, should be evaluated by an inde-
pendent party. Such an agency should take seriously
the concerns If teachers for whom the materials are
intended and should collect extensive data from
teachers and students in a variety of circumstances.

Teacher Education nod Support

A second major concern is existing organiza-
tional arrangements frequently do not provide for
the support that teachers need and want. For exam-
ple, very few school districts have full-time coor-
dinators (Weiss, p. 39). Nearly half of all teachers
report they du not receive adequate assistance in

For an example. see Master CUITIMIUM Garde in Economics for
the Nation's Schools, Pot 1: A Framework for Teaching Eco-
nomia. New York Joint Council on Ecbnomic Education, 1977.

learning about new teaching methods and instruc-
tional materials. Add the fact that teachers are not
always well prepared academically (Wiley and Race,
p. 143) and it becomes evident that something more is
needed.

Of course, there is no consensus among educators as
to exactly what is needed. Some would have more
specialists, such as assistant principals, curriculum
directors and general supervisors. Still others would
opt for teacher centers and other ways by which prac-
ticing teachers can help one another. All these may be
desirable, but tightened school budgets will probably
result in fewer, rather than more, of any of them.

SCHOOL SYSTEM ORGANIZATION

Fortunately, ASCD is launching a major study of
school organization. The project team, to be headed
by Charles A. Reavis of Texas Tech University, is
charged with analyzing the impact of recent
developmentsincluding decentralization, collective
bargaining, management studies, encroachments on
principals' time, and declining revenues on provi-
sion of supervisory services. Their report could con-
tribute to a needed redefinition of middle manage-
ment roles in education.

CONTINUING EDUCATION OF TEACHERS

Another need is for mechanisms which insure that
teachers have opportunities for continuing educa-
tion.. NSF institutes, although they were intended
primarily as a means for updating teachers' knowl-
edge of their subjects, did much to promote teacher-
teacher and teacher-scientist exchanges. Such na-
tional efforts should be continued and expanded.

Knowledge

Perhaps what is needed most of all is knowledge
about teaching and learning. Those who have read
our summariesor better yet the reports them-
selvesknow that they tell us very little of what we
need to know. In fact, their most important contribu-
tion may be to clarify what we do not know for sure.

For example, Wiley and Race say there is almost no
documentation about what actually goes on in class-
rooms and consequently how that may or may not
have changed over time (p.. 77). Teachers report using
inquiry methods but one cannot be certain about
what they mean by that (p. 73). Available research
provides no help in determining the kind of content
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which would best achieve the goals of social studies
(p. 168). People do not esen agree about what the
field of social studies is, or what its goals are sup-
posed to be (pp. 275-77).

Under the cireumstances, we believe oucators con-
cerned with supervisson and curriculum development
should shift their focus from speculation and ads o-
eacy to a greater emphasis on understanding. Ques-
tions formerly asked in prescriptive terms (what
should be done?) might be more productively
couched in descriptive and analytical terms (what is
happening here and why is it happening?), at least as
a first step. Such an approach will delay the rush to
"improve." to be sure. but It offers the possibility of
increasing the long-term impact of change efforts.

POINTS OF VIEW

One matter requiring more thorough study is that of
varying "arbits" (Smith in Stake and Easley, 1978;
also see article in this series by Ponder, pp. 6-8).
Members of various groups, such as cs,.:ege pro-
fessors, central office admiitnpators. and principals
hold views about content a methods of teaching in-
fluenced by their positiOig. There seem to be major
differences in orientation between classroom teachers
and many of those who are supposed to help them do
a better job. That can be troublesome if they do not
agree about what is better and what is not. For exam-
ple. the curriculum developers sponsored by NSF ap-
parently held views about the kinds of materials
needed that differed from the perceptions of many of
the teachers vho were expected to use them. If
similar efforts are to be more successful in the future,
such differences must be understood and moderated.

THE CHANGE PROCESS

Another matter which should be better understood is
the change process in schools. Not only should re-
searchers continue to investigate the factors
associated with successful and unsuccessful change
efforts, but administrators should learn to use the
findings in managing change.

An approach which would seem to be especially fruit.
ful is to focus investigation on the sites where
changes have been implemented successfully in order
to find out why. What accounts for the fact that
some teachers are using inquiry processes and NSF
materials? An example of this approach is a recent
study by the Rand Corporanon (Berman and Mc-
Laughlin. 1978) in which several elements of an ef-.
fective change strategy are identified (pp. 22-34).

An obvious hypothesis is that too many administra-
tors have underestimated the difficulty and complex-
ity of change. Even such a straightforward change as
the introduction of new instructional materials must
be carefully managed and supported. particularly
when the materials differ substantially from familiar
ones. Change is not a matter of simply selecting a
new program and "plugging it in."

EFFECT OF PRACTICES

We also need better information about the effects of
various practices and programs. Of' course, much of
the research and evaluation conducted in education is
designed to produce that very thing. It is all the more
discouraging, then, to find that a careful review of
research literature tells us that little can be said with
assurance about the effectiveness of various
methods. Our nation needs more well-qualified
researchers who have the facilities and financial sup-
port necessary to investigate important educational
problems. At p; esent, much of the research in educa-
tion I.. done by graduate students and other in-
dividuak working with very limited resources. Prob-
lems tend to be defined so that they are manageable.
The result is that:

'. , . a large proportion of the effectiveness research.

. . falls under the heading of instructional methods A

and much of this focuses on various methods labelled
'critical thinking,"inquiry,' and the like. Most of
this research shows no significant differences be-
tween 'critical thinking' methods and so-called tradi-
tional methods; however, weaknesses in research de-
sign and weaknesses in attempts at interpreting ex-
isting research may well be hiding real dfffereroces on
effectiveness" (Wiley and Race. r 9).

The fact that there has been little research on learner
variables (Wiley and Race, p. 204) sugge-sts that re-
searchers should stop trying to pro.se that "critical
thinking" is superior to "traditional" teaching and
start trying to find out what practices are effective
with what students for what purpose under what
conditions.

Our limited knowledge puts us in an awkward posi
lion. As honest professionals, we must concede those
limits. At the same time, however, we must continue
to act. Many of us have supported practices such as
teaching for inquiry, even though we could not prove
their superiority. 1,11ere we wrong to commit our-
selves? Should we have remained neutral until we had
better evidence? Probably not. We have a right to
our convictions: indeed, we have a responsibility to
encourage what we believe is good education.
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Nevertheless, all those interested in what schools are
doing (and that seems to include a lot of people these
days) should exhiba greater respect for evidence and
less inclination to rely on their own prejudices. We
have enough charges, countercharges, blaming and
quarrelling already. Wi need more understanding as
the basis for real improvement.

Summary

In summary, based on findings of the NSF studies,
we sec a need for:

INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS

1. Continued doelopment of high quality instruc-
tional materials, with federal sponsorship if

-neeessary.

2. Procedures for periodically redefining what
students should learn.

3. A thorough examination of the processes by
which textbooks and teachers' manuals are devel-
oped, selected and usedso that they may be
improved.

4. Objective evaluation of instructional materials.

TEACHER EDUCATION AND SUPPORT

1. Redefinition of middle management roles to pro-
vide more adequate staff development and support
for teachers.

2. Mechanisms, such as NSF institutes, to provide
for continuing education of teachers.-

KNOWLEDGE

I. Knowledge about differences in points of view
between tochers and other educators.

2. Knowledge about the change process in schools.

3. knowledge about effects of various practices and
programs.
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National Congress of Parents and Teachers, National PTA

Report of the Curriculum Review
CI-, limittee, Commission on Education

James C. Clark"

Section IBackground

During 1976.77, the National Science Foundation
(NSF) undertook a comprehensive study of science,
mathematics, and social studies education in elemen-
tary and secondary schools. The seven volumes
resulting from this research are: Case Studies in &ct-
ence Education (2 volumes); Report of the 1977
National Survey of Science. Mathematics, and Social
Studies Education (1 volume); The Status of Pre-
College Science. Mathematics, and Social Science
Education: 1955-75 (3 volumes); and An Overview
and Summaries of Three Studies (1 volume). These
materials are described in detail in Appendix A of
this report.

In order to disseminate their findings. the NSF
invited nine national organizations to review and
interpret the NSF status studies in science education
for their respective memberships. These organiza-
tions are:

American Association for the Advancement of
Science

American Association of School Adminis-
trators

Association for Supervision and Curt ICuluM
Development

National Academy of SeleriCC
National Congress of Parents and Teachers
National Council for Social Studies
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
National School Baards Association
National Science Teachers Association

The purpose of this dissemination effort is to provide
timely material for key people and organizations who
can use this information for investigation and
improvement of curriculum at the local, state and

_i..a.2

*On behalf of the ( torituluni Keww ( nminittee
.---..-

This report was published by the National Congress of Parents and Teachers. National PTA, Chicago. Illinois. Appridtx B was pod
fished as a separate brochure. "A Question for Parents. How Good is the Curriculum in Your School?"

national levels. Of all organizations invited to partici-
pate, the National PTA is the only one which repre-
sents parents and students. For this reason, the
PTA's contribution to the project is vitally
important.

This report presents to the PTA membership an
interpretation of the NSF status studies of science
education, with recommendations for actionr that
PTA members can take to improve the teaching.of
science, mathematics, and social studies in their
schools.

The National Science Foulidalion

The National Science Foundation is an agency of the
federal government established in 1950 to promote
and advance scientific progress in the United States.

One of the NSF's most important functions is to
develop and help implement science education pro-
grams that can better prepare the United States for
meeting the challenge of the decades ahead. NSF
educational programs are aimed at increasing under-
standing of science at all educational levels did an
adequate supply of scientists and engineers to meet
our country's needs.

As part of its mandate to improve the nation's
science education, the NSF has developed a variety of ''.
curriculum materials which are in -use in U.S.
schools. The NSF also has developed and conducted
numerous teacher training programs.

After 20 years of efforts to improve instruction in
mathematics and the natural. physical and social sci-
ences, the NSF decided to determine the current
status of education in thos,t subject areas. The NSF
status studies in science education were aimed at
developing a picture of science, mathematics and
social studies teaching in elementary and secondary
schools today. so that educators, policy makers,
parents, students. and other concerned citizens will
have the knowledge they need to meet our society's
future educational needs.
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The National PTA

When proclaiming American 'Education Week in
November, 1957, the President of the United States
called on local school boards and Parentteacher
associations "to scrutinize your school's curriculum
and standards to see whether they meet the stern
demands of the era we are entering."

The National P :A responded by publishing a hand-
book on school-improvement studies, Looking In On
Your School: Questions to Guide PTA Fact Finders,
and by requesting information from state presidents
on PTA participation in curriculum planning. In
1963, the National Board adopted a statement in
which citizens were urged to be aware of the need for
a "balanced curriculum in their schools," and
Parents, educators and all other citizens were encour-
aged tosupport continuing review of curriculums to
assure that they reflect advances in knowledge and are
suited to a complex. rapidly changing world.

The PTA Action Program., Quality Living and Qual-
ity Learning for all Americans, published in 1970.
included emphasis on "Changes and Innovation3 to
make the curriculum relevant and challenging for all
students."

Over the years, the organization's journalsThe
PTA Magazine and now PTA Todayhave kept
readers informed about education in a changing
society. and current thinking on the issues. Typical
articles have included. "What's New In Curriculum?,"
"Cdrriculum Planners Are Doing Their Thing," and
"Diversified Studies for Diversified Siudents."

The National PTA's Commission on Education acts
as a clearinghouse for curriculum information, seek-
ing to keep abreast of trends in education, and
encouraging PTA units to take action in events that
shape the course of education in the local school
community, and in the state and nation.

The Curriculum Review Committee

Aware of the nal PTA's long-stanchng interest
ip curriculum de ,opment in the nation's elementary
and secon.Ltry schools. the National Science Founda-
tion asked the PTA to interpret and disseminate its
status studies of scientx, mathematics, and social
studies education for PTA membership Funding
for the work was provided by a grant given to the
National PTA b) the NSF.

Review of the NSF status studies was part of the
work of the Commission on Education of the National

PTA. An ad hoc committeethe Curriculum Review
Committeewas appointed by the Commission to
interpret the NSF materials for PTA membership.

In addition. three consultants from the Chicago
Board of Education provided professional input and
guidance with regard to the subject areP of science,
mathematics and social studies.

This report represents the efforts of the Custic..1um
Review Committee to provide PTA members with an
overview of the NSF status studies. The findings,
conclusions and recommendations of the Curriculum
Review Committee are based on the NSF status stud-
ies and are designed to encourage PTA members'
involvement in curriculum. Moreover, the most
pressing curriculum related issues in the NSF status
studies for PTA membership, as discerned by the
committee. are itemized and commented upon. These
issues include "teacher issues" (i.e. preservice, inset-
vice, methodology), "student issues" (i.e. tracking,
individualized instruction. competency based educa-
tion), and "administrator issues" (i.e. curriculum
supervisors, principals, articulation, consolidation).
It is important to note here that the various cur-
riculum issues are so classified only for the purpose
of presenting information in the context of this
report Presumably. all of the issues discussed affect
teachers, students and administrators; the Cur-
ricullm Review Committee felt that separating out
issues and

to'
them would enable PTA

members to better grasp the complexity of cur-
riculum considerations. Finally, this report suggests
actions for PTA parents who want to become involved
in these issues. including specific questions parents
can ask about each of the three subject areas.

Section IIProblems and Issues
The main body of this report, "Problems and
issues." highlights those issi Ps in the NSF status
studies in science education that the Curriculum
Review Committee felt were most important for PTA
members to understand and act upon. Each subsec-
tion contains citations from the NSF status studies,
the Curriculum Review Committee's opinions about
the issue, and suggestions for questions that parents
can ask or actions PTA members might take.

Teacher Issues

Preservice Teacher Training. "Preservice Te. cher
Traming" refers to the process of educating students
to became teachers. Usually, this involves s:udents in
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4-year colleges of education within universities, state
teachers colleges and other institutions which provide
professional training for certification to teach in
public schools.

The NSF Survey reveals that "sizable numbers of
.,..,_:,Actohas:bave-eamecksneormortdegrees-berstattfr

bachelors; secondary teachers are significantly more
likely than elementary teachers to have earned a
graduate degree. In additionv many teachers have
taken courses for college credit in recent years , . ."'
This statement is further substantiated in the mathe-
matics status report: "The mathematical background
of students completing preservice programs for ele-
mentary- and secondary-school teaching has increased
significantly during the twenty-year period
(1955-l975) . . . Teachers are acquiring a second
professional degree in greater percentages and at an
earlier age than ever before." 2

Unfortunately, no relationship could be shown
between a teacher's educational background and stu-
dent performance. In other words, possession of an
advanced degree by a teacher does not mean that his
or her students will perform better than the students
of a teacher holding only a bachelor's degree.

Further, despite the increased number of teachers
with advanced degrees, there is evidence that pro-
spective teachers are not getting enough training in
methodology. "(T)he science education literature
does not indicate that colleges and universities have
programs specifically designed to prepare science
teachers to work with junior high or middle school
pupils." ' "Science courses taken to fulfill a general
education requirement are likely to be of the survey
type or a relatively basic introduction to a particulz
branch of science. These courses are not likely to
contain an emphasis on science process skills stressed
in a science methods course,"

Similarly, inadequacies in preservice teacher educa-
tion may extend to a lack of training in a variety of
methods of "getting to" students who do not
respond to a standardized, programmed classroom
approach.

These inadequacies in teacher training may be
addressed in the following ways:

Increased emphasis on creative teaching
methods should become a part of methodology
courses;
Instructors in teachers colleges can spend more
time in the field, in both rural and urban class-
rooms, so that they can transmit to education

182

students what is actually happening in real-
world schools;
Early teaching experience in teacher training
programs is highly desirable.

The most significant trend in teacher education at the
preservice level is the move toward incorporating pre -
student- teaching field experience in mathematics
education . , . There is a significant trend toward
including laboratory or activity learning emphases in
both the mathematics and methodological phases of
prospective elementary teachers' academic prepara-
tion for teaching. '

Although some actions are being taken to improve
teacher training, there is an effect PTA members can
have. PTA units can urge that representatives of
teachers colleges be appointed to inservice training
committees within districts. In this way, profes-
sionals 'from institutions of higher education can
learn first-hand of the needs and problems of
teachers and take this knowledge back to their
schools and see that it gets into teacher-training
courses.

laservice Teacher Training. "1nservice" refers to the
continuing professional support activities provided
for teachers who are already employed as classroom
teachers. lnservice training may be directed toward
many d(fferent objectives including: (1) a resource
for addressing an individual teacher's strengths and
weaknesses; (2) an up-date on current subject area
materials and how to use them; (3) a training course
for teachers geared to a specific problem, such as
including handicapped children in regular classes
("mainstreaming").

In 1967, the U. S. Office of Education issued a call
for proposals involving the developmelt of compre-
hensive undergraduate and inservice teacher educa-
tion programs for elementary teachers . . . A search
and review of the science education literature related
to program description did not reveal any noticeable
impact of these model programs on elementary
science teacher education.'

Research provides little evidence that _particlxilion
in the inservice education improves the effectiveness
of teachers:'

From l965 to 1975, the National Science Foundation
spent $37 million developing and conducting inser-
vice training programs in science and mathematics.
Yet, from the above quotes, there appears to be a
very real question as to the value of those programs.
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More research needs to be done to determine why
inservice programs seem to be ineffective in improv-
ing the quality of instruction offered by teachers, and
how such programs can be improved. To the extent
that NSF model programs have not been successful,
part of the problem may lie in their generalized
nature which diffuses their impact. Teachers may not
find that the information they are getting from
nationwide model inservice program is relevant to
their special needs in their particular schools. It may
also be that these programs are not getting to the
teachers who need them most. Observers have noted
heavy participation in NSF inservice training by
highly motivated, highly skilled teachers who pre-
sumably have less need for such programs.

Teachers continually express the need for good
inservice training. "Teachers want inservice educa-
tion and prefer that it be related to programmatic
and instructional needs in their schools."
"Although secondary school science teachers are cur-
rently younger and better educated than in the
1950's, there is still a critical need f o r inservice train-
ing both as perceived by the teachers, and as indi-
cated by the research . . . "
The quality of inservice education depends on efforts
at the local level. "Leadership for inservice education
at the local school level can appreciably change the
character of inservice education . . . " *"

PTA members can find out if their school districts
have inservice training committees. Membership on
inservice committees should include not only profes-
sionals from the education community, but parents,
students, and members of the community at large
who may have important ideas to share and be able
to identify educational needs. inservice programs
must be designed to meet the needs of a specific
school or district.

Good inservice education might help solve another
problem. that of teacher "burn-out." In Case Study
#3, teachers in an affluent suburban school in the
Midwest felt they were going stale despite the fact
that they had largelmdgets,x.reative-teachroglipToi-
-tunitierTaifid. intelligent, highly motivated students.
Teachers "going stale" could benefit from new ideas
and techniques they might obtain from inservice
programs..

Mixed elementary and high school inservice pro-
grams should be investigated. Teachers at all levels
have the same basic problem of motivating students,
and an exchange of ideas and techniques from differ-
ent grade levels could prove useful. Such mixed

inservice training might also help break down bar-
riers that often exist between elementary and secon-
dary teachers and thus facilitate articulation.
(See pg, 14)

The NSF status studies also revealed that- teachici
training, both preservice and inservice, must prepare
teachers to handle multi-cultural, multi-ethnic, and
multi-racial situations. The United States has great
cultural, ethnic, and racial diversity, and even though
teachers may be operating in a mono-cultural situa-
tion, or teaching students of a single race, they need
to have a broad perspective and understanding of
other cultures and races.

Programs designed to "mainstream" children with
learning disabilities and other problems are present-
ing difficulties that inservice training can help
alleviate. Teachers need inservice instruction on how
to cope with mainstreamed children. And since main-
streaming programs are federally mandated, a realis-
tic allocation of federal funds is needed for such
training, as well as for additional facilities and
personnel.

Discovery and Lesraing. "Discovery and Learning"
or "inquiry method" refers to a type of instruction.
This method is applicable to all three subject areas.
Essentially, this approach seeks to involve children in
"learning by doing." as opposed to a rote or
'lecture-based" curriculum. All three consultants to
the Curriculum Review Committee endorse the
"discovery and learning" method and encourage its
use in their own in-service sessions.

One of the more important findings of this case study
project was that, despite considerable contact with
legacies of NSF-sponsored curriculum projects and
with in-service programs dedicated to the promotion
of student inquiry, very little inquiry teaching was
occurring in science, mash, and social studies in the
eleven states. "

Lectures are used quite frequently in sdence, mathe-__
_and-soeial-studieslass discus-

sio; s occur on a daily basis in SO percent of science
classes, 61 percent of social studies classes, and
71 percent of mathematics classes . . . "

Hands-on experiences are relatively infrequent in
social studies classes; 34 percent . never have
students working with manipulative materials, while
another 21 percent do so less than once a month . . .
Many mathematics classes make use of hands-on
materials . The use of manipuktives is significantly
more common in science classes . . . Simulations
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(role -play. debate, panels) . . . are significantly more
common in social studies classes than in science or
mathematics classes . . . "
Various "discovery" approaches to learning are in
use but their employment seems to be spotty. The
authors of the NSF case study reports suggest that the
inquiry approach and other teaching techniques which
depart from a textbook- or lecture-based curnculum
are given more lip service than use. They also indicate
that parents prefer a more traditionally fact-based cur-
riculum which will.equip their children with the tools
they need to get into college or find a job after gradu-
ating from high school.

In the Polin survey, parents"were asked, "Which of
the following do you expect a teacher to impart to
your children?" Eighty-three percent of respondents
stated that it was important for teachers to impart to
their children an "interest in discovery and learning."
This was the highest ranking response, ahead of spe-
cific math and language skill acquisition.

An interest in discovery and learning, and use of
inquiry and hands-on techniques and laboratoil, work
need not conflict with acquisition of skills and facts.
But if an inquir -based curriculum is to succeed,
teachers must be given support. They must know that
the community stands behind them. They must have
access to training in inquiry and other new teaching
approaches, staff support, and proper materials.

Overall, 61 percent of science, mathematics and
social studies teachers indicated a need for assistance
in learning new teaching methods; 43 percent cur-
rently are not receiving such assistance . . . Fewer
than half of all science, mathematics and social
studies teachers feel they are competent in (the
discovery or inquiry approach) without
assistance . . . 48 percent of all science, mathematics
and social studies teachers indicated they would like
assistance in the use of mantpulatives. while only 14
percent feel they are receiving an adequate level of
assistance in this area . . . 14

Perceived barriers to science teaching in the elemen-
tary schools include:

I. Lack of consultant services; 2. Lack of supplies;
3. Lack of room facihties; 4. insufficient funds;
5. Lack of sufficient knowledge; 6. Lack of tnservice
opportunities; 7. Teachers cannot improvise: and
8. Teachers are not familia...with methods."

With regard to instructional materials, the case study
authors noted that " . instructional materials
were budgetarily trivial . . . But the recent EPIE

survey revealed that these monetarily trivial, topi-
cally dull things were crucial to science instructors in
the U.S. Over 90 percent of science teachers in a sam-
ple of over 12,000 teachers said their instructional
materials were the hears of her teaching curriculum
90-95 percent of the time . . . The curriculismilid-not
venture beyond the boundaries set by the instruc-
tional materials " "

Quite obviously, the instructional materials available
to a given class, and the use made of them play a
crucial role in determining the curriculum, as well
as influencing to a great extent the quality of
instruction.

Inadequate facilities appears to be only a minor
problem in mathematics and social studies . . , The
situation in science. on the other hand, is perceived as
considerably more problematical . . . Insufficient
funds for purchasing equipment and supplies is con-
sidered a problem in all three subject areas . . . "
The availability of laboratory assistants or parapro-
fessional help is a major problem, with teachers of 58
percent of science classes rating this factor as 'impor-
tant, needed.'" Science supplies are also considered
inadequate by many teachers . . . 53 percent indicate
that money to buy supplies on a day-to-day basis
needs improvement . . . "
The general pattern by type of community is one in
which suburban schools are the best equipped, fol-
lowed by urban schools. Schools to small cities and
rural arias are the least well equipped . . . "

The problem of inadequate supplies is not confined
to rural or small school systems, though it is most
acute in them because of a lack of discretionary
funds for necessary enrichment materials. However,
there are many imaginative ways in which teachers
can develop teaching aids and materials at low cost,
,uch as a project in which students build hand lenses
for a few cents .piece and then use them to invest'.

_gate_the real world A_"hands-oe apprilfich may be
something as simple and inexpensive as bringing
caterpillars into the classroom to teach metamor-
phosis, rather than teaching the subject out of a
textbook.

There is a substantial amount of available material
on practical way: to teach science with inexpensive,
hands-on materials, and new ideas for teaching sci-
ence outside the textbook. School systems need to
make the fullest possible use of such materials and
techniques, either by establishing science resource
centers, or by setting up an information bank to let
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teachers know what is available. it hardll needs to be
said that the PTA can play an important role in proj-
ects of this kind.

There is often institutional resistance to the purchase
of professionally jimor_ed science. ,materials. One
example is SCIS, the Science Curriculum Improve-
ment Study, a highly recommended pact.age of sci-
ence materials. Teachers want it and use it, but
administrators resist making the expenditure, though
they may spend a much larger amount per student on
reading enrichment packages. Often the problem
isnt the initial expenditure but teaching teachers how
to manage the equipment so it can be used again and
again and thus pay for itself over time.

NSF-prepared materials are available, but in many
cases local schools just aren't aware of their availa-
bility. It has been suggested that NSF instruct state
science and mathematics supervisors in the use of
such packages so the supervisors can then go home
and spread the word.

Both preservice and inservice training must be
improved to provide more instruction in how to
translate the textbook curriculum into a hands-on
curriculum, how to use the .-,orld outside the school
as a laboratory, and how to use real-life situations in
a meaningful way in the classroom.

Parents can provide the impetus for broader use of
inquiry and hands-on teaching by asking how much
of it isdone in their schools, and by encouraging pro-
grams to train teachers in alternative teaching
methods.

Local PTA units also can inquire about the availabil-
ity and use of instructional materials in their schools.
Are adequate materials available? Are they being
used, or do they sit in a closet somewhere? Are only
"trivial" amounts of money being spent on instruc-
tional materials, and do budgets contain enough
money to purchase the materials that teachers need?

Moduli-Issues
Tracking, Grouping and Heterogeneous Classes. All
three terms refer to assignment of students to classes,
separating or mixing them according to academic abil-
ity. ,Whik teachers and administrators decide how sue
dents are assigned to classes, the Curriculum Review
Committee listed this issue as the first "student issue"
because of its direct impact upon the student's learn-
ing environment.

When educators speak of tracking, they usually mean
the assignment of students into groups to be taught

a

/
with different long-term objectives -Fri mind, with

`lessons to differ usually in complexity and comprehen-
` sibility of the subject matter ., . Groupineis a term

used (often in contrast to tracking) to indicate tempo-
. rary assignment to learning groups to facilitate study

Towed- toTriirroft-WecWies . :- . AY it atiidt,i works
out, homogeneous learning groups do differ with
regard to the pace of learning, with regard to the
enrichment or breadth of learning, and it is rare in
most classrooms for a student to move from a slower
group to a faster group. Yet homogeneous grouping is
the best hope that educators have to come up with for
the problem of providing (at minimum cost) good
learning experiences for children in heterogeneous
classes. 20
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Tracking was found to be pervasive in Cast Study #1,
a school system In suburban Houston. Decisions on
whether or not a student is college material and which
career fields students should pursue are made early,
generally by ninth grade; and then students are
tracked into a course of study based on those deci-
sions. The decisions apparently come from counselors
or advisors and result from test scores, with very little,
if any, consultation with parents, teachers and
students.

Although tracking and grouping may Wave certain
benefits, they should not be used as an excuse to lock
students into castes, slots, and categories, thus eroding
their motivation to excel.

At the same time, there are very real difficulties in try-
ing to teach large numbers of students whose capabil-
ities and interests are widely divergent. An example is
provided by Case Study 09, a school system in an east-
ern seaboard city, in which the courts have ruled
against the grouping of students by ability. Since
extremely diverse students are thrown together in a
single classroom, discipline becomes a problem and
little effective teaching gets done.

If it appears that tracking and grouping or heterogene-
ous classes are creating problems for students, parents
can fifid-ourhow-the -eurrieutanr ir-or-ir nor being-
adapted to these conditions; whether or not parapro-
fessionals and teachers aides are being used to help
alleviate problems; and whether or not individualized
instruction programs can be of any help.

Individualized Instruction. "Individualized Instruc-
tion" refers to tailoring a course of study for each
individual student based on his/her needs std abili-
ties. This is usually based on a combination of spe-
cially designed instructional materials and teacher
method.
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Individualized instruction would seem to hold promise
for more effective teaching of a highly heterogeneous
student body. For example, "science offers a high
potential for a laboratory-oriented, student-centered

__learning activity which can be utilized for increasing
individualization of instwction (but) . . . it appears
that care will be necessary to provide for alternative
approaches to competency if science instruction is to
be individualized." "

In none of the case studies was there evidence of any
fully developed instruction program; however, an
Individualized Education Program (IEP) has been
mandated by the state of Utah. The IEP requires
schools to give each student from seventh grade on a
specific, individualized course of study if the student
so desires. A career interest to guide the student's pro-
gram is identified from the seventh grade, but it can be
changed. Once a year the student reviews his or her
progress with parents, teachers and advisers so adjust-
ments can be made. The IEP program is popular but
slow in being implemented because of a shortage of
personnel and money.

It's important to note that individualized instruction is
not a panacea. "There is little evidence digit self-paced
programs for individualized instruction are any more
effective than 'traditional' instruction; most low-abil-
ity pupils find it difficult to function using self-paced
programs." Gifted students may benefit more from
such programs, and there is evidence that "The needs
of the talented are not being well served in the 1970s.
Enrichment programs are especially needed for those
in small schools.":"

Individualized instruction and enrichment programs
can serve useful purposes under certain circumstances.
Perhaps the Utah program (as well as any other states.
or districts around the nation with IEP's) would be a
valuable source of information for concerned parents
who would like to see good IEP's in their schools.

Alternative Schools. "Alternative Schools" refers in
this section to physically separate institutions designed

-forsTidis stirwhy-have.disctpline-or-attitude-problems____
with conventional schools. While the Curriculum
Review Commitsee recognizes the needs of children in
such schools, they felt that, ideally, conventional
schools would strive to meet all students needs, thus
eradicating the need for alternative schools.

The concept of individualized education is carried to
something of an extreme in Case Study 83, a school
system in an affluent suburb of a large midwestern
city, which has an alternative school for students who

are completely unable to function within the frame-
work of the system's conventional schools. At the
time of the study, the school had an enrollment of
about 45. ,

There are virtues to this kind of an arrangementit
provides education for children who can't cope with a
large urban or suburban high school and all of its
associated structure. It is perhaps akin to the alterna-
tive of a small college in a world of large universities.

But alternative schools can be misused as dumping
grounds for problem students, or as an excuse for the
conventional schools in a system to avoid dealing with
the need to jailor instruction for independent thinkers
as well as hard cases. A better solution would be for
conventional schools within a system to become more
flexible so as to be able to offer alternative programs
and techniques and more individualized instruction.
Increased flexibility of this sort also would make more
sense in strictly economic terms. because very few
school systems in the nation can afford physically sep-
arate alternative schools.

Back to Basics. "Back to Basics" refers to the recent
emphasis in education on funcsional literacy skills.
"Back to Basics" may be a reaction to many experi-
mental programs qj the late '60s or the recent decline
in standardized test scores, such as SAT's. The Cur-
s iculum Review Commistee felt ssrongly that "Back so
Basics" be correctly interpreted by PTA membership
so include the consent and methodology in science,
mathematics dnd social ssudies. The Curriculum
Review Committee does not endorse an exclusive
emphasis on reading. or "word recognition" and fell
that reading is pars and parcel of understanding the
subject material of science, math and social studies.

"For a number of years George Gallup has polled
the citizenry about American education , . In the
latest poll over eighty percent of people acquainted
with the 'back to basics' movement responded in favor
of it." I'

A survey conducted by the authors of the Case Studies
revealed a_sonewhat _lower percentage (though still a
clear majority) of parents and-feathers agreeing that
basics are being neglected. But, the report notes,
"When that many people agree on a value question, it
is wise to look for ambiguity, and there is ambiguity in
what the basics are. Most people think of the 'three
R's,' reading, writing and arithmetic, when they speak
of the basics. In practice, only the bare-bones techni-
cal skills of reading and simple arithmetical operations
were getting primary attention through this emphasis
on the basics.""
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"As a major need facing education, the basic skills are
altitost invariably viewed as including reading, mathe-
matics (especially computational skills), communica-
tions andlanguage arts skills (both written and oral),
and fundamental knowledge in other areas. It is only
in this last category that concern for science is indi-
cated, and then only rarely, when the needs are deter-
mined by surveys of the population in general,''

It is also worth noting that social studies generally is
not considered part of the "basics" curriculum.

...

Though emphasis on acquiring basic skills is at the
heart of the educational process, there is a distinct pos-
sibility that basics become the curriculum rather than
just part of the curriculum. Another problem, with an
overemphasis on basics is a tendency to teach children
only those things for which they will be tested, a
tendency that leads to mediocrity.

Overemphasis on teaching basic skills at the secondary
level must be avoided. These skills should be taught
early, because such early emphasis lays the ground-
work for total education and higher levels of compre-
hension and understanding at the secondary level.

At the elementary level, emphasis must be on a total
education program to teach children to be able to read
and understand; to be able to write coherently; and to
be able to reform a variety of basic mathematical
functions. Such a program would obviate the need for
elaborate remedial programs and permit a richer cur-
riculum at the secondary level.

Teaching of basic skills must overlap from one curric-
ulum area to another.. In Case Study Ill, a junior high
school in the system had so compartmentalized in-
struction that problems in mathematics which affected
performance in science courses weren't being worked
on. Another difficulty is low reading comprehension
which can affect performance in math courses because
of students' inability to understand directions.
"Cross-over", teaching and reinforcing basic skills
using the subject matter of science, mathematics, and
social studies can alleviate many of these problems.

Very few of the states currently establish specific corn-
-Tetenclerlirthese-subjects (science, mathematics and

social studies) which students must attain prior to high
school graduation, but , , . a number of states are
planning to implement bask competency programs in
the near future. 1'

As states make plans to implement competency testing
and programs, state PTAs must be alert to opportuni-
ties for participation in the planning process. Only in
this way can such programs be designed with input

from parents, as well as the students who will be most
affected by such curriculum changes.

Textbooks. Textbooks refers to those books used as
the foundation for course content. This section does
not refer to "instructional materials" such as audio-
visual, books in school libraries, science equipment or
other teaching aids.

Of the approximately 2,800 textbook titles marketed
for use in science, mathematics and social studies, a
relatively small proportion of that total were in use in
a majority of the nation's classrooms , . . We reached
a strong impresSion that the schools in the case studies
were sticking with popular texts and workbooks . , .
and were even more impressed by the centrality of
these materials in science, mathematics and social
studies . . , "

Almost without exception, analyses . . . report inade-
quacies in textbooks used in social studies. The few
studies that do report positive findings . . .

have compared recent materials to earlier materials
and have found improvements. "

Textbooks came under criticism in most of the case
studies. For example, in Case Study il, teachers felt
the texts were at too high a reading level, especially for
the lower grades. Other systems were using texts for
the 1960s, and thus science and social studies material
tended to be dated.

The NSF's National Survey s'towed that 20 percent of
the nation's mathematics classes, 22 percent of the sci-
ence classes, and 26 percent of the social studies classes
are using pre-1971 textbooks."

Data collected on textbook selection procedures are
revealing. "Students, parents and school board
members have a rather low involvement in textbook
selection: fewer than 5 percent of the schools and dis-
tricts indicated that any one of these groups is heavily
involved.. Forty-seven percent of the schools and
between 56 and 65 percent of the districts reported
that school board members are not involved in text-
book selection , , . About one-half the principals . . ..

are heavily involved in the textbook selection
p r o c e s s . . . These results seem to conflict with a
recent EPIE study . . , Approximately 45 percent of
responding teachers in that survey said they had no
role in selecting the instructional materials they were
using." "

The National PTA has recommended for some time
that parents and students become involved in textbook
selection and review. The task begins with the process
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of finding out what is happening with regard to text-
books and instructional materials in your school or
districtidentifying the textbooks used, finding out
about problems with texts, learning who is responsible
for textbook selection and the criteria used, and mak-
ing your views known. The PTA's handbook on text-
book selection is a good starting point for concerned
parents.

Administrator Issues

Curriculum Supervisors and Coordinators. "Curricu-
lum Supervisors and Coordinators" refers to profes-
sional personnel employed by the school system.
Usually, this professional staff is responsible for in-
forming teachers in his/her subject area about avail-
able materials, coordinating in-service training, and
structuring a cohesive curriculum within and among
grade levels.

'The activities which occupy the largess proportion
of state supervisor time are planning and developing
curricula . . . providing and coordinating in-service
programs . working with district personnel . . .

and evaluating district pogroms. "" At the district
level supervisorsitoordinators spend most of their
time "planninuor developing curricula . . . locat-
ing and evaluating instructional materials . . . pro-
"viding/coordinating in -set vice programs . . .'":

States in the South were more likely to have full-time
state supervisors and coordinators, while the North-
east and West were less likely to have such personnel.
"Districts in the Northeast and South are significantly
more likely than those in the North Central and West-
ern regions to have one or more -district supervisors,
while rural . . . and small districts are quite unlikely
to have district supervisors." "

The researchers working on the case studies noted t that
state and district supervisors and coordinators appear
to be spending less time on curriculum and more on
regulatory and program development matters. Also,
"As part of the general reduction in funds available to
state departments of education, a number of states
have reduced the number of statewide subject area co-
ordinators: in many cases a coordinator has been
assigned additiOnal duties so that he or she has less
time to spend on science, mathematics or social studies
education; and in some cases the position has been
eliminated entirely." "

There is some question as to whether or not the exis-
tence of state and district supervisors and coordinators
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improves the curriculum in a given subj area. The
question needs further research. However, parents can
ask if 'such supervisors and coordinators exist in their
districts and states, and find out what roles those pro-
fessionals play. The important point is to find out if
teachers have someone they can turn to when they
need helpinformation on textbooks and resources,
inservice programs, help with curriculum planning,
etc.

Principals. The school principal has been referred to
as the "key factor" in the success or failure of a
school. The Curriculum Review Committee felt that
this was especially true in the area of curriculum and
urge PTA members to cultivate an active and on-going
wog king relationship with their school principals.

One potential source of instructional help for teachers
is their school principal. However, there is evidence
that principals may often not be prepared to give this
assistance . . Relatively few principals in any grade
range majored in either mathematics or science, while
more than 25 percent majored in social studies . . .

Considerable numbers of principals at each level indi-
cated they are 'not well qualified' to supervise science
instruction, and many secondary principals perceive
thernselve, as inadequately qualified to supervise
mathematics and science instruction. ",

This perceived inadequacy on the part of principals to
provide help to teachers in the areas of science and
mathematics emphasizes the need for professional

elp at both district and state levels. Supervisors and
oordinators of science and math can provide the sup-

port that teachers need.

Principals play a key role in governing the quality of
education in a school. Evidence from the case studies
and other sources indicates that better schools have
better principals, inferior schools have inferior prin-
cipals. In Case Study #3, the performance of prin-
cipals in the system is reviewed every year, the admin-
istration of the entire system is reviewed every four or
five years, and principals often are moved from school
to school within the system to avoid "burn-out."
Though such a system of rotation would not be prac-
tical in many school districts, a system of review cer-
tainly has much to recommend it, and parents and
students should be involved in the process.

Articulation. "Articulation" refers to the process of
communication within a school, between schools
within a district, and between the school and com-
munity. The Curriculum Review Committee felt that
PTA members can play an especially important role in
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encouraging good and effective communication in
these areas; encouraging teachers in one subject area
(i.e. math), from kindergarten through high school to
exchange ideas on program goals and smooth transi-
tions from grade to grade and from elementary to high
school; principals and teachers working together to
strengthen one subject area (Le. K-3 science); and,
parents working with educators to ensure that their
children's education will be relevant to the working
world.

,..

Articulation of needs is an essential component of a
successful school system. Survey results note that "In-
adequate articulation of instruction across grade levels
is the most serious problem in social studies and math-
ematics . . . "` Also, "articulation of instruction.
ac-oss grade levels appears to be more of a problem in
some subject areas than in others.. Overall 29 percent
of science, mathematics and social studies teachers in-
dicated a need for assistance in this area." "

In Case Study #5, a lack of coordination and commu-
nication among admigistration and faculty meant that
problems and shortcomings of textbooks weren't be-
ing checked. Case Study #2 revealed a lack of articula-
tion from school to school, not only in curriculum
matters, but with regard to teaching methods, student
problems, etc. One result was that the elementary and
junior high schools were perceived as being quite
good, but the high school had problems with indiffer-
ent students and unhappy teachers. Somehow, some-
thing went wrong between junior and senior high.

There must be coordination of learning programs
from school to school so the benefits of a good
elementary school aren't lost by having a bad high
school, or that poor elementary schools aren't sending
badly prepared students to high schools which then
must devote large amounts of time to remedial work.

Parents should view their school system as a cohesive
whole, a continuum through which their children
travel for twelve years. They need to lino out if there is
good articulation within the system, and if lines of
communication are kept openamong administra-
tion, faculty; and among schools within the system at
both administrative and faculty levels.

Consolidation. "Consolidation" refers to combining
students from two school buildings into one building
or to merging two school districts.

Consolidation of school districts is a problem for
which there are few set guidelines; it must be dealt
with at the district and local levels on a case-by-case
basis. The type of consolidation referred t-, here is tha,
which is brought about by decreas;ng enrollment.
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"Enrollments in public elementary schools were in-
creasing from 1955-1969. Since that time enrollments
have been declining. Forecasts predict continuing
decline until at least 1984 or 1985. Enrollments in
public secondary schools were increasing from 1955
until 1976. Enrollments will probably decline in the
future until-at least 1984 or 1985:"-

Consolidation often creates curriculum problems,
With consolidation come teacher cutbacks and course
offering limitations. This was evident in Case Study
#4, a consolidated system in rural Illinois: the number
of courses offered decreased, which resulted from the
need to cut back on faculty. With the decrease in
faculty, many teachers must double up and teach
courses outside their field. One example cited is an
agricultural science teacher who doubles in earth sci-
ence, so that, in effect, earth science becomes agricul-
tural science. Another example is a junior high science
teacher who also coaches both the boys' basketball
and football teams. This cuts greatly into his prepara-
ition time for science comes.

In addition to curriculum problems, consolidation
also can mean the loss of various positive elements in
the school systemproblems of isolation of faculty
from local communities, decreased parental or family
influence on children, breakdowns in commucications
between school and family, and loss of PTA strength.

Parents must be aware of the effects consolidation
may have on the curriculum and on the school system
and must make sure they are a part of the decision-
making process should they be faced with this issue.
As participants in this process, parents can ensure that
their priorities are heard and are incorporated into any
decisions made concerning consolidation.

Emergency Situations. "Emergency Situations" refers
to unanticipated occurrences that prevent the use of
the school building. The Curriculum Review Commit-
tee encourages PTAs to actively assist in developing
plans before such crises happen.

Du; ing the severely cold winter of 1976-77, the school
system of Columbus, Ohio, faced a crisis. Most of the
schools were forced to close for several weeks because
they could not obtain fuel to heat buildings. The sys-
tem coped as best it could using a few buildings, a
great deal of home study, and the local TV facilities.
As presented in Case Study #8, the Columbus experi-
ence showed that emergencies of this sort require total
community involvement if schools are to continue to
function in any meaningful way.

School systems should develop contingency plans for
dealing with emergency situations which have the



potential to last for several weeks. PTA units can be
active in making and implementing such plans. Of
great importance is the need to find ways to adapt the
curriculum to emergency situations. Curriculum flexi-
bility is important in order to keep the learning process
moving as smoothly as possible. The use of educa-

---tiontd-tadio and TV should be given a major role in
any such planning.

Section 111Summary and Conclusions

This report has touched only briefly on the abundance
of material provided in the NSF status studies. The
Curriculum Review Committee has provided this re-
Port in the hope that (1) PTA members will find within
this report issues of interest for pursuing at the local
level and (2) many PTA members will order one or
more volumes of the NSF status studies (Appendix A
in this report) and apply this definitive research to
problems in local schools on issues that may not have
been included in this report.

Finally, three sets of specific questions about mathe
matics, science and social studies (Appendix B) have
been formulated for your use. The purpose of these
questions is to generate one-to-one dialog between
parents and teachers about what their children are
being taught, how they are taught, and what theY are
learning. It is from this type of dialog that the Com-
mittee feels that parents can begin to have meaningful
involvement with curriculum issues. The Committee
hopes that parents will use these questions to be sup-
portive of teachers and administrators and that
parents will work cooperatively with them to ensure

--quality. education for their children.

Parents often shy away from involvement in curricu-
lum development under the mistaken assumption that
curriculum is an area best "left to the experts."
However, sound curriculum planning requires input
from parents who have a good idea of what their chil-
dren should be learning; from students who are doing
the learning, and from the community outside the
school, the community in which the students must live
and function.

Parents must be encouraged to pay attention to what
is happening in their schools. This effort on the
parents' part must be matched by the schools' effort
to reach out, to keep parents informed, and to avoid
putting barriers in the way of parental involvement
and understanding. The road to good curriculum and
good schools is teamwork, in which parents, teachers,
administrators and students work together.

Focusing parental influence on the right places in the
school system is a key technique for obtaining infor
mation about curriculum and then solving problems.
This may mean expressing concerns and exerting influ-
ence on school boards, principals, curriculum super-
visors and coordinators, teachers, or any combination
of these-professionals within the system. Parents must
learn how school systems work in order to be effec-
tive. Who decides what the curriculum in your school
will be? Is there a curriculum development or cur-
riculum review committee? Who is on iteducation
professionals, business-people, parents, students?
How much ,:urriculum input comes from the federal
government, the state, and the district? How much
money is spent for curriculum development, for text-
books, for nontext materials, for inservice training?
These are but a few of the more generalized questions
that concerned parents may wish to ask.

The National PTA will continue to provide as much
help as possible to its mernters in their efforts to
obtain the best possible curriculum for their schools,
through various PTA publications and the organiza-
tion's magazine PTA Today. in addition, this report
and the NSF survey materials upon which it is based
will be the core of a workshop in curriculum to be held
at the PTA's 1979 National Convention.

To summarize:

Scrutiny of curriculum development is a

legitimate and necessary activity to be under-
taken by PTA units and council.

While curriculum offerings depend heavily on a
given school's teachers and principal, and upon
the professionals at district and state levels, in
the final analysis curriculum is built on the
expectations and understanding of the total
community.

When inquiring into curriculum, a nonjudge-
mental approach is important. Curriculum in-
quiry -must be positive, supportive and rational.

Curriculum development and review committees
should include parents. students and members of
the community at large, as well as professionals
from the educational field.

Finally, the PTA proposes conferences on cur-
riculum development to be held with organiza-
tions that share similar concerns (including the
other groups which are evaluating the NSF sur-
vey materials). Such conferences should include
parents, students, teachers, research profes-
sionals, supervisors and coordinators, adminis
trators, and teacher educators.
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The NSF Status Studies
in Science Education
Volume Tides, Accession
Numbers and Order information

The PTA encourages its members to review the NSF
status studies of science 'education for themselves.
These volumes provide a wealth of useful information
about the current status of science, mathematics, and
social studies education in the United States today.

When ordering, be sure to include full tide of volume,
SE number, and, stock number. Especially recom-
mended is the summary volume (the last one listed
below). It contains an excellent distillation of the con
clusions reached by the NSF-sponsored researchers, as
well as a succinct and useful overview of the project as
a whole.

The Status of Pie- College Science, Mathematics, and.
Social Studies Education: 1955-75. Volume I, Science
Education. SE 78-73 I, Stock No. 03800-00362-3,
54.25. Volume II, Mathematics Education. SE 78-73
II, Stock No. 038-000-00371-2, S4.50. Volume 111,
Social Science Education, SE 78-73 HI, Stork No.
038-00000363-1, $6.25.

These volumes are a literature review examining
documents relating to the three subject areas and are
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useful for putting science, math, and social studies
teaching in historical perspective.

Case Studies in Science Education. Volume I, The
Case Reports, SE 78-74 I, Stock No. 038-000403774,
$7.25. Volume 11, Design. Overview and General
Findings, SE 78-74 11, Stock No. 038-00040376-3,
$6.50.

Eleven in-depth investigations of eductional practices,
centered on but not restricted to science. Volume 1 is
full of fascinating details of real-life schools, and
Volume H has a wealth of interesting interpretive
material.

Report of the 1977 National Survey of Science, Math-
ematics, and Social Studies Educaan, SE 78-72,
Stock No. 038-000-00364-0. $6.50.

A national survey of teachers, principals, and superin-
tendents regarding training, materials, and educa-
tional practices. Primarily statistical, but much impor-
tant basic data.

The Status of Pre-College Science. Mathematics, and
Social Studies Educational Practices in U. S. Schools:
An Overview and Summaries of Three Studies, SE
78-71. Stock No. 038-000-00383-6, $3.50.

An excellent summary document of the entire project.
presenting an overview of the above three com-
ponents. Highly recommended.



Questions Parents Can Ask About
Science

Following are some possible questions for parents and
others to use when investigating the science curriculum
in their schools:

Does your school's science program have a clearly
stated scope and sequence of content and processes to
be taught at each grade level?

Does the program provide for individual differences
among students, and different levels of learning?

Is your school's science program "up-to-date?" For
example, is the scientific content current? Are text-
books reasonably new, or are they older texts contain-
ing outdated information and concepts?

Are NSF-developed curriculum materials available,
and are they being used? Are any other university.
developed curriculum materials available and in use?
Are these materials written and assembled in a clear.
straightforward manner? Do these curriculum
materials allow students to practice inquiry and
problem - solving?

Is there laboratory work of various kinds in the
science curriculum? Do curriculum materials permit
and encourage laboratory skills and their develop-
ment, manipulation, and hands-on learning? How
much time is spent in laboratory work as opposed to
lecture or textbook learning? Is the surrounding envi.
ronment used as part of the science curriculum? Are
there field tripsfor example, to museums, planetar-
iums, aquariums, forests, parks. environmental
centers, water treatment plants, and other facilities
outside the classroom?

Are there adequate inservice programs at the local
and/or district level? At the state or national level?
Are there oppon unities for teachers to update their
scientific publications, etc.? Are there inservice pro-
grams and publications from which teachers can learn
new techniques for teaching science? Are there inset.
vice programs designed to meet the needs of newly
assigned teachers, especially those who have just been
assigned to a new grade?
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Are there opportunities for teachers at different grade
levels to communicate with each other in areas of
mutual interest and to share information that can help
build a strong science program?

Does our school have adequate teaching materials and
supplies? Is laboratory equipment sufficient, upo-
date, and usable? Is there access to multi-media and
audio-visual materials? Are hands-on materials avail-
able and used? (For example, does your school have
manipulative materials for teaching concepts such as
smooth and rough, heavy and light, etc., to primary
students?) Are low-cost hands-on materials being used
in your schools? Do teachers find ways to make and
use low-cost hands-on materials using everyday, inex-
pensive items? Are they being provided with informa-
tion on how to make and use such materials?

Are counselors being given adequate science informa-
tion so as to assure proper placement of studeUts in
science courses according to students' desires, needs
and interests:

Are there resource people within the school system
and the community at large who can evaluate ongoing
and newly adopted science programs? Are there com-
munity resource people who can be called upon to pro-
vide curriculum enrichmentfor example. a profes-
sional meteorologist, a naturalist, or an engineer who
can be brought to the school to meet with students?

Questions Parents Can Ask About
Mathematics

What is the mathematics curriculum for your school/
district? Is this curriculum defined through objectives
or student learning goals? Do these objectives allow
for individual differences of student abilities?

Does the content defined in these objectives contain a
balance of concept development, computational skills
and problemsolving skills?

Are criterion referenced tests administered to measure
student's achievement of objectives?
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How often are these objectives and tests reviewed
and/or revised?

Does the mathematics curriculum stress not only com-
putational skills but skills determined essential by the
National Council of Supervisors of Mathematics such
a. problem solving; applying mathematics to everyday
situations; alertness to the reasonableness of results;
estimation and approximation; geometry; measure-
ment; reading, interpreting and constructing tables,
charts and graphs; using mathematics to predict; and
computer literacy?

Are manipulatives utilized as an integral part of the
instructional program? Are these manipulatives
availabk in sufficient quantity to allow for both
teacher use and student use?

Are textbooks up to date? Are mathematics textbooks
Periodically reviewed? What process is used to deter-
mine which textbook(s) will be used? Is there sufficient
supplementary material (non-book, audiovisual, etc.)
to allow for different student learning modes?

How much time is devoted to mathematics in-
struction? Of the time. is a minimum of half the time
spent in teacher-student developmental activities? Are
drill and practice activities preceded by meaningful
instruction?

What is the philosophy of testing in your school/
district? Are both standardized tests (nationally
normed tests) and criterion referenced tests (locally
nonmed tests) administered? Are the results of these
tests utilized for student and program evaluation? Are
the results of these tests utilized to plan for program
change and/or improvement? What provisions are
made for sharing this information with parents?

What provisions are made for the academically
talented student in mathematics? Is such a program
state mandated?

What provisions are made for the special education
student in mathematics? Is such a program state
mandated?

Does your district/school have a Title I program?
If so what percentage of time and funds i. devoted to
mathematics?

What provisions are made for teacher inservice train-
ing in mathematics?

High School

Does your school/district have or are planning to have
a computer awareness/computer literacy program?

Are there mathematics courses available for he non-
college bound student?

Does the mathematics program incorporate carter
awareness opportunities?

Questions Parents Can Ask About
Social Studies

Fc.lowing are some questions which parents and other
concerned citizens can ask about the social studies
Programs in their schools:

What is the social studies curriculum in your local
schools? Are there stated goals or objectives? Are they
realistic for various age levels?

Allowing for the varying degrees of sophistication at
different levels, is social studies limited to history and
geography, or does it also touch on economics, politi-
cal science, sociology, anthropology, and consumer
education?

Is there scope and sequence in the program? In other
words, is there continuity in the general plan so that
one year's effort leads to the next year's plan?

Is the program taught differently at different levels?
An elementary child may learn economics from a play
store, but older children require a different method of
teaching as well as more challenging subject matter.

How does social studies reflect other goals in your
school? For example. is it used to reinforce the teach-
ing of reading?

Are there certain concepts your school is trying to
teach that can be used as a focus for the social studies
program? For example. if cooperation is a focus,
elementary children can understand the concept as it
applies to the classroom or neighborhood. and the
same concept can apply to relations between nations
as taught to high school students.

Does your program stop at teaching only by the recall
method (III tell you and you ;el' you can remember
it to tell back to me), or dyes allow for divergent
and higher levels of thought?

Does your program teach children to apply the con-
cepts and facts they learn?

Does the program teach map skills. chart and graph
skills, research skills, and data skills (the ability to
interpret, analyze and challenge)? Does it teach
children how to solve problems? How to develop
independent thinking after reading data? How to
draw inferences so they understand the effects of
facts on history, geography, economics. etc.?
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Does your school's social studies program take
advantage of local resourcesboth places and people
in history, geography, politics, etc., so that children
can learn to appreciate their communities?

Since social studies must necessarily deal with contro-
versial subjects, what safeguards does your school
system provide so these subjects are fairly presented
to students? tr

Is there a policy to permit review of textbooks on a
regular basis so 'hog remain current? Does your
system allow adequate funds for local schools to
replace outdated texts?

Are there procedures for allowing parents to par-
ticipate in the review and choosing of new textbooks?
Are there state book lists from which texts must be
chosen? Are such lists adequate to allow for diversity

,<

- , -
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of needs in local school systems? Who sits on state
committees that produce these lists? Are they
representative of the entire state?

Is there an appeal procedure by which a parent may
challenge, in a proper administrative manner, the
choice or use of a text? Who is a final arbiter of such
a challenge? (In most systems, the school board has
the final legal responsibility.)

Most important is the need to look at more than one
grade so you get an overall picture of the social
studies curriculum, rather than a narrow perspective
that might be distorted. Be sure there is a balance in
the total school curriculumwhile a system must
concent-ate on developing reading and mathematics
skills, adequate time should be allowed for an effec-
tive social studies program.
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Math, Science and Social Studies
Curriculum: Retrospect and Prospects

The NSBA Panel on Curriculum Trends
and Developments*

Foreword

Change is inevitable, the axiom goes. Yet to a great
extent, the more things appear to have changed in
America's public schools, the more they have re-
mained the same.

This is the overriding theme of a series of studies
commissioned by the National Science Foundation
(NSF); studies upon which this Research Report is
largely based. The NSF studies consist of three exten-
sive literature reviews (one each of math, science and
social science curriculum from 1955 to 1975), a 1977
national attitudinal survey of teachers. principals,
superintendents and district curriculum supervisors,
and two volumes of case studies it science education.

Overall. the NSF-sponsored studies conclude that for
all the talk and all the dollars. neither the content nor
the method of teaching math, science or social
studies has changed all that much in the past twenty
years. Those curricular changes and innovations
which have been unveiled since 1955 often originated
outside the schoolswithin the walls of textbook
publishers, academe and state and federal govern-
ment agencies. As such, few significant changes in
school curricula or instruction have sifted down to
the classroom. Even fewer o; these new approaches
survive today in their original form, having fallen
victim to a variety of ills: the absence of defined,
agreed-upon objectives for the district's instructional
program; the absence of coordinated curriculum
planning at both the district and building levels; and
teachers who are often ill-prepared or unwilling to
implement what they view as the latest curricular fad.
This Research Report, then, has one fundamental

Infentualton repotted in NSBA Research Reports does not
necessarily reflect official viewpoints of the Assoctation

National School Boards Association

purpose: to enhance the ability to board members
and administrators to set a well-thought and consis-
tent course for their schools' instructional
programs.

Thomas A. Shannon
Executive Director
National School Boards Association

introduction

BACKGROUND ON THE NSF-SPONSORED STUDIES

The literature reviews were conducted in 1976 for NSF
by the Center for Science and Mathematics Education
at the Ohio State University and the Social Science
Education Consonium, Inc. The reviews analyzed and
examined practices in schools and teacher education
between 1955 and 1975. The literature searches were
conducted from data bases such as ERIC, reports to
federal education agencies, Dissertation Abstracts
InternationaL Education Index, state department of
education reports, professional journals and scholarly
works and data from various government agencies and
accrediting agencies. Both descriptive and evaluative
literature were studied. The result of the project is
three separate reports which synthesize the findings
for science, math and social science education.

The 1977 National Survey of Science, Mathematics
and Social Studies Education was conducted by the
Research Triangle Institute under NSF contract.
Superintendents, curriculum supervisors, principals
and teachers completed questionnaires which yielded
information on course offerings, curriculum usage,
enrollments and classroom practices. The sample was
designed. so that national estimates could be made
from the sample data.

The case studies were conducted and orgairized by a
team of educational researchers at the University of
Illinois. The studies were undertaken to provide

This report was published as Research Reboil 19793 by. the National School Hoards Associatton. Vs ashingion.p.0
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NSF with a portrayal of conditions in K.12 science
classrooms.

THE NW CURRICULUM SYMPOSIUM

In April 1979. NSBA convened fourteen selected
school officialsschool board members. superin ten.
dents and curriculum. specialiststo share their rear.
Lions to the findings of the NSFcontracted research
and to discuss curriculum trends and policy-making in
the future. The experiences and opinions expressed at
the symposium. held at the NSBA Convention in
Miami Beach, form the basis for the last two sections ,

of this report,

Retrospect: The NSF-Sponsored Studies

Currie' Ism Control, Supervision and Funding

Control of the public school curriculum does not lie
with school board members, administrators or even
teachers. Nor does it reside with textbook publishers,
who, to a large extent, determine course content.
Rather, curriculum matters are controlled ultimately
by those outside the education field who hold the
purse strings and set regulations and mandates for the
schools. A particular textbook will have no effect on
what students learn if a school district lacks the funds
necessary ;co buy the books. Moreover, the importance
of a particular subject may be undermined if state
regulations require students to study it for only one
year as a requisite to a diploma. Similarly, the quality
of teaching and teachers' familiarity with curricular
innovations often reflect state certification require-
ments. And far-reaching goals of the federal govern-
mentsuch as improving the United States' techno-
logical position or making education more equitable
for certain groups of studentsgreatly influence the
appropriation of federal education funds.

FEDERAL SUPPORT

The role of the federal government in curriculum
development perhaps is best illustrated by the surge of
popularity which the sciences enjoyed in classrooms
across the U.S. in the late 1950s. The National Science
Foundation (NSF). which was established by the fed-
eral government in 1950 to promote basic research and
education in the sciences, did not really get off the
ground until the Soviet launching of Sputnik in 1957.
How could tne United States hope to compete success
fully in the space race if its students were not ade-
quately trained and prepared. the reasoning went.

.

In 1957, then, NSF undertook the process of curricu-
lum reform on a major scale. At that time, extensive
NSF support was given to develop a number of alter-
native programs. Among these: Elementary Science
Study (ESS), ScienceA Process Approach (SA PA)
and Science Curriculum Improvement. Study (SCIS).
NSF also developed several innovative textbook pro-
grams, such as Biological Science Curriculum Study
(BSCS) and Introductory Physical Science (IPS).

Federal influence on curriculuth in the late fifties and
sixties extended beyond the National Science Founda-
tion. In addition to NSF. the National Defense Educa-
tion Act (NDEA) of 1958 and the Elementary and Sec-
ondary Education Act (ESEA), passed by Congress in
1965, provided considerable financial support for cur-
riculum development, equipment purchases and
teacher education. The limited extent to which alter-
native projects were actually implemented and their
impact on the classroom will be discussed later in this
report.

The trend of increasing federal financial support for
the sciences and for education generally peaked in the
late sixties. Federal revenues accounted for 8.8 percent
of the school funds nationwide in 1967-68; the federal
share dropped to, or below, 7.5 percent each year
from 1968 to 1975with the exception of 1971 to
1972. Moreover, the researchers conducting the
science study for NSF conclude. "based on past pat-
terns of state and federal funding it is not likely that
many states will give science a high priority since
federal legislation does not."

THE STATE ROLE

The statistics bear out this conclusion. The percentage
of slate support for science education has remained
virtually unchanged since 1955. In addition, neither
science nor mathematics are generally included in state
education needs assessments. In those states where
needs assessments have questioned citizens about pri-
orities for what students learn, "knowledge of basic
skills" and application of skills to real-life problems"
have emerged high on the list of needs. In most states,
relatiVely little attention has been given to the history.
status or needs of mathematics education. Similarly.
when science is included in state needs assessments, the
stated needs increasingly reflect concern for practical
life and work skills.

However, while state support for science education has
remained level, the influence of states on science
education has increased markedly since 1955. As the
NSF-sponsored report on science curriculum states,
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"In recent years the number of legislation and regula-
tion items has increased. While funds have been pro-
vided by states for some of these requirements, in
other cases funds have not been provided. Passage of
legislation or regulation items without funds is fre-
quently [an] action influendng the curriculum."

State requirements that affect local district curriculum
decisions include, among others, graduation require-
ments for particular subjects and specific course
requirements within subject areashealth and
hygiene, for example, within the area of science.
Whether or not state requirements are advantageous
to a particular subject area depends, of course, on the
importance placed on that subject by the state. For
instance, most states require only one year of math
and science in grades 9-12 but more than one year of
social studies. On the other hand, math is more often
cited in the competency requirements now mandated
by more than three dozen legislatures.

The growing influence of states in public school cur-
riculum matters has had both positive and negative
effects. On the positive side, state policies encouraging
school district consolidation in the state were common
in the fifties, sixties and early 1970s. Such policies
helped foster larger schools which in turn were able to
offer a wider variety of courses and educational
opportunities.

In the negative column, as state priorities have
changed and moved away from curriculum concerns,
so have state funds. State activity in larger societal
issues--such as equal educational opportunityaccel-
erated rapidly in the middle 1960s and continues
today. These equal opportunity requirementsinclud-
ing provisions for the handicapped, minorities.
females and children from low income familieshave,
in some cases, channeled funds away from certain cur-
ricular areas, such as instructional materials, field
trips and inservice education.

Because relatively few states have minimum support
levels for educational materials like those that exist for
teachers' salaries, expenditures for instructional mate-
rials tend to increase rapidly when general education
funds are plentiful and decrease just as quickly when
the purse strings are tightened. Unfortunately, since
the early 1970s, many schools have experienced the
latter; science textbooks, for instance, are not being
replaced as rapidly in the mid-seventies as they were in
the late 1960s.

Although state governments wield a growing say in
how and where state education dollars are spent, state
regulations concerning the curriculum are relatively few

in number when viewed against the federal govern-
ment's role. Increasingly, federal aid to the public
schools has been categorical, and often the precise
nature, scope and direction of curriculum reform is
predetermined. ESEA funds, for example, are chan-
neled into "supplementary" programs (programs
above and beyond what the school is providing) for
certain groups of students. Local education agencies
often feel compelled to adhere to specific curricular
guidelines.

SPECIAL INTERESTS

Although local curriculum decision-makers have lost
some power to federal and state agencies, big govern-
ment does not pose the only threat to local board of
education control of the school curriculum. In recent
years, various groups have attempted to exercise influ-
ence over the curriculum. These efforts have included:

Scholars' attempts to give students particular
content from their subject areas, even though it
may be contrary to the ideas and research of pro-
fessional educators and curriculum leaders;

Increased militancy by teacher organizations has
removed many curricular decisions from the
domain of the school boards as matters such as
organization and textbook selection become
negotiated items in teacher contracts; and

Special interest community groups have in-
creased in strength and number, especially in big
cities, at the expense of the centralized control of
schools,

Promoting change and determining the direction of
curriculum is not, then, simply a question of dollars;
the often-divergent interests of a variety of individuals
and groups must be taken into account. As the NSF-
supported report on mathematics points out "to argue
simply for more money as the solution to educational
problems ignores present realities. At issue is investing
money wisely in order to accomplish change expedi-
tiously and efficiently . . . The recognition of the
deficiencies in the policy formation process is an
important first step toward improving the payoff of
the investment and toward improving the learning and
teaching in the schools."

PITFALLS IN POLICVMAKINC

That same report identifies three "primary" pitfalls
that ensnare the policy-making process:

Educational policy frequently is determined
without first collecting enough information to
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allow the process to be rational. Policy-makers
must learn more about what actually happens in
the typical classroom. They often know too little
about teaching methods, instructional tools, or
the overall curricula.

Educational policy frequently is constructed
without using information that is readily avail-
able. Too often school districts fail to take ad-
vantage of readily available curricular informa-
tion and resources. This can be the result either
of a lack of information or of failure to act upon
what information is available.

0 The point at which values enter into policy for-
mation, and the effects of different values, fre-
quently are not dealt with as educational priori-
ties and curriculum decisions are being set.
Policy-making generally incorporates two con-
siderations: judgments based on information
and judgments based on political grounds or
reactions to prevailing societal attitudes.
Researchashows that a change in values results
only when there is significant agreement across
these two levels.

Adequate information and prior consideration of
values, then, emerge in the NSF-sponsored studies as
keyand often lackingrequisites to meaningful cur-
riculum policy-making. Money alone does not bring
about useful change in the curriculum. Fundsbe
they federal, state or localshould be looked upon as
an investment; and, as with any investment, informa-
tion must be collected to ensure a successful outcome.
In this case, information regarding practices in the
schools must be gathered from all available sources
and the information must then be effectively applied.
Only then can the needs of various groups be bal-
anced, and only then will the payoffproductive
change in the curriculumresult.

Curriculum Objectives

There's been a lot of talk during the last two decades
about new curriculum objectives: we've heard about
"new math," citizenship education, and environmen-
tal studies which will prepare students for the modern
technological age. Yet for all the talk and media cover-
age of these innovations, the broad curriculum objec-
tives in mathematics, science and social studies' have
changed very little in twenty years.

The NSF-sponsored report on math education be-
tween 1955 and 1975 suggests that while the number
and variety of courses offered at the secondary level in-
creased during the period, "new math" has had little;

..

if any, lasting effect on the overall math curricula. The
new mathcharacterized by an emphasis on process
and systems instead of mechanics and manipulation
simply was not adopted in many schools. Moreover,
many of those instructional changes that were made in
teaching math between 1955 and 1965 have disap-
peared from the classrooms in the seventies. Topics
popular in 1960, such as sets and non-decimal numera-
tion systems, are practically nonexistent in present
elementary school math materials.

Likewise, objectives in science curriculum, particu-
larly at the elementary level, did not change markedly
in two decades, the studies completed for NSF found.
Emphasis on the proceises of scientific inquiry was the
predominant instructional mode in 1955; so it was in
1975. Similarly, the scope and sequence of the social
studies curriculum have remained stable, although
there have been a few persevering shifts within that
framework. These "shifts" have included a greater
emphasis on teaching concepts and relationships
instead of isolated facts.

CURRICULUM 'IDENTITY CRISIS'

There are numerous reasons why few curricular inno-
vations and new curriculum objectives have taken
hold in the schools. Certain explanations, such as lack
of teacher training and limited use of innovative teach-
ing materials, will be discussed later in this report. Fre-
quently, however, curricular changes have languished
and died because they were introduced without defin-
ed objectives or stated connections to the district's
overall instructional program. Say NSF-supported
researchers: "The social studies have undergone a
continuous identity crisis during the past twenty years;
las such] it is difficult to speak of 'goals' in the field,
for it is difficult to set goals until one has some notion
of the needs."

One of the main obstacles to determining objectives
for social studies has been defining the boundaries of
the field. A variety of needs and purposes, some of
which are contradictory, have been advanced by edu-
cators; debate continues even today about the role of
social science in social studies.

Atither has the field of mathematics been immune to
the lack of consistency in goals and objectives. Dis-
agreement over the identification and prioritization of
goalsamong educators, the public, college person-
nel, classroom teachers and studentsis common.
Although the dissonance in goal-setting has been prev-
alent for the past two decades, in the 1970s there have
been particular discrepancies between the public's con-
cern for "the basics" and educators' concern for
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students' comprehension of less tangible mathematical
processes.

IMPACT OF THE 'BASICS' MOVEMENT

i

Indeed, the "back-to-basics" push which hit full stride
in the mid-70s has directly influenced general cur-
riculum objectives. GB:owing emphasis has been placed
recently on the structure of sciencethe facts, con-
cepts and principlesrather than on the processes of
science, which predominated during the late 50s and
60s and continued into the early 70s. This may be due,
in part, to mounting concern over declining student
achievement test scores. The new emphasis on facts
reflects increasing demands that schools be account-
able. It u easy to see that a student's recollection of
scientific "facts" can be more easily measured than
can his grasp of science "processes."

The social studies have felt the impact of the emphasis
on the "basics." Money spent on materials and equip-
met,. and time allotted to social studies are down as
schools reallocate resources to the three Rs. Even
within the group of social studies educators them-
selves, disagreements exist over the best approach to
teaching the subject. Some of the social studies edu-
cators attending a recent conference argued for a
move toward less history and more global education
(or fewer fa,: s and more skills); others at that meeting
endorsed an emphasis on the basics through tradi-
tional social studies. This meeting, in addition to being
indicative of the influence of the basics, points up
graphically the difficulty of arriving at common cur-
ricular objectives.

It has been suggested that the problem of conflicting
objectives and goals exists not only within specific dis-
ciplines but within the public schools as a whole, as
well. Schools are expected to play dual, and often con-
tradictory roles: to facilitate progress and reform in
society while, at the same time, maintaining and pro-
moting existing cultural and societal values. This
"split personality" has contributed to the develop-
ment of ad hoc curriculum policy which is charac-
terized by "disjointed incrementalism"--the introduc-
tion of bits and pieces instead of the acceptance of the
overall foundation and objectives. Curriculum policy
has been marked by an absence of comprehensive,
defined goals and objectives, atid lack of matching
strategies to reach those objectives.

In spite of the splintering of objectives, several general
instructional approaches are common to math, science
and social studies curricula of recent years. These
approachescombining innovations from the past

two decades with the recent emphasis on the
basicsinclude:

More individualized, prescriptive teaching. In-
rreasingly, teachers are responding to the fact
that students are ready for specific tasks at vary-
ing levels; teachers are providing for individual
differences.

Increased use of behavioral objectives. Teachers
are specifying what students are expected to
accomplisha group of students completing a
series of lab projects, for examplewhen it will
be achieved, and standards against which the
work will be measured.

Increased emphasis on the basic skills within
other subject areas. More and more teachers are
being called upon increasingly to teach reading
within their subject areas, for example.

The Classroom

As discussed in the preceding section of this report, the
NSF-sponsored studies suggest that objectives in
math, science and social studies have not changed
much over the past two decades. And where stated ob-
jectives have changed, these objectives have had little
lasting impact on classroom procedures and out-
comes. Moreover, what students are learning has not
changed greatly, so too has how they are being taught
changed little since 1955.

Educators have long searched for a better pattern of
school and classroom organization. Accordingly,
some new practices have been introduced in the past
quarter-century. In 1955, the use of specialistsespe-
daily in mathwas seen as the answer to poor
preparation of elementary school teachers. During the
early 1960s, various nongraded and multi-graded in-
structional approaches were unveiled and team-teach-
ing was proposed as an alternative to departmentaliz-
ing. The "open classroom" was often espoused in the
late sixties as a way to make schools less rigid.

Although portions of these innovations linger today,
the general pattern of school and classroom organiza-
tion continues little-changed; the graded, self-con-
tained elementary classroom and the fixed-period
schedule at the secondary level still predominate.

Surprisingly perhaps, the NSF-supported studies sug-
gest that in spite of all the discussion about organiza-
tion, instructional approaches may not be all that im-
portant. The math researchers conclude that no one
organizational pattern appears to increase student
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achievement in math. Good teachers can be effective
regardless of the school's instructional organization.

THE ROLE OF THE TEXTBOOK

Within the classroom, teaching procedures have
changed little in twenty years. The importance of the
textbook in determining both instructional patterns
and curriculum content cannot be overemphasized.
According to the NSF-sponsored studies, the textbook
continues to play the primary instructional role in
science, mathematics and social studies classes.
Teachers tend to adhere firmly to the idea of "cover-
ing the material" in the text; moreover, covering it in
the sequence as presented in the text.

Textbooks not only determine the curriculum in indi-
vidual classrooms and schools, but also tend to create
a homogenous national curriculum. The NSF-
supported studies found, for example, that while
math textbooks at the elementary level do vary, the
basic components of the curriculum have become
standardized; the differences that exist tend to be
largely In approach, design and the amount of space
allocated to specific topics.

Mathematics classes clearly are the most influenced by
a single textbook. The NSF-contracted national survey
found that about half of all science and social studies
classeson both the elementary and secondary
levelused a single published textbook or program in
1977, whereas almost two-thirds of math classes used
a single text or program.

Alt hough.textbooks do play a major role in determin-
ing curriculum and content, the textbook's role is not
as dominant as it once was. Prior to 1960, curriculum
was based primarily on a textbook in elementary
classrooms and on a textbook series in the secondary
schools, With the use of federal funds in the 1960s,
alternatives to traditional text materialssuch as self-
contained learning kits and audio visual aidswere
developed, Increasingly, these new instructional
materials seem to have taken hold in American school
classrooms.

Textbooks and other instructional materials obviously
play a significant role in what children learn. It
follows, then, that the process by which these instruc-
tional materials are selected is considerably important.
Principals, superintendents and district curriculum
coordinators responding to the NSF-sponsored study
reported a patchwork process by which textbooks
were selected. Each of the three groups agreed that
school board members, students and parents were not
significantly involved in the selection of instructional
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materials. Well over half of the districts reported that
school board members were not invoived in textbook
selection. At the same time, only half of the curricu-
lum supervisots and principals said they were heavily
involved. Surprisingly, only twenty percent of the dis-
tricts reported that the superintendent was heavily
involved in choosing textbooks.

Who, then, is selecting textbooks and other learning
materials? Responses from each group suggest that
teacher groups and individual teachers may now wield
the most say in the textbook selection process. This
finding, however, conflicts with a recent Educational
Products Information Exchange (EPIE) study in
which teachers were asked about their involvement in
textbook selection. Almost 45 percent of the teachers
surveyed claimed they had no role in selecting instruc-
tional materials. Apparently, no group feels it has
control over the textbook selection process.

As discussed earlier, mathematics classes tend to rely
more heavily on textbooks than do science and social
studies classes. Science and social studies classes are
more likely to include alternative activities such as
field trips, student projects, guest speakers, slides,
tapes and records. The use of "manipulatives"
("hands-on" materials such as scales and meter sticks)
is more common in science courses than in social
studies or math classes.

LIMITED USE OF EQUIPMENT

Not surprisingly, the classroom teacher remains the
primary conduit of instruction for most students, the
NSF-supported studies found; although there has been
a general increase in student-centered learning
activities (such as lab work), the lecture is still the
predominant method of instruction in most class-
rooms. Interestingly, this traditional approach is not
necessarily due to lack of equipment. The NSF-
sponsored national survey found, for example, that
while more than three-fourths of U.S. elementary
schools have microscopes, only 28 percent of the grate
K-3 science classes and 59 percent of the 4-6 grade
classes ever make use of them. Similarly, the avail-
ability of computer terminals in schools is more wide-
spread than the extent of their use would lead one
to believe.

Generally, then, class' ooms have changed little over
the past two decades. The predominant patterns in
classrooms continue to be: instruction with total class
groups; tell-and-show, followed by individual student
work (in elementary schools); and lecture-homework
at the secondary level, In the social studies, for exam-
ple. the NSF-supported studies suggest that while new
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social studies projectssuch as role playing and the
use of inquiry-based instructionhave had some in-
fluence on teaching styles, they have had little in-
fluence on textbook selection, the employment of
teachers or teacher training. Moreover, the data show
these "new" social studies projects have been adopted
in relatively few classrooms.

As noted previously, the NSF-contracted research sug-
gests that the pattern of classroom organization may
not be that important. An individual teacher can be
effective regardless of curriculum, the availability of
learning resources, or the organization of be school or
classroom. So, too, may curricular innovations not
play all that significant of a role in the end product of
instructiona child's education. Educational research
supports the general notion that there is no one best
method of instruction for all students. Thus it follows
that individual teachers may tvach best in various
ways, and that specific course content may be best
taught differently. Wit: th idea in mind, this report
now turns its attention to the teacher.

Teachers and Teacher Preparation

Differences among various curriculum programs gen-
erally have been attributed to differences in curricular
materials. The NSF-supported studies suggest a con-
trasting view: that differences between programsas
well as the benefit children derive from different pro-
gramsmay be due largely to the skill and enthusiasm
of the teacher.

In "Elementary School Science: A 1975 Reflection"
(The High School Journal, Feb., 1976), professor of
science education David Butts writes: "The effective-
ness of the science reform programs has been directly
dependent upon the preparation of the teacher." In
the article, he goes on to note that education decision-
makers must determine when, where and how teachers
will receive this training. Further, Butts emphasizes
administrative suppon as an important factor in the
effectiveness of training programs; teachers must be
given the opportunity for experience, practice and
training once they are on the job.

INADEQUATE PR1:SERVICE TRAINING

Overall, the NSF-sponsored studies conclude that
preservice teacher education is inadequate in science,
math and social studies. The science report, for in-
stance, points out that the bulk of students' science in-
struction takes place in grades 7-10. Ironically,
though, data show that junior high science teachers
have the last adequate preparation in course content,

the fewest certification programs available, and access
to the poorest instructional facilities. And even though
secondary school science teachers currently are
younger and better educated than they were in the
fifties, there remains a critical need for inservice
education, as indicated by research and confirmed in
attitudinal studies of teachers themselves. Elementary
science teachers are in the same predicament. Certifi-
cation standards, specifying, among other things,
required course hours; have not changed much over
the past two decades.

Similar deficiencies surface in the education and train-
ing of social studies and math teachers. While there
has been a gradual shift away from an emphasis on
history to more social science courses in teacher train-
ing programs, this shift has had little effect on state
certification requirements. Social science certification
requirements have remained relatively static since
l955.. As such, social studies teachers may not be all
that well prepared to teach the "new" social studies,
which are characterized by an emphasis on the social
sciences.

So, too, many math teachers have been ill-prepared
for the pendular fluctuations in instructional ap-
proaches. Little in the way of a widespread, coordi-

'nated effort was undertaken in the sixties to prepare
elementary school math teachers for the content and
thrust of the "new math." Teachers, therefore, tended
to emphasize in classrooms the things they
knew best and felt they could best teachcomputa-
tional skills with whole numbers, fractions and deci-
mals. When and where efforts were made to provide
inservice for elementary math teachers, the emphasis
usually was placed on contentparticularly termi-
nologyrather than on the methodology which was
an integral part of the "new math" concept.

TEACHERS' SELF-PERCEPTIONS

Given teacher training programs and certification
requirements that have changed little in twenty years,
and given the appearance of half a dozen major in-
structional "innovations" during this period, it should
come as little surprise that many teachers feel less than
well-qualified to teach what they are teaching.
Approximately 12 percent of the teachers questioned
in the NSF-sponsored studies said they felt inade-
quately qualified to teach one or more of their present
courses. Moreover, of those teachers, the vast majority
listed courses that fell within their own subject
areas. Most of the science teachers who said they did
not feel adequately qualified in all areas were referring
to courses within the discipline of science.
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In what specific areas do teachers feel they need assist-
ance? Not in lesson planning or actually teaching
lessons, but rather in obtaining information about
instructional materials, in learning new teaching
methods,' in implementing the discovery/inquiry
teaching approach and in using manipulative (or
"hands-on") instructional materials.

Where do teachers turn for information about, anti
help with, new instructional approaches? Most rely on
other teachers. Other particularly valuable sources of
information listed by teachers include: journals and
other professional publications, college courses and
local inservice programs, principals, district subject
specialists, federally sponsored workshops, meetings
of professional organizations and publishers and sales
representatives. The majority of teachers, on the other
hand, rated teacher union meetings and state educa-
tion department personnel as "not useful."

Several threads are common to the successful adop-
tion of new instructional materials and approaches by
teachers. First, teachers must be informed-about, pref-
erably involved in, the curricular reform or change;
why the change in the first place and the goals and in-
tent of the new program. Next, teachers must be
instilled with commitment to use these changes.
Finally, training programs must guide teachers in us-
ing new materials and techniques, drawing upon real

classroom situations. All too often inservice training
has disregarded what really goes on in the classroom.

BARRIERg TO EFFECTIVE TEACHING

If school district officials are interested in making sure
teachers keep pace with curriculum developments,
they might well begin by taking a look at what teachers

'themselves perceive to be barriers to effectively adop-
ting new teaching or curricular methods. In priority
order of mention, teachers say:

Lack of consultant services

Lack of supplies

Inadequate room facilities

Lack of sufficient knowledge

Lack of inservice opportunities

Inability to improvise

Unfamiliarity with methodology

Studies have shown that when the above barriers are
removed or reduced, the quality of instruction does, in
fact, improve. In short, then, funds for new curricula
materials will be wasted unless districts work to
remove these barriers and to provide incentives which
will prompt teachers to adopt the new materials or
techniques.
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A series of reports comprising an NSF-sponsored study of the
status of the nation's eknientary and secondary school educational
practices in science. mathematics and social studies iC now avail-
able. Three major approaches were usedliterature review, case
study and survey.

A. The literature review,lcontracted to Dr. Stanley Heigeson, Ohio
State University, examined published and unpublished documents
related to existing needs statements in science, mathematics and
social studies. The results of this review are published in three
volumes:

Volume I: The Status of Pre-College Science, Mathematics.
and Social Science Education: 1955-1975. Science Educa-
tion. Government Printing Office stock number
038-00400362-3; 54.25.

Volume II: The Status of Pre-College Science. Mathematics
end Social Science Education: 1955-1975. Mathematics
Education. Government Printing Office stock number
03800010371-2; 54.50.

Volume III: The Status of Pre-College Science. Mathe-
matics, and Social Science Education: 1955-1975. Social
Science Education. 1.1overriment Printing Office stock
number 038400-00363-1; $6.25.

(The above volumes also tie available in microfiche and paper copy
through ERIC end The National Techniml Information Service.)

B. The care studies covered eleven in-depth investigations of ongo-
ing educational practices. This study was contracted to Drs Robert
Stake and Jack Easley at the University of Illinois-Urbana The
case study findings arc available in a 16-volume set. in sixteen
separate volumes, or in a 2-volume set.

Volume I: Case Studies in Science Education. The Case
Reports. Government Printing Office stock number
038-000-00377-1; $7.25.

References

Volume 11: Case Studies in Science Education, Design,
Overview and General Findings. Government Printing Of-
fice stock number 038-000003763; $6.50.

Case Studies in Science Education-16-volume set.

(The above volumes also are available in microfiche and paper
copy through ERIC and the National Technical Information Ser-
vice Also available from NTIS are the sixteen separate volumes in
paper copy and microfiche at prices ranging from $3.00 to $8.00.
The separate volumes are available from ERIC in microfiche ,
IS0.83 null and paper copy ($1.67 to $8.691.)

C. The national survey of teachers, principals and superintendents
regarding training, materials and educational practices was con-
tracted to Dr. Iris Weiss of Research Triangle Institute. The survey
findings are reported in one document. Funkier, the raw data is
available on computer tape accompanied by a user's manual.

Report of the 1977 National Survey of Science. Mathema-
tics, and Social Science Education. Government Printing
Office stock number 038-000-00364-0; $6.50. Also available
through ERIC and NTIS.

Data Tape and User's Manual for the 1977 National Survey
of Science, Mathematics end Social StudiPc Education.
Available only from NTIS Accession number PB284331/

'AS. Paper copy, $16.25:, microfiche, $3.00.

The eighth document cut really available includes the status study
overview as well as summary documents from the three inter-
related studies. The report is titled The Status of Pie - College
Science, Mathematics and Social Studies Educational Practices in
U.S. Schools: An Overview end Summaries of Three Studies.
Government Printing Office stock number 038-000403834.
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Analysis: The NSBA Curriculum
Symposium

Education is not an exact science with predictable,
standardized inputs, processes or outputs; education is
as much art as it is science. And just as the processes
of educption are often abstract and immeasurable, so
too are the expectations for the public schools often
intangible and in a stateof flux.

And as the first part of this report suggests. nowhere
does the "science" of education seem less scientific
than in the area of curriculum.

.

Indeed, there is not even a commonly held definition
of the term curriculum. Certain educators would tie
curriculum solely to contentwhat children are learn-
ing through teachers. books and other learning mate-
rials. Others would define curriculum as a blend of
content and teaching methodology. And irrespective
of the technical definitions, one must ask whether cur-
riculum is confined within the schoolhouse walls. Is
"curriculum" what a child learns in school, or should
experiences outside the classroom be considered part
of the curriculum as well?

The answers to these questions, the symposium partic-
ipants felt, are inseparable from meaningful analysis
of the NSF-supported swdies. One superintendent
pointed Alt, for example, that in his view, teaching is
not a part of curriculum per se; therefore. although
teaching methods may .have remained constant over
the past two decades, this does not necessarily indicate
that there have been no changes in curriculum or in
students' classroom experiences. To accurately
measure change, then, this superintendent argued,
educators must first agree on what it is they are trying
to measure.

However, having faulted the , ISFcontracted studies
for not adequately difining curriculum, the partici-
pants in the meeting found that they, too, could not
agree on a precise definition of the term. This lack of
concensus suggests that notions of curriculum vary
according to the perspectives, needs and concerns of
school officials. One fundamental task before school
boards, then: to establish definitions ofand goals
for - -the district's curriculum.

Several of the symposium participants felt that while
the findings of the NSF-supported research are gener-
ally sound, the reports tend to overstate the negative
aspects of math. science and social studies education.
They believed that the researchers were overly critical,
that there has been more sustained movement in cur-
riculum than the reports imply. These views will be
explored in the next section of this report.

Others in the group felt that the NSFcontracted
researchers seemeo ;13 advocate change for the sake of
change. As a board member from Arizona put it,
"While I agree that the classroom situation has
changed very little over the past twenty years, I'm not
convinced this is necessarily bad. For instance, we
tried team teaching, an innovation, on two elementary
grade levels and it worked some excellent teachers to
death without producing any significant change in stu-
dent achievement." In this case, the more "tradi-
tional" approach proved more effective. the board
member maintained.

A curriculum specialist from the Midwest voiced
similar sentiment: "Our district has intentionally
taken a cautious approach to changing the curricu-
lum; we haven't jumped on every passing innovation
bandwagon. We've tried new approaches on a limited
basis and have expanded them only if they proved
successful."

The fourteen educators generally agreed. then, that
change in itself is not a desirable curricular goal.

r-...,,

Local Experiences

Some of the districts represented at the meeting. how.
ever, apparently have managed to implement produee
live change in the classroom. Most of these reforms
emphasized greater use of inquiry-based instruction
and manipulative materials (such as laboratory equip-
ment) modes of instruction that have had only
minimal impact on children's classroom experiences,
the NSF-sponsored studies .suggest. In addition,
several participants reported that while teaching
strategies may not have changed markedly, the variety
of course offerings has expanded considerably. For in-
stance. science courses today include nuclear physics,
ecology and general relativitytopics not offered in
the 1950s.

Even when curricular innovations did not take hold,
however, they often influenced successive programs.
Even in schools where it is not in use today. BSCS
biologywhich gained popularity in the mid-1960s
has affected the teaching of biology in its emphasis on
comparisons of biological systems and its downplay-
ing of rote memorization of the animal kingdom.

Pitfalls in Curriculum Reform

Periliirr the str011s0.1 thread running through the
down...4m at the NSIIA ...onixhitint .tp. that xelsoui
hoard.. lithe not exerted enough leader...hip us the area
of curriculum. the educator.. tigreed with she linding
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that special interest croups and teacher organi/ations
have garnered and bargained increasing power in cur-
riculum decision-making. Moreover, the symposium
participants felt that school hoards tend to rea,..t to
these pressure groups, rather than taking the prima,
active role in the curriculum decision-it:Amp process.

Why the lack of %teac curriculum do elopnicm? Par-
ticipants suggested sclera, possibilities.

By nature. school hoards arc representative bodies; as
such, many boards haw been quick to respond to
what they heliee the public wants. In the late fifties.
for example, the public endorsed the federal goern-
Ment's goal to reach the moon and the public schools
responded with espanded and modernised math and
science instruction. More recently, many districts lase
redoubled their emphasis on basic skills in response to
growing public demands for accountability and con-
cern cher declining student test scores. Indeed, the
hack -to- basics rnosernent and related spinotfssuch
as minimum competency testing now set the course
for much of the curriculum -reform" in American
public schools, The Buffalo. N.Y. schools, for dorn-
ple, recently revised their math curriculum to ntect
new state regents domination requirements which will
be in effeet by 1910.

While acknowledging the presence and impact of
demands for accountability, most of the educators
NSBA convened cautioned against de i:loping curric-
ulum in reaction to minimum competent tests. They
pointed out, for example. one of the inherent probe
lems in teaching for tests: the tendency to place more
emphasis on mown/anon and recitation of facts
than on learning processes. This stifles student mina-
th'e and inquiry-building skills and, in turn, farther
enhances the already dominant role of the withook as
the primary source of learning.

So, too, do current economic ,:onditions directly
affect curriculum reform in the schools. One hoard
president ventured that many schools are einpllast/ing
the three Rs not because school officials beliese
they're all children need, but because tight fiscal con-
ditions has c forced them to pare many course elect no
and to curtail spending to develop new instructional
program.. As the NSIsponsored research points out,
school districts no longer base money mailable for the
new supplies and testbooks imperative to many cur-
mutant innot ations.

In some cases, school officials are being haunted by
the pact. One cut riculum specialist opined that, in the
beginning 1960s. schools started promising more than
they could delis er. During this period man) schools
were quick to adopt and iinplement new methods and

material% before they were tried and tested; the results
o ere not aloih% promising. This helped Tao n a credt-
bilit gap between educator% and the public, as
schools adopted untried instructional imithattons
while, at the smite time, promising more qualitative
education. As a h-product of this credibility gap, a.,
cynical public is often unwilling to accept --or pa
forcurricular intuit anon% in the ,ellools today.

One of the higges; stumbling blocks to effixtie im-
plementation of hoc curricula, as pointed out earlier,
has been insufficient insert ice training for teachers.
Often. districts simply do novitiate the funds or staff
to adequately train teachers Ruhe use of new instruc-
tional materials. Other times. Me training that is pro-
sided proses insufficient to meet the needs of the
teachers. A Midwestern curriculum specialist Miss-
'rated this point. In the civics, his district adapted
Concept and Values and Man: A Course of Study
(MACOS) as basic elementary texts. liecause the
materials contained in these series were open-ended.
requiring the skills and strategies of inquiry and
problem-stilt ing the programs. necessitated insert icc
training kir all elementary teachers. A good number
of the teacher whose teacher preparation courses had
stressed the teaching of historical Pots found the in
sen ice training inadequate. In the end, many of the
hust elementary teachers reterted to familiar materials
..rid methods. Only when teacher, went beyond this
losers ice training to take summer wot lc shops wine
the, able to successful' apply [lib new approaches in
the classroom. Socral other educators ivied
similar csperiemys in the area of insert ice training.

Due largely its growing constraints imposed by collee-
lite bargaining, many districts are finding it increas-
ingly difficult to cons inec teachers to work beyond the
regular school day to get intolsed in workshops held
in conjunction with new curriculum implementation.
reacher., sia their Union negotiators, are now chal-
lenging programs pre- and post-school hours without
extra pay or other concessions from the hoard. In ad-
dition, more and more work contracts now include
stipulations which gise teachers a greater hand in test -
hook selection, district staffing decisions and items
that affect Other school employees. such as para-
professionals,

A satiable over which school hoards hale no coning
demographicshas influenced curriculum, the
fourteen educators agreed. A superintendent horn
Massachusetts attributed the scarcity of lasting cur-
ricular tnno Alton% to the school population dtplosiost
or the 1960s. Districts had to provide more staff and
facilities, and local financial and human resources
were directed to these areas rather than to the overall
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curriculum. Paradmically. in the 1970s. curriculum
reform is endangered by the reverse phenomenon;
declining enrollment. School districts no longer need
to purchase as many nest hooks and materials: conse-
quently. it is difficult for the innovations to reach the
classroom.

In summary. the key obstacles to meaningful change
in curriculum identified by the fourteen school offi-
cials attending the symposium include:

Lack of school hoard initiative

Impact of the back-to-basics movement

Insufficient funds for materials and supplies

Inadequate insersice training

The impact of collective bargaihing

Lack of public confidence in the schools

Prospects for Curriculum
in the Yeas Ahead

What can school boards do to help ensure more effec-
tive curriculum development irk the future? Most im-
portantly, boards need to re-eitantine and revitalize
their roles in this important are the fourteen school
officials attending the NSBA symposium concluded.

STRENGTHENING SCHOOL BOARD LEADERSHIP

Above all else, it is the school board's responsibility to
set the philosophical frameworkand to provide ade-
quate resourcesfor curriculum development.

School board members should see til it that curriculum
considerations are not pushed aside by other board
business. Too often the board meeting agenda is
devoted exclusively to business items, leaving no time
for discussion of what is happening to students in the
classroom. And as another component of their leader-
ship role, boards need to increase their influence in
federal and state legislation affecting curriculum.

CURRICULUM AS A PROCESS

The sympOsium participants also concluded that cur-
riculum is best viewed as a process rather than as a
product. As a process. curriculum concerns are on-
going; the school district should set annual goals and
should continually assess progress toward those goals:

Further. if the board establishes a written policy to
regularly review the curriculum. subsequent decisions
will become matters with which the public 4xpects the
board to deal. All too oft today the public views
curriculum as an area outside the board's sphere of
control. And. of course, by its very nature, identifying
curriculum as an ongoing process allows for change.

ROAD-IMSED PARTICIPATION

By encouraging input from a wide variety of actors
school staff, students, parents ar4 others in the com-
munityschool districts should be better able to
develop curricula that reflect "mainstream" opinion
rather than "single issue" perspectives. While school
boards are elected to deliver what the public wings,
board members must :tot feel pressured to adopt every
instructional innovrion which appears on the hod-
zon. For example, the public may be clamoring for
more "basic" education, while the board believes that
developing thought psocesses is equally important. in
this case, It is the task of the board to make sure that
children are learning the basics while they also are
learning how to think. As one curriculum specialist
put it: "There is a strong movement in the public
mood away from logic and reason toward indoctrina--
lion. School boards and administrators must continue
to provide curricula that teach children how to use
their brains in logical and reasoned ways . . . This
development of the thinking and reasoning ability
should be the ultimate basic skill"

ROLE OF THE SUPERINTENDENT

Two of the most important jobs confronting school
boards, the educators agreed. are developing a curric-
ulum Polk" that strikes a balance between the desires
of parents and the public and what the board views as
educationally sound, and hiring a chief administrator
who will then effectively implement that policy.

Estzblishing a cooperative relationship between the
school board and the superintendent emerges as espe-
cially important; to a great extent, board members are
dependent on their chief administrator to advise them
on curriculum matters. One board president explained
that art, music and physical education specialists were
removed in grades one through three in her district.
These services were still provided, but without the help
of specially trained teachers. Board members aid not
have the necessary background to decide whether or
not this move was educationally sound, and therefore
had to accept the superintendent's evaluation of the
situation.
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Another participant suggested that school boards
would be wise to release the superintendent from cer-
tain management duties in order to allow him more
time for what he was really trained to doto handle_
instructional concerns.

While board members must trust and depend on the
superintendent's advice on curriculum matters, school
boards should be careful not to relinquish their
decision-making responsibilities. To avoid this poten-
tial abrogation, one superintendent suggested that
boards should establish a policy making it the respon-
sibility of the superintendent to provide curriculum
"inservice" for board members. This type of training
directly addresses one of the problemslack of infor-
mation needed to make wise decisionswhich the
NSF-sponsored studies identified as an impediment to
curricular changes.

The meeting participants identified a key charge to
school boards: regardless of budget constraints,
boards should put money aside to hire curriculum ex-
perts. Boards must also see that teaching and adminis-
trative staff have the time and resources to plan, test
and evaluate curricular programs.

PLANNING FOR THE FUTURE

Finally, boards must plan curriculum with an eye
toward the future, the school officials said. Educa-
tion, as one participant noted, is subject to a 20-year
half-life: half of what students are now learning in
school will be of no value twenty years from now; con-
versely, half of the knowledge that will be needed in
two decades does not even exist today. Boards there-
fore must be flexible, allowing for growth and change
in curricula, yet working to develop and build upon
sound, established goals and objectives for the overall
instructional program.

Trends to Watch for in Curriculum Planning

Looking toward the next decade, participants identi-
fied a number of trends and developments that likely
will affect curriculum:

Continuing enrollment declines. Because
materials do not need to be placed as often as
they did a decade ago, the development of new
types of instructional materials will most likely
slacken.

The "tax revolt." As citizens are squeezed by in-
flation, tax and budget-limiting initiatives ire
likely to be adopted in more and more areas. As
such, schools will be finding it more difficult to
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purchase new curriculum materials and to allo-
cate new dollars for curriculum development.

Collective bargaining, Increasingly, teachers are
demandingand .often obtainingmore say in
curriculum matters through provisions nego-
tiated with school boards. This trend could ac-
celerate as boards, finding less money for staff
salaries and benefits, are tempted to make Cr.01-
cessions on non-monetary items, such as cur-
ricular matters.

Energy aids. Steadily climbing school operat-
ing costs further curtail funds available for
curriculum.

Ethnic awareness. The presence of minority
groupstheir culture and historyis increasing
in textbooks and instructional programs.

Changing structure of the family. As the number
of working mothers and single-parent house-
holds continues to rise, schools may be called
upon to expand their rolesto provide day-care
and education services for adults in the
community.

Gordon Cawelti, executive director of the Association
for Supervision and Curriculum Development, of-
fered further InsigSt into trends that will affect cur-
riculum in the future.*

implication for Local School Curriculum
in the Years Ahead

While education analysts disagree in their particular
scenarios, most agree that the future will be deter-
mined by a combination of change and human choice.

On the assumption that the future &vends on choices
made today, there are four areas of concern about the
curriculum in which leadership and assistance are
needed.

Assisting teachers in the use of educational tech-
nology. One education expert contends that ten years
from now only one-half the public funds currently be-
ing spent for education will be available. Already,
about half the states have enacted legislation which
curtails the ability of state or local government units,
including schools, to increase their funding levels.
Given the present inflation rateand increasing
expectations about services the public schools should

'Excerpted from testimony presented to the U.S. House of Repre-
sentatives Subcommittee on Elementary. Secondary and Vocational
Education; April 26, 1979.
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providesuch funding cutbacks would be onerous in-
deed. Schools may be forcd to reduce instructional
services in several areas or to sharply limit certain
areas of youth developmentdriver education, nutri-
tion and counseling, for example.

However, another alternative may exist to help
balance budgets. Schools are now a labor intensive in-
dustry with 85 to 90 percent of their funds earmarked
for personnel costs. If the financial situation demands
it, however, schools could become more "capital in-
tensive," making greater use of technology and media
for courses involving training, such as mathematics
and reading. Curriculum leaders or teachers would
probably not deliberately choose this approach; but it
may become necessary in the face of increasing
budgetary pressures. This concept, however, will not
be useful for all of education; many areas of the cur-
riculum are not appropriate for heavy reliance on
technology.

To date, computer-assisted instruction, dial access
audio and video tapes, calculators and other technol-
ogy have penetrated the market in only a limited way.
This may be due to teachers' uncertainty on how to
use technology and an inadequate software develop-
ment system. It is dear that schools will need assist-
ance if this shift toward greater use of technology in
the classroom becomes a reality.

Expanding the locus of learning. Sociological analyses
have revealed widespread change in the structure and
fabric of society. Schools have taken on, from the
home, church and community, growing responsibility
for both the socialization and the intellectual develop-
ment of youth.

Can this "let the school do it" attitude be reversed? It
can; indeed. it must be. The total community must
assume more responsibility in the education process.
Federal assistance is needed to help mobilize new
structures within the community which would work to
see that our youth are given learning and growing op-
portunities within the community. Such efforts would
give students a better sense for career opportunities,
the role of social service in the community. and the
connection between education and the world of work.

Human resource development. Purposeful, lasting
chaiges in the school curriculum cannot take place
unless teachers receive training to update their talents
and techniques. All too many of the present staff
development and inservice training programs across
the U.S. are dreadfully ineffective in actually pro-
ducing improved teaching or better management skills
in administrators.

Why? The level of support for staff development activity
at the state and local level is woefully inadequate. It is
imperative, therefore, that local school districts, and
state and federal education agencies, plan and develop.
a well-planned and systematic approach to staff train-
ing and development. Because of the ebbing influx of
newly trained personnel and the corresponding "aging
faculty" phenomenon, this preparation for the future
is essential.

Redefining general education. One final question re-
mains to be answered: how shall we define the pro-
gram of general education which will prepare students
for the year 2000? (General education here refers to
the base or core program for all youth.)

The secondary curriculum now consists of an exten-
sive series of course offerings, a few of which are re-
quired, most of which are electives. These courses,
organized along traditional subject-area lines, have
reflected two recent phenomena:

The addition of courses to the curriculum which
attempt to reflect contemporary interests of
youth; and

The attempt of school officials to respond to
social and personal problems via the school cur-
riculum. Courses on drug education, consumer
education and ethnic studies now are common to
many school systems throughout the U.S.

These two developments have contributed to the
creation of a "patchwork" curriculum: a curriculum
which lacks coherence and any systematic sense of
preparing youth for the future. Further. current ef-
forts to require demonstrated competencies as a re-
quisite to graduation are likely to prolong this patch-
work curriculum.

Problems we face today, and those we will confront
in the future, involve complex and interrelated vec-
torsthe environment. the economy, population,
energy. food supplies and continued industrializa-
tion. to name a few. Unfortunately. the present sepa-
ratesubject curriculum does not reflect this interac-
tion of diverse fields of knowledge.

To adequately prepare students for an uncertain
future. schools must develop interdisciplinary cur-
ricula. In addition to consolidating content areas.
schools must redefine "basic skills" to include areas
such as self-directed learning. conserving. relating
and coping.

White the federal itmernment has ht.en and must be
sensitive about an). semblance of a national curric-
ulum, local districts need help in setting into motion a
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curriculum development process which will help them
start a reconecptualization of general education. This
commitment to local curriculum responsibility must
be preserved and cultivated; the federally sponsored
Rand studies of change in education have demon-
strated that large-scale federal interventions into the
curriculum change process have had very limited
effect.

All societies use their schools' curricula to transmit
their culture and values. Unfortunately, we have

optionalized the curriculum so much that we are no
..longer transmitting much of anything. School board

members must be encouraged to rethink the purposes
and objectives of the public schools; tough decisions
and specific objectives must be set. Some educators,
indeed some students and parents, may question the
level of change which has been proposed here. But this
redefinition of general education is imperative if
schools are to provide the knowledge and skills which
will be necessary for survival in the twenty-first
century.
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